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Times change. . values don't

The DL- 1000A. the new "state-of-the-art"
cartridge from Denon, provides yet another
example of Denon's pioneering spirit in the
continual quest for perfect music reproduction.
Since 1950 Denon has been successfully
engaged in the manufacture of Moving Coil
cartridges and in 1965 the DL-103 was
developed to meet the requirements of
broadcasting stations Extensive tests and
comparisons against other cartridges have
resulted in the DL- I03 being employed by many
broadcasting authorities over the ensuing
years...a high accolade indeed.
Utilizing the expertise accumulated in
developing the DL- I03 Denon has, during the
following years, created the DL-Series of
Moving Coil cartridges, encompassing a
number of models to match most equipment
currently available.
• For details on Denon's DL-Series cartridges
see your local hi-fi dealer or contact Hayden
Laboratories Limited.

DENON
Design Integrity
Hayden Laboratories Limited, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG. Telephone: Gerrards Cross (0753) 888447
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PART FROM COMPARISONS
between Compact Disc and
LP by David Prâkel, the August
issue of HFN/RR will have a
decidedly analogue flavour, with
reviews by Martin Colloms of
tonearms from Syrinx, Mission,
Alphason, Hadcock and Zeta,
coupled with alook by Alvin Gold
at the latest mid- price pickups.
Ken Kessler takes aleap into the
unknown with the latest Stax
electrostatics— except that they
are loudspeakers rather than
headphones! Mike Skeet
describes life on the road with a
Soundfield mic/Sony PCM-F1
digital recording combination,
while John Atkinson heats up his
listening room with class-A
power amplifiers from Marantz
and Krell.
We are told that if hi-fi is
'hardware', then recorded music
is 'firmware' rather than
software: looking at firmware
next month will be Ken Dommett
on Mozart's chamber music,
Tully Potter on guitarist Angel
Romero, while Stephen Daw
contributes his promised feature
on harpsichordist Gilbert
Rowland and his Keyboard
Records Scarlatti project.
Place aregular order with your
newsagent now to be sure of
getting acopy of the August
HFN/RR.
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Latest Developments
from NAD
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NAD 7120 AM/FM
Stereo Rece ver
"The sound was exciting
and you were constantly
aware of the potential of
the system" WHAT HI-FI
The new NAD 7120 is acompact
receiver with low- profile design which
is elegant and modern yet highly
functional. Its advanced engineering
and sophisticated circuitry mark it as
ano-compromise product, one whose
sonic performance is audibly identical
to that of separate tuners and

amplifiers costing much more.
Wide-range Phono Preamplifier.
Records are the primary high-quality
music source for most listeners;
consequently the quality of the phono
preamp stage is critically important.
The engineering criteria which relate
to musically accurate sound in a
preamplifier are now well-known, and
the 7120 fulfills all of them. It
interfaces correctly with the
impedance of the pickup cartridge,
ensuring that the cartridge's
frequency response will not be
degraded by the preamp.
Sensitive Digital Tuner. Unlike many
stereo receivers which have
conventional tuning supplemented by
ameaningless digital display, the

IWItkitlii)( 1

7120 employs genuine digital
frequency-synthesis tuning, ensuring
that each station is tuned with crystalcontrolled precision. Five FM and five
AM stations may be-stored in the
memory circuits and recalled simply
by pressing one of the five pre-set
tuning buttons.
Infrasonic Filter. The 7120 contains a
sharp infrasonic filter which strips
away interference so that only clean
musical waveforms are amplified.
This filter is located ahead of the taperecording output of the 7120 in order
to prevent infrasonic energy from
causing distortion in your tapes.
Acoustically correct loudness
compensation. For the 7120 NAD has
developed apsycho-acoustically

correct loudness compensation
circuit that preserves anatural sonic
balance at low listening levels without
any false muddying of the texture.
High-Voltage, High-Current Output
Stage. The NAD 7120 is
conservatively rated at 20 watts per
channel, but like all NAD amplifiers
and receivers it behaves as if it were
more powerful than its rating
suggests. One reason is that its high.
voltage design yields an IHF dynamic
headroom factor of 2.5 dB, meaning
that during short-term bursts it will
deliver 75% more than its rated
power ( i.e. 35 watts per channel) into
an 8-ohm impedance.

£179.00

The revolutionary new
NAD 5120 Turntable
"...it represents one of
the finest achievements
in FM and r.f. circuitry
design that Ihave ever
seen....the most sensitive
tuner Ihave ever
measured."
AUDIO

NAD 4150 AM / FM Tuner
The NAD 4150 is the first stereo tuner
featuring the new Schotz Variable
Bandwidth PLL Detector, apatented
phase- locked- loop FM detector circuit
whose frequency bandwidth
automatically varies with signal
strength and signal quality in order to
optimise reception. It dramatically
improves performance in key areas.

£169.00

"Sonically it has prospects
of becoming amarket
leader"
HI-FI NEWS

;
NAD 3150 Amplifier
"An excellent standard
of overall performance"
HI- H FOR PLEASURE
The NAD 3150 integrated amplifier is
the ideal choice for the music lover who
needs amore powerful or flexible
amplifier than the world-famous NAD
3020. It continues the NAD tradition of

combining genuinely useful innovation
with exceptional price/performance
value. The 3150 is twice as powerful as
the 3020 when operated in stereo, and
six times as powerful when switched to
the bridged mode and used with a
companion power amplifier for stereo.
In addition the 3150 contains avariety
of circuit features that contribute to its
outstanding operating flexibility and
highly musical sound quality.

£199.00

The NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record-playing
performance, and exceptional,
freedom from resonant colourations
and feedback at asurprisingly modest
price. The unique thin, flat,
lightweight, low- inertia tonearm has
an effective mass of only 6grams for
optimum performance of any phono
cartridge. It is constructed of nonresonant phenolic and cannot " ring"
and colour the sound like metal arms.
The tonearm is one inch in width,

Ill•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

providing ideal lateral stiffness. It
cannot flex like thin arm tubes.
Midrange resonances of tubular arms
are replaced with asingle, optimally
damped, low-frequency vertical
flexure mode. Aspring-suspended
counterweight with viscous damping
acts as aprecision-tuned Dynamic
Vibration Absorber, cancelling the
infrasonic arm/cartridge resonance.
Another outstanding feature is the
floating subchassis which isolates
tonearm and platter from external
vibration.

£39.50
Complete with tonearm. Cartridge extra.
Additional Tonearm £24.50.
Cartridge extra.
L .
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"...this latter day
classic takes another
step forward"
HI FI ANSWERS
NAD 3020A Amplifier

NAD 3020, the world's most
acclaimed amplifier now
available with MC input and
mono button switch making the
unit more versatile than ever.

£109.00
"I have absolutely no
hesitation in
recommending the NAD
4020A very strongly"
POPULAR HI FI
NAD 4020A AM/FM
Tuner

Incorporates latest technology
including adual-gate MOSFET
front end tuning system for a
good combination of sensitivity
and resistance to overload.

£109.00
"The flatness of the
response at Dolby level
was amongst the best
ever seen for any
recorder at any price"
AUDIO MAGAZINE
NAD 6050C Cassette
Deck

Incorporates ahost of advanced
features including Dolby C,
Dolby B, direct loading with
click- locked soft touch buttons
and review/cue

£159.00

"(NAD 1020) This preamp credits the
strongest
recommendation"
PRACTICAL HI FI
"Cannot be bettered at
the price"
HI FI ANSWERS

NAD 2150 Power
Amplifier

Delivers more than twice its
rated power with musical
waveforms, i.e. over 250 watts
in bridged configuration.

£149.00
NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

Continuing atradition of
remarkable price/performance
value, the 1020 is an
audiophile-quality pre amp.

£77.00

NAD recommends
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HiFi Markets offer personal
attention and expert advice
Ariston

Ariston RD40

Radical new system that gives
quality at the vital source with

Thorens RD166 Il Turntable
Belt- driven turntable with
synchronous motor. Substantial

Dual CS505 Turntable

Semi-automatic, belt-driven
turntable with vario pulley. Gimbal

Nakamichi

an impressive array of
upgrading accessories available.

£99.95

"Simply the finest cassette deck we have yet tested"
STEREO REVIEW

main bearing and massive twopart cast platter. Cartridge extra.

£149.95

mounted straight pickup arm.
Dynamic balance. Inc. cartridge.

£89.95

Marantz

The latest compact disc
technology is now on display and
demonstration at many HiFi

Nakamichi DRAGON Auto Reverse Cassette Deck

Atruly innovative cassette deck,
the Dragon offers auto reverse
operation with adiscrete three
head reproduction system. Tape
head azimuth alignment is an
extremely important factor in
achieving tire best possible
reproduction quality. In other
auto reverse cassette decks
sound quality in one direction is
generally much worse than in
the other direction due to
differing azimuth alignment. The
Dragon, however has the NAAC
system (Nakamichi Auto Azimuth
Correction) which ensures the
best possible playback
performance from any tape and
in the forward and reverse

£1099.00

Nakamichi BX-2
"A recommendation is mandatory"
One of Nakarnichi's latest
cassette decks, the BX-2 is a
2- head machine offering
simplified features, functions
and operation while providing
'Nakamichi' performance
reproduction. A new
microcomputer controlled
mechanism offers smooth,
gentle tape handling and silent
operation precision. A new
record/playback head has been
specifically designed for this
deck with emphasis on achieving
optimum performance of both

Markets branches. Illustrated
here is the Marantz CD83 Compact
Disc Digital Audio Player.

directions. The Dragon uses a
dual-capstan transport with
both capstans directly driven via
independent Super Linear
Torque Direct Drive motors for
transport stability and precision
that simply cannot be improved
upon. Other features include
manual calibration of the left
and right channel for bias,
record and playback, Dolby B-C
type noise reduction, switchable
MPX filter and 2-speed autofader function. The Nakamichi
Dragon is without doubt anew
standard in top-performance
cassette reproduction.

Nakamichi recommends

the record and playback
functionswithout compromising
the performance of either.
The playback equalizer features a
unique loss-compensation
system that ensures perfect EQ
characteristics, and Nakamichi's
Double-NF circuit achieves
exceptionally low distortion in _
the low-frequency range. The
BX-2 also features Dolby Band C
noise reduction, memory play
and rec mute functions.

£259.00
Please note: not all Hi-fi
Markets branches are
Appointed Naltamichi
Centres. Please check
before travelling.
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for outstanding performance

Hi Fi Markets experts audition hundreds of HiFi compone its each year in order to
select the best quality HiFi at the best value prices or our customers. In the light of
our experience HiFi Markets unhesitatingly recommend Yamaha. This company has a
long history of manufacturing fine quality musical instruments and the unparalleled
knowledge they have gained has been used to good effect in producing arange of HiFi
which gives superb musical reproduction.
The new 300 series illustrated below offers performance and features to satisfy the
serious listener, but with economy and ease of operation that every music lover can
appreciate. Higher reproduction quality for real listening pleasure is offered at
incredibly low prices.

Yamaha A-400 Amplifier

40 watts per channel with
0.03% THD. MC/MM cartridge
compatibility. Continuous
variable loudness control, tape
monitor function, DAD input
function, audio muting switch.
Increoible value with MC input!

£129.00

Yamaha K-500 Cassette
Deck

TAM

,araie

IMereee

Yamaha's unique pure Sendust,
low impedance head takes full
advantage of the superior
electromechanical
characteristics of Sendust. Both
Dolby Band C noise reduction
are provided, also full IC logic,
feather touch controls and
automatic tape selection. Also
availab!e in black.
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Yamaha A-300
Amplifier
Basic reproduction
excellence without frills or
fancy automated features
means you'll always be sure
of what every Hi Fi
enthusiast really wants most
from his equipment —
natural sound performance.
The A-300 gives 30 watts per
channel with 0.05% THD.
Full specification includes
continuously variable
loudness controL

£89.95

Yamaha T-300
AM/FM/LW
Tuner
Matching tuner to the A-300,
the T-300 once again gives
you performance and
features previously available
only in much more expensive
tuners. The outstanding
specification includes: Pilot
tone PLL multiplex system,
3- segment LED signal level
meter, FM stereo indicator.

£89.95

0

0

Yamaha K-300
Cassette Deck
"The Yamaha is areal
gem"
"Value for money 100%"
POPULAR HI- Fl
The K-300 gives you the
choice of Dolby Bor Dolby C
noise reduction. This is
backed up by superior
Yamaha technology; atwo
motor transport system ard
anewly developec
Superhard Permalloy head.

£139.00

Yamaha recommends — nionsratiasu....

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Yamaha A-500 Amplifier

Incorporating Yamaha's Zero
Distortion Rule which sets new
standards in audio power
amplification purity by totally
eliminating amplifier introduced
distorton in the final power
stage. impressive 70 watts per
channel with incredibly low
0.01% THD.

£169.00
Yamaha T-500
AM/FM/LW Tuner

Outstanding features include:
Quartz PLL Synthesizer System,
5LW-AM/5FM preset station
tuning, auto/manual tuning,
3- segment LED signal level
meter, digital frequency display,
memory back-up function.

£119.00

Please note: not all HiFi
Markets branches are
Appointed Yantaha Centres.
Please check before
travelling.

ANew Loudspeaker
giving traditional
KEF quality and
performance

"Delivers exceptional Super New
performance at avery 1Loudspeaker from
low price"
1AR
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STEREO REVIEW I

FI

All speaker prices per pair

KEF Carina II
Carina II is atwo-way,
three drive unit free
standing loudspeaker
capable of producing high
quality sound loud enough
to satisfy the needs of
those who like to listen at
realistic live volume levels.
The unusual layout of the
three drive units was
originally employed by KEF
for professional high- level
monitoring loudspeakers.

Coda Ill
Cantor II
Carina II
Caprice II
Carlton II

£99.00
£119.00
£139.00
£149.00
£239.00

Boston
Acoustics A40
Markets are pleased
to bring you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2-way bookshelf speaker
which has won much
critical acclaim. We can
strongly recommend this
speaker as one of the most
cost-effective designs
available anywhere. The
A40 which features a
61
/ in acoustic-suspension
2
woofer and 1
/ in dome
4
tweeter, delivers
exceptional performance
at avery low price.
A40

£99.00

AR18LS

Celestion SL6

The AR18LS is an updated
version of the AR18s, a
bookshelf type acoustic
suspension, 2-way
speaker. New grille cloth
and cabinet appearance
have been added to give a
contemporary style in
keeping with the top-ofthe- line AR98LS. The
sound is still the same —
the sound that has
received critical acclaim
worldwide.

The Celestion SL6 has
been designed with a
complete understanding
of the vibration of all the
drive units, which operate
with complementary
behaviour mounted in a
cabinet conceived as part
of acomplete system. The
resulting accuracy,
transparency and
resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.

AR8LS
AR18LS
AR28LS
AR38s
AR48s
AR925

Ditton 100 £79.90
Ditton 110 £99.90
Ditton130 £ 139.90
Ditton 250 £ 189.90
Ditton 300 £239.90
SL6
£279.90

1110115Wit-CASIL—

HiFi Markets recommend —

£79.90
£99.90
£ 129.90
£ 149.90
£ 199.90
£299.90

for the best performance from your speaker system

The place where people care about hi-fi

Hifi Markets-the largest
specialist hi-fi retailer in the country
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New Malden
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
Northampton
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
Norwich
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833
Nottingham
120-122 Alf reton Road. Tel: 0602 786919
Oxford
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
19 Old High Street, Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Peterborough
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
27 Long Causeway. Tel: 0733 51007
Plymouth
90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
Poole
55 North Road, Parkstone.
Tel: 0202 742706
Portsmouth
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Preston
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Romford
38 North Street. Tel: 0708 268403
Rotherham
2Westgate. Tel: 0709 70666
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row. Tel:0722 22746
Sevenoaks (Kent)
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Sheffield
172 Baslow Road, Totley.
Tel: 0742 360295
10 Nursery Street. Tel: 0742 77824
Shrewsbury
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Slough
5Old Crown Buildings, Windsor Road.
Tel: 0753 37021
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128
Stockport
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-4804872
Stoke-on-Trent
51/53 Piccadilly, Hanley.
Tel: 0782 265010
Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 657578
Swindon
91-92 Commercial Road.
Tel: 0793 28383
Taunton
2Crown Walk, High Street.
Tel: 0823 51682
Trowbridge (Wiltshire)
18c Bradley Road. Tel: 02214 66441
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Tunbridge Wells
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
Walsall
Tudor House, Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Te,: 0923 26169
Weston Super Mare
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423
Wilmslow
5Swan Street. Tek. 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931
Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
NORTH WALES
Colwyn Bay
19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos on Sea.
Tel: 0492 48932
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
13 Kings Road. Tek 0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078
Port Talbot
10 Forge Road. Tel: 0639 882068
Tredegar
88 Commercial Street.
Tel: 049525 2288/ 2218
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Edinburgh
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Falkirk
44 Cow-Wynd. Ter 0324 29011
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-6388252
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greig Street. Tek 0463 220440
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
85 Royal Avenue:Tel: 0232 229907
Fountain Centre, College Street.
Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel: 0001-979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437
54 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel: 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735
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Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 19/5/83) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
Not all the products featured in HiFi
Markets advertisement are available at all
branches. Please check before travelling.
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because at Chew & Osborne you'll find we're
perfectionists. One of the reasons is that our
experience covers 20 years helping people
discover the pleasures of true musical enjoyment,
another is that our customers individual
requirements have always been our first
consideration. When you're looking for advice
and assistance in the confusing world of hi fi
equipment, you'll find us completely professional
— and totally unbiassed.

C-C

We only stock the best names,. . and the latest
models, which means that whatever you choose
whether it's the completely new compact disc
digital audio unit or apick-up cartridge, you'll
know the equipment is right and the price is right.

MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money
must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be
needed.

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and
pay by post in advance of delivery, Hi.Fi News will consider
you for compensation if the Advertiser should become insolvent oi .
bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money returned;
and
(2) You
write
to
the
Publisher
of
HiFi
News
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.

c-KD

With everything on display...which means you
can see and hear the ultimate in sound in the
privacy of our hi fi demonstration rooms.

CiED

At competitive prices...backed up by our own
after-sales service department. You can
purchase all equipment by phone — on top of that
we deliver free on the U.K. mainland. However,
by calling personally you'll only really appreciate
just how much we have to offer.

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write, we
will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.

And for browsing, try our classical record
selection...chosen with care from the latest
reviews, and of course we also stock compact
audio discs. Why noteall in for the sheer pleasure
of hearing fine music -as it should be heard.

We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the
above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £5,200 per annum for any
one Advertiser so affected and up to £ 10,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when the
above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of HiFi
News; but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct response to an
advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payment made in
response to catalogues etc, received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.
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EPPING, ESSEX. 148 HEgn Street (0378) 74242
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX. 26 King Street (0799) 23728
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DUAL-TOPIC LEADER this month, as
there seems to be increasing activity
in anumber of areas: at the formal
end of things May saw the first of what is
hoped to be an annual event, the Federation
of British Audio Charity Dinner. With
BREMA, the British Radio and Electrical
Manufacturers Association, dominated by
the UK subsidiaries of the big Japanese
companies, the FBA alone carries the flag
both for the home-grown industry and for
'real' hi-fi. The dinner, at London's Cafe
Royal, was an extremely pleasant affair, with
manufacturers, retailers, designers and the
press in attendance, and atidy sum was
raised for the RNIB.
A particular feature of the dinner was the
presentation of awards to FBA companies
for achievement in various areas. Some
were obvious enough: Quad's ESL-63, for
example, was the Outstanding Product of the
Year; and Julian Vereker's visual- pun- based
ad campaign for Naim won the award for
Marketing and Promotion, with QED as
runner-up. The choice for the Technological
Achievement Award of the classic 1975
Digital techniques in the measurement of
loudspeakers work, by KEF'S Raymond
Cooke and Laurie Fincham, was surely
appropriate, too, in view of the worldwide
influence it has had, if alittle after the event.
Other choices were unexpected: why
Quad's 34 for Design and Finish when their
FM4 tuner is far more innovative in its design
and had already set the styling for the
preamp? And Wharfedale's Mach 7as
runner-up for this award is alittle surprising,
worthy as it may be, when you think of the
market impact such speakers as the Meridian
active designs or Celestion's SL6 have had.
The Export Achievement choice of Keith
Monks, presumably for the LP cleaning
machine, with KEF in second place, may be
well- deserved, but seems alittle unfair on
such companies as Mission, B&W, Celestial
and Rogers, who with KEF have worked
extremely hard to promote British
loudspeakers in the USA, or Tannoy, whose
influence in that hardest of markets, Japan, I
have witnessed at first hand.
There are also two names which Ifeel
should have been honoured for the influence
they have had on both British and world
design philosophy: Spencer Hughes, for his
virtual invention of the ' British Sound', first
at the BBC, and then with Spendor; and Ivor

Tiefenbrun, because, whatever you may feel
about either his products or himself, he has
done more to prevent the UK industry from
descending into ahardly- earned
complacency than any man alive.
Idon't propose in the limited space Ihave
at my disposal to go into the selection
procedure adopted by the FBA— I'm sure
they will expand on the topic in afuture
issue. But unless the choice of awardees for
this new scheme accurately reflects the
realities of the market place, instead of
helping the man in the street mentioned in
Alexander Finn's letter on p12 realise that
there is aBritish hi-fi industry, this new
dinner will become just another of those
self-congratulatory occasions that so inflict
UK industry.
The other topic is, of course, Compact
Disc. Martin Colloms reviews the latest
players on p57, but to judge from some
writers' comments, even to admit to the
existence of the medium undermines one's
credibility as ahi-fi enthusiast. Adrian
Orlowski, in the June HiFi Answers for
example, retreated into what Iconsider to be
an unsupportable elitist position to attack
both CD and digital recording, and Alvin
Gold in this issue ( p13) admits to acomplete
lack of faith in the silver disc.
The situation is complex. Ihave had too
many overwhelmingly musical and
emotional experiences from digital master
tapes to dismiss ' digital' per se. However, I
have little sympathy with letters Ireceive
from supporters of digital who conclude
their argument with ' Ihave not yet heard CD
but Iam sure it will be perfect'. Like Alvin, I
have been living with aCD player since
before the March launch, and like Alvin Ifeel
that the chances of getting agood sound
from CD are depressingly low when
compared to black disc. Unlike Alvin,
however, Ihaven't found those chances to
be as low as zero— there are two or three out
of all the CDs Ihave heard that Ican honestly
put my hand on my heart and say that the
sound is almost beyond reproach.
It could be fairly pointed out that this is not
abad ratio of hits out of the 250 or so titles so
far released, as the LPs in my collection are
an even tinier fraction of the total number of
LPs that have been released since the early
'60s when Istarted buying them. However,
the CD launch catalogue presumably is what
the record industry has selected as its finest
offerings. But compare the CD release of
Strauss' Ein Heldenleben (
Philips 400 073-21
with the 1961 Beecham LP ( HMV SXLP
302931 and there is no contest — apart from
surface noise and tape hiss, the Beecham is
superior in every way, making amockery of
the new technology. Whether this poor
overall standard is due to inadequate
standards of CD transfer, as conjectured by
Reg Williamson on p13, or due to inept or
misguided engineering/balancing, it is still
an indictment of an industry that has not
come to grips with the demands either of
present replay systems or of the new
medium.
Istill have faith in digital recording but I
think we had all better tighten our seat belts:
it is going to be rough going over the next
few months.
John Atkinson

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment matters
(with SAE) should be marked for the attention of Crossover who will reply in due course, We reserve the right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems feature, unless otherwise
instructed. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American
applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA, UK and rest cf world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
in Hi-fi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick
Street, Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each covered by two binders ( January-June and July- December), while 1983 will require one binder. Price £3.50 each ( post paid). For
earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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. .. about telling people what
to buy
From: Alexander W. Finn, Highgate, London
Dear Sir, '
Views' in the last few months has
given afascinating indication of the infighting that is affecting the British audio industry. Irecently saved what Iconsider to be a
small fortune in order to buy some Linn and
Naim equipment. The sound quality is
superb and, although it may not be everyone's cup of tea, argument over its worth is
analogous to arguing the relative merits of
Ferrari and Rolls-Royce— what is sure is that
they are both better than aToyota. Yet none
of my friends have ever heard of Linn or
Nairn ( the same would be true of Rega, Pink
Triangle, Ariston, Logic, Audio Vois, Dunlop,
Meridian, etc, etc,); for them the best equipment is JVC, Sony, Pioneer, Hitachi ... Now
many of those who read the hi-fi press
regularlywill know that this is not the case,
but the fact of the matter is that the majority
of the British public feel that hi-fi is Japan.
Until this misperception is corrected the
future for British audio must be bleak.
How do things change? Anyone with
experience of consumer marketing will realise that product success is related to memory. If people remember the name of your
product ( and hopefully abit about it) you are
halfway to selling it to them — all aspects of
advertising are subordinate to this. Of all
those in the audio industry at the moment,
the man who must understand this best is
Ivor Tiefenbrun. References to either himself
or his products never leave the pages of all
hi-fi publications, he has undoubtedly been
very successful in promoting both his company and British audio in general.
Mr. Howard Popeck on the other hand, in
his recent article ('The Dealer's Dilemma',
February), makes some unreasoned criticisms of the so-called ' popular press' for
publishing lists of recommended combinations that are not complete. Iwould suggest
that acomplete list would be unhelpful to the
relatively uninitiated since it would lack
direction. People need to be told what to do,
they do not, on the whole, like making
decisions— most people like asafe bet and
they see all dealers as experts. Most dealers
are dreadful. (' British' dealers are not angels
either, they have alimited range in much the
same way as Haymarket Publications have
limited lists — Mr. Popeck, for example, does
not stock Naim. Similarly, no dealer will
recommend aproduct he does not stock or
be prepared to demonstrate all possible
combinations of components.) If the list of
recommended products is short and clear,
the consumer is more likely to remember it
and investigate its suggestions than he is
when it is so complete that it is unfathomable. It should be remembered that for every
'perfect' list there is asimple, bright, flashy
advertisement for JVC which clearly implies
superiority. The main task of the hi-fi press is
to encourage buyers to go to good dealers,
where they will be able to get sensible,
personal advice. If this is better achieved by
the dictatorship of the Linn than by anarchic
fairness, then so be it.
As many concerned with the state of the
British audio industry must realise, the
immediate challenge of CD to the LP is not
great. The real danger is that it will reinforce
the popular belief that Japanese is best and
have the buyers flocking back to Laskys.
Much of the good work of Ivor Tiefenbrun,
Peter Walker, Julian Vereker, Roy Gandy and
others will be undone.
The barrier that is presented by the attitudes of the public is not easy to break
1')

VIE
through, nevertheless the rewards for doing
so are great. It may require compromises of
so-called ' objectivity' and ' fairness', but I
believe that there would be agreat many
more good systems in the living-rooms of
the country— they may not be the best, but
they would no longer be the worst and that
would be something.
Yours faithfully,

..

about stylus cleaning

From: A.O. Buss, Llanelli, Dyfed, Wales
Dear Sir, May Ioffer the ultimate in stylus
cleaning hints as my contribution towards
helping to stave off the forthcoming Digital
Disease. On aclapped- out record smear a
band of liquid metal polish. Play this band —
afew revolutions will do— then clean the
detritus off the stylus with the normal brush
and fluid. Ihave not tried Paul Messenger's
sandpaper, but my ears tell me that my way
may be equally effective. The beauty of this
method is that it is actually the contact area
of the stylus which is sure to be restored to
its original condition. It is also safe and
quick.
Yours faithfully

. . . about biasing contacts
From: Owen Jones ( Senior R&D Merchant),
Pink Triangle Products Ltd, 122 Maidstone
Road, Foots Cray, Sidcup, Kent.
Dear Sir, Iread with interest Martin Colloms'
article and John Atkinsons' comments on a
'passive preamp' in May.
Presumably the intention behind JA's
desire to get some current flowing through
the connectors is to reduce the effect of
non- linearity of switch contacts at low levels;
this non- linearity arises both due to contamination of the contacts, producing a
partially rectifying junction, and an effect
known as constriction resistance, thus distorting the signal passing through. Hence the
larger the current, the smaller the relative
effects with this phenomenon. In addition, if
acurrent- carrying switch is closed, apartial
weld can be produced reducing these
effects.
For this reason all switch contacts in our
'Pip' preamp carry aDC bias current, on top
of which is superimposed the AC signal
current. This results in the partial welding of
the contacts, but more importantly, since the

AC component is less than one- hundredth of
the DC bias, it is well outside the most
non-linear region of the switch characteristics. This approach is also adopted for the
input and output connectors, although the
DC component at the phono input is of lower
value ( awelded switch might be beneficial, a
welded Koetsu certainly is not!).
Returning to the passive preamp, if a
volume control is examined it is seen to
consist of asliding contact on aresistant
material ( or in some cases, amulti- position
switch) which results in the same problems
with contact non- linearity. So aDC bias
current is also passed through the slider
contact of the volume control in the ' Pip'.
Although this results in some small amount
of noise as the volume level is altered, its
level is not intrusive even after long periods
of simulated use, and is asmall price to pay
for the benefits obtained.
To end this lettqr, Isuppose, like JA, I
should concludeWith ' Remember where you
saw the idea first', but that virtually/usually
invites trouble so Iwon't.
Yours faithfully

. . . about Voigt & moving coils
From: George Wise, Putnoe, Bedford
Dear Sir, At the recent Swiss Cottage hi-fi
exhibition, Ortofon claimed to have invented
the pickup in 1948, Iinformed them of Paul
Voigt's 1941 patent, and they have since
confirmed his prior invention.
The contribution that the late Paul Voigt
made to high quality sound reproduction,
from which we all get so much pleasure,
should never be forgotten. In the thirties he
put Britain in front of the rest of the world in
this field. To hear one of his disc recordings
reproduced through his Domestic Corner
Horn loudspeaker was arevelation that one
would never forget. Most of us who had this
pleasure would agree that it was the greatest
step towards natural sound reproduction we
have ever heard.
Yours faithfully,

. . . about tunes & digital
From: Jonathan N. Palmer, Rotherham,
South Yorks.
Dear Sir, In his article ' Say Tunes' (
HFN/RR
March), Ivor Humphreys, referring to the
demonstrations where adigital recorder was
inserted in the tape loop of ahi-fi system,
commented that ' approximately 1500 visitors have experienced this demo so far and
of that number only one believed he could
reliably hear the difference'. Ihave to disagree with this statement totally, Iattended
the HFN/RR demo at Nottingham and when
the digital loop was included in the analogue
reference system, Icould hear the difference
without question. Most of the people in the
room could hear the difference, as could the
HFN/RR crew themselves:
The inclusion of the digital recorder had a
strong deleterious effect over all the frequency band. The top end was similar to the
sound of FM radio in being ' cut off', and was
'grainy', with blurred imagery and aveiled
lack of definition. This sound was not easy to
forget, and was certainly not desirable.
People are likening the introduction of CD
to the replacement of the 78 by the microgroove LP. Ithink it is more like the replacement of the vacuum-tube by the transistor —
agood idea but just because it is supposed
to be superior does not necessarily mean

that it will be so. Give analogue aproper
chance.
Yours faithfully
Although Ichose the word reliably' carefully, Irealised too
late that the import of my comment might still be open to
misinterpretation. Throughout the course of many digitalversus-analogue seminars it has been interesting to note
how the tenor of each session is established fairly early on
by the comments of those first to voice an opinion. There
have indeed been those who felt they could detect the
insertion of the digital loop, but upon discussion there and
then we have so far found only one person who was so
utterly certain about it that we felt it appropriate to
challenge him. Not even Paul Messenger, arguably the least
digitally persuaded of our team ( yet also one of the most
fair-minded on the issue), is prepared to put his reputation
on the line under these conditions at ashow, which leads
me to question the infallibility of Mr Palmer himself and the
accuracy of his ' Most people ...' sentence. Idid go on to
say in my 'Tunes' piece that people might well be able to
identify the digital loop every time in their home surroundings. We set our levels by ear and did not take account of
the inversion of absolute phase introduced by the PCM-F1.
Perhaps we could set up acontrolled test such as Bob Stuart
carried out at Meridian, for those who remain so cocksure.
Analogue needs no ' proper chance' and no-one questions
its authority; rather it is digital which needs the settling
time.
Ivor Humphreys

. . . about CD & sound quality
From: Arthur J. Kulak, Elk Grove Village,
Illinois, USA
Dear Sir, Now that the Digital Era is fully
upon us with the advent of the Compact Disc
player, Ihope record companies and producers learn very quickly that the public is tired
of shoddy recordings. The first Compact
Discs to become available to the consumer
retain much of the poor sound of most LPs, I
feel, indicating that no amount of high
technology is going to compensate for careless and incompetent recording technique.
There is aparadox here because the
Compact Disc does have tremendous clarity
and transparency, delineating every detail
with great articulation. At the same time any
flaws are mercilessly exposed. Edits, excessive overdubbing, microphone noise, and
hum, and improper placement are clearly
audible as is asloppy performance by the
recording artists. The CD recordings Ihave
heard to date are overly bright and edgy
sounding, so much so that Iam inclined to
continue buying audiophile label LPs instead
of CDs.
Ihope we don't have to wait anumber of
years for the record companies and producers to get their act together and produce
recordings that sound like music. Compact
Disc makes it quite obvious that there are
few companies and producers who know
how to do so right now.
Yours faithfully

. . . about CD & Alvin Gold
From: Reg Williamson, Norwich
Dear Sir, It concerns me that HFN/RR
appears to be following aregrettable trend
all too evident in its less distinguished
contemporaries. This is the practice of
generating questions rather than providing
answers on technical matters.
Can Isuggest that any technical magazine
(HFN/RR is atechnical magazine, isn't it?)
ought to concern itself with finding the
answers, not posing questions if it wishes to
assume aVoice of Authority.
Let me give aprime example: Alvin Gold
in May asks why the 400Hz tone on Nimbus'
sampler sounds distorted at the — 40dB level.
Well, it does sound abit high at Dtot 0.24%,
assuming that it is referred to the OdB level —
but, more on that anon. But if Alvin preHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sumes to Speak with Authority, his first step
should have been to analyse the Dt products
since aDtot in this instance is quite valueless. From what he tells us, however, it does
sound like classic quantisation distortion and
at 400Hz it will be predominantly very high
order products; more like noise, in fact. My
Woolworth's calculator confirms that these
products are greater than — 52dB referred to
maximum program level; so Iwould suggest, as one who has been ' in' digital/
analogue techniques far longer than any of
your contributors that the observed aberrations on apure tone would be well masked
by practically every kind of program material
so far committed to CD and subjectively of
little significance.
But Idid admit, it seemed rather high. So it
gives me the excuse of turning over a
particular stone in the digital debate. Underneath lies the delicate question of how
mastering to CD is done about which there
has been adiscrete silence so far. To the best
of my knowledge, none of the mastering
systems currently in use in the professional
audio world —Decca eta!— are compatible
with the parameters adopted for CD. So let's
put together ascenario of what might have
happened in the case of the Nimbus disc ( I
can just see the missile on the launching pad
at Wyastone Leys aimed at Norwich). The
PCM cassette was made up of selected
examples from their excellent catalogue with
the tones added on direct from an audio
oscillator; the former, one must assume,
were abit-to- bit copy transfer. On arrival at
Polygram's Hannover factory, it is replayed
and brought back to analogue before
conversion to digital, this time in the CD
format. So you can see what has happened;
two stages of AID conversion and all that
implies; the not so simple accumulation of
all the aberrations inherent in both systems —
QD and error corrections, to name but two.
Sooner or later, someone has got to
address themselves to removing this potential flaw in an otherwise admirable system. It
may either be by bit-to- bit conversion techniques ( and that raises an embarrassed grin
with them what knows); or the mastering
parameters must be brought into line and
complement those of the CD system.
Yours faithfully

. . . about CD & Reg Williamson
From: Alvin Gold, Gants Hill, Essex
Dear Sir, To reply to the points raised by Mr.
Williamson, as far as Iam aware the majority
of digitally- sourced CD releases are mastered from tapes recorded using the 44.1kHz/
16- bit encoding format, using recorders like
the Sony PCM1610 ( Polygram's mainstay)
and are not converted back to analogue
during the process— there should be no
need. Recordings made on the Decca recorder are converted to the Sony format for
mastering, Iam told, using adigital/digital
converter. Even if they were converted back
to analogue, it would not answer my main
point for two reasons. Firstly, there is some
evidence to suggest that the best sounding
digitally recorded CDs ( using 3M, Soundstream) have had to undergo reconversion
via analogue, and that arguably the best
sounding CDs of any kind are those from
analogue masters (
eg, Colin Davis' Firebird—
which sounds still better on vinyl, in my
opinion). Secondly, and more relevantly in
this context, the whole point about test
signals, including that on the Nimbus disc, is

that they are produced directly from a
stream of computer- generated undithered
'bits', and represent the nearest thing to a
perfect signal that can be encoded on CD.
There is another point here, though, one I
feel extremely strongly about. Iam not, as
readers may know, ameasurement-oriented
reviewer. Most of the measurements that
accompany my reviews stem from outside
laboratories with whom Iwork closely. Ilimit
myself to extremely basic stuff, though what
little Ido, Ibelieve Ido properly, if only
because Irealise ( and always point out) the
limitations. Yet the distortion measurement I
reported in my column seemed to me at the
time— and still does — both simple and
obvious, and one that anyone in the
measurement business could have reported
upon — if only to explain away— at any time.
But no-one did! Ionly bothered measuring
the distortion because the sound of the tone
(of single frequency remember, and unfettered by intermod. products) was so
obviously and excruciatingly bad. My real
concerns, however, lie in two altogether
much more important areas. One: Iam
extremely concerned that the standard of
sound from CD is so poor. The high peak/
mean ratios and the lack of noise from
surface contamination gives asort of ' magic
carpet' ride, it is true. And yet, when these
things have been adapted to, accepted and
forgotten, there seems to me to be no
escaping that what's left sounds pretty
threadbare. Compact Disc simply does not
produce ahigh quality sound, and even the
things that it ought to do best — reproducing
fff passages and the like— usually end up
sounding unconvincing. Instrumental texture and colour are generally diminished,
and the sound of instruments tends to lose
characterisation — their individuality, if you
like. The old war-horse about systems optimised for analogue won't wash as an
explanation. I, and other like-minded reviewers and dealers of my acquaintance, have
now tried any number of different components and systems, without affecting the
basic observations.
Two: Iam concerned that almost to aman,
the hi-fi reviewing fraternity appears to
agree with this assessment of the sound ( or
at the very least expresses considerable
unease) but all too often bends over backwards to blame anything other than the
system itself. The venue was wrong, or if the
acoustics were OK, then the microphones
were naff, or there were too many of them,
or the stereo image had been panpotted into
position, or H Von K had been gainriding the
controls, or the thing had been converted
back to analogue during mastering, or it was
analogue to begin with ... any excuse in fact
other than the one staring them in the face.
The time has come to stand up and say
what needs to be said: the endless stream of
excuses won't wash any longer. Ihave rows
and rows of classical records in my next
room, and the number of purist two-mic
recordings— if Icould be certain which they
were— can probably be counted on the
fingers of one hand. Even then, they're not
the best! Whether or not arecord sounds
good bears surprisingly little relation to the
method of recording, an opinion, I'll wager,
with which most HFN/RR readers agree. Just
read the record review pages if you're still
doubtful. In any case, why should a ' contrived' recording sound like adog's dinner
just because it's pressed onto a ' superior'
medium — CD— when it sounds perfectly
good, albeit clearly contrived, on vinyl?
The irony here is that these opinions about 11>
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The Quad ESL-63 and Compact Disc.
Two steps closer to
the original sound.
The Quad ESL-63 sets
new standards in three
important areas of loudspeaker
technology, low distortion, low
colouration and controlled
directivity, resulting in alevel of
performance limited solely by
the quality of programme
source.
With Quad ESL-63's and a
compact disc player less than
0.1% total harmonic distortion*
intrudes between the listener
and the studio master tape,
reproducing exactly what was
recorded, nothing added,
nothing taken away and
bringing the listener that much
closer to the original sound.
For full details of the Quad
range of products and the name
and address of your nearest
dealer contact; Quad
Electroacoustics Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561.
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for the closest approach
to the original sound
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sound quality are belatedly beginning to be
backed up by solid, objective ' facts' ( note
apostrophes). As usual, it has been left to the
so-called subjective reviewers to raise the
necessary questions first, but at least some
of the technical community are now beginning to realise that all is not well. It now
appears that not only is the quantisation
distortion potentially more significant than
the raw figures would suggest, there is now
reason to say the dynamic range is not
equivalent to signal/noise performance, and
the large in- band phase shifts that follow
from steep analogue anti-aliasing filters may
be audible after all. Other workers are beginning to suggest that the number of effective
bits of resolution from apractical CD chain is
alot less than 16, that D/A chips age and
degrade, that linear quantisation is an
anachronistic expedient ( the BBC use logarithmic quantisation and less bits), and that
error correction may not be as innocuous as
first supposed, and so on ... Ihave a
sneaking suspicion that the technical standards that have been adopted for CD ( and it
is these standards that are being questioned,
not the idea of digital perse) were designed
for the convenience of the manufacturers
involved and not on the basis of any sound
psycho- acoustic research into what was
really necessary.
Even the supposed support of the studios
cannot be taken as read. True, there are
those who back the system to the hilt, and a
lot of others who would like to invest in
digital if only they could raise the funds. But
my experience talking to engineers and
technicians has shown that astudio's priorities are not necessarily parallel to those of
purist audio. The theoretical low level of
generation noise means that they can
indulge in lots of post- production, and the
inherent incorruptibility of digital audio
whilst in digital form is its biggest plus. Yet
there are studios who can tell stories about
this supposed incorruptibility that would
make your hair stand on end. The argument
that studios have found digital audio provides ' perfect' playback doesn't stand up to

scrutiny. A control room's monitoring system is designed as an analytical tool with
which to do aspecific job. By no stretch of
the imagination could the average studio
monitoring set-up be described as even
approximating the requirements of realistic,
high fidelity playback, and many of the
engineers Ihave spoken to are concerned
only with those features of digital that make
their job easier or more difficult. Some Ihave
discussed this with are unconvinced that
digital even sounds better to begin with—
hence some of the digital equipment manufacturers' extraordinary loan schemes to
enable engineers to 'familiarise' themselves
with digital recording and mixing.
Apart from its incorruptibility ( as and
when justified), on every other level CD- style
digital audio must be seen as crudely
mimicking an analogue world — though
exactly how crude amodel digital is generates alot of heat amongst observers. It is no
longer viable to argue that CD's present
imperfections will eventually be overcome.
The essential difference between analogue
and CD that runs counter to the oft- quoted
parallel with the changeover from 78s to LPs,
is that analogue is an open-ended system,
capable of continuous and unlimited
improvement. CD is not. Any change from,
say, linear to logarithmic quantisation, or to
extra bits for more resolution, would at least
require new inventories of discs and dual
standard players.
Finally, Iam puzzled by the beginning of
Reg Williamson's letter. Surely the lesson of
history, and of any truly scientific approach
to the discipline HFN/RR serves is that when
it comes to the crunch, we don't even know
what question to ask— never mind knowing
all the answers! Did you know it's only just
been noted that our universe is rotating,
throwing out all our calculations about the
distribution of masses and velocities near
the limits of observations? And that the
evidence for this was staring cosmologists in
the face for years— it took an undergraduate
student to notice what was already recorded
in the literature? What arrogance dictates

CROSSWORD

1

Discordance, losing abearing, may be less musical still! ( 5,5)
Shape the insect with afavoured frequency group ( 7)
Somehow along anon-digital principle ( 6)
Promote the American composer of light music ( 6)
Even Enid may somehow present an 18th century French composer ( 8)
Coming back, Father joins the air force for an electrical unit ( 5)
Musical device has little Peggy and Iin quality record label ( 8)
Crazy ghost Imet on arrangement for conductor and composer's daughter ( 6,5)
Ideal stereo seat provided by jet-set teenagers ( 6)
Retains somehow the English oratorio composer ( 7)
Popular British conductor presented by Arthur Stratton ( 5)

See also Martin Colloms' position on both Compact Disc
and digital recording in general on p.28 and 57 — and why is
it that so many musicians enjoy digital recordings? More on
this topic next month, from Tony Faulkner amongst others.
— Ed.

. . about America dc Alvin Gold
From: Michael Leeds, San Diego, California,
USA
Dear Sir, As an American reader of long
standing, Iwas dismayed to read the disparaging remark from Alvin Gold (' Nuggets',
April) in which he stated that Mission's
amplifiers ' screamed "America" with their
ego-tripping styling'. This kind of comment,
besides being agross generalisation, does
nothing to assuage the impression that the
primary prerequisite for being amember of
the British Audiophile Press is that one be a
pompous ass.
A cheap shot Mr. Gold.
Yours faithfully

.. .about

nvi vs LP compari-

sons
From : J.M. Rollo, Givan, Ayrshire, Scotland
Dear Sir, Simon King (' Views', May) seeks a
rational explanation for the unexpected similarity in high quality disc reproduction
between his system and the supposedly
inferior one used by the BBC, heard via
Radio 3.
Iam not suggesting that he does the
unmentionable but, if his turntable is in the
same room as his loudspeakers, is it not
probable that feedback- induced coloration
(which of course affects all turntables to
some extent) was the cause of the degradation he noted?
Yours faithfully

A £5record token will be awarded to the first five correct
solutions received by July 5th.

CLUES ACROSS:
1 (8‘ 1
down
6
7
9
10
12
14 (see 19)
17
19 (& 14)
21
22
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that we should all be ' experts' handing down
'answers' like messages on tablets of stone?
What scientific attitude dictates that we are
too big to ask questions?
Yours faithfully
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CLUES DOWN:
1 ( see 1
across)
2
3
4
5
8
11
13
15
16
18
20

13

12
The musical half of acelebrated partnership ( 8)
Importune the backward little arbitrator for the speaker ( 6)
Little Pamelas confused about the current situation (
4)
Gus and Lena arrange to form astriking partnership (7)
No going back between the notes for this instrument (
4)
Little Reginald and sons arrange to get aletter for avocalist ( 8)
Astronomical parameter which is just the thing for vertical alignment, tapewise (7)
Austrian waltz composer for whom Len ran about (6)
Badly produced musical work ends up in soup (
4)
Composer makes acomeback in theatre Bizet frequented ( 5)
Profit from the power amplification business ( 4)

MAY'S WINNERS: L. Tracey, Gillingham, Kent; B. L. Tulloch, Barking, Essex; A. F. Tucker,
Ashton, Bristol; J. Wadman, Quinton, Birmingham; J. MacKerell, Benton, Newcastle upon
Tyne.
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NEWS
THE MYSTERIOUS
PWB TUBES
Over the past year or so Peter
Belt of PWB Ltd has been beavering away on a new approach to
connecting cables and also the
problems of wiring and its insulation. He believes he has made
some new discoveries on the
subject which could, if scientifically proven, provide asignificant
improvement of the sound quality of many hi-fi systems, all at a
relatively low cost.
His investigations are not yet
complete, nor are the results
wholly understandable. One of
the most promising areas has
been to discard all insulation
around signal conductors
whenever possible, and substitute high purity lead wire for
copper at many points. Ordinary
lengths of connecting cable are
terminated by adevice he classes
a ' lead tube' which looks just how
it sounds — ashort 5cm length of
pure lead tube around 2.5 to
3.0mm internal diameter. Peter
feels that once an audio system
has been basically converted
along these suggested lines,
returning parts of the interconnectors to conventional insulation or copper conductors can
result in a clear and obvious
subjective impairment.
A week or so ago he sent
FIFN/RR some of these weirdlooking tubes plus some lead

LE NOUVEAU
AIWA
Quick to catch on to the mastertape quality afforded by Compact
Disc, Aiwa have introduced three
new cassette decks claimed to
exploit the copying potential of
the new medium ( but only with a
licence — what licence? — of
course). Top of the range is, not
surprisingly, the most sophisticated. The AD- F990 is expected to
retail at £349 and includes: three
heads ( with a newly developed
amorphous alloy combination
head; Dolby HX with Dolby- B and
-C; Aiwa's Micro- grain Dual Capstan transport, which apparently
yields a wow and flutter perfomance of 0.025% (WRMS); automatic tape/source switching
when the tape is paused in record
mode; an automatic head
demagnetiser which gives atwosecond burst from an on- board

STAND COUPLING
FEET

wire, and asummary of the work FRONT-LOADING
and its results to date.
Ihad been experimenting with PHILIPS CD
the Spendor SP1s reviewed in
With waiting lists for CD players
June to see whether thick wire
not uncommon, Philips are introand full interconnect soldering ducing their third model, the
within a speaker would have
much effect on sound quality.
Pete's first suggestion was to
interpose a pair of lead tubes at
the input to the speakers. Careful
comparative listening, some done
under blind conditions, suggested that, amazingly, the tubes
did slightly improve the sound!
The second stage involved rewiring the inside connections of one
speaker with carefully supported
primarily air-spaced lead wire
and tubes. Controlled comparisons confirmed a clear and
further difference, again judged
to be an improvement— the SP1s,
however, no longer appeared
VAN DEN KUL
matched and the pair balance
was not satisfactorily restored SERVICE
until the second system had also
In the rarefied atmosphere occubeen ' converted'.
pied by audiophiles. the classic
I was able to rule out any
considerations of altered wiring EMT broadcast m-c cartridge as
modified by Dutch stylus expert
resistance affecting results, as
A.J. van den Hul has been selling
the original and replacement wirin a quantity that would belie its
ing possessed negligible resistance compared with the cros- £575 price tag. Van den Hul carries out over two dozen modificasover and driver constraints.
tions, as well as fitting his own
The results were intriguing and
warrant further investigation — profile stylus, and the result is a
pickup said to have a faster risewe hope to report more fully on
time than any other. For £800, the
them in future, but in the mean
customer can have a boron-cantime are there any suggestions as
tilevered derivative, but perhaps
to what is happening?
MC
of more interest to the impecunious— HFN/RR staff, for example
oscillator each time the deck is
switched on; automatic tape
selection; and an Intro- play facility which automatically looks for
and plays the first eight seconds
of program on the tape to help
rapid identification. Most of these
features are to be had also on the
AD- F770 at £279.95 and even the
£229.95 AD- F660 includes HX, - C

..a....emetemomesemee.....m.......,

and -C, the new head, auto tape
selection and the new capstan.
Also new from Aiwa are two
additions to their compact
speaker range. True minis, the
SCA-2 and -3 incorporate built-in
amplifiers, the latter being only
57 x 81mm ( H x W). Prices are
£39.95 and £ 19.95 respectively.

threaded on the top to screw into
a supplied bush, which is
mounted into the user's existing
With the rapid acceptance of the stand. The complete kit, which
fact that loudspeaker stands have costs £ 12 inc. VAT, includes 8
to be closely coupled to the floor adjustable feet, 8 bushes, a drillunderlying the carpet, if the user ing jig, H/S drill and full instrucis to get the best out of his tions, and is available from Stuspeakers, it is useful to know that dio 99 and other good dealers.
Details from Quadropod, Wells
one company has come up with
suitable supports for any stand. Cottage, Thrapston Road, FineThe Quadropod foot consists of a don, Wellingborough, Northants.
35mm high tensile steel spike, Tel: 0933 680744.
16

CD300. A front- loader, it will retail
for £ 529.95, and will be followed
at the end of 1983 by a range of
models featuring the useful realtime counter found on Japanese
models.

— is the news that van den Hut is
offering a retipping/refurbishment service for any cartridge.
For instance, he will bring an
Asak that has ' gone off' back to
life, including fitting his own stylus, for £80.50 inc. VAT. Since
January, treasured Ortofon
SPUs, Koetsu Rosewoods, Audio
Notes, as well as Asaks, have
apparently been refurbished to
the satisfaction of their owners,
and he will also do complete
Decca rebuilds. Time taken is
quoted as 3-4 weeks: details from
your dealer, or from Automation
Sciences Company, 5B Eton Avenue, London NW3. Tel: 01-435
8210

PIONEER CD
PLAYER
Considering their parallel work
on, and early adoption of Philips'
LaserVision videodisc system,
Pioneer appear to have been a
little slow in reacting to the introduction of Compact Disc.
However, their P- D1 CD player is.
now available for £599.90 and
offers many user features, such
as the ability to repeat not just
individual tracks but also

phrases, and an index mode,
which will play the first 7s of
every track on a disc. Details on
which Pioneer dealers are stocking the P- D1 from Pioneer Hi Fi
(GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford,
Middlesex UB6 8UZ.

overall as absorptive but does so
more- or- less equally at every freThe subject of platter mats has quency. However, on less-thanbeen quiet of late, but to judge by perfect turntables, a reactive mat
the large number of rack systems can provide welcome isolation
sold still possessing a minimum from rumble etc. The ' Resolution'
support type, there is still a mar- certainly seemed to work well
ket for an inexpensive upgrade with the Dual 505 we auditioned
mat. Hightown Audio's Derek briefly, cleaning the sound up
Perriam has sent us asample of a and improving the stereo definimat he thinks works well, which tion. It wasn't preferred to the felt
was developed by a customer of mat on a Linn, losing subjective
his. The ' Resolution' is fabricated bandwidth and depth of image,
from avery light plastic foam not but then Derek Perriam wouldn't
much thicker than afelt mat and claim that it should be used with
is less resilient than the foam a Linn in any case. Cautiously
mats generally available. To recommended at its price of
over-generalise, areactive mat ie, £11.95, we will be following this
one with resilience, would poss- note up when we have had a
ibly have an unpredictable effect chance to , try it with a wider
on sound quality as it would selection of inexpensive turnabsorb energy unevenly across tables. Details from Hightown
the audio band. A felt mat, by Audio, 106 Victoria Street, Crewe,
'giving' resistively, may not be Cheshire.

MORE MATS
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A&R CAMBRIDGE
SPEAKER DEBUT
We have to admit to a fondness
for A&R Cambridge's gutsy
SA200 power amp, so it was with
extra interest that we heard about
their first loudspeaker model. The
Arcam One is acompact two-way
251 box, using their own design
and British-sourced 200mm bass/
mid unit and a 25mm soft-dome
tweeter. A classic recipe for UK
success, we would have thought,
and samples in circulation have
apparently been impressing
listeners. The 8- element crossover is easily disconnected to
allow active operation with
A&R's A60 set-up ( electronic
crossover for C200/SA200 use
will follow later in the year) and
suggested price is £299 inc. VAT.

FM SIGNAL
GENERATOR
We recently had demonstrated to
us an intriguing small box. When
fed with signal from a stereo
source, it produces an FM output
in Band II between 102 and
104MHz via a coaxial socket on
the rear which can be fed, via
coax, to the aerial input of a hi-fi
tuner. Frequency response is said
to be + 0.5, — 1dB, 20Hz-15kHz,
and THD at maximum modulation (± 75kHz) less than 0.03%.
Front LEDs show when 75kHz
deviation is approached and o/p
frequency is adjustable. Apart
from providing a high quality
source for comparative A/B
auditioning of tuners, we
wouldn't have thought that there
would be much of a market for
the ' Sigmit', as it has been christened. However, it did strike us

FESTIVAL AWARD

Congratulations to Peter Walker
of Quad, who was given the 1983
Michel de Coanda Award at the
Festival du Son in March. The
award is designed to honour one
or more personalities who have
distinguished themselves in the

CLASSICAL GLASS

I

T MAY COME as a shock to
some to learn that the Valve
Renaissance of the late ' 70s
wasn't merely a one- season
trend. The flurry of activity ( lots
of press coverage regarding
valves ytransistors, the appearance of numerous new valve products) may have diminished, but
there are still those that converted to valves four or five years
ago who haven't changed back to
solid-state heresy.
The leading lights in valve philosophy are mainly those producing or writing about American
high- end products. Though we
have a few valve amp manufacturers still functioning in the UK—
Michaelson & Austin, EAR — and
though the Japanese continue
also to play with valves, the real
action is Stateside. The flagbearer, for the last decade or so,
has been Audio Research, but
readers of the US underground
press ( and those fortunate
enough to visit the US on a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

HARROGATE 1984
Stan Smith ( Exhibition & Conference Services, Harrogate) and his
associate Peter Hainsworth, have
decided to make 1983 a sabbatical year as far as the Harrogate
show is concerned. Plans are
being formulated, though, for a
1984 audio exhibition. No date is
fixed as yet, but the location will
•
be central in Harrogate and the
show will run for three days from
a Friday ( which will be trade
only). Sound seminars will be
organised on the weekend days.

PICKERING
Details from A&R Cambridge Ltd
Denny End Industrial Estate
Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5
9PB. Tel: 0223 861550

that although the device is presumably shielded, it might act as
avery low power FM transmitter
with an aerial attached. The Sig mit user could set up his own
radio station, perhaps to broadcast just the music of Penderecki,
or Scriabin, or the Grateful Dead,
or Joni Mitchell
except that to
do so is extremely illegal, the
maximum transmitting time from
afixed location possible — before
arrest — being in the order of tens
of minutes rather than hours!
And to put up adefence of artistic
justification, due to the fact that
neither the Beeb or the IBA
broadcast any, Penderecki or
Scriabin or Jerry Garcia we are
sure will be of little avail. If you
are that interested in tuner comparisons, though, details and
prices can be obtained from H&M
Electronics, 1A Church Road,
Croydon, Surrey.

field of recording or high quality
sound reproduction. PJW's contributions to loudspeaker and
amplifier design over many years
have provided 'fruitful contributions to home high fidelity of the
highest level'. Who'd argue with
that?!!
regular basis) will know that
Audio Research is not alone. One
of the companies wholly dedicated to valves is New York
Audio Laboratories Inc, the
manufacturers of the Futterman
Output-TransformerLess ( OIL)
amplifier.
If anyone ever chooses hi-fi as
a Mastermind topic, you can be
sure that there'll be a question
about the Futterman in the

One of the UK tube amps, the EAR 509

course of the interrogation. It's
one of the most controversial, if
somewhat obscure, designs in
audio history, and the debate has
been raging since the 1950s as to
whether or not the OTL amplifier
is awork of genius or an elaborate joke. Either way, its devotees
JULY 1983

Would-be Pickering owners and
replacement needle seekers

SPEAKER STANDS
& DELIVERS
Following their recommended
stand for the ESL-63, Londonbased Stand And Deliver have
introduced a range of stands for
conventional box speakers. All of
similar appearance, they have
been designed for maximum stability without impairment of
sound quality, whilst at the same
time looking good. The largest
SDS model (£42.50 inc. VAT) is

should note that Pickering cartridges are now being distributed
by Vickers Hi Fi, 24 Gillygate,
York, Tel: 0904 642463. 16 models are available over here,
including the so-called ' Red Hot
Needle'.

DUAL THEFT
A container with no less than
1740 Dual C816SM cassette decks
has been stolen in West Germany. The serial nos of these run
from 13481 to 15220 and Hayden
Laboratories ( the importers)
request that any person who
encounters one of them should
contact them on Gerrards Cross
(0753) 888447.
suitable for speakers such as the
Spendor BC1 ( for which Spendor
recommend it) whilst the smaller
SDU has a (£39.50) top plate to
optimise it for designs such as
the SL6, KEF Coda, and Spendor
SA2 and Prelude. A variety of the
SDU, the SDT, has a taller pillar
for mini- monitors like the LS3/5A,
the Spendor SA1, the Proac Tablette etc. Details on the stands
from their UK distributor Aston
Audio, The Old Cottage, Hough
Lane, Alderley Edge, Cheshire
SK9 7JD. Tel: 0625-582704.

A somewhat delayed presentation: while Kevin Maxfield of Jeffries (r) and HEN/RR Editor
John Atkinson (I) look on Ricardo Franassovici of Absolute Sounds presents Tony Seaford of
Fareham with aKoetsu Black cartridge, first prize in the HEN/RR Jeffries HiFi competition
held at Jeffries' South Coast HiFi show last November.

are as fervent as those of Linn or
Naim, and none are as devoted
as New York Audio Laboratories.
A few years ago, HFN/RR ran a
news item on The Tube Bible, the
semi- regular publication from
this manufacturer. It read not
unlike the sermon of a fundamentalist preacher, and it left
no doubt about the company's
hatred of things solid-state. A
recent publication of theirs has
just landed on our editor's desk,
and — though the title is no longer
indicative of the firm's eccentricity — the contents are as tubehappy as the previous editions.
Called Understanding Tube
Electronics, the 72- page book is
an elaborate piece of propaganda
promoting the Work of Futterman. In asense it's just aglorified
catalogue for NYAL's products.
But the conversion process has to
mean more than just cataloguing
the amplifier's virtues, so the
book also contains an in-depth
introduction to the whys and
wherefores of valve technology.
Futterman amps aside, its goal is

to convince the valveless that
solid-state equals evil, though in
less theatrical terms than used by
The Tube Bible.
Regardless of personal preferences, Understanding Tube Electronics will fascinate any
audiophile. It reads like good science fiction, though there are
those among us that will take it
very seriously. There is no doubt
that the people at NYAL know
their valves, and the already-converted will turn the last page
knowing that they've chosen the
right religion. It may not
influence any of you well set in
your transistorised ways, but it
will entertain.
The book is available from New
York Audio Laboratories, Inc, 33
North Riverside Avenue, CrotonOn- Hudson, New York, 10520,
USA. The cost is not stated, but
we would imagine that $ 5.00
should cover it. Considering that
it takes four times as long to read
as any hi-fi magazine, on a
pound- per- hour basis it's an
absolute bargain.
Ken Kessler
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THE HIFI STORE
RECORD DECKS
DUAL 505-1
NAD 5120
HEYBROOK TT2
LINN LP 12
SYSTEMDEK II
PINK TRIANGLE
THORENS TO 160S
REGA 3
ARISTON RD40
THE OAK

86.00
99.50
235.00
374.00
115.00
396.99
149.00
149.00
99.95
85.00

TONE ARMS
LENN ITTOK
LINN LVX
LINN LVV
MISSION 774SM
REGA R200
SYRINX LEIS
SYRINX PU3
ZETA

TUNERS

CASSETTE
253.00
75.00
46.00
220.00
46.00
98.00
299.00
399.00

CARTRIDGES

SPEAKERS

A & RT21
MERIDIAN 104
NAD 4150
QUAD FM4
HITACHI FT5500
TANDBERG T3011
SUGDEN T4811
YAMAHA T500
YAMAHA T70

DUAL
DUAL
DUAL
DUAL
DUAL

C806
C814
C824
C816
C189

ARC 101
ARC 050
AR 8
AR 18
B WDM23
CELESTION 100
CELESTION 110 11
CELESTION 130 11
189.00 HEYBROOK HB1
HEYBROOK HB2
HEYBROOK HB3
KEF CARINA
DECKS
KEF CODA 111
104.00 LINN KAN
129.90 LINN SARA
183.00 LINN DMS

HITACHI D2200
NAKAMICHI BX2
NAKAMICHI BX1
NAKAMICHI LX3
NAD 6040
NAD 6050
NAD 6150
TECHNICS RSM 226
TECHNICS RSM 228
TECHNICS RSM 235
TEAC V1RX
TEAC V44C
TEAC V66C
YAMAHA K300
TASCAM P/STUDIO

207.00
LINN ASAK
A & R C77
16.95
A&RP77
39.90
TECHNICS CU205
63.00
GOLDRING 9101GC
59.00
GOLDRING ELECTRO II 125.00
KOETSU BLACK
393.00
MISSION 773MM
20.00
16.90
NAGAOKA MP11
NAGAOKA MP20
38.96
NAD 9200
19.50
AMPLIFIERS
REGA R100
38.00
SUPEX SM 100E
56.00 A& RA60
SUPEX 900EV
165.00 CREEEK CAS4040
GRACE F9E
127.00 NAD 3020 A
NAD 3150
PLUS OTHER MODELS FROM
NYTECH CA252
SHURE, GRADO, ORTOPHON
NYTECH CA202
ADC
NAIM 42/ 110
NAIM NAIT
ROTEL RA820
TANDBERG 3012
TECHNICS SUV303
TECHNICS SUV3
QUAD 34
QUAD 44
QUAD 405 II
YAMAHA A05

3

AD

Radford Hifi Bristol
52/54 Gloucester Road
Telephone ( 0272) 428248

184.00
259.00
169.00
241.00
175.00
399.00
161.00
119.00

144.00
189.00
379.00
259.00
209.00
359.00
119.00
159.00
199.00
109.00
135.00
159.00
349.00
109.00
129.00
139.00
649.00

329.00
200.00
59.00
89.00
185.00
74.00
99.00
129.00
129.00
199.00
429.00
148.00
99.00
214.00
552.00
1265.00
MORDANT SHORT CARNIVAL 3 124.00
MORDANT SHORT FESTIVAL 3
177.00
MORDANT SHORT MS20
96.00
MERIDIAN M2
905.00
MERIDIAN M3
535.00
QUAD ELS63
1150.00
ROGERS LS1
149.00
ROGERS LS3/SA
228.00
ROGERS STUDIO 1
379.00
YAMAHA NS1000
619.00
MISSION 700S
129.00
MISSION 7705
329.00
MONITOR AUDIO 252
119.00
MONITOR AUDIO 352
172.00
MONITOR AUDIO 152
199.00

198.00
99.90
109.00
199.00
184.00
125.00
489.00
180.00
79.90
495.00
109.90
129.00
230.00
318.00
260.00
89.95

THE KIND OF
SYSTEMS WE LIKE
BEST
ARISTON RD40
LINN LW
CREEK CA4040
KEF CODA III
- STANDS

Record Deck
Tonearm
Amplifier
Speakers

£358.50

TOTAL SYSTEM

THE OAK
NAD 7120
HEYBROOK HB1
A & R C77
+ STANDS

Record Deck
Receiver
Speakers
Cartridge

£419.95

TOTAL SYSTEM

LINN LP12
LINN LVX
NAIM NAC42
NAIM NAP110
LINN KANS
+ STANDS

Record Deck
Tonearm
Pre Amp
Power Amp
Speakers

£1152.00

TOTAL SYSTEM

PINK TRIANGLE
LINN ITTOK
LINN ASAK
TANDBERG 3002
TANDBERG 3003
QUAD ESL 63
+ STANDS

Record Deck
Tonearm
Cartridge
Pre Amp
Power Amp
Speakers

£2964.00

TOTAL SYSTEM

NAUGHTY BUT NICE
LINN LP12
ZETA
KOETSU BLACK
NAIM NAC32
NAIM NAX03
NAIM SNAPS
3 NAIM NAP250
LINN ISOBARIK PMS
+ STANDS

Record Deck
Tonearm
Cartridge
Pre Amp
Crossover
P/Supply
Power Amps
Speakers

£5775.00

TOTAL SYSTEM

A MEMBER OF THE SWISH AUDIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Radford Hifi Windsor
43 King Edward Court
Telephone ( 07535) 56931

Barclay Card and
Access taken

Prices correct at time of going to press.

NEWS FEATURE
O

NE CAN BE forgiven for thinking that
Papers presented to the Audio
Engineering Society at their
Conventions have little place in the pages of
aconsumer magazine, that they emanate
from - and are directed towards - ivory
towers which have little place in the hurly
burly of the hi-fi marketplace. In part such is
true, but it is not the whole truth. Papers are
presented for avariety of reasons and from
several different perspectives. Some do deal
in the further reaches of the abstract, the
realms of the mathematician or philosopher.
Some are serious attempts to advance or
emulate the art, pursuing the chimera of
subjective/objective correlation more
effectively than elsewhere. Some are merely
commercials - pretentious press releases on
new products - while others are basically
political: ' This is what we can do and how we
do it; come and join our club and help create
aworld standard'.
In this short piece, Ihave tried to spot the
ones presented at Eindhoven in March which
have relevance to the hi-fi world, either
showing the directions in which things are
moving or discovering things we have all
been doing wrong. Matti Otala, for example,
is the arch- heretic of the AES, in his refusal
to accept the status quo and his continual
questioning of the meaning ( or lack of same)
in objective tests. Idealt with one of his
papers in last month's ' Subjective Sounds',
but for any that missed it the key implication
was that ' real' loudspeaker impedances are
actually more like one quarter of the value
obtained by traditional modulus
measurements, in terms of transient current
demands, under conditions which more
closely approximate the real world situation.
This, in turn, implies some re-examination of
how amplifiers should be designed, in terms
of available current/voltage ratios.
°tale's second paper, in conjunction with
two comparatively unpronounceable
gentlemen from Finnish Broadcasting, used
some of his recently developed test
techniques to examine the stereo FM
broadcast chain. Under conditions where
conventional harmonic distortion
measurements give readings of afraction of
one per cent, their ' Dynamic
Intermodulation' test using aspecial test
signal gives values of between one and forty
per cent! Depending upon one's perspective,
this could be regarded either as avaluable
new development tool, or something which
it would be convenient to ignore, I'm sure. A
sideline in this paper ( No. 1988) was aDIM
comparison of three mixing desks. The two
later models, which perhaps not
coincidentally used many integrated circuits,
gave figures around 0.5%, while the earlier
model, based mainly on discrete
components, gave figures below the noise
floor of 0.02%, measurements which
possibly tie in with subjective data.
Loudspeakers are always afertile area for
papers, and four are worth mentioning. No.
1983 from Glyn Adams at B&W Research
describes aprocessor- controlled
development of motional feedback
techniques. This is expected to enable a
loudspeaker to equalise itself automatically
at low frequencies, according to the
environment in which it finds itself, taking
into account room boundaries and
resonances. This could be amost
worthwhile development, though the
impression gained from the paper is that
work is still incomplete, and that apractical
commercial realisation is not yet waiting
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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THE
EINDHOVEN

Paul Messenger selects
from the papers
presented to the 1983
European AES Convention
around the next corner.
Tne Finns are back again, on loudspeaker
measurement techniques, this time Jorma
Salmi delves into asubject discussed at
some length in May HFN/RR, the meaningful
measurement of frequency response. In No.
1963 he describes apractical, if somewhat
elaborate, technique referred to as WGT
(Weighted Gating Technique), to combine
direct and reflected sounds in such away as
to çive appropriate precedence to early
rather than late reflections. Salmi claims this
is avaluable and practical tool which
approximates the response of the ear more
effectively than techniques used hitherto,
and the technique seems to merit further
pursuit in the light of the measurements
presented.
Father heavier and more esoteric, yet
perhaps more interesting in content,
Jacques Leclerc ( University of Liege)
disousses windowed toneburst
measurements as an alternative method of
impulse testing loudspeakers ( No. 1969).
This technique overcomes many of the
practical problems associated with
wideband impulses as used by KEF, B&W
etc, but remains arather rarefied research
tocl in need of further exploration and
development. One particularly curious,
interesting - indeed almost heretical - result
was thrown up, which certainly requires
further investigation. Although measured
distortion at frequencies below 500Hz was
qu te low, at mid and high frequencies
significant low frequency components
centred on the woofer resonant frequency
began to appear, at as high alevel as - 20dB.
Leclerc suggests that this correlates well
with subjective findings, astatement which
will probably be hotly challenged, though it
accords well with my personal observations.
(In less cautious moments Ihave been
known to opine that typical loudspeakers
sound as if they have adynamic range of
abDut 20dB, assessed subjectively; perhaps
Leclerc has now found ameasurement tool
to .:,• onfirm this?)
As if to emphasise the cosmopolitan
nature of AES Conventions, Penkov and
Traianov, from Sofia, Bulgaria, made an
interesting observation which could prove of
practical value in the light of recent trends
towards high quality actively- driven small
speaker systems (
eg, Meridian, Profile,
Gcnelec, Audio Pro and others). Many of
these systems seek to ' exaggerate' the box
size, by introducing low frequency boost

electronically ahead of the power
amplification. The Bulgarians' work suggests
that this hardly increases the peak power
requirement on the amplifier at all; instead,
the mean power delivery increases, so
sufficient thermal capacity must be provided
in the voice-coil to cope with this.
If loudspeakers offer the icing on the cake,
with special interest to hi-fi people, the real
business of the AES in recent years has been
the promulgation of digital standards by
engineers from the major manufacturers
involved. For many years hi-fi development
has been hobbled not by the capabilities of
technology so much as the difficulty of
getting enough vested interests to agree to
promote aworld standard. At least AES
conventions provide aforum where such
things can be put forward and discussed. At
Montreux in 1982 several Japanese
companies showed Compact Cassette- based
digital audio systems, and now in 1983
Matsushita engineers presented their
solution ( No. 1961), which at least holds to
the digital PCM conversion standard of 16- bit
linear/44.1kHz. It does, however, specify the
Matsushita- developed metal evaporated
tape ( known as Ángrom in microcassette
guise) which is used as avery thin film of
0.1pm ( on abase of 9pm), allowing one hour
of recording at 9.5cm/s speed. The Ángromtype tape is so well suited that only ten data
tracks are needed, and recording in both
directions is feasible. Having realised a
practical format based on CD sampling
standards, the Matsushita engineers make
clear their intention to develop consumer
products along these lines.
Preprint 1970 is from the home team
Philips, specifically Schouhamer, lmmink
and Braat. Perhaps their ' CD recorder
system' is something of a ' me too' exercise,
as anumber of Japanese sources have
recently reported similar developments, but
it shows Philips are well to the fore of future
CD development. Those who haven't yet
figured out what ' magneto- optical
amorphous' means could do with ahelping
hand here. The active surface of the disc ( or
whatever) is avapour- deposited amorphous
(formless, ie, not formed into acrystal
lattice) layer, with magnetisation
perpendicular to the disc surface. When
briefly heated by the incidence of alaser
beam while amagnetic field is applied, a
change in local magnetism is effected, which
in turn changes the polarisation of incident
light. In essence, the signal may be stored by
the heating action of alaser and then read
from the polarisation/reflective changes by
that laser. The Philips system uses apregrooved disc which allows half an hour of
music to CD format on a12cm disc ( CD itself
permitting about 1hour and aquarter). An
AlGaAs ( Aluminium Gallium Arsenide) laser
is used, and the active film is aternary alloy
of GdFeTb ( Gadolinium, Iron, Terbium), so
there. The recorder can be simply adapted
for Compact Disc replay, and allows erasure
and recording of short ( or long) specific
passages; prospects for overwriting in real
time look promising. Ihave no information
regarding intended commercial application,
nor possible software prices: Terbium
futures anyone?
Dolby Labs' paper ( No. 1956) reminds us
that digital is not by definition 16- bit PCM,
and indeed that this is something of a
'luxury' format with an expensively high
number of bits used placing heavy demands
on storage and transmission systems. It
seems almost too great acoincidence that
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Reprinted from GRAMOPHONE November 1982
Mayware Mk. IV pickup arm
and MC- 2V moving- coil
cartridge
Mayware Ltd., P.O. Box 58, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 9UH.
Price: arm £79-35, cartridge £69-00.

THERE will always be amarket

for good quality
Ipickup arms and cartridges, since this is one
area where the keen audiophile can experiment
and upgrade the quality of his hi-fi system without acomplete upheaval. When the arm is versatile, as here, the scope for experimentation is very
wide and the results obtainable are exceptional.
When the price is also reasonable, as here,
upgrading need not be an expensive business—
leaving money over for buying records. I
reviewed the Mk. III version of this Mayware
arm in February 1979 (page 1479), and most of
my descriptions and findings still apply. The
straight arm-pipe now has alarger diameter and
is therefore more rigid. It remains a low-mass
design, however, to suit high-compliance cartridges and yet—part of the versatility Imentioned above—it is possible to move the tracking
force cursor weight all the way up to the headshell
and so increase the arm's effective mass from 7.5g
Jr) to about 10g. The makers recommend this
atter setting for low-compliance ("high energy")
;artridges, including their own MC-2V. This
means that the desired tracking force must be set
Dy moving the counterbalance weight, and checkng the value with a separate playing-weight
gauge. In normal practice, the cursor is adjusted
along the arm-pipe which carries calibration
marks at 0-1g intervals up to 3g. For very highmmpliance cartridges it would be possible to set
he cursor to its rearmost position and again shift
he counterbalance and use an external gauge.
The counterbalance weight has been made header than in the Mk. III, so it ends up closer to the
sivot to reduce overall inertia. It also has an off:entre fixing- hole and can be rotated to adjust
ateral balance. Anti-skating ( sidethrust compenation) is set by moving abias weight along acali'rated rod (0-7-3g in 0-1g steps) which is susended by anylon thread.
The special feature of the Mayware arm is its
tse of aunipivot, which reduces lateral and venial friction to an absolute minimum (nominally
;mg). Istrongly approve the unipivot in principle,
ind this Mayware design demonstrates how it
hould be applied in practice. The jewelled bearng is at the base of areservoir cup into which silione fluid is poured to provide variable dampng—so necessary with a unipivot. The downyard-pointing pivot pin is of hardened steel and
;set into athreaded cap which screws on to the
entrai bracket so raising the arm a few milli-

metres clear of the pedestal. The bracket and cap
are of solid brass, unlike the Mk. HI, and provide
more mass and rigidity in the moving system.
The damped cueing lever and platform have
been re-styled and the headshell is now more rigid
and incorporates a finger-lift. It is described as
'removable' but is not aplug-in type. Instead, it
pushes over the end of the pipe and is secured by
ascrew. A step in the headshell top lines up the
stylus in the same horizontal plane as the pivot
point, which reduces distortion when warped
discs are encountered. Other refinements include
gold-plated contacts, low-torque lead-out wires at
the pivot end and a plug-in connecting cable of
low capacitance despite its generous length of
I37cm. The Mayware Mk. IV arm comes beautifully packaged with all necessary hardware, silicone fluid, screwdriver, tweezers and a set of
Allen keys.
The Mayware MC- 2V moving-coil cartridge is
also a later development of a model I have
reviewed previously (the MC-2C reviewed in
December 1979, page 1090). So far as Ican see,
the main change is in the stylus which now has the
'Vital' line-contact contour designed to improve
high-frequency resolution without increasing
record wear. A tapered cantilever is now used,
along with a re-designed damping suspension.
The tip mass is unusually low, and compliance is
also low at anominal 8 X I0 -6 cm/dyne.
As with most moving-coil cartridges, the stylus
is not user- replaceable, and so the whole cartridge
must be returned to the supplier for replacement
when worn or accidentally damaged. The output
voltage is too low for use with the normal ' magnetic pickup' amplifier input without boosting. At
a rated 0-2mV and 3 ohms impedance, it will
however match most of the booster units and
'moving-coil' amplifier inputs now available.
Alternatively, Mayware market their own T-24
Universal Transformer (£69) which we may
assume has been designed to optimize matching—and which incidentally adapts itself automatically to any moving-coil cartridge with an
impedance between 2to 40 ohms.

ate and, as Mayware had thoughtfully supplie
me with three spare headshells, Iwas able I
ready-mount a range of demanding cartridge
and also try the effects of minimum and max
mum mass operation with the cursor at its rea
most and foremost positions.
While the audible effects of such experimen
range from being very subtle to downright inauc
ible, depending on the degree of sophistication
the cartridge in question, this is just the stuff the
the hi-fi hobby thrives on. Iwas left in no clout
that this arm is truly ' universal' in being capab:
of optimizing the performance of any decent car
ridge. Really 'difficult' (i.e. very low or very hig
compliance) cartridges were soon tamed so the
they tracked well and performed at their best. Th
main feature which changes, with different cursc
positions giving achange in effective mass, is th
frequency of overall resonance. In Fig. 1, fc
example, Ihave shown plots from 5-20Hz usin
the MC-2V cartridge with the 2g tracking fore
set (a) by the cursor and ( b) with the cursor fog
ward at the maximum mass position. It will b
seen that the resonance shifts from around 10H
to 8-5Hz, making me slightly prefer the ( a) set
ting. However, Iam bound to say that the cart
ridge tracked extremely well in either positior
Damping of the resonance is fair, with only
little silicone fluid inserted. It would have beei
possible to add more if Ihad run into tracking o
arm vibration problems, but Idid not.
Indeed the combination of Mayware Mk. P
and MC-2V cartridge (with T-24 ' transformer
reproduced my sequence of test records witl
unusual accuracy and tonal naturalness. Thi
neutral quality was perhaps the most distinctiv
characteristic, rather than any tendency to for
ward presence or exuberant treble. This is born.
out by the response curves in Fig. 2which shos
a very shallow dip in the presence region, whil.
extending almost level up to 20kHz and beyond

_L

How they performed
Clear instructions, and the template and alignment protractor provided, make installation of
the Mayware Mk. IV arm straightforward
enough. A single 20mm diameter hole is all that
one needs to cut in the motorboard, centred at
211-75mm from the centre of the spindle—or else
adaptor plates for Thorens TD160 and SME cutout holes are available. Height adjustment is
simple and the headshell has slotted mounting
holes to allow 4/5mm adjustment of effective
length (overhang) with the given cartridge. Some
care is needed to set the cueing platform at the
best angle relative to the playing arc for consistent engagement with the arm tube.
Iparticularly liked the confidence with which
both longitudinal and lateral balance can be
adjusted by eye—both being correct when the
bottom of the central bracket is exactly parallel to
the top of the pedestal. Calibration of the tracking force cursor scale on the arm tube was accur-

FORMULA for World's best value combination
MK IV + MC2V Why pay £600 IttoWKoetsu
it sounds no better — We Demonstrate 01-958 9421
New HIGH FIDELITY `PLATEER MAT'£12.99
sonically superior, replaces ribbed mats, Dual, Thorens,
and Direct Drives, etc.
You could be up the 'CREEK' without our hard-wired
(integrated) DINIPHONO connector £3.95 essential Quad,
A&R, Meridian, Quantum etc., for improved performance
Send for `Special Offer' Price List
MAYWARE LTD. P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx.
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Fig. 1. Mayware MC- 2V bass resonance
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Fig. 2. Frequency response and crosstalk

The agreement between channels is very close
Though the crosstalk, which is hovering arounc
-30dB over most of the spectrum, is not exact!)
equal in both channels, it is low enough to give
excellent stereo separation and imaging. The
square-wave response was free of ringing: outpu .
was at about 0.25mV without the transformel
and a healthy 7mV with it. This latter figure
above the average for moving-magnet inputs, anc
just might overload a badly designed budge:
amplifier—though it will be easily accommodatec
on normal hi-fi amplifiers.
To sum up: the Mayware Mk. IV arm is beauti•
fully designed and constructed. Rigidity has beer
secured while offering the keen audiophile awide
range of effective mass and alignment *options
The MC-2V cartridge is a first-rate performer.
with no displays of temperament, and the twc
products together offer exceptional value when
compared with some of the costlier combinations
around.

J
OHN B
ORWICK.

NEWS FEATURE
A

S IN EUROPE, the hottest thing to hit
the audio scene in the US is Compact
Disc. Las Vegas in January saw
virtually every Japanese manufacturer ( and
Philips via their Magnavox subsidiary)
showing contenders for what many hope
will be aresurgence of interest in
reproduced sound, and many audiophiles
have now had the opportunity to audition
the new players ( although the system is not
due for official launch in the USA until this
summer). Members of the Northern
California Audio Society, for example,
recently had achance to hear CD in the
studios of Sound Genesis, San Francisco,
when engineer John Eargle brought along
the NEC CD-903, amodel rumoured in Japan
to be one of the finest- sounding. In John's
opinion, analogue has seen its finest hour
and only digital will be able to save the
floundering audio industry that he, and we,
love so well. The sad thing at present, he
feels, is that so few CDs are being issued
with anatural-sounding recording balance.
John, aVice President at JBL, has been
involved in recording for many years and is
the author of the excellent Microphone
Handbook, so has afair idea of what he is
talking about, and is convinced that as better
microphone techniques, such as simpler
Blumlein placing or similar, become more
widespread and replace the common multimiking so common at present, the laser disc
will come into its own. The particular
advantages of digital, John feels, are the lack
of noise and wow/flutter: trained recording
engineers can usdally hear some hiss on
analogue recordings, particularly of piano,
and wow and flutter can be particularly
disturbing. John further remarked that in his
experience, all competent engineers do
compare the sound before and after
recording and if some of the horrible things
said to be present on digital recordings were
present, they surely would have heard them.
NCAS members wondered about both the
acuity and the bias of certain writers . ..
With the imminent arrival of CD, arival has
appeared from amost unexpected quarter,
the videocassette. While visiting WCES in
January, Isaw — and heard — a
brand new audio technology
using what ostensibly

the 'other' noise reduction specialist dbx
f:.„,1:_•_-_-,----

have recently announced a ' rugged' digital
system based on delta modulation (
HFN/RR
April), trading less bits for amuch higher
sampling frequency, because the Dolby
proposals are also delta- based, though
modified to arather greater extent. All in all,
the Dolby proposals look like asensible
attempt to provide similar resolution to
today's accepted standards with much less
bits, implying acheaper, more rugged
system. But with major chip manufacturers
now geared up to manufacture LSI packages
to perform integrated PCM chores, one
wonders whether the cost benefits might
prove irrelevant. One interesting possibility
which this type of system may offer is the
capability to develop adigital system with
substantially improved specification
performance compared with that available
using current PCM technology. Such a
system would at least offer an interesting
prospect for those who doubt and decry the
adequacy of 16- bit PCM.
A final paper for those intrigued by
imagery processors again comes from the
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appears to be aconventional VCR. Sony are
making the most of the running with what
they have christened ' Beta Hi Fi', but
Technics say that they can adapt their new
'Tech-4' generation of VHS recorders ' if
necessary'. The principle, with the benefit of
hindsight, would appear to be obvious. On a
conventional video cassette, the sound track
runs along one edge of the tape and uses a
fixed head; and because of the slow tape
speed— remember the inclined head drum
spins at 1800 rpm ( US) or 1500 rpm ( Europe)
to give avery high relative head-to-tape
speed — the audio quality can only be
described as abysmal. The new method,
illustrated in the diagram, places one or
more FM audio carriers between the Chroma
(colour) and the Luminance ( brightness)
signals in an unused portion of the video
spectrum from just below 1MHz to just
above 3MHz.
No interference is experienced, either with

be developed for the technically superior
PAL and SECAM systems used in Europe.
[Packing the FM sound carrier into aPAL
signal is apparently abit of atight fit, but
Beta HiFi machines could well be available
in the UK towards the end of '83 or
beginning of '84— Ed].
The claimed specification is, as might be
expected from an FM process, excellent.
Frequency response ruler flat from 20Hz to
20kHz; separation of 60dB; THD less than
0.3% at 400Hz; wow & flutter less than
0.005% (WRMS) — these specs are better
than those for any open- reel tape recorder I
know! Sony claim an 80dB S/N ratio but
Technics goes for 90dB. Compare these with
anormal VCR performance of 80Hz-8kHz
usable frequency range, 40dB S/N, typical
3% distortion, and wow & flutter perhaps
approaching 1%, particularly with the ultra
slow speed long play machines.
Manufacturers adopting the system in the
US include Marantz, NEC, Sanyo, Teknika,
and Zenith, all already committed to
Betamax video, and three new Beta
companies; Pioneer, Aiwa and Nakamichi.
Sony are working on asingle chip to
demodulate and extract the FM signal, which
should lower the cost significantly; first Beta
Hi Fi VCR available is Sony's SL-5200, which
costs around $ 1300-1500. The 'video 45'
cassettes will sell for around $ 20 for a10-15
minute audio programme, and it could be
that Beta Hi Fi will be more cost effective
than any other source, particularly Compact

the video signals or the conventional mono
sound track, and the new hi-fi standard
systems are completely compatible with
existing Betamax and VHS machines. Beta
Hi Fi was demonstrated using the NTSC TV
standard common to the USA and Japan,
but it is to be expected that the aversion will

Disc. Beta Hi Fi duplication is being made
available to the prerecorded videocassette
industry, and first film releases ( with at last a
high quality soundtrack to be fed through the
viewer's hi-fi system) will include Star Trek
Superman, Best of Blondie, and Elton John's
Visions.

Philips Research Laboratories, specifically
the work of Paul Boers, arising from work
done to improve the stereo spread of today's
popular portable stereo systems. This is
pretty heavy psychoacoustic stuff, but would
make fascinating reading to anyone
interested in sound localisation in recording
or replay, though it also re-emphasises the
complexity of sound localisation
mechanisms. Boers shows that the addition
of antiphase crosstalk signals, particularly if
accompanied by asmall time delay, can be
quite effective in widening the image from
over- close stereo speakers, and he has also
conducted useful research on localisation
cues as an end in themselves,
To avoid lengthy titles and references
punctuating the text, papers have been
referred to by their preprint number, and are
cross-referenced below in the order in which
they appeared in the text. Additional copies
of preprints may be obtained from the AES
at 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New York
10165 USA, or English readers may contact
the Secretariat, 8Granville Road, Sevenoaks,
Kent TN13 1ER.

The Cast In Order of Appearance

45t BETA HI-FI
Nate Garfinkle reports on
what's happening in the US of A

Preprint No.
1987 Input current requirements of high quality
loudspeaker systems lip° Martikainan and An Varia
(Genelec) and Matti Otala (Technical Research Centre
of Finland).
1988 Dynamic distortion measurement in broadcasting and
mixing consoles Matti Otala, and Sub oHamalainan
and Kalevi Rantala ( Finnish Broadcasting Co.)
1983 Adaptive control of loudspeaker frequency response
at low frequencies G.J. Adams ( B&W Research).
1963 A new, psychoacoustically more correct way of
measuring loudspeaker frequency responses Jorma
Salmi ( Lohja Corp.) and Anders Weckstrom ( Tekniikan
Maailma), Finland.
1969 Time and frequency impulse responses of
loudspeakers to windowed tonebursts Jacques
Leclerc (Liege University, Belgium).
1977 Closed -box loudspeaker system equalisation and
power requirements Georg' Penkov and Boris
Traianov ( Culture Inc., Sofia, Bulgaria).
1961 On the high density recording of the Compact Cassette
digital recorder N. Sakomoto, I. Kogu re, H. Kitagawa,
and T. Sjhimada ( Matsushita, Osaka, Japan).
1970 Experiments towards an erasable Compact Disc digital
audio system K.A. Schouhamer Immink and J.J.M.
Braat ( Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).
1956 Recent developments in digital audio techniques K.J.
Gundry, D.P. Robinson, and C.C. Todd ( Dolby Labs,
San Francisco).
1967 The influence of antiphase crosstalk on the localisation
cues in stereo signals P.M. Boers ( Philips, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands).
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ROM A PAROCHIAL perspective the
introduction of the Oak Audio turntable was one of the more significant
aspects of January's Audio ' 83 Show.
Budget turntables with anything like hi-fi
aspirations have been dominated by the
Rega Planar 2and the slightly cheaper Dual
505 for some years, though both of these
two now straddle the £ 100 mark, and have
been joined by the unusual new NAD design
also launched at the show. A slightly cheaper
newcomer is the revived Sansui 222, but
best of all on price is the Rega-lciokalike Oak.
If any manufacturer would welcome its
arrival, it is probably Rega themselves: the
two products are £30 apart, so no real
competition, yet the Oak is something of an
affirmation of Rega's design approach, and
may also help relieve their permanent and
embarrassing inability to meet demand.
Similarity to the Rega is somewhat superficial, though Iam sure not coincidental, and
there are certain common elements, both in
philosophy and execution. Both are built
from asubstantial chipboard sheet; both use
bought- in component arms from Japan;
both are simple ' no frills' belt- drive designs;
both have unusually substantial acrylic covers, yet offer little in the way of ' environmental decoupling' through the feet. Detail differences are significant, however. The Oak has
asingle piece platter, incorporating the
bearing spindle, machined from Medite ( the
high density wood composite used in
Rogers and Linn loudspeakers) and is used
without amat. It therefore has along
'peripheral drive' belt and acorrespondingly
large diameter drive pulley, the belt itself
bringing asplash of colour ( bright red) and
looking far from cheap.
Before getting on to the sound, there are a
few points/quibbles/worries which arise
from simple observation. ( To be fair the
samples examined were certainly put
together well before production had had
time to ' settle down'. There's nothing harder
to review than the first product from abrand
new company; one has to make allowances
for production system shakedowns, with no
previous track record to help judge.) There
were snags and inconsistencies with both
'my' sample and that purchased by an
associate, though aresponsible dealer could
have sorted most of them out. Quality control currently carries aquestion mark,
though Isuspect that as usual the rigours of
the market- place will sort things out: dealers
aren't going to burden themselves with an
£80 product which gives them alot of
aggravation, so it's down to Oak to get their
QC systems into gear.
Two lingering mechanical doubts remain.
The first is the slightly off-centre drive pulleys, which appear to cause some vibration
in the drive chain. Isuspect the belt is good
enough to soak up variations, and Icould not
detect any audibly related effects, but when
it comes to creating confidence in anew
product, this does not help. It is also apity
that the arm wiring goes via aDIN socket
fitted to the deck, and is athree-wire only
system, requiring anone too common adaptor lead. Oak justify this on cost grounds, but
one has to buy an adaptor lead to make the
thing work at all, Ihope they can be persuaded to go over to the standard twin phono plus- earth flying lead before long.
One negative characteristic of the turntable
in my system was asusceptibility to hum/RF
pickup with some cartridges, and Iam sure
more conventional and comprehensive arm
and earth wiring would offer asignificant
improvement.
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Paul Messenger
So, finally, to the sound: there's no way
I'm going to get carried away about the
sound from any £80 turntable, but Ihave to
admit that the Oak passes muster, and offers
good sound quality for the money. Given a
'favourable wind' in set-up and cartridge
choice, it can actually sound rather good.
The lack of foot or subchassis isolation
means that the sound will depend to a
degree upon the luck of the shelf/support

though it does avoid
the trap of ' isolating'
the device at the arm/
cartridge resonant
frequency, so
ensuring the worst
of all worlds). This,
and the substantial
enough mass of the
chipboard baseplate,
give the unit
surprisingly good
immunity from
shock and jarring,
which augurs well
for the inherent mechanical stability of the
playing system. At any rate the system has
surprisingly low coloration, though the
sound is rather ' small', lacking depth
impressions and bass extension to a
significant degree. Tonal balance was fine,
but vocals did take on some extra
(undesirable) character, and the treble
seemed alittle ' spiny' and ' detached'.

Stereo was fine laterally though central
images sounded ' inflated'. In the context of a
budget turntable, these criticisms and characterisations are not really severe, and the
overall mix is highly competitive.
The Oak has bright prospects, though it is
still alittle early to read the runes reliably.
Anyone out there looking for alow-cost
turntable should keep it in mind, with the
proviso that Ihope the Oak boys can get their
QC organised and have got their financial/
pricing sums right. Remember that the consumer's contract is with the shop not the
manufacturer, so until aproduct has
matured and its manufacturers become
established, Iwould regard the safety net of
areliable, reputable and established dealer
as mandatory.
Monitor Audio have undergone something
of arevival in the UK lately, following the
arrival of Robin Marshall from the now
defunct Audiomaster operation. Marshall
has always been one of the more technically
competent amongst UK designers, and his
brief seems to have been to get MA back into
the mainstream of commercial activity with
competitive low-cost high- sensitivity
designs. MA have one key advantage over
many competitors, because boss Mo lqbal
took over avery well equipped cabinet
maker when it floundered financially in the
mid seventies. This is bound to give them a
pricing ( or profit) edge, and must also provide interesting information about overall
market trends.
The latest models reflect this by offering
splendid apparent value-for- money, in terms
of box size and weight for the price. The
bigger model R352 has already attracted
more than its fair share of critical acclaim,
including featuring in AO's system when he
took over the writing of this column in
March. Now they have an under £ 100 model
which one would expect to sell for nearer
£120. Like the bigger model, the R252 has
been engineered for highish sensitivity, so it
will have, assessed on size and weight alone,
plenty of loudness on offer, even with the
least powerful amplifiers. It also follows the
latest trend in having avery well- damped
(over- damped?) bass output. This is now
widely regarded as avalid alternative to the
'bandwidth at any cost' approach, and does
offer benefits in terms of room placement
and coping with LP program.
However, Iuse the word ' apparent' to
qualify ' splendid value for money', because
despite acknowledging that this is athoroughly competent design, Istill find my
enthusiasm alittle restrained. Itend to follow
the somewhat romantic notion that the
whole loudspeaker should be greater than
the sum of its parts. It was this that got me so
excited about the Mission 70 the other
month, and although the R252 sounds a
'better' loudspeaker when one compares
specific aspects of performance, holistically,
subjectively, in my system and room, it
simply failed to raise my enthusiasm to the
same degree. Although it was smooth, integrated and balanced, Icould not suspend the
knowledge that these were small loudspeakers. The LF control was praiseworthy, but
somehow seemed to give a ' shut in' constricted' sort of effect.
Ifeel faintly guilty about my lukewarm
response, and cannot really criticise the
design in any relevant sense. Isuggest,
therefore, that it should be considered a
significant contender in what is becoming an
appallingly competitive sector of the
market- place.
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ARKET RESEARCH surveys have
shown that people who read hi-fi
magazines don't want them to carry
articles on video technology. This is why so
many video magazines have sprung up like
mushrooms, but only afew video users are
interested in video technology. Most are far
more concerned with the latest film tines
available for rental, so the video magazines
daren't publish articles on video technology
either. This has created ahole in the middle.
It's adangerous hole because agreat deal of
new video technology impinges on audio.
The most obvious example is Compact
Disc, which is adirect spin-off from technology developed for the LaserVision videodisc. Philips began work in Eindhoven on an
optical disc to record video in 1969. The first
prototype was shown to the press in August
1972. In 1974 Philips patented atechnique
which enabled their engineers to record up
to 70 hours of mono sound, or 35 hours of
stereo, on asingle 12in. LaserVision disc.
Two years later Sony demonstrated a12in.
optical audio disc, followed by Mitsubishi
and others in Japan. Behind the scenes the
video and audio engineers at Philips decided
to go separate ways.
In May 1978 Philips publicly announced
this decision, when it coined the phrase
Compact Disc for adigital audio record with
adiameter of around 11cm. This was first
demonstrated to the press in Eindhoven in
March 1979. It worked on a14- bit code and
although most people got very excited,
some of us said hey, wait aminute. Let's go
for aslightly larger disc, better error correction and a16- bit code. It's unlikely that the
Eindhoven engineers took much notice of
what mere mortals in the British hi-fi press
thought. But they did join forces with Sony in
June 1980 and by October of the same year
had come up with amuch improved Compact Disc prototype. The new disc was
slightly larger at 12cm, the digital code was
16 bits and the error correction was sufficiently powerful to give European disc
pressing plants areasonable chance of producing fault free discs. Even so, and
although Polygram won't talk about it, the
reject rate off the presses at Hanover is still
over 50%. ( Expect aCompact Disc drought
by around June when the pre- launch stockpile has run out and demand outstrips
supply.)
This is just one example of the kind of
audio technology which has avideo foundation. Another fairly obvious example is AHD,
the digital audio version of JVC's videodisc
system VHD. Although VHD is now being
launched in Japan, it's generally agreed to
be adead duck in America and Europe. The
system will only be launched in the West if it
sells like hot cakes in the East. This is
unlikely, but not impossible, because no
Westerner can ever predict what is likely to
happen on an Eastern market. But already,
Thorn- EMI has mothballed its VHD pressing
plants in Swindon and Cologne and made a
feasibility study on the switch to Compact
Disc production. Don't hold your breath.
Thorn internal decisions take along while to
become public. It wasn't until April 7, 1983
that EMI announced its allegiance to Compact Disc, even though the company had
decided to make the switch over ayear
earlier. In Japan, by the way, Matsushita has
now perfected arecord- and- erase capable
optical video disc that would equally well
work for digital audio.
One of the most interesting, and least
obvious, links between audio and video
technology is in surround- sound quadraphoHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Barry Fox
nics. You thought quadraphonics were dead,
didn't you Well, they aren't. And however
exciting the Ambisonics technology may be,
it's not featuring in the resurgence. I've
supported Ambisonics to the hilt for many
years, but frankly feel betrayed by the
commercial bungling that has aput afine
technology into what looks increasingly like
permanent cold storage.
It's quite like the old times, of ten years
ago, to be writing about quadraphonics
again. If it weren't for video Iwouldn't be
doing it. By the way, if you've got an old SQ
decoder, or four channel amplifier in the
cupboard, you could be very pleased you
never got round to throwing it away. If you
didn't, try also looking through some old
copies of HFN/RR. You'll see that in the early
'70s there was an open market battle
between four quadraphonic systems, SQ
from CBS, GS from Sansui, CD4 from JVC
and UD4 from Nippon- Columbia Denon. To
try and put the battle into perspective HFN/
RR issued adouble album called Quadraphile witn one side recorded using each
process. [ Sold out , Ed] The SQ system
found the most commercial favour but was
the most heavily criticized by engineers,
largely for lack of separation between the
front and back. So Martin Willcocks of Huntingdon, and Wesley Ruggles of California,
joined forces to file patents on acircuit to
enhance directionality of any quadraphonics
system, bLt especially SQ.
It did this by depressing the unwanted
signals in some channels and boosting
wanted signals in others. The circuit was
known as the Tate enhancer and the
inventors had chips made. But the first batch
was not satisfactory because awhole chunk
of circuitry had been left out at the masking
stage! Then they had another batch made
and these worked well, but by that time the
idea of recording records in SQ was dead.
Nothing daunted, at the 1979 Consumer
Electronics Show in Chicago, afirm called
Fosgate Electronics showed an in- car system
using the Tate chip.
In California, Dolby Labs had already
experimented with surround- sound for
cinemas. The original idea was to use a
steceo optical track, with SQ encoding and
two Tate chips ganged together to give afive
channel output:left, derived centre and right
behind the screen and apair of surroundsound channels for stereo effects around the
audience. In the event Dolby Labs went for a
modified SQ system and asingle Tate chip in

the decoder to give four channels: left,
centre and right behind the screen and one
mono surround channel for effects around
the audience.
The Tate chip was built into professional
decoders and installed in cinemas which
offer Dolby stereo and surround sound.
Virtually all optical stereo film soundtracks
now have surround- sound information
encoded according to amodified SQ matrix.
The only exception is Apocalypse Now.
Francis Ford Coppola insisted on five
channel reproduction, and because of the
Dolby design for optical stereo he could only
get this from a70mm magnetic track print.
So stereo versions of Apocalypse Now don't
have SQ encoded material.
Here entereth video. Suddenly it dawned
on afew people in the business that video
versions of Dolby stereo films had SQ
surround-sound material on the soundtrack.
It was there whether anyone wanted it or
not. So Fosgate, under licence from Tate, are
now making amodified SQ surround-sound
decoder for use with home video systems.
You connect it up to astereo video unit and
four loudspeakers. There's also asuperstereo position for wrapping ordinary stereo
round in ahorseshoe. The effects, especially
off videodisc, are very impressive — Apocalypse Now is remarkable in super stereo. I
don't doubt that an Ambisonics, UHJ
soundtrack, correctly decoded, might sound
even better. But there aren't any Ambisonics
UHJ film soundtracks and you are as likely to
find an Ambisonics decoder in ahi-fi or
video shop as you are likely to find apacket
of hen's teeth.
Fosgate decoders are now on the US
market at around 400 dollars, and they will
turn up here before long. But if you've got an
old SQ decoder, it will give you good results
with astereo video system, although you'll
suffer the age old problem of front- back
separation, which the Tate chip improves.
Incidentally if you think disc SQ is dead, think
again. Wes Ruggles is now involved in
digitally recording concerts for video
release. He was in London recently to tape
Dolly Parton. All this material is encoded in
SQ and some of it will go out on Compact
Disc. So expect some CD releases with the
SQ logo!
Inevitably, the Tate system sounds best
from avideodisc source. Stereo video tape
offers poor audio quality due to the low tape
speed, narrow tracks and channel imbalance
caused by one track being right on the edge
of the tape. Within afew months, however,
Sony will be launching Beta Hi Fi in Japan
and America. This offers such good audio
quality from video that some firms, for
instance Nakamichi, have taken alicence to
produce audio- only versions of Beta Hi Fi
video hardware, and others, like Mobile
Fidelity, plan to release audio- only video
tapes. So how does Beta Hi Fi work? Details
are still secret, but essentially it encodes
stereo sound as an FM signal buried in the
video waveform. [ See p.21— Ed] Quality
approaches digital standard. The complete
Beta Hi Fi will follow later, because this is
another video development that will change
the face of audio.

z
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By the way, Ihaven't forgotten about
Holophonics, the invention of Hugo
Zuccarelli which the Editor in one of HFN/
RR's sister non- audio publications recently
described as ' amajor step forward in sound
reproduction against which quadraphony
and the digital audio disc pale into
insignificance'. We'll come back to Mr.
Zuccarelli and his system in afuture column.+
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TOPS THE
BUDGET

YES, AT LONG LAST IT IS BEING REALISED THAT
THE TURNTABLE HAS PRIORITY IN A BUDGET
SYSTEM. THE MODELS SHOWN HERE EACH
REPRESENT THE FINEST VALUE IN ITS PRICE
CLASS.
Dual CS505-1, Ortofon
Rega 3, A & R P77, A & R
cartridge, NAD 3020A or
A60
amp, Linn Kan
Creek 4040 amp with KEF
including matching stands
Coda III £293 or £30 deposit
£596 or £60 deposit and 18
and 12 monthly payments of
monthly payments of £37.14
£25.53
or 24 at £29.70
Dual CS505-1, Ortofon
cartridge, NAD 7120
receiver and KEF Coda HI
£361 or £37 deposit and 12
monthly payments of £31.45
Rega 2, Elite 800, Creek
4040 amp or Sansui AUD22 and KEF Coda III £348
or £ 35 deposit and 12
monthly payments of £30.38

Linn LP12, Basik LV.V
NAD 3020A, KEF Coda
III, £627 or £63 deposit and
18 monthly payments of
£39.08 or 24 at £31.19

Please note that as an alternative for the KEF Coda III, we can
also supply the AR 18LS, Celestion Ditton 110, Marantz
LD-30, Mission 77 and Mordaunt-Short MS-20 at the same
price.
System prices include all necessary plugs and inter-connector
leads and 10m of 79 strand.
Mail order — for Securicor delivery add £10 per system.
Larger deposits or alternative repayments on request.

.
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equipment

The Musician ILoudspeaker is the result of years of
experiment directed at the design of asingle drive unit
capable of handling the whole audible frequency
range to Hi-Fidelity standards. The result is aradically
new diaphragm and coil using a combination of
modern materials and hand crafting. We run a small
labour intensive operation in which every unit is
individually made and calibrated to precise standards.
We, and many who have heard our units, believe that
we have achieved, through our new drive unit and its
unusual ceramic housing, a loudspeaker that sounds
remarkably natural both in its lack of tonal colouration
and in the presentation of a realistic spacial image.
For further information and direct sales write or phone
Merseyside Acoustic Developments, Merseyside Innovation Centre, 131 Mount Pleasant, Liverpool 13
STF.
Telephone: 051 709 9427

Linn LP12/LVX, A & R
Rega 3, Ortofon VMS20
P77 cartridge, Naim 42/110
cartridge, Creek CAS 4040
amp, Linn Kans speakers
amp, KEF Coda III £383 or
including matching stand
£39 deposit or 12 monthly £ 1,199 or £200 deposit and
payments of £33.39 or 18 at
12 monthly payments of
£23.84
£96.98 or 24 at £55.36
New Mission 775 LCT turntable/arm, Mission 775 MM
cartridge, new Cambridge Acoustics 778 integrated amplifier,
Mission 70 speakers, total price £548 or £55 deposit and 18
monthly payments of £34.16
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MUSICIAN SPEAKERS

London demonstration address being arranged,
phone us for information. Circle Records, Liverpool,
Tel: 051 236 100

HP TERMS
DETAILS ON
REQUEST

WA.
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FORTY YEARS ON
and now

THE COMPACT DISC
When Istarted on my twin career as Audio Consultant and Record Reviewer, just
forty years ago, reCOltS still revolved at 78 rpm and played for about 41•2 minutes
per side. The advent of the microgroove LP disc in 1950 opened new horizons for
music-lovers and for the record industry. Eight years later stereo arrived on the
scene and brought us asignificant step closer towards matching the concert hall
experience in our homes. People who recall those heady, pioneering days may
well remember the enthusiasm with which Isupported both these developments
from the very outset. Yet, because Ifully understood the musical implications in
each case, it was areasoned enthusiasm for significant progress, for Ihave never
had the slightest interest in fashionable gimmicks.
By contrast, the abortive launching of quadraphonic sound, during the early
'seventies, never received my support, but the arrival of the Compact Disc has
once more kindled the flame of enthusiasm, for Iam totally convinced that if
marks yet another, vital step forward in our quest towards adeeper enjoyment of
music under domestic conditions. The fact that the technology involved is of
mind boggling sophistication is merely incidental: for me, it is the performance
of CD that matters, and everything Ihave heard during recent months convinces
me that CD represents aliberation from virtually all the ills and irritations record
collectors know only too well!
Ido not ask you to take my word fer this: instead. Iinvite yotz most cordially to
visit our MUSIC IN THE HOME studio, now most attractively refurbished for your
comfort and enjoyment, where you may listen at leisure to Compact Discs on
superb equipment. To hear CD played via outstanding speaker systems, such as
the QUAD ESL 63 or our 3-way combination in which asub-woofer is added to the
astonishing, little BBC designed LS3t5A (or our own 'Fidelin is to realise just
how far we have travelled these past forty years.
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TBOTH ANGERS and fascinates me to
see how facts can be distorted when
used for propaganda purposes. Regular
readers will know of my pet hobby- horse
concerning the pirating of Band 2by various
PMR services. In Europe there are hundreds
of stations using frequencies up to several
megahertz higher than the UK limit of 97.6.1t
is well known in hi-fi and radio circles that
the Home Office and local authorities have
been asked to clear what is internationally
regarded as abroadcasting band, of these
various PMR services. The last straw for me
was astatement published by the Press
Office of the Association of Metropolitan
Authorities recently. Imake no apology for
quoting asubstantial section from this, as it
demonstrates the ridiculous 'flannel' that
can be churned out by ignorant bureaucracy.
'Ratepayers could be penalised because of
international rules that are obliging local
authorities to strip out and replace all the
emergency radio equipment in their police
cars, fire engines and control establishments', warns the Association.
Cllr Edwin Shore (W. Midlands), chairman
of the AMA's Police and Fire Committee
explains: 'A decision of the World
Administrative Radio Conference, over
which local authorities had no influence,
means that by 1985 all the wavebands for
emergency services in this country will have
to be changed. For Police and Fire authorities
that is bad news. We have got to strip out
equipment, much of which is modern, from
all our police and fire vehicles, and find new
sites for radio masts and replace broadcasting equipment.
'No one has yet been able to assess in full
what the cost may be. But the fact is that any
money our authorities have to spend will
make us fall foul of the Government's
penalties for overspending. And those
penalties will hit ratepayers.
'The change in frequencies are none of our
making and will benefit absolutely no one in
this country. European commercial radio
interests are paramount.'
My italics highlight two sections which are
inaccurate or potentially misleading. The
following statement was issued at the 1979.
WARC conference: ' In the United Kingdom,
the band 97.6 to 102.1MHz is also allocated
to the land mobile service on apermitted
basis until 31 December 1989. The use of this
band by the land mobile service is restricted
to those stations in operation on 1January
1980.' My italics again, and it can be seen
that this is simply not consistent with the
first quote. How can the AMA claim that they
have installed modern equipment which
would now have to be replaced, when at the
WARC the Home Office were signatories to
an agreement which, in my understanding,
means that no new equipment
should be installed on the very bands
which are in dispute. Interested
readers will recall the repeated
comments 1have made on this in
the past, especially since
reporting on the 1979 WARC.
This is clearly another case of
the hope- it-will-go-away,
head- in-the-sand syndrome. There
were many pleas 20 years ago to
discontinue using Band 2for PMR;
the AMA must blame its own lack of
foresight, and incompetence, for its present
worries.
Ireceived an intriguing letter from Mr.
Takahashi of Sansui in Japan, who included
acassette of stereo recordings made using
special Sansui receiving equipment, both
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crosstalk, and signal/noise ratios. All the
broadcasts were recorded through Sansui's
specialised MW receiver, which was 6dB
down at 7kHz. If we could only get rid of
most of the 'clobber' from Europe's busy
MW band, it is clear that MW, AM stereo is
very viable, showing far less fading under
bridges and in between buildings, and
virtually none of the multipath problems that
trouble FM stereo in cars. Since the
bandwidth required is possibly one tenth of
that on Band 2, is it not worth considering for
some purposes?
A particularly interesting reception
problem cropped up in the NW Kent area
recently, concerning burbles on Radio 3. It
was answered by some very bright BBC
engineers, who discovered that one or two
powerful police or fire brigade transmitters
are using frequencies perilously close to the
local oscillator frequency of an FM tuner
tuned to Radio 3. It appears that the trouble
is specific to just afew tuners, including one
Angus McKenzie
very recent European model. Some form of
mixing occurs between Radio 3and PMR,
under mobile and fixed conditions, of four
giving rise to the troublesome IF. It seems
different types of US-designed medium
just possible that the problem could be more
wave AM stereo. The systems were
widespread than 1realised, and may be the
designed by Kahn, Harris, Motorola and
cause of very many burbles that seem so
Magnavox. Unfortunately, from my point of
mysterious.
The smallest of the BBC vehicles Isaw at
the recent BBC open day, was their heavily
modified London taxi, often referred to as
the radio car. They have two of these, each
equipped with apump-up mast which goes
through the roof, and which is firmly
supported in the centre of the ' passenger
compartment'. An aerial can be fitted on to it,
and raised many metres above road level if
necessary on location. The taxi has two-way
VHF FM communication, and the interviewee
can wear headphones or listen to a
loudspeaker whilst being interviewed. The
engineer/driver works all the equipment
from his seat, including aNagra 111 tape
recorder, aGlen Sound multichannel
miniature desk and long mic cables and
several microphones, the main transmitter
giving 40W output. Either normal studio
talkback or the outgoing program from the
BBC can be monitored.
We also saw, in Acton, the BBC Radio
London car which is even simpler, and is
used with great effect quite regularly. The
radio taxi/car transmissions can be relayed
to Broadcasting House by any of three
intermediate receive/transmit stations in the
London area.
A friend in the States has been sending me
extremely good stereo cassettes of the
National Public Radio's series The Empire
Strikes Back. It seems that some US radio
can be extremely good, and both music and
acting are fabulous on this edited down
version of the film sound-track. The BBC
gave us Star Wars in stereo recently, so I
hope that we can look forward to hearing the
sequel soon, but please, at areasonable
time.
Finally,1 must admit to having been
extremely depressed by the recent absence
of the Radio Times, and how nice it is to have
it back again. Ithink, however, that it was
disgraceful of Ceefax not to give more than
the briefest possible details of programs.
Because of this, Imissed several very
important broadcasts, as newspapers were
view, the program material was mainly
equally vague. If Radio Times ever has to be
Country and Western, and the stations
themselves used so much compression that I absent again, can we please, at least, be told
on Ceefax the names of orchestras,
couldn't hear the subtleties, other than to say
conductors and works for live relays on
that the Kahn system seemed to have poorer
Radio 3/4.
crosstalk, the Harris system sounded fairly
good, and the Motorola had amazingly good
25

The finest loudspeaker in the world?...

The NEW horn-loaded
loudspeaker system
from Tannoy

...the Japanese say so!
With the Westminster we set out to produce
the fmest loudspeaker you can buy.
We took our
15" Dual Concentric
drive unit and around it we built the optimum
cabinet design—acompound horn enclosure.
The combination of straight front horn and
rear folded horn increases the radiating area
of the drive unit by 21
/ times, giving anew life
2
and 'presence' to recorded music. With the
Tannoy Westminster, the overwhelming
sensation is of actually being there.
The excellence of the Westminster has even
been recognised in Japan. The prestigious
Japanese audio magazine Stereo Sound'
.recently conferred their ' Golden Sound'
award for the best new audio component on
the Westminster.

Visit one of our specialist Westminster

dealers and hear the Westminster
difference for yourself.
Audio Aids
52, George Street, Edinburgh, Lothian.
Tel: 031-226 3979
Fanthorpes
Hepworths Arcade, Silver Street, Hull,
Humberside. Tel: 0482 223096
K.J. Leisuresound
48, Wigmore Street, London, WI
Tel: 01-486 8263
Midland Hi-Fi
Royal London Buildings, Wulfrana
Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands.
Tel: 0902 771774

Perspective drawing showing details of
Westminster folded horn construction.

Bringing Music Back to Life

COMPLEAT RECORDIST
lines installed in the ceiling area
which feed down to the controlroom. The arrangement at
Croydon's Fairfield Hall is slightly
different with the microphones
being dropped from the large
acoustic reflector slung above the
orchestra. On my last visit to
Fairfield Halls a generous soul
Tony Faulkner's
switched off all the house- lights
while Iwas taking down a suscolumn for the tape
pension after a concert — a most
unhappy experience as the reflecrecorder enthusiast
tor swayed above the stage with
me shouting for help!
HEN IT COMES to going
Side-to-side slinging of micout on location to record
rophones is most appropriate for
alive concert, it is all too
halls, such as St. John's Smith
casy to forget agreat deal of the
Square, where there is abalcony
laid-down theories and practices
Pro Cantigua Antigua performing Lassus, recorded by TF with crossed figure-eights.
extending along the side walls of
put forward by academics and
the auditorium. It is often best to
'experts'. Writing learned theses
on microphone technique is a tickets. Mic cables are very tional helpers can be stationed wrap the rope around apillar on
appropriately, and awalkie-talkie each side, and to anchor the
efficient at tripping up members
whole lot easier than coping with
set-up will also speed things rope- hook securely back onto the
of the public, and although some
the real- life constraints of recordalong. It is very important to use rope itself. My technique when
hall- managers may accept the
ing concerts. On countless occastrong rope for the suspension, working by myself is to drop a
taping down of cables with wide
sions I have been told by
because not only is there the rope from each side of the hallcanvas-type gaffer-tape ( rock'experts' that all you have to do
combined weight of mic- balcony, then go down into the
musical instrument stores stock it
is to walk round the hall, find
rophones, bracket, and cabling, auditorium to link the two hooks.
at £5or so per reel), most places
where it sounds ' nice', and then
but this figure must be multiplied Returning to the balcony Ican
do not like microphones placed in
put up a pair of mics at headby a factor determined by the pull up one side to the approxithe audience area at all.
height. Common sensical and
necessary tensioning of the rope. mate required height momenHaving been shocked to dislogical as such a theory may
If the microphones are effectively tarily ( still without the mics being
cover that it is impossible to
seem, microphones do not
place your microphone- stand being lowered from the ceiling, attached) to determine how
behave in precisely the same
then the tensioning will be much rope is needed. Next I
where you wanted to, there are
fashion as human ears, and susmostly just the weight of the return to the audience area and
pension of disbelief on the part of two basic alternatives, either to
put a stand i on the stage set-up, but a side-to-side roping stick a piece of tape on the rope
the recordist can often be the
(preferably with legs taped down) will often call for considerable as close to the centre of the span
only means ultimately of
immediately behind the conduc- tightening in order ta raise the as possible, to decide where the
enjoying recordings made using
mics to the required height. Iuse microphones will be attached.
tor or else a rope somewhere
such naïve blind faith.
11
2
/
ton breaking-strain nylon Pulling the rope tight again to the
above the first ten rows of the
In general, microphones tend
nautical guy- rope, and although intended height will indicate
audience with the mics and
to be more 'deaf' than human
this may be excessive, it does whether one's estimated midears, and in comparison with a cables securely attached to it.
mean that I am unlikely to point is correct or not for mic
Putting a stand on the stage
pair of ears in the same location,
encounter much stretching (the positioning, and after accommousually means being rather close
the sound from microphones is
heat rising from an audience can dating any error, in the original
to the front row of the perforless focused, with less clear discause less substantial suspen- estimate the microphones can be
mers, calling for raising the miccrimination of direct and reverbesions to sag during the concert — attached to the guy-rope. Ifavour
rophones higher than ideal using
rent information. The usual soluon one occasion Iwitnessed the a combination of mechanical
a more sophisticated mic stand
tion is to place the microphones
mics droop eventually in front of clamps and a strong binding of
than the usual small floor- boom
closer to the performers to give
sold under its various brand- the eyes of a member of the gaffer-tape, not just for safety but
more 'attack' to the balance, but
audience). Nautical ropes of great also to ensure that the carefully
names ( AKG, Neumann, Beyer,
as you move in, so the inverseetc) in Britain. Suitable light- strength have reduced in size a adjusted angling of the mic capsquare law favours the front of
the ensemble to the detriment of weight extendable 15ft stands great deal over recent years, and I sules does not get disturbed in
have always found ships' chand- the heaving and jerking as the
are marketed from at least two
the players at the back. Either you
lers very helpful in supplying suspension is firmly fixed. The
sources ( Manfrotto ones from
have a recording where the
Felling & Cross in Baker Street suitable rope and installing the microphone cables need to be
woodwind and percussion sound
London, and PIC/Shure ones appropriate self-locking heavy taped also to the rope every few
as though they are playing in
feet to make the sling cosmetiduty carbine hooks on request.
from HW International), and
their own distant acoustic way,
There is quite a variety of cally more acceptable and generalthough these are not very
behind the strings, or else you
methods of suspension, and ally more secure.
cheap, they are in my opinion
have to raise your pair of mics
Recording live concerts can
essential accessories for the where possible Iprefer to hang
above head- height to reach the
the microphones from a ceiling produce very satisfying results
serious amateur recordist.
back of the orchestra.
anchorage because a dual rope indeed, well worth the hard work
Suspending microphones from
Before the sonic subtleties of
le, '
V' shape with the and aggravations. There are
guy- ropes can be time-consum- suspension (
microphone positioning can be
ing, particularly the first few mics in the middle, and one rope always extraneous noises of
discussed, there are other considtimes you try it, and it is very for each arm of the 'V') has extra coughing, sweet-wrappers being
erations which tend to be much
much quicker to work with one or security in the highly unlikely opened, but somehow these, in
more significant in real- life concert recording. Fire regulations two others in the team. A suspen- event of accidental failure. If one small doses, form part of the
rope broke then the other one atmosphere of live music- making
vary from place to place, but sion in the Royal Festival Hall
generally there are few concert- takes around 35 minutes to put would prevent the whole array which can easily be overlooked
up working by yourself after descending at high speed into the when compared with some of the
hall venues where the managesome practice, and is extremely audience. Halls such as the Royal chromium-plated sound and prement will accept a large ugly
good exercise running repeatedly Festival Hall and Fairfield Hall digested ' playsafe' performances
microphone stand obstructing
have suitable anchorages for to be heard on many commercial
up into the ceiling-area, and then
the view of members of the audiback down through the audience guy- ropes, and in the case of the gramophone records. Ili_
ence who have parted with
area right to the stage level. Addi- RF1-1, there are some audio tiemoney for the most expensive
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RATIONAL VIEW

Martin Colloms examines last month's claimed
shortfall in the measured • erformance of di • ital

I

FEEL THAT Adrian Orlowski's report on
the Linn investigation of the Sony PCMF1 performance (
HFN/RR June), would
benefit from further analysis and discussion,
not least because it appears to demonstrate
shortcomings in my original review of the
Sony ( Oct. 82), as well as my comments
therein. Ifeel that Linn's engineers have
raised points concerning measurements and
attempted subjective correlations with the
preconceived idea that the F1 was asuspect
piece of electronics, and, by inference,
attempted to show that the quality of all
present digital audio equipment was also
open to doubt.
As a technical reviewer, Iknow only too
well that erroneous conclusions can be
drawn from apparently simple technical
tests, and fear that Linn may have fallen into
that very trap in their eagerness to dispose of
the F1. They are well known as pioneers of
the subjective approach, having made good
use of both their own and their supporters'
aural judgments in the continued successful
development of their products. However,
they make no mention of the sound of the F1
or conversely its lack of musicality; rather
they have chosen to apply limited tests
which any other recording system capable of
domestic application would also have failed
dismally. They suggest that they have shown
why digital recordings are just ' noise', rather
than music, but the basis for their arguments, in my view, is suspect.
However, as Iat least am willing to keep an
open mind on such matters, have Linn
actually discovered anything of relevance?
To take the points in the order presented in
Adrian's report:

Frequency response
Linn confirm the known excellent performance on audio frequency response, with a
comment of ' satisfactory', but they neglect
to observe that the response is in fact vastly
more uniform than any other relevant
recording medium, showing a near- DC
bandwidth. This is an aspect of increasing
subjective value due to the human ear's
greater believed sensitivity to low frequency
phase shift as compared with that at high
frequencies (
eg, above 5kHz). In addition, the
F1 match between channels, which is crucial
to sharp stereo focus, is somewhat superior
to that of open- reel tape and vinyl disc, while
the channel separation is exemplary — 60dB
better than that offered by pickup cartridges
and substantially better than professional
open- reel machines.
As Linn are committed supporters of analogue, specifically vinyl disc, what is their
opinion of the non- uniform and variable
frequency response, marginal separation,
and barely satisfactory phase and channel
match of apickup cartridge? There is also the
matter of cartridge low frequency response,
this disturbed by arm and chassis resonances, while the analogue system treble
bandwidth is restricted to as low as 12kHz at
28

full modulation. The latter is mainly due to
the use of acceleration limiters at the recording cutter head, and also to geometric
deformation and scanning loss problems at
the stylus tip/vinyl interface. There's more to
come. While Linn do note at least that the F1
could produce visually perfect sinewaves at
full modulated level throughout the 3Hz to
20kHz frequency range — such an admission
must be set against the analogue pickup
cartridge's known inability to produce anything like a pure sinewave at frequencies
above 8kHz, even when the system's recording level is deliberately reduced by 20dB
from 1kHz through to 20kHz. The relevant
test recording level for this analysis is
already 30dB below the peak music modulation levels of 50cm/s, 1kHz, which are known
to exist on records! If, as Linn suggest, a
piece of good electronics is proposed as a
yardstick of judgment, both the F1 recorder
and CD are demonstrably far better than the
vinyl disc on all relevant frequency response
related parameters.

Squarewave response
The second matter investigated was the
squarewave response, and here Linn discovered the awful truth about those audio
systems with a non- Gaussian characteristic.
These can be shown to produce ringing on a
fast risetime input squarewave. However,
Linn must know that frequency response and
phase response are manifestations of the
same bandwidth characteristic and thus are
related phenomena. The observed ringing is
simply due to the step response of any high
slope, steep roll-off filter: in the case of
digital systems this is placed at 22kHz, above
audibility, in order to prevent high frequency
signals from entering the decoder and giving
rise to significant spuriae.
There is no good evidence to date to
suggest that the comparatively moderate
percentage of outside ringing observed ( only
1-3dB) at an ultrasonic frequency constitutes
an audible defect. It may not look pretty on a
'scope, but must ( on the basis of present
information) be considered fairly harmless.
Linn also pointed out that if a system is
band- limited to 20kHz, and the squarewave
fundamental advanced to 7.4kHz, then the
visual result is nearer sine than square, due
to the truncation of the third and all further
harmonics, these responsible for the
geometric wave ' sharpening' by Fourier
addition. In fact most magnetic pickup cartridges roll off above 20kHz, and would show
a similar truncation for afundamental in the
8-10kHz range, the few exceptions being
those types which have ultrasonic bandwidths extending to 50kHz and beyond — in
particular, the more advanced moving-coil
models. Here the next two components of
the squarewave harmonic could be reproduced, assuming that the record cutter head
was up to the task. However, with 99% of the
microphones used for music recording
intrinsically limited to 20kHz and under, the

quest for reproducing bandwidth well
beyond 20kHz would seem rather fruitless.

Risetinte
Linn then moved onto the question of risetime which is a currently fashionable parameter and stems more or less directly from
the measured frequency response. Linn
comment that compared with most
amplifiers and some moving-coil cartridges
the F1 is ' poor' on risetime, but since no one
has yet shown this parameter to be an
audible phenomenon once it is fast enough
to reflect frequency response beyond
audibility, Icannot agree with Linn's comments. They have also failed to take into
account that the F1 can deliver its risetime at
levels up to full modulation — you would be
very lucky if a vinyl based system could
deliver a clean 50kHz equivalent risetime at
anything higher than 20dB below peak level,
a performance rather nearer that of a cassette deck than an amplifier.
Risetime considerations in amplifiers are
in any case subject to additional factors such
as the presence of ultrasonic distortion spuriae from wide- band pickup cartridges,
decoder switching breakthrough from tuners, and all the complexities of reactive load
delivery at the loudspeaker interface. Such
restrictions, however, are not imposed with
the F1 system, and thus risetime needs
cannot be equated as easily as Linn conveniently suggest.

Phase response
On the subject of phase response, Linn threw
up something of asmokescreen with arather
confusing interpretation falling back on the
squarewave ringing to ' prove' a poor phase
characteristic. In the CD player review
(March ' 83), I published the F1 phase
response as supplied by Lipshitz, which
shows a very good characteristic, vastly
better than an analogue system over most of
the range, though the phase shift does, of
course, rapidly increase at the upper band
edge, as expected from multi- pole filter
theory. Psychoacoustic theory suggests that
the latter is rather unimportant compared
with the phase shift and group delay present
in other systems at lower frequencies; here
digital systems are, in fact, pre-eminent. The
subjective performance of good low frequency characteristics was in fact vividly
demonstrated at a recent London AES lecture, by Laurie Fincham of KEF reported in
HFN/RR in February, an area where vinyl
replay is particularly weak.

Distortion
Linn appear to have had a field day with F1
distortion and downband spuriae but in fact
they have shown no more than was analysed
in my HFN/RR review, although they have
chosen to represent the material in a different light. A most misleading graph showing
an input frequency sweep from 15kHz to
22kHz was reproduced, purporting to
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demonstrate a dynamic range of only 60dB
by reference to a swath of downband spurious products. However, there are two problems involved in such an analysis. To begin
with, the graphs are historic, by which Irefer
to the long 48 second test analysis sweep. It
must be remembered that the graph shown
is a picture in time of the momentary
presence of these spuriae, and not a representation of their noise value or energy
which would require a statistical or integrated assessment of their frequency of
appearance. To thus imply that this graph
shows signal/noise ratio is untrue. Furthermore, the downband spuriae of the F1 fall
very rapidly with reducing input frequency
and if considered in conjunction with the
falling energy spectrum of live music above
10kHz, would in real terms be 20-30dB better
(even fairly assessing Linn's result). These
results would thus meet the implied 90dB F1
specification for dynamic range.
Linn's engineer has not compared the F1
with the competition. For example, take
open- reel tape: here a buzz of modulation
noise sidebands, at 40-50dB down, track
every fundamental signal throughout the
frequency range, thereby guaranteeing
an instantaneous ' Linn type' dynamic range
of just this figure. Vinyl is worse still, each
signal accompanied by a scraping effect of
the diamond tip on the vinyl groove. This is

Open- reel suffers from the inharmonic modulation noise mentioned above, plus high
frequency difference tone intermodulation at
anything near peak recording level, these
effects occurring at — 30dB or so. Furthermore, high level high frequency signals
and their harmonic products can beat with
the bias signal on the tape heads producing
further inband products. The F1 is vastly
superior in this respect. Vinyl is by comparison quite appalling. A test Ihave run for a
number of years now concerns the inharmonic downband intermodulations of cartridges, assessed by noise bands one third
octave wide, at centre frequencies of 12kHz,
16kHz, and 20kHz. Typical results for downband intermod noise are 2-5%, or — 34 to
—25dB down, with one important consideration, namely to obtain even these disappointing results, the modulation level on
the disc must be recorded at a replay level
some 32dB below the maximum possible,
the accepted 50cm/s peak velocity found on
the most heavily modulated discs.
Isuspect that even if acutter could record
it, a cartridge could not begin to trace these
test signals satisfactorily at anything
approaching peak level. At the equivalent
—15dB below peak level suggested by Sony
for F1 recording, this machine's downband
spuriae should be better than 80dB down,
even at 18kHz, while for the finest analogue

Sony's PCM-F1 digital processor— areal improvement or astep back?
constantly produced as the stylus translates
the signals reproduced, never mind the
additional factors of acoustic feedback and
vinyl resonance.
For example, without special filtering it is
impossible to measure a distortion reading
of better than 1.0% or — 40dB on vinyl disc,
due to the spurious noise present. Likewise,
the noise on most turntables prevents a
measurement of channel separation better
than 25dB unless tracing or narrowband
filtering is used.
In further discussion, Linn's engineer comments that the downband distortion effects
noted were inharmonic and therefore subjectively harmful ( although no aural sensitivity level was mentioned), and yet they
ignored worse problems on tape and vinyl.
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cartridge under the same conditions, the
inband distortion is likely to measure around
20% or just 14dB down, a comparably fair
estimate of its dynamic range at high frequencies if judged from the Linn engineers'
view- point.
Most users of vinyl replay systems will be
familiar with the audible ' slurring' on high
energy treble transients, even when the
fundamental frequencies are quite low, for
example, 6-8kHz for vocal sibilants. Instead
of a clean ' sssss', a grating ' schsks' noise is
heard, with a clump of downband intermodulation signals momentarily swamping the
stereo effect, these spuriae smeared right
across the sound stage. When the same
analogue mastered recording (
eg, Dire
Straits' Communique) is heard on digital CD,

audible distortions previously thought to be
the fault of the recording disappear as if by
magic, and sibilants are revealed in their true
purity, life and stereo integrity.
Some writers clearly have lost track of the
true concept of dynamic range, since the
false reverberation effects with analogue
disc systems lie around 30-40dB below the
wanted signals. This is at best 100 times
poorer than a 16- bit digital system, and does
not take into consideration the known
serious distortion problems also encountered with any vinyl record.
In my view Linn have failed to show that
digital recordings have no dynamic range —
rather their investigations have brought out
factors aiding comparisons between systems for home music reproduction.
Open- reel tape is essentially quite a nonmicrophonic, high quality medium, but the
same cannot be said for the vinyl disc. The
latter at its worst can suffer from microphony and acoustic feedback effects,
which can produce total failure or howlround
above a certain volume or system gain
setting, and at best, delayed resonances,
feedback and hangover coloration occur in
even the finest turntables and can only be
reduced to satisfactory levels, sufficient to
give admittedly pleasing musical reproduction, at decent listening levels. However,
even though howlround cannot then be
induced, the feedback and vinyl resonance
effects are still present in the reproduction —
perhaps this is one of the influential factors
in some listeners' assertions that vinyl is
superior to Compact Disc? The cloud of
added false echo, tonal imbalance and artificial reverberation, particularly at lower frequencies, may be so much a part of their
knowledge of hi-fi ' sound', that the clarity
and truthfulness revealed by CD becomes
unacceptable. In comparison, the latter does
appear to lack weight and texture at low
frequencies, as well as having a 'thin' midrange, due to the lack of lower- mid feedback
and vinyl disc resonance. Furthermore,
digital sound lacks the analogue disc's falling treble response — more specifically its
presence band loss — and hence appears
brighter and thinner still. Any master distortion would appear emphasised and edgy in
this context, and the CD result could then
seem bright, thin, clinical and excessively
dry in the bass, and appear more distorted.
Too many unfounded suppositions concerning CD sound have appeared in print
recently, but in fact it would seem that its
only fault, if you can call it that, is its highly
faithful match to the original, be it good or
bad.
Despite Linn's misinterpretation of my F1
assessment, the purpose of the original F1
review was not to imply that it was aperfect
piece of electronic equipment.
However, although it was shown to alter
sound quality, this was to aremarkably small
degree, which Ifelt indicated that the CD
medium possesses considerable potential. It
is demonstrably the cleanest, most accurate
and least coloured method of linking the
consumer to the recording studio yet
devised, but perfection is something else.
In one sense Linn are right — we must not
become complacent about digital standards.
The high quality already achieved with the
best CD recordings shows only too clearly'
the advances which are required in both
general studio technique and practice in
order to derive full benefit from digital,
advances which will surely help analogue
users as well.
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ALL RECORDS
ARE M A
1QUAL...
but some
made more
equalised than others

microgroove days through CD4 quadraphony to the present sophistication of
computer groove packing. A best-selling
classical recording dating, say, from 1960
could have been cut on every generation of
cutter at various stages of its life from
full- price record to budget reissue. Decca
were helpful in describing the ancestry of
their cutting equipment to illustrate this
point. Intriguingly, until 1962 Decca were
half- speed cutting all LPs because of the
relatively low high-frequency resonance of
the jointly developed Telefunken/Decca cutting head, which occurred a little way above
8kHz. Half- speeding thus gave a top limit of
16kHz, although Decca suggested that there
David Prâkel looks at
was little if anything in the way of signal cut
onto any record above 13/14kHz until 1974.
the audible ( and measurable)
Low frequency cutter resonances limited the
differences between discs
LF performance of the early discs from the
half-speed period; 20Hz could only be cut
about 1/
3octave analysis. When the opporIKE WINE CONNOISSEURS facing a
with tremendous distortion induced by head
tunity arose to conduct measurements time
return of the Ice Age, colleagues and
and electronics. A 40Hz to 16kHz bandwidth
was short and so as wide a range of
LP record collectors seem to be lookwas probably the very best that could be cut
comparison
measurements
were
taken
ing for the best possible ' vintage' of LP
until the advent of Neumann's SX68 cutter in
rather
than
an
investigation
made
into
the
transfer to lay down. Decisions are being
1968, which had a much improved bandgeneral standards of specific companies as
made between import and UK LP versions of
width. Of course, Decca weren't alone in
seen in a range of their products. Some
master tapes in an effort to put into store the
being able only to cut arestricted bandwidth
general trends did emerge, however.
best of the vinyl back-catalogue in light of
but this is a good indication of the limits on
A
GenRad
2152
analyser
was
used
J look
the coming commercial reality of digital
early stereo LP material. It must be rememat the signal from aTechnics EPC205 magnetechnology, Compact Disc in particular. That
bered when talking about the HF limitations
tic cartridge installed in a Pioneer PL1000
may be aslight exaggeration of the case, but
on early stereo cutters that all cutters are
linear
tracking
turntable
—
an
Aiwa
integrated
interest is also ' stoked' by the now easier
cutting an RIAA equalised signal with its
amplifier was used to drive the analyser
availability in most record- buying markets of
massive inherent treble boost — around 20dB
simply because its RIAA equalisation and
'parallel import' copies of domestic issues.
at 20kHz ref. 1kHz — used to minimise the
power amp were already known to be
Collectors thrive on opinion and the few
noise of vinyl discs. It wasn't until the
acceptably
flat
within
the
bandwidth
of
magazines that have covered recuts and
installation of the Neumann SX74 in 1974
interest to this investigation. The analyser
reissues have often done so with an astothat the company could truly claim to be able
was used Flat, though both DIN A-weighted
nishing ignorance of many of the facts
to cut a 20Hz-20kHz bandwidth.
and Flat overall average levels were measurrounding the modus operandi of the
The type of cutter used ( and the quality of
sured and are displayed by the two bars to
major international record companies.
its maintenance) is an important influence
the
left
of
the
screen
picture.
Analysis
was
Myths abound. One protagonist will claim
on the quality of lacquer cut from any tape.
conducted over a period often in excess of
that all Japanese records are superior to
Cutting styli not only have to be clean and
two minutes, with the comparison traces
their European or American counterparts, a
unworn but have to be heated to the correct
being
cued
identically
from
point
to
point
to
view backed in the market- place by the
degree and have to address the lacquer
ensure
that
like
was
being
compared
with
popularity of Japanese pressings now availblank at the correct angle. This is down to the
like. Levels were adjusted between different
able from agood number of distributors and
skill and conscience of the cutting engineer.
comparisons by adjusting the gain of the
stocked in depth by the Virgin chain, and by
The effects attributable to old and worn styli
drive amp, so conclusions about the relative
HMV shops to a lesser extent. However,
or low heating currents are noisy grooves
levels
of
different
records
should
not
be
opinion and personal preference have been
(with rough walls which lead to problems
drawn from comparisons of two different
behind much of the published comment,
when it comes to separating the master
graphs. However, the gain was not adjusted
giving rise to magazine cover lines such as
metalwork from the lacquer) and poorly
for the comparison traces within each graph
— Super-fi" discs — mediocrity at monster
extended high frequencies. Even the angle at
and
different
cutting
levels
can
thus
be
read
prices'; and comments like John Nork's in
which the swarf is removed by vacuum from
from the A and F bars. Reference is always
the American Underground magazine The
the lacquer has an effect on the S/N ratio.
made back to the UK commercial or UK
Absolute Sound: '
The Japanese records
Cutting electronics can be divided into
distributed release, this is the memory specstand as an awesome feat of production
drive amps, signal processors and signal
trum
measured
first
and
shown
by
the
quality. Those who are not familiar with the
preview/packing electronics. The drive amps
dashes. The import or recut version is shown
sound of the real thing will bask joyously in
need to be capable to fire up the cutter
on the graphs by the filled- in, solid bars. The
them. In many ways they represent the
across the full bandwidth and at high cutting
same holds true for the A and F levels. The
pinnacle of perfect hi-fi. Musically authenvelocities. All have an effect on the quality of
centre frequencies for the 1/
3octaves are
tic ... they are not.'
the final lacquer. Drive amps simply need to
given
along
the
horizontal
axis.
The problem with such generalities as ' buy
be hefty enough to cope with all frequencies
The graphs are grouped and ordered;
Japanese pressings, they are always better'
for all velocities ( often requiring in excess of
covering ' in-house' recuts, those recuts or
or ' you want the original issue not the
600W today). Signal processing will be disparallel issues from international branches
budget recut' is that while bearing the
cussed later but one of the most important
of
major
labels,
including
those
cut
by
veneer of common sense, such advice may
changes in cutting technology has been in
outside contractors; Japanese productions
be so much hooey when inspected in light of
the development of packing regimes to fit
are looked at, as are so-called ' audiophile'
the facts. Japanese record production facilithe grooves ever closer together. Computer
quality reissues ( HNH Records and Nimbus)
ties, for example, work from a variety of
packing enables longer sides to be cut
which
leads
naturally
into
a
group
of
comdifferent sources, stereo master tapes, Dolby
without getting down to too small adiameter
parisons of half- speed mastered releases.
copy masters, acetates, even metalwork in
thus incurring top- loss and distortion, some
Finally the effects of pressing and of acetate
some instances ( some older Japanese Loncomputers updating their packing 200 times
versus
copper
blanks
(
as
in
Direct
Metal
don ( Decca) reissues for example were
per lathe revolution. The effect of lower
Mastering)
are
investigated,
including
a
look
pressed up from metals plated at New
distortion because of the possibility of
at historical recordings and reissues ( next
Malden from West Hampstead lacquers). For
increased minimum radii cannot be shown
month).
this reason alone no general statement
by the measurement technique adopted here
To record cutting is popularly attributed
about Japanese records can be made other
but end of side high frequency performance
the
responsibility
for
the
difference
between
than that they are priced in Yen! The parallel
is audibly improved.
domestic and import LPs, and though again
release story is not as simple as made out in
Though cutting itself has an important
this is only part of the story, it makes a
some quarters.
influence on the sound of the finished disc it
convenient place at which to start. Cutting is
It was in an attempt to quantify the
is apresumption that it is the most important
not astatic art/science. Equipment and techdifferences between LP issues from the
factor, as the tape replay and signal procesniques
have
changed
from
the
prestereo
same master tape that led me to thinking
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finished disc, high current giving a quick
turn- round but at the expense of increased
granularity in the deposited metal. The
cleanliness of the plating bath also has
obvious effects. Even supposing the two
lacquers produce identical stampers there is
still the possibility that in the press, differences can arise which will alter the tonal
qualities of the finished disc. ( Fig. 23 next
month, will show differences between disc
pressed in different plants from generations of the same metalwork.) Over- running
stampers can have catastrophic effects on
the high frequency content of finished discs
pressed late in the stamper's life ( fig. 20 next
month, could well show this effect).
The temperature at which the press is run
closely controls the flow of the vinyl material
into the stamper mould which forms the
finished pressing. Slightly low press temperatures can cause high frequencies not to
'take' on the finished disc — lower temperatures cause less subtle faults, gross non-fill
crackle for instance. The choice of vinyl mix
used in the press influences performance of
the finished disc at frequency extremes
while inadequate ' curing' time or inappropriate storage after pressing can cause low
frequency problems from warps at subsonic
•PIANOIALONE IN PRODUCING TONES WITH INAUDIBLE FUNDAMENTALS

sing before cutting also sets alimit on sound
quality. Records are cut from stereo masters,
two-track tapes replayed to the cutter from
high quality tape decks through equalisers,
limiters and compressors in some cutting
suites, through nothing in others. Differences between the tape machine which
duplicated the stereo master and that which
is used to replay the tape for cutting are not
only responsible for changes in high frequency balance ( due to azimuth misalignment etc) but the tape head geometry of
different tape machines can cause different
low frequency peaks and troughs to occur in
the replay ( and hence disc) spectrum. The
pedigree of the stereo master comes into
question also, as many international record
companies will generate copies from the
stereo master for distribution to world-wide
cutting and record pressing centres. The
domestic issue may be from a second generation tape, the ' imports' from a third
generation tape played back without correct
alignment of the Dolby noise reduction or
azimuth.
Fig. 13, for example, shows a comparison
between the Swiss issue of an Angus
McKenzie Facilities tape ( made by Tony
Faulkner, then working for AMcKF) with the
American audiophile issue on the HNH label.
Original recording was on afour-track Leevers-Rich tape recording ( 1975). The production copy from which the Claves issue was
cut was made on a Philips Pro36 on LP tape
copied backwards to maintain the integrity
of the wavefronts ( not something that 1/3
octave analysis would show up but something which can be heard in the explosive
transients on the Claves cut and the slightly
rounded attack of the brass instruments on
the HNH copy).
The HNH cut made by Sterling Labs in
America would have come from a third
generation Dolby copy produced conventionally. If duplication and replay had been
done on two different tape machines ( say a
Studer to duplicate and an Ampex for cutting
replay) then the 3dB difference in the 31.5Hz
and 40Hz bands could be explained by the
different head to tape contact performance
of the two tape machines. As with any
domestic machine, there is then the enormous problem of consistent bias and replay
equalisation for both the duplication and
replay machines to achieve flat unaltered
copies of the master tape.
It is at this stage that signal processing can
be used. Cutting engineers can introduce
phase changes in the bass, or even add the
two channels at LF, to reduce or remove any
vertical, anti- phase bass component, making
the record easier to cut and track. They can
alter the tonal balance of the record with
equalisation ( sometimes very crudely as
shown by many examples in this survey);
they can also use acceleration limiters, fastacting devices to take the ' heat' out of high
frequency transients ( the CD/LP comparisons to be included next month in Part 2 of
this article show an interesting example of a
master tape being ' slugged' for easy LP
cutting). Limiters acting selectively on certain frequencies, such as ' de-essers', do alter
the averaged balance of discs and can be
detected by the measurement technique
used here.
Even given that two identical lacquers can
be cut and supplied to the plating plant the
possibility for gross differences of tonal
balance still exists in the plating and pressing stages. The current used in the electroplating bath is just one of the factors which
will influence the signal/noise ratio of the

mised by Stan Ricker ( then working at the
JVC Cutting Center) and Mobile Fidelity
Sound Labs, is a sophisticated process. The
JVC Cutting Center is important to the story
as it was set up to cut CD4 quadraphonic
records with their extra wide frequency
bandwidth, the four channels retrieved by
sum and difference techniques. But to cut
these supersonic frequencies up to 40kHz
and beyond demanded a performance from
cutters and cutting styli that they couldn't
deliver. Cutting styli with special back angles
for CD4 use were developed and half- speed
mastering became the recognised technique
for dealing with those troublesome, very
high frequencies. With the collapse of CD4,
the JVC Cutting Center was left high and dry
without clients until Ricker began to use the
JVC equipment, which was custom designed
for half-speed work, for outside contracts.
The tape machines had ' half-speed' replay
amplifiers while the Neumann cutters, which
he then used, were delivered with half- speed
RIAA EQ.
The important benefits of half- speeding
centre on the slower acceleration demands
on the cutter system, the quarter power
demand on the drive amps and the increased
HF headroom. But, as already mentioned,
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frequencies to rumbles in the bottom octave.
(There are many instances of LF noise from
pressings seen in this survey.)
Half- speed mastering has already been
mentioned in the context of Decca's early
cutting. The technique was used to extend
the working high frequency headroom by
halving the speed of the tape for cutting and
by halving the rotational speed of the cutting
lathe.The resulting cut when played at normal speed contained all the frequencies of
the original tape but without the high frequency problems of the cutter head, which
had been caused by one octave intruding.
However, problems do occur in the bass
frequencies as any low frequency cutter
resonance will be doubled up into audibility
on the final lacquer, while replay tape heads
can have difficulty coping with the halved
low frequencies. Subsonic cutter rumble
can become a problem.
Modern half- speed mastering, as epito-

Relative
'importance'
of octaves
for replay
between
80dB and
90 dB ( after
Fletcher)

1024 Hz

anomalies can creep in as it is now the low
end of the ' performance envelope' that is
being stretched. The inability to monitor the
half-speed signal is, however, perhaps the
major drawback.
MFSL were commercial pioneers in the
field of half- speed mastering and were soon
imitated by the major international record
companies, A&M, CBS and Phonogram all
marketing half- speed recut series at premium prices in the UK. What seems to be
forgotten by audiophiles, though, is that
half- speed cutting doesn't necessarily rule
out equalisation — the measurements presented in fig. 22 next month will show gross
EQ introduced by RCA in one sample of their
Point 5 series. MFSL also use equalisation,
but usually judiciously. Notice the ' spice'
introduced into the Supertramp ' Breakfast In
America' cut by MFSL ( fig.18) particularly in
the 6.3-10kHz region and between 250 and
620Hz.
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Any survey should attempt to present
trends in the information it uncovers, though
as Isaid in the introduction, this area of
fidelity is already too full of generalisation
and over simplification. What does stand out
is the consistently low frequency noise on
pressings from some overseas pressing
plants, those from Japan and some West
German plants in particular. Next month I'll
be able to show the manner in which a
Japanese pressing comes closer in its low
frequency performance than a UK commercial release to a Compact Disc copy of the
same material ( could this explain the dislike
of both Japanese pressings and CD in some
quarters?).
One of the great problems facing cutting
engineers working from copy masters

loaned and licensed by major record companies is their lack of areference. They can't,
as at EMI's Abbey (load facility, walk out of
the cutting suite onto the studio floor where
the tape they are cutting was recorded, or
meet the recording engineer over a pint in
the bar. Often copy masters will never carry
the previous cutting engineer's hints and
tips, the phase, equalisation, limiter and filter
information vital to the production of agood
lacquer from a particularly difficult master.
Overseas cutting engineers are often left to
get it right by trial and error. How acutting
engineer approaches atape is crucial to the
finished product, he may have to strive to
achieve the impossible, replaying atape on a
machine to which it is little suited; even the
pedigree of the tape may be in doubt. The

1

results you can hear tor yourselt.
Though commercial pressures to cut
records without bass and treble to make
them easier to cut and quicker to press, must
be great, there was no strong evidence from
this somewhat unrepresentative sample that
reputable international concerns are
involved in such 'corner cutting'. From my
own experience this cannot be said,
however, about the product from the representatives of international companies in
some of the smaller, often economically
depressed, countries — the tidal wave of poor
pressings at rock bottom prices in our street
market is alarming. Compact Disc is
undoubtedly going to influence how studio
material is offered for home reproduction
but that must wait until next month.
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Dvorak's 6th Symphony (opening minutes of the finale) by the
London Symphony Orchestra under !swan Kertesz, The dashed
spectrum is taken from the original SXL coupling with the
Carnival Overture cut by Decca and pressed in their New Malden
plant (SXL 6253). This copy dates from 1966. The solid bar
spectrum comes from the Decca Jubilee reissue of Dvorak's 6th
now coupled with My Home (.18 115). The Jubilee issue was
recut at Decca's Be/size Road mastering suite for pressing by
Phonogram in Eindhoven. The Dutch pressings seem signifieantly quieter than the older Decca vinyls, though cutting for
the Dutch pressing seems to have been done at significantly
higher levels. The progressive loss of treble on the Dutch
pressed modern copy may well be conversely the top end
inaccuracies of old cutters in the 1966 copy. See text for further
explanation.
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EMI Abbey Road comparisons of original issue of Constantin
Silvestri's account with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
of Elgar's In the South (Alassio) (
ASD 2378)— this dates from
1968. The solid bar spectrum comes from the 1976 recut for the
EMI Greensleeves label reissue (ESO 7013). The 2kHz octave
seems to have been significantly equalised, while surprisingly
the more modern EMI pressings (both are Hayes pressings)
seem slightly worse as regards low frequency rumble.
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Eric Clapton's 'Lay Down Sally' from the 'Just One Night' live
album. The dash spectrum comes from aUK-pressed copy of
the album produced by Phonogram in VVaithamstow (RSDX2).
The comparison spectrum comes from aDutch pressed copy
(2658135). The top loss on the UK copy could as well be due to
stamper wear as to over-use of the record by its owner! Such an
LP will have the large sales; the difference in the 3.15k, 4k and 5k
centred bands could be inaccuracies in resetting an equalisation
setting for recutting an acetate at alater stage in the record's
history. Both are samples of product from Sterling Labs
acetates.

The Prelude from Ravel's Le tom beau de Couperin. The dashed
spectrum shows the Red Seal issue (RL 25094) manufactured in
the UK in RCA's Washington plant ( 1977). The solid bar ,
spectrum is from the recent Gold Seal reissue (GL 25451), cut by
the independent facility, Strawberry, and pressed in France by
Echantillion. The pressing itself could be responsible for the
25Hz peak and for the increased energy in the 16kHz centred
band (vinyl noise?).
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Deccacut and pressed (New Maiden) copy from American Vox
tapes (TV34169S) (dashes) of Aaron Copland's Buckaroo Robday played by Dallas Symphony Orchestra under Donald
Johanos. Comparison measurement taken from American cut
and pressed Vox Turnabout copy (71/34169). Note the low
frequency spuriae on the Decca pressing but the more extended
and smoother high frequency response. The audible 'shouty'
quality of the American issue could be connected with the
greater energy shown in the 1.6k, 2k, 3.15k and 4k centred
bands.

The Overture to Weill's Threepenny Opera (
Lode Lenya with
conductor Wilhelm Bruckner Rüggeberg). 1969 UK-cut and
pressed copy of the 1958 recording (dashes) compared with the
1982 CBS Germany recut/repress (both CBS 78279). There
appears lobee slight progressive attenuation of the high
frequencies in the recent German reissue, perhaps in an attempt
to 'modernise' the sound. Both discs show the age of the
recording clearly in the tape hiss peak centred on 10kHz.
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The conclusion of Penderecki's Violin Concerto (Isaac Stern with
the Minnesota Orchestra under Stanislaw Skrowaczewski).. The
spectrum from the German CBS cut/pressed release (CBS
76739) is shown by the dashes, while the American Columbia
cut and pressed release (M35150) is shown by the solid bars.
The American copy had asevere warp which may well explain
the higher energy in the 22.5 to 45Hz region. The American issue
shows an extended top-end response, possibly due to the fact
that Columbia would have been working with the stereo-master
tape while CBS Germany would have cut from aDolby copy
master. Note that overall levels are identical on both DIN A
weighted and Flat measures, however.
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The track 'Little Sister' from the Ry Cooder album 'Bop till you
drop' (Warner Bros K56691). The comparison spectrum (solid
bars) was obtained from an American cut and pressed copy
(BSK3358). This 3M digital recording was cut by Strawberry for
the UK issue. The sleeve note claims that the master tape was
not treated with any equalisation or limiting for final transfer to
disc. There is asuggestion that the final transfer involved an
analogue generation. Misalignment of noise reduction equipment cannot be called upon to explain the slight difference in
the top end between the UK and US issues. Worn stompers, a
'tired' cutting sylus or replay machine azimuth misalignment (if
indeed the record was cut from an analogue copy master)could
all be factors. The low frequency 'grot' seen around the 31.5Hz
centre frequency band is very audible as rumble on the US copy.

Marianne Faithful's 'Broken English' album - opening the title
track. The dashed spectrum is taken from an EMI cut and
pressed copy of the album (Island M1) while the solid bar
Spectrum comes from aJapanese-mastered and pressed issue
produced by Toshiba-EMI (ILS-81304). The attenuation of bass
signals on the Japanese copy below the 125Hz centred peak is
readily confirmed by listening. The differences could easily be
due to equalisation at the cutting stage, probably applied to the
UK commercial issue. The 20kHz centred peak on the Japanese
pressing is harder to explain as there will be little music content
in this frequency band but similarly the Japanese vinyl is
unlikely to be noisier than that used in the UK.
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NCE YOU'VE ACQUIRED an
Hitachi DA 1000 digital audio disc
player, we have afeeling that you might
like to tell your friends alittle about it.
TELL THEM ABOUT THE LASER
The DA 1000 is designed to play any compact disc on which audio signals have
been converted into digital signals and
recorded at high density.
These digital signals are read out using
asemiconductor laser pick-up, without
any direct physical contact, eliminating
wear of both pick-up and discs.
And that means no more replacing
worn styli, no more static crackle, no
more scratches, no more surface noise at
Ever. The disc you buy today will

9

10

DS

sound exactly the same in twenty, fifty,
even ahundred years time. Even if it is
played every day.
TELL THEM ABOUT THE SOUND
QUALITY
Because there's none of the " scratch
noise" associated with normal discs, and

Items

none of the " hiss noise" associated with
tapes, the signal to noise ratio of the DA
1000 is approximately 30dB more than
conventional systems.
The distortion is less than 0.03%, the
wow and flutter is below measurable
limits, and the dynamic range is better

Acomparison between the Hitachi DA 1000 and an ordinary LP disc player
DA 1000
LP disc player

Frequency response
Dynamic range
S/N ratio
Distortion
Channel separation
Wow and flutter

20Hz-20kHz ± 0.5db
More than 90dB
More than 90dB
0.03%
More than 60dB
Crystal oscillator precision

30Hz-20kHz ± 2dB
65dB
60dB approx.
3% approx.
25-30dB
0.03% approx.

than 90 dB, producing an effect with
added depth and dynamism.
Even vibration and howling are dispelled, as servo is applied to the pick-up
during disc play.
Put simply, you'll never have heard
anything like it.
TELL THEM ABOUT THE
FUNCTIONS
Random Memory Track Search. With this
function, you can program the DA 1000
to play only the tracks you want to hear
on the disc, in any order you like.
Self-Program Search System. The SPSS
searches for the start of each individual
track in turn, forwards or backwards
and then plays it.

ScannerPlay Function. This gives you a
good idea of what is on adisc by playing
one second of material out of every thirty
seconds, continuously.
Something not worth risking on conventional systems.
Servo-assisted Front Loading. For stacking,
and easier access and loading.
Repeat Function. Repeats the whole disc,
or just the memory.
Other Functions: Pause— without the
"Take up" of tape or the unreliability of
tone arms. Headphone socket with level
control — for ease of personal listening.
LED's — for programme number and
playing time displays, as well as elapsed
time and pick up position indicator.

ONE THING YOU WON'T HAVE
TO TELL THEM
Who makes the DA 1000? With sound
this good, and this sort of accuracy and
reliability, it could only be... Hitachi.
Hitachi have used only their own
major components in their digital audio
disc player ( unlike some other manufacturers ) and have created over 140 patents
in its development.
The Hitachi DA 1000 digital audio disc
player.
The Joneses aren't going to like it.

HITACHI

Made withyou in mind.
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The opening of the track 'Dressing Up' from 'The Motels' album.
The dashes show the spectrum obtained from aUK Abbey Road
cut/Hayes pressed copy (E-ST 11996). The solid bar spectrum is
that taken from aToshiba-EMI Japanese pressing IECS-81291).
Confirming the slightly forward sound of the Japanese pressing
it shows alift in the frequencies 1.25k to BkHz though bass
seems gently attenuated and there is less LF noise from the

121

American cutting and pressing (Mercury SR-90303) from the
sixties (dashes) of Dvorak's Cello Concerto (Janos Starker with
Doran and the LSO) and 1974 Japanese budget reissue in the
Fontana Gloria series (FG216), cut and pressed in Japan by
Nippon Phonogram. Note the overall lower level of the
Japanese recut and the absence of both the 60Hz hum signal
and the poor low frequency performance of the original
American disc. Measurement taken from the beginning of the
first movement.

Japanese product. These small acoustically significant differences suggest equalisation at the cutting stage.

Neumann VMS70 lathe at Pye Studios (left), while the
egendary George 'Porky' Peckham adjusts the attack of a
classic Fairchild valve compressor/limiter
12
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Vindication of technique? The dashes show the spectrum
achieved by Decca cutting (and New Malden pressing) with a
Decca recording for the Lyrita label of Sax's Tintag el with the
LPO under Sir Adrian Boult (SACS 62). The solid bars show the
higher overall level cut achieved by Sterling Labs in America for
the now defunct HNH (an American high-quality reissue label)
from HNH 4034. The American Wakefield pressings seem to
come from aquality conscious period and are less beset with
low frequency noises than the pressings from New Malden.
Both companies may well have been cutting from copy masters
of the same generation.
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The Philip Jones Brass Ensemble play 'Basel March' from the
album 'PJBE in Switzerland' (Cleves DPI' 600)mastered and
pressed by Turicaphon AG. The solid bar comparison spectrum
comes from an HNH copy cut by Sterling Labs and pressed by
Wakefield in Arizona. The Cleves issue was cut from aphasecompensated stereo master while the HNH cut was made from a
third generation Dolby copy master. Slightdifference in the 31.5
and 40Hz centred bands could well,be due to different head
geometries between record and replay machines for the US
tape, See text for further details of this comparison.
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'Lime House Blues' from the Proprius double album 'Jazz at the
Pawnshop' (PROP 7778/9); this is the dashed spectrum. The
solid bar spectrum is taken from the single disc recut of
highlights from the Pawnshop sessions issued by ATR (AM
300). Note that although the average levels are the same there is
more 'push' in the lk to 3.15kHz bands on the ATA recut; the
pressings of the ATA issue seem quieter than those for the
Proprius release. Differences in the low end could also be due to
the use of different tape machines for replay.

The closing minutes of the Vulsang Carol' (soprano, choir and
organ) from the Proprius record 'Cantate Domino' imported by
llega Research (PROP 7762). Cutting by 'The Cutting Room'—
Pressing by Heger Plastics The solid bars show the music
spectrum from the carne passage taken from the German ATA
recut (ATA 002). The ATA recut has been described as being
'merely louder'. This seems to be borne out though it seems that
the loss of low end from 63Hr downwards could well be due to
differences between replay recorders for cutting. In view of this
relative bass shyness on the ATA it more than ever emphasises
the higher level of mid and presence.
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Cecile Ousset ¡Nays Saint-Saëns Etude En forme de valse from
her recital of French piano music on French Decca (7.601). The
solid bar comparison spectrum comes from the Nimbus
records-cut and pressed issue from the Aurora label (managed
by Rediffusion, now defunct). Though curate lower level the n
Nimbus record is free from low and high frequency spuriae as
shown by the French Decca issued which has both noisy
surfaces and ripple warps. Nimbus cut this record in the late n
seventies but with their more recent cutting lathes would now
match the level of the French Decca issue.

10011

The Nimbus recut issue of Supertramp's 'Breakfast in America'
(track 'Child of Vision') produced for Practical Hi Fi magazine
(AMLK 63708 (PHF11.)). The comparison spectrum shown by the
solid bars is taken from the A&M half-speed recut version (SPI
3708). In view of Supertramp's insistence that the master tapes
are not allowed out of their hands (Nimbus cut PHF11 from an
authorised FO-ed copy master), the wide band suckout on the
A&M half-speed issue is surprising unless that was cut in-house
from the unequalised master.
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The same copy of 'Breakfast in America' as in the previous
comparison but this time the Nimbus recut (dashes) is uf,
against the Mobile Fidelity half-speed issue (MFSL 1-045). Note
here how the suckout centred between 4and 5kHz has levelled
out, falling closer to the Nimbus-cut version. This suggests that
Mobile Fidelity, too, had to work from an authorised copy
master.
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Hear the Bicor at
BELFAST NI
Bradley Audio Ltd., 438 Omni, Rd.
Tel. ( 0232) 644819
BIRMINGHAM
Fiveways HIgh Fidelity, 12 Islington Row, Edgbaston
45 0667
ToilON
Jeffries Hi Fi, 69 Loodon Rd.
'
rol. (0273)609431
Audio Bristol, 8Park Road, Bristol I
Tel. (0272) 921931
BURY ST. EDMUNDS
Anglia Audio, Near Berm
Tel. Bey= 70212
CANTERBURY
Canterbury Hi Fi, 21 The Ramie

aineg(Yode

Eric Wi)ey, Beancroft Road
Tel. (0977) 553066
CHESHIRE
Aston Audio Ltd., 9Wee St., Aldery Edge
To). (
0625)
(wee
Hi 1
7i
Habit, 135

%awe ita.

6 34923
AtCH (Donna)
H.A. T.V. Quality HIFi, 183 Barrack Rd.
Tel. (0202)473901
CROYDON
The Audio Canoe, 49 Soudiend
Tel. 01-681 1964
DEVIZES
Devizes Hi Fi, 17 The Britt=
liele!?M26A8
D
To)ire2
e
. ( )Ii
7
7
F17"41 So.
GODALMING
Elite Audio, Crown House, 13 Bridge St.
Tel. (04868) 7262
GRIMSBY
G.E. Minders, 2-4 Edward Si.
14247 ) 51391

5252200

D.1. Edwards & Soot, 88 Commercial St., Tralegar

TI

Audition Hi Fi, 147 Hinkley Rd.
Tel. (0533) 393607
LONDON N22
Goodwin. High Fidelity, 7, l'he Broadway, Wood Green
Tel. 01-888 0077
LONDON W5
Ealing TV & Hi Fi, The Paddock, Popes Lane
Tel. 01-567 8703
LUDLOW
Smuidcraft, 20 The Bull Ring
Tel. (0584) 5678
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Hi Fi Opportunities, 33 Handysides Parade, Percy St.
14-.440,74) 327791
GRAM
Forum Hi Fi, 600-602 Maasfield Rd.
Tel. (0602)622150
POOLE
Quality Hi Fi Studio, 55 North Rd, Parkstone
Tel. 742701
PRESTON, LANCS
Norman's Audio Lid., 51 Fishergate
Tel. (0772) 53057
ROTHERHAM
Monism Acoustics, 2Westgate
Tel. ( 0709)70666
SALISBURY
Salisbury Hi Fi, 15 Catherine Sc.
Tel. (0722)22169
SOMERTON
Watts Radio, IWest St.
Tel. (0458)72440
STAFFORD
Midland Hi Fi Studio (Stafford) Ltd., 8Lichfield Rd.

;UPMer

The Audio Centre, 2Crown Walk, High St.
Tel. (0823) 51682
WILMSLOW (Chorale)
Wilmslow Audio, 35-37 Ohm* St.
Tel. (0625)529599
WOLVERHAMPTON
Midland Hi Pi Studio, Royal Garden Building4, Wolf.= Sc.
Tel. (0902)771774
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and the following grows and grows
We asked experienced hi-fi dealers to appraise the Bicor 200 and as fast as we let them
hear them in their own shops, they ordered more. So the public obviously liked them
too and no wonder! All Lowther's proud long record of designing and manufacturing
loudspeakers is behind the Bicor. It is based on revolutionary developments which
have turned ideal theory into practical success with truly sensational results and all at
moderate price. Keen audiophiles are turning to Bicor because, like the growing
number of dealers in whose shops they can hear them, they find Bicor wonderful by
any standards.

BICOR 200 A medium size speaker using but asingle source of sound, the

Lowther PM.6. This activates aunique balanced twin horn system (Pat. app. for)
which eliminates standing waves and gives agratifyingly extended bass and beautiful
balanced clarity over the entire audio spectrum without coloration, without
distortion.
Price per pair inc. V .A.T. around £268.
TAKING YOU FROM A WORLD OF MAKE-BELIEVE TO REALITY
For fuller information and latest list of Lowther dealers, write or phone
LOWTHER (BROMLEY) LTD., P.O. BOX 28, BROMLEY, KENT BR2 9HQ Telephone 01-460 5225
Distributors in Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, S. Africa, Switzerland, U.S.A. and Japan.
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NAD 5120

TURNTABLE
Martin Colloms

A

CCOMPANIED BY CONSIDERABLE publicity, as well as
heavy trade promotion, the NAD turntable has at last
arrived on the market. Original rumours suggested aprice
in the £70 region, but in the event this has turned out to be
nearer £ 100, with the complete package as recommended by NAD
including aNAD9200 cartridge costing an additional £20. ( This model
is specially made for NAD by ADC.) Our review sample was, in fact,
supplied with the cartridge ready installed.
The design story behind the 5120 was outlined last month, but
briefly, it was designed by engineers within the international NAD
group, and is built to the company's specification in Czechoslovakia. It
betrays astrong ' European' influence, both in looks and engineering,
providing an interesting contrast to the legions of Oriental satin
metal, blinking- LED type machines.
Essentially possessing an all black finish, the 5120 shows an
economy of both form and design not too far removed from the
approach adopted for B&O models. The original intentions appeared
clear enough — design and build amass-produced turntable at a
modest price to partner the successful 3020 amplifier and hopefully
repeat the latter's success in stealing agood march on the
competition. However, Isuspect that the project underwent some
expansion as time went on.
Getting down to basics, the NAD design attempts to incorporate
engineering solutions to anumber of problems that have plagued
most expensive turntables for years.
Undoubtedly the most important feature is the use of aseparate
and relatively light steel skeleton subchassis, this mounted on three
coil springs which endow the 5120 with ahigh level of immunity lo
acoustic feedback as well as acoustic vibration feedthrough.
Constant low- noise, low speed power is provided by the
conventional slow-speed mains synchronous clock type motor
driving an inner concealed hub under the platter via aresirent
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ground- rubber belt.
A well executed slide mechanism allows proper speed change
from 33 1/
3 to 45rpm as required, actuated by an accessible control
knob. Pre-set, the subchassis springs do not require any alignment,
apart from the release of the subchassis lock upon installation, this
via alarge thumbscrew wheel on the lower cover.
Arguably the most unusual feature is the so-called flexible
tonearm, which comprises aflat strip of glass epoxy printed circuit
substrate where the copper foil is used to provide the tonearm wiring
from cartridge to plug assembly. NAD claim the first ever application
of this concept but Iseem to recall that STD had worked on a
semiflexible printed circuit tonearm prior to the introduction of their
present range of models, and Ithink it was even exhibited at ahi-fi
show about seven years ago.
An arm such as this, made of thin strip, exhibits an unusual
resonant behaviour when compared with the usual tubular type.
Depending on the type of material used for the tube, as well as its
specific geometry, the first torsional or twisting mode of vibration
with the latter may occur in the 400-1000Hz range, with the
longitudinal bending flexure perhaps 600-2000Hz. A box section is
even more rigid than atube, and while opening out the box section
into ahorizontal flat strip increases the resistance to lateral or
horizontal bending enormously, it also allows the twisting mode to
occur with much greater freedom. The resistance to simple bending
in the vertical plane in fact is so weak as to be almost negligible, even
in the case of alow mass design such as the NAD, and may occur at
subsonic frequencies.
In practice, nature usually follows the path of least resistance, so
that excitation of astrip arm by an attached cartridge in the lateral
mode is likely to be insignificant. Torsional excitation is much easier
and can be expected in the 100-200Hz region — not necessarily too
serious in coloration terms but potentially injurious to stereo image
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focus at higher frequencies. Such aflexure is not too far removed
from those present on numerous classic detachable headshell arms.
Finally, we come to the vertical bending mode and here the structure
is so flexible that audio frequency resonant modes are quite
possible, say in the 5-20Hz range. This is comparable with the
'wobble' frequencies of anumber of arms possessing rubber or
other similarly resilient suspended counterweights, though with
conventional arms the main tube remains rigid at these frequencies,
something that cannot be said of the strip arm.
In their technical literature supplied at the launch of the deck, NAD
seek to explain that the flat flexible arm has the advantage over
conventional designs, despite the obvious resonances involved.
Indeed, via aso-called computer analysis they claim a25% reduction
in effective arm mass in the region of the arm/cartridge infrasonic
resonance, due to the decoupling effect of the arm's high flexibility at
these frequencies. Iwould not have thought that an overall reduction
of perhaps 15% of the arm/cartridge total was, in fact, that significant
since its effect would probably be to change the subsonic resonance
frequency by less than 1Hz at a10Hz resonance point.
While NAD have fitted an effective silicone dashpot-type vertical
resonance damper to the tonearm, correctly claiming that it will
confer additional benefits with regard to cartridge subsonic
resonance damping, Isuspect that their arm would not perform well
at all if such adamper were omitted. This does look like an example
of anecessity being promoted as abeneficial ' extra'. Both the
damper and the arm are effectively rigid in the horizontal plane and
no control of the horizontal mode or mass/cartridge compliance is
provided by this system. Tonearm dampers of the usual type, such
as those from SME and Mission, and indeed, most viscously coupled
seismic counterweights such as the NAD type, do provide ameasure
of damping in both planes.
Without the presence of the subsonic dar,nping and energy
absorbing system, anon- rigid arm as used by NAD would be likely to
suffer from continual oscillation in the vertical plane as the cartridge
tracks normal records.
The damper is, in fact, well designed and is fully adjustable for
frequency as well as Q factor, with arange of 0-3 for the latter, 3
indicating maximum damping level. The use of the letter Q is in fact
misleading, since ahigher Q means less damping in engineering
parlance, and ' D' for damping would seem more appropriate. The
spring- mounted counterweight can be tuned ( by adjusting the length
of the spring) over a7-14Hz range, this sufficient for all conceivable
cartridges.
Ingeniously, the rear section of the arm is formed with an integral
slot, one side of which is cut as arack. A rotating pinion is attached to

FIG.1 Electrical breakthrough, noise baseline - 100d8, 0500Hz

Regarding the overall adjustments available, the down force may
be set in a0.75-3gm calibrated range, with the same for bias, while
cartridge masses from below 4gm to amaximum of 8gm can be
accommodated. For the effective or moving mass, the construction
places it in the medium to low category ( see results) best suited to
medium compliance cartridges in the 12-25cu range. Its versatility is
augmented by the variable resonance and damping.
In physical terms the deck is compact, while the lid and hinge
assembly does not require much additional clearance. By the
simple expedient of bringing up the sides of the moulded upper deck
the cover could be fabricated from asingle acrylic sheet, with two
formed bends instead of the conventional costly full box moulding.

Sound quality
Initial auditioning was carried out using the supplied NAD cartride
and first impressions were promising. Incidentally, the basic character of the cartridge was known from previous tests and thus its
contribution is excluded from the following description of the sound
of the turntable itself. Its tonal balance tended to richness with a
mildly plummy mid range coloration, but the scratchy sibilance
sometimes encountered with inexpensive tonearms was not evident.
As awhole the unit gave reasonably good bass with fair extension
and quite good definition.
Stereo imaging was not as well defined as the cartridge could
achieve if it were mounted in abetter foundation, this despite the
attention paid to ensuring agood stylus holder fit. ( NAD9200
cartridges tend to have loose fitting styli, and some tacky mastic
around the rear section of the holder can help matters considerably.)
Subjectively the sound stage was alittle on the broad and vague

FIG.2 Total rumble,noise baseline - 100dB ref. 10cm/
s,
0-500Hz

the counterweight assembly. By this Means asmooth acting
thumbwheel allows setting of the arm initial balance, and via a
rotating scale, the required downforce can also be introduced.
Below decks, along light coil- spring operates against alever on
the arm horizontal bearing, thus applying bias compensation. The
spring tension and hence the compensation is controlled via another
dial, concentric with the arm rest. The latter, though, is atrifle
awkward, as it requires apin attached to the arm underside to be
engaged in atight slot in the arm rest, and it could not be made to
work smoothly.
The arm cueing, as it should be with an integrated subchassis
deck, is arranged so that the control is on the main chassis and
therefore does not excite the suspension. The cue control is
combined with the on/off switch, the latter rather suprisingly an open
fabricated affair ( protected of course within the moulded plastic
plinth) and is actually part of the deck, rather than abought- in
sub-assembly, as is most usually done. Personally Iwas none too
keen on this vital part, and would have preferred to see areliable
commercial micro-switch or other similar device in its place.
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The outer platter consists of an accurately pressed alloy disc with a
lip to increase rigidity. The flat heavy rubber mat is weightier than
the platter disc and can in fact be regarded as the main platter
component; the centre disc moulding may be flipped over to provide
araised oversize spindle for centreless singles.
Below the platter lies the drive hub, aglass fibre reinforeed
moulding fitted with aslim but well finished single point main
bearing. This is just 3mm in diameter but machined to afine
tolerance and demonstrates negligible play. The bearing housing is
also aplastic moulding but the sleeve proper is sintered bronze.
In the comprehensive instruction book, NAD explain that the
lateral arm geometry is set for minimum distortion at the two radii
optimum for playing LP records, notably an inner 'zero' distortion
point at a63.3mm radius. This is asensible compromise in view of
the fairly short effective length of this tonearm at 208mm with a26°
offset. The outer tracking 'zero' is set at 119mm.

FIG.3 Disc impulse test. Time scale 0-80ms horizontally
(8ms/div)

side, providing more of ageneral sweep than defined positioning.
Quite good shock immunity was demonstrated and the acoustic
feedback margin was well above average, helping to produce agood
subjective dynamic range. Likewise, the disc damping was good, due
to the effective mat fitted, and also helped to produce areasonably
neutral vinyl sound.
Set against the performance of other decks in asimilar price range,
such as the Dual 505 (£85 inc. cartridge) and the Rega Planar 2or
Thorens TD166 ( around £ 140) it is fairly competitive. In fact, as
regards the Rega the NAD was stronger in several respects, namely
the area of motor power, platter torque and pitch stability. As regards
the latter the NAD was consistently rated as good, while checks
showed that its speed recovered well after loading with negligible
overshoot or subsequent perturbation. Rumble was also virtually
inaudible, although aslight motor drone could be heard at times.

Technical results
Taking the motor section first, the main chassis resonances were
found to be in the 3-5Hz range which is well clear of the cartridge
1
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subsonic resonance at 10Hz, showing good dynamic balance and
control. It would, for example, bounce cleanly in the lateral and
vertical planes without producing faster and potentially injurious
excitations. The rotational mode was also well controlled and despite
the high number of turns on the suspension springs ( 10), secondary
resonances from this source were moderate, well-controlled by the
rubber bushes at top and bottom. Analytical tests were not possible
for this review, but related investigations suggested that both
vibration and acoustic isolation were good, and much better than for
the usual fixed-chassis rubber-feet types.
Measured for DIN weighted rumble, the unit gave afigure of
—68dB, which was well balanced between left and right channels.
This is on the margin of audibility, the latter dependent on the
quietness of listening surroundings as well as the playback volume
used. Using the same weighting, the electrical hum figure of — 75dB
(with 9200 cartridge) was satisfactory. Unweighted spectrum analysis of the rumble and noise signals ( fig. 1) showed that on the
electrical side the 50Hz component was dominant at — 50dB. Looking
at total rumble, fig. 2, spurious components may be seen in addition
to those from electrical breakthrough, these including mechanical
vibrations from the motor and its rotation frequency.
On speed matters the NAD did well, the absolute speed on load
within 0.05%, aclose tolerance, while the special applied inload test
resulted in agood 0.2% slowing with aquick overshoot— free
recovery to rated speed upon load release. DIN peak ( 62) wow and
flutter was fine at 0.1% while separated unweighted wow was
satisfactory at 0.15%, and flutter avery reasonable 0.08%. Rated
speed was attained in just under 3seconds.
The disc impulse test, fig. 3, with some magnification shows a
competent, quite absorptive platter, which offers better record
vibration termination than those used by most models in this price
range.

nately Icannot concur with this finding. Measured with a25dB scale
factor for clarity the 150Hz glitch shown in fig. 4is an indicator that
the arm flexure modes intrude on the wanted output from the
cartridge, and is as poor as any Ihave yet seen for asummed L+R
cartridge response output. On my standard arm resonance graph
(fig. 5), the 150Hz mode is apparently suppressed but others eg, 250,
400Hz, however, are well defined. Fig. 6shows the vertical vibrations
set up in the arm about 1/3 of the distance back from the cartridge,
and hardly supports the claim that flexural modes are suppressed and
dissipated in this design. The 150Hz effect appears here, together,
with several others. NAD's suggestion is to use aflexible mounting
for the cartridge so as to decouple the cartridge from the arm,
thereby preventing excitation and coupling of these arm resonances.
This solution is undoubtedly undesirable in my opinion; any such
decoupling from slack arm bearings or poorly locking headshells for
example— seems only to impair attack, definition and transparency
in the reproduced sound.
On balance, however, it must be said that all arms suffer from
resonances of one kind or another and that in truth the NAD example
is no worse than anumber of others.

Comment
Ifeel the 5120 is quite close to being agood turntable, with motor
section showing agenerally good performance ( with the exception
of arumble level too close to audibility). The chassis also behaved
well and offered good coloration and isolation properties. Clearly the
arm remains the most contentious area. It is somewhat coloured,
shows more resonances than usual, and suffers from high lateral
friction — up to 200mg is quoted in the specification! Such values rule
out tracking forces below 1.7gm in my opinion, and make bias
compensation more inaccurate than usual. However, it sounded
quite pleasant and may well sell on this factor rather than on any
other.

NAD 5120
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Turning to the arm, this detachable assembly provided an effective
mass of 8gm referred to the cartridge, this inclusive of good fixing
bolts. A broad range of medium compliance cartridges are compatible, especially in view of the subsonic damper. Geometry and
alignment were both pretty good, with aslight vertical twist
corrected by physically stress-twisting the arm strip, as per i
nstructions of course!
Lateral friction was on the high side measuring in the 200-300mg
range, the reading complicated by the presence of some residual
bias compensation. Vertical friction was fine at around 25mg and the
bearings were otherwise well adjusted. Bias compensation was in
the correct range, 250-300mg approximately when set from a1.5gm
downforce elliptical stylus, but down force calibration was on the low
side, providing levels about 15% less than set.
Cue rates were sufficient for ascent and descent but the arm drifted
out considerably during cueing.
NAD had warned us in advance that asmall glitch on the cartridge
frequency response might betray the presence of arm resonances
and that they considered them to be of negligible effect. UnfortuHLEI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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NAD 5120 Data & results
Integrated compact turntable, auto stop,
detachable arm carriers
two speed belt- drive from synchronous motor
Drive
1kg
Platter mass
good
Platter damping
unpolarised two core ( double insulated)
Supply lead
phono plugs plus earth lead
Signal lead
0.1%, Din Pk. wtd ( sigma 2)
wow and flutter
0.15% linear
wow
0.08% linear
flutter
Absolute speed
<0.05% error
accuracy
negligible
Speed drift
—0.2%
Load variation
2.7s ( typical)
Start up
—68dB Din B
Rumble
—75dB Din B
Hum
Arm effective
8gm inc. mounting hardware
mass
tilt, lateral angle, overhang
Adjustments
good
Geometry
200-300 dyne ( mg) lateral
Bearing friction
25dyne ( mg) vertical
250dyne rim, 300mg centre
Bias compensation
(1.5gm setting)
Downforce calibration
0.82gm supplied
set to 1gm
1.70gm supplied
set to 2gm
poor
Cue drift
1.0s
ascent
2.5s
descent
effective vertical subsonic damping
Damping
poorer than average, see graphs.
Arm resonances
Recommended price £99.50 ( cartridge extra)
inc. VAT
NAD, Hi Fi Markets, Cousteau House,
Manufacturer
Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts WD2 4SB

Type

ARM RESONANT
BEHAVIOUR

ARM VERTICAL VIBRATION
1/
3WAY ALONG TOP OF ARM
i
L•R BAND ON JVC IRS 1007
II
FIG .6
20
50

While the 5120 is basically quite acompetitive model, the tests
showed up some significant weaknesses, these also correlating with
the subjective analysis. It suffers in comparison, for example, with
the fine tonearm offered on the Rega Planar models and the good
motor high value for money of the Thorens TD166.
Overall, Ifeel that this turntable has emerged just alittle too late in
the analogue day, and was just too costly, for confident approval.
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GOLDING
ELECTRO II
Alvin Gold

B

ack in the mists of time, there may have been anotner
British moving- coil cartridge, but it must have been before
Iwas actively involved in hi-fi [ the mono Lowther from
1958 is the only one our resident anachrophile Ken
Kessler could think of — Ed]
The Goldring thus is the first stereo production m- ccartridge made
in the UK, and it is certainly the only one currently to bear that
distinction. Considering the number of high quality, specialist hi-fi
components made in this country, this seems quite aremarkable
fact, but the truth is that with the single exception of Goldring, there
is no British company making high quality phono cartridges of any
kind.
The program that led to the Electra II goes back well over ayear, to
my knowledge, as Ihave both seen and ( briefly) listened to
prototypes that time ago. Much of the detail constructional
technology and materials used are based on other on- going
programs to develop very high quality, moderately priced ri m
cartridges, one or more of which may eventually see the light of day,
either under the Goldring banner, or perhaps under the aegis of aUK
turntable manufacturer.
The cartridge reviewed here is ahigh output moving-coil, designed
for use with astandard phono sensitivity m-m input rather than a
high sensitivity m-cone. It sintended to sell for around £ 125, which
makes it amoderate price m- c, but fairly expensive for ahigh output
m-c; and the stylus assembly is, in common with most of the better
coils, non- detachable. Goldring will supply acomplete new cartridge
for acost appropriate to areplacement stylus, ie, about 60% of the
current cartridge price at the time of renewal.
Although the review model has high output, alow output version
is presently under consideration, and there are thoughts about the
use of boron cantilever technology on alater, upmarket model. The
Electro II can, therefore, be regarded as the first member of what will
become afamily of related designs. Expect the first addition,
probably the low- output version, towards the end of the year

Construction
The construction of the Electro II is perhaps an order of magnitude
more solid than that of any previous Goldring cartridges. The painted
ABS plastic housing disguises acentral aluminium casting on which
all the structural elements and functional parts are hung. Although
the works are not encapsulated, the magnet and poleshoe assembly
are screwed onto the main body casting, and as far as possible the
use of adhesives ( which can introduce undesirable compliances) has
been avoided. Naturally, the fact that there is no detachable stylus
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assembly is amajor contributing factor to the general increase in
solidity, and so, too, is the shape. Where the 900 series high output
magnetics have abody can inserted at an acute angle into arelatively
thin bracket, the Electro II is made in the form of asimple,
rounded- off box, with alarge, flat top area for mating to the
headshell. The Goldring gives every indication of being among the
best in this important area. The manufacturer even supplies Allenheaded steel screws in place of the normal aluminium ones that tend
to ' creep' loose in the long term. As well as demonstrating Goldring's
serious intentions regarding the mechanics of the cartridge, these do
make areal improvement to sound quality in agood record playing
system, though as supplied, the screws are slightly too short for a
Mission 774SM arm tried during the tests. Goldring are currently
experimenting with stainless steel screws which, being nonmagnetic, would eliminate any possibility that the screws could
distort the magnetic flux within the cartridge. Other cartridge
manufacturers, please note!
The Electro II has avan den Hul stylus fitted to an alloy tube
cantilever. The van den Hul has agood reputation for aline contact
stylus when correctly aligned in the groove, but in other applications
(notably the 900IGC) it can sound alittle too sharp and ' over the top'
if the VTA or other adjustments are even slightly out. Given that the
900 series has ahigh cantilever compliance, very small tracking
weight changes, perhaps even those caused by dynamic playing
conditions, are enough to cause potential problems. A low
compliance design like the Electro seems an altogether more natural
home for such astylus profile, and this was borne out in practice
because it proved less susceptible to changes in sound with small
alterations in tracking weight. The effective tip mass is higher than in
the 900IGC, and is given as 0.6mg. Tracking force is anominal 1.8gm.

Measured performance: Arm compatibility
With its low compliance and fairly high mass of about 9gm, the
Electro II is best suited to moderately massy arms. Tests performed
in aLinn Ittok arm ( effective mass around 12gm without cartridge or
screws) show awell damped fundamental arm/cartridge lateral
resonance in the 7-9Hz region ( fig. 1). Although this frequency is at
the lower limits of acceptability, the well damped nature of the
resonance, with its + 5dB maximum amplitude, makes for astable
mechanical performance largely free of LF 'jitters' under excitation.
Separate checks using the Ortofon test record and aMission 774SM
arm ( effective mass around 14gm) showed an equally well damped
fundamental resonance in the region of 7-8Hz lateral and 10-12Hz
vertical, this staggering of the two figures helping to explain some of
the Goldring's imperturbability at LF ( although the sound was
'heavier'). Compatible arm masses therefore lie in the 9-16gm area.

Amplifier compatibility
With an internal specified DC resistance of 77 ohms, and inductance
of 0.2mH, the Electro II ought to be relatively impervious to changes
in electrical loading over awide range. Goldring suggest aload
capacitance between 100-500pF, and 47k at the amplifier input,
which will be met by any practical combination of amplifier m- m
input and series arm wiring capacitance. Measurements basically
confirm this ( figs. 2and 3). In fig. 2changes in loading between 470
ohms and 47k with afixed 100pF ( inc. arm wiring) show amaximum
deviation of just over 0.5dB in 20kHz output compared to the lkHz
output— the HF output increasing slightly with the higher 47k value.
Similarly, changes in load capacitance over the range 100-420pF with
afixed 47k give an even smaller alteration in the relative HF output —
as fig. 3shows— ahigher HF output here resulting from an increased
capacitive load. The flattest results came from using 47k and 420pF
when taking the Electro's inherent HF droop into account ( see later).
The other figure in the amplifier matching equation is output
voltage. Measuring just over 0.6mV/cm/s compared to an average
voltage from ahigh output magnetic of 0.8-1 mV/cm/s. the Goldring
gives less output than average for anon- m- c, though well above
average for ahigh output m- cand more than, for example, the Supex
901. The lowish output voltage should cause few problems in
practice, especially as the low internal resistance of the cartridge— as
little as 10% of that of many m- m devices— will shunt much of the
preamplifier noise, so there will be no degradation of the noise figure
in practice.
There is one other point concerning amplifier compatibility that
arose from the listening tests, which showed that when the cartridge
was asked to drive the 470 ohm input of atest amplifier ( Naim 32) the
sound improved substantially, becoming more taut and subjectively
more dynamic. The essential character of the cartridge was
unchanged tonally, but seemed less dissipated, and certainly more
positive. Putting this finding into practice will prove aproblem. Most
m-cinputs with this sort of input figure will overload on heavily
modulated passages, though the Musical Fidelity preamp ( input 330
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ohms) worked very well indeed this way. The implication for the
future low output version is obvious. Although there is nothing in the
measured results to suggest these listening results directly, the likely
explanation is the increased electro magnetic damping that may
result from lower levels of load impedance.

Frequency and Impulse responses
The frequency responses were measured using aB&K OR 2010 test
record, and showed abasically flat response over the midband, and a
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slowly declining response at high frequencies ( fig. 4)— confirmed
incidentally by an independent FFT test which is not reproduced here
since the latter is still being developed and calibrated. Tests for tip
mass/vinyl resonance give contradictory results, the separation
curve suggesting afigure around 22kHz, which is not especially high
for an m- c, and asharp peak appearing around 40kHz in the response
runs. There does appear to be aresonance due to the tip mass effect
around 22k, but it's well damped on the amplitude plot. These
measurements tell us little, but imply aslightly dim subjective
balance— confirmed on audition.
Separation is fine in both directions at around 32dB or more at
1kHz, and falling as expected above 5kHz. An impulse response plot
(fig. 5) was also made using aspecially recorded haversine signal,
which is essentially asmoothed half-sinewave without the
discontinuity around the zero amplitude axis. The output is afull 360°
sinewave, well damped, and shows some ringing at approximately
110kHz. Although difficult to interpret, this result compares well to
tests made on other cartridges, the ringing possibly being associated
with the electrical resonance of the cartridge.

Tracking ability etc
Tracking ability of the Electro is limited, the distortion on a300Hz
lateral tone increasing rapidly at high levels, and requiring ahigher
tracking force for the highest test cut. However, any reservations
resulting from the mediocre measured result should be tempered by
the results on normal records. At about 2gm downforce, the Goldring
was rarely caught out, especially on high frequency information, the
main limitation appearing to be compliance limited at low frequencies. There is asharp transition from tracking to mistracking, and
little of the progressive blurring and obvious distortion that afflicts
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many m- m cartridges at quite low recorded levels. Seen in amusical
context then, there would appear to be no reason to reject the Electro
on these grounds.
The tests reported above were carried out by Stan Curtis, and were
supplemented by some additional ones of my own. They relate to a
second sample of the model, which was requested after the first
showed a ( still unexplained) loss of output on one channel when
loaded with 470 ohms.

The listening
The Electro II was evaluated in two main systems, though several
alternative amplifiers, turntables and loudspeakers were also used
over aperiod of afew weeks. The main turntable was aLinn Sondek
LP12, and the arms aLinn Ittok and the new Mission 774SM.
Amplifiers included the Naim 32/250 and the Musical Fidelity pre and
power amp, whilst the chief speakers used were Mission 70s and
Linn Saras. No obvious incompatibility arose with any of this
equipment other than the Mission arm — the combination of Goldring
and Mission sounding alittle loose and heavy. The lttok, on the other
hand, was clearly an excellent match — hardly surprising as asample
of this arm was used by Goldring during development.
Goldring's Electro II is by any standards ahighly competent
cartridge that compares well with other similarly priced cartridges,
regardless of type. At the same time, it has some clear limitations
which may well be subject to improvement in later versions. The
Electro II has asmooth, clean and refined character that is perhaps a
little laid back. The slightly dim measured balance is sometimes
noticeable as such, but more makes itself felt by giving music a
somewhat distant balance, the stereo image being appropriately
narrow and deep— but solid as arock. Despite this basic balance,
there is little feeling of masking or loss of information; certainly the
Goldring doesn't blanket the sound and transient information is
reproduced cleanly and with excellent definition. Nevertheless, the
impact of transients is reduced in comparison to more expensive
cartridges in the Koetsu/Asak category.
Taken together, the listening results suggest that the Electro Il
could be an excellent choice as an ameliorative measure in systems
that veer towards being aggressive or bright; however, the
quality of the Goldring's music making is such as to recommend its
use in more neutral systems too. In no sense is this adramatic or
especially vivid cartridge. Nevertheless, it has acertain basic
integrity that stems from asuccessful mix of basic abilities. Item: the
sound doesn't change character With changes in level or frequency —
something that is easily demonstrated on piano recordings. Iused,
amongst others, aPaul Jacobs Bosendorfer recording of Debussy
(Nonesuch HB-73031) to check this. Item: complex sounds that
become muddled and vague on lesser cartridges remain articulate
and separated with the Goldring ( try the Proprius choral record of
Jefta and Psaltarpsalmer— PROP 7840). Item: the unit has awide
effective dynamic range. Although the Goldring doesn't really swell
on climaxes as dramatically as some, the sound doesn't clog up
when loud, and remains clear even on very quietly recorded sections
of music; and except in the case of severe record scratches, which
can sound rather vicious, the general background noise level is low
and unobtrusive.
So, the Electro II shows alot of good qualities on audition, its worst
feature perhaps being that it doesn't do as much as some others. I
would like to see aflatter, more extended high frequency performance, and am looking forward also to the low output version, which
hopefully will allow full use of the electro magnetic damping Ifeel to
be available from an m-camplifier input. There was also a
suggestion from the listening tests of aslight lack of focus in the
deep bass in comparison with the very best models, though the
Goldring was powerful and extended in this region. Otherwise it
gives aseamless, cultured and musically believable result. It's
definitely worth considering, and in my opinion figures in the best
half dozen below about £200. It's also worth noting that the Electro Il
is easily the best Goldring cartridge to date, by awide margin. lit_

Test results
Output ( loaded 47k ohms) at 1kHz for 5cm/sec:
LHC — 3.11mV
RHC — 3.04mV
Crosstalk at 1kHz for 5cm/sec:
L on R — — 34.5dB
R on L — — 32.0dB
Distortion 300Hz lateral:
@2gm

+ 11dB 2.9%
+14dB 4.5%
@2.5gm + 18dB 7.0%

1.5%
2.3%
14.5%
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out nearly three octaves of flue tone.
While room effects at higher frequencies can be heard by
deliberate listening, the always-audible one, which passes unnoticed
because it is aconstant factor, is the bass boost. This is produced by
the confinement of otherwise omnidirectional bass radiation to the
solid angle bounded by adjacent surfaces, effectively at wavelengths
greater than about eight times the loudspeaker-wall spacing. The
first reflection dip is also audible, but far less so than its measured
depth would indicate. Response smoothness is best when the
speaker is at different distances from each surface, while bass
amplitude increases with the number of reflecting surfaces, as we
might expect. The invariable penalty for close or equi-spacing, in my
experience, is adegradation of stereo performance, plus acertain
artificiality of sound that varies according to the source. Bearing in
mind that 'stereo' is an aural hoax, and that our ears seem pretty
smart ( even psychic in some quarters), perhaps we should not be too
surprised?

ROGERS

SPEAKERS
Trevor Attewell

Rogers LS1/LSS/LS7
In the loudspeaker world Rogers are best known for their studio
monitors, made under licence to BBC specifications and giving
superb quality reproduction. The small OB monitor ( LS3/5a) is better
known to the general public than the studio models and has enjoyed
substantial sales at home and abroad. The Studio 1is of
domestic/studio type, and the purely domestic range has now been
extended to the small-size, low-cost area by these three models. As
evidence of their neutral sound policy, Rogers have recently
circularised their dealers to the effect that Compact Disc should be
welcomed as aclean source with which their range can be
demonstrated to advantage, against those which tailor frequency
response to optimise analogue disc reproduction.

B

OW OFTEN DO YOU LISTEN to your room, and how much
does it affect the sounds you hear in it? Does your spouse's
voice sound cuppy in the kitchen? These questions and many
more will not be answered in the next episode of Soap, but need to
be considered, since assumptions about room acoustics can
influence the choice of compromises adopted in speaker design.
Consider an anechoically flat loudspeaker in aroom, fed with a
frequency-swept sinewave of constant amplitude. We assume that
there is only one driver— true over much of the spectrum anyway.
The sound will be reflectedby the walls and other objects, giving
peaks and nulls at certain positions due to differences in path length
between direct and reflected sounds and between sounds reflected
by different surfaces. With aslowly changing frequency there will
also be standing waves, aset of peaks and nulls produced by the
combination of the outgoing wave and its reflection from an
opposite wall when one dimension of the room is asimple multiple
of ahalf-wavelength at the relevant frequency. A simple calculation
for the first reflection in only one surface, assuming acoefficient of
reflectivity of 0.95, shows that the surface reinforces the lowest
frequencies by nearly 3dB, then gives aseries of troughs and peaks
between roughly + 3dB and — 13dB. The troughs occur at frequencies
for which the path difference involved is an odd number of
half-wavelengths. Increasing the reflectivity deepens the troughs
with little effect on the peaks— if asinewave is added to its
phase-shifted twin, the maximum possible resultant amplitude is
their sum, but the minimum is zero!
The audibility of these effects will be familiar to anybody who has
ever played sinewaves through aloudspeaker. The room is filled
with peaks and dips, each very obtrusive, and changing the
frequency merely gives another set in different places. These effects
are strong enough to make listening to music extremely
uncomfortable. Sinewaves are not music, but music is built from
sinewaves (though not exclusively), and music undoubtedly
produces interference effects and standing waves in rooms.
In practice, few people are bothered by these room deficiencies,
yet they can easily become aware of alack otflatness as small as ldB
in aspeaker response! Little is known of the reasons for this, and the
whole area is notoriously difficult ta research. Iwould suggest as one
possibility that there has always been an evolutionary necessity to
analyse asound source regardless of its surroundings. The ability to
distinguish the sound of awell-fed Tyrannosaurus from ahungry
one, whether in the forest or in acave, must have been more than
academic. The mechanisms could involve (among other
possibilities) determining the fixed local response by some
correlation procedure and subtracting this from the total sound to
find the source contribution, or reconstituting the sound from its
harmonic series when the fundamental or one or more harmonics
are reduced by interference— possibly both. We know that the ear
can do the latter, very effectively with complex tones but hardly at all
with purer ones, for obvious reasons. A small loudspeaker may
apparently reproduce organ pedal reed tone down to 16Hz, but miss
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Constructionally, all three speakers are rectangular enclosures
made from high-density chipboard, with 19mm front panels slightly
subflush, the forward edges of the sides being reduced to 3mm, with
aslight chamfer on their insides. Both panel and back are finished in
egg-shell black, with wood veneer on all sides and the narrow front
edges. The grilles are solid frames, 9mm thick, covered with fabric,
the cut-out edges being chamfered to minimise diffraction. They are
fixed by the usual plastic pegs and sockets, and their faces are
practically flush with the cabinet fronts. On the two larger models the
reflex ports are at the bottom of the front panel, with the bass/mid
drivers and tweeters above, close together. There is less room on the
LS1, so the port is at the rear, behind the tweeter. All bass/mid
drivers are polypropylene coned, with high-temperature (400°C)
polyimide voice-coil formers, and the two larger drivers have very
substantial cast chassis. The LS1 tweeter is aSEAS fluid-cooled,
soft-dome unit, the others are Celestion's T1001 with 25mm
soft-domes. All drivers are countersunk flush with the panel surface,
and the bass/mid ones are firmly held by T- nuts. In the LS1 the
bass/mid driver is decoupled from the panel by plastic bushes, and
the fixing screws should not be tightened. Interior damping is by
25mm foam pads on the walls and back, the LS5 and LS7 having
Bostik pads also. The crossover boards are fixed to battens inside the
rear faces, and use 9, 12 and 13 components respectively, the LS5
and LS7 employing tighter tolerances. The connectors are terminals,
with 4mm integral sockets. The standards of construction and finish
are high, and all three have areassuring feeling of solidity.
Rogers are specific about the placement of their loudspeakers —
they are designed to be as anechoically flat as possible, and to be
used away from walls, preferably with clearances of at least 1m from
one wall and 0.5m from the other, on stands about 500mm high. A
very rigid 4- pillared stand, about 580mm high, with four
47
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screw- adjustment feet will be available shortly as an optional extra,
and pre- production samples were used for the listening tests. Rogers
also suggest angling the speakers so that their axes cross in front of
the listener, in the classic manner. This proved to be about optimum
in practice, using clearances some 50% greater than the stated
minima, and the speaker tops just below ear level. All- source
listening disclosed that the LS1 had only modest amounts of
coloration, mainly ' quacky' and ' nasal' — these were not disturbing.

Bass extension, though not very great in absolute terms, was
considered good for the size, and the small reflex port did make a
significant contribution in this region, though some air noise was
heard at high levels. Midband sounds were slightly enclosed, and the
response seemed to be not fully maintained at HF. Stereo
performance was good laterally, with acertain amount of depth.
Compared with the ESL- 63 (!) strings were slightly more enclosed,
with less edge, brass alittle 'thicker' in midband, and woodwinds
more rounded. Percussion generally sounded somewhat more boxy,
with the expected loss of sheer weight in bass drums and tympani.
Voices of all kinds were alittle more muffled, and organs showed
more prominence in lower 4' ranks. Though these differences were
clear enough, they were also small in terms of size and price
differentials.
The LS5 was found to have generally similar characteristics, but
was clearly more neutral, with only aminor amount of hollow
coloration. It, too, was found to stand atrifle ' proud' in midband, and
the HF end was marginally fierce when compared with the LS1. The
bass extension was greater, and seemed to be free from ' upper bass
droop'. The stereo performance was superior to that of the LS1,
extending to afair depth as well as being accurate laterally. Detailed
comparisons against the ESL- 63 gave results descriptively similar to
those of its little brother, but appreciably smaller in degree, with only
very slight mid enclosure and brittleness of the high treble. Rogers
designate the LS5 as adomestic alternative to the LS3/5a, cheaper
and perhaps more acceptable in appearance, with superior bass
performance and much increased power handling. While it does not
have quite the expensively- attained midband nqutrality of the BBC
design, it may well be abetter household proposition for many
people.
The LS7 follows agenerally similar sonic pattern to the LS5, but
closely approaches complete neutrality, with afurther small increase
in bass extension which, coupled with still more power- handling
capability, gives avery respectable depth. Listening proved to be
relaxing, and only ahint of hollowness and of ' breathy' top were
noticed. The stereo imaging had excellent accuracy and depth, and
realistic sound levels were handled with ease. Again, comparisons in
detail with our ESL- 63 standards showed some extra warmth in the
lower strings and brass, with fractionally less depth in heavy
48
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percussion, keyboard instruments also being slightly emphasised in
the lower midband, with some small sharpening of the upper notes
of bells and harpsichords. Considering the high standing of the
reference speakers, the LS7 came creditably close with most sources.
The order of preference for these models was simply and logically
that of price.
The usual anechoic measurements proved to be in line with the
subjective results, and show that small departures from anechoic

down to aprice. Each fills aniche— the LS1 as aspace- saver with
inevitable performance compromises, but sounding better than one
might expect, the LS5 as adomestically oriented version of the
LS3/5a at alower price, and the LS7 as anon- budget model whose
performance justifies paying that little bit more. Their sound quality
goes up with price, and Iwould rate each as good value in its class.
All three show their pedigree, and deserve serious consideration by
potential purchasers.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
TWO-WAY REFLEX SYSTEMS
LS1
LS5
LS7
DRIVE UNITS: BASS/MID
125mm
165mm
205mm
TWEETER
19mm
25mm
25mm
CROSSOVER FREQUENCY
4kHz
3kHz
3kHz
80-20k —
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (+ 3d8, Hz)
t10(+2.5dB, Hz)
65-18k
55-18k
MINIMUM IMPEDANCE ( nominally 8 ohms(6.5
SENSITIVITY
(dB spi @ 1m for 2.83V input)
85
86
88
SIZE (mm)
H 330
458
559
W 191
225
273
0 165
208
280
WEIGHT ( ke()
4.5
7.5
13.5
FINISH (
all)
Walnut (teak or black to order). Black grille
PRICE PER PAIR. (
Ind VAT)
£149.50 £207.00 £264.50
MANUFACTURER Rogers (Swisstone Electronics Limited),
310 Commonside, Mitcham, Surrey CR44 1HX.

ARIMS/18LS/28LS
These three loudspeakers form AR's ' bookshelf' family and are
specified for that use, though floor- mounting is suggested as an
alternative for the largest one. The AR18LS is virtually the original
AR18S with some cosmetic changes, using the same drivers. The
AR8LS ( formerly the 8S) is acut-down version of the AR18S, but
now has a150mm driver, while the AR28LS ( formerly AR28S) has
been given anew, long-throw bass/mid driver for higher output
capability. The ' LS' stands for Lambda Series— the Greek letter
lambda is used for wavelength, and in these models the drivers are
less than awavelength apart at the crossover frequency.
Since these speakers are similar structurally and visually except in
size, one description will cover all of them. Each is asimple
rectangular chipboard cabinet, respectively 12.5mm, 15mm and
17.5mm thick, veneered in vinyl on the four sides and their front and
back edges, with amatt black back and agrey laminated front panel,
which has asmall, shallow rebate on all sides. The pulp- coned bass
driver is fixed with four screws and aplastic trim ring, with the cone
tweeter, protected by awire mesh cover, as close as reasonably
possible above it. The chipboard on the review samples was not as
dense as it might be, and on the two smaller models the fixing
screws had displaced some wood in the side edge of the cut-out, so

linearity are readily heard in rooms. The average midband rises are
only about 2dB in the LS1 and LS5, while the LS7 has avery small
downslope starting from the upper bass. Ignoring the sharp dips in
the treble response, which would probably change position or vanish
with small microphone movements, the very tight response
specification is met. The surprise in these curves lies in the poor
distortion performance of the LS5, with the second harmonic
reaching 10% near 100Hz. Logistics, unfortunately, precluded a
check on the second sample. The makers tell us that this does not
agree with their measurements, and they suspect afault in this
particular bass/mid driver, which they will investigate. Incorrect
voice- coil centering does seem alikely explanation. Apart from this
feature ( which was not heard specifically as distortion) the harmonic
levels are normal. Minimum figures for impedance modulus were 7.5
ohms for the LS1, 4.5 ohms for the LS5 and 5.5 ohms for the LS7. The
first figure is within the only impedance limit quoted, while the other
two apply only around 5-8kHz, where they are unlikely to be
significant. Where it matters, the minimum is 7.5 ohms.
All three models have excellent power handling, and all withstood
the output of afully driven 200W amplifier, though the LS5 was
knocking somewhat— it is limited mechanically to protect the
suspension. Maximum mean sound levels in the listening room were
approximately 99dBA for the LS1 and LS5, and 102dBA ( amplifier
limited) for the LS7. Although the LS5 has anominally larger
bass/mid driver than the LS1, their effective radiating areas, and
hence their outputs, are similar. These levels will certainly be very
adequate for most users, though the two smaller ones might not
satisfy heavy rock demands. Sensitivities for the three models,
measured as the terminal voltage required to give 93dBA of pink
noise at 1m in- room were 12V, 11V and 8V respectively in ascending
size order.
Listening to all three Rogers models, as well as looking at, and
handling them, indicates that they are quality products, not built
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that they were not holding. AR say that afew low- density cabinets
were produced before asupply error was corrected, and normal
production is high- density. Inside, the damping is by aloose filling
of man-made fibre. Both drivers have mechanical roll- offs, and the
'crossover' consists of asingle capacitor mounted on the rear of the
connecting panel. This simplification is possible only if the drivers
can be accurately specified and controlled in production, which
virtually rules out OEM products. AR have enough experience in
manufacturing their own drivers to have complete confidence in
their consistency. External connection is by sliding spring grips. The
front grille is afabric- covered plastic moulded frame which is
440mm deep, but relatively open on all sides. It is fixed by plastic
pegs engaging in rubber- like sockets which are pressed into holes in
the panel. The general standard of construction and finish is good.
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Take atypical normal position cassette tape
and unfortunately that's often what you get: atape that
performs normally— not to say unexcitingly.
Which is why many people prefer the wider
dynamic range and higher sound quality of Chrome
position tapes.
But Maxell's new UD tape could change your views
on normal position tapes.
It uses smaller, sharper particles of ferric oxide than
conventional tape. So that we can pack far more particles
on to the tape, and you can pack much more music on to it.
The coating of particles is exceptionally uniform,
which cuts out modulation noise, so UD tape is quieter
than conventional tape too.
The dynamic range is the sort you'd associate with
Chrome position tape, delivering the most powerful
sounds and the most delicate pianissimos with equal clarity
The net result: new UD tape lets you record
more music, more faithfully, and gives you acleaner, more
natural, more exciting sound. In short,
there's only one thing
that's average about

rn Axel'

new UD tape-and that's
the price.

Break the sound barrier.
Maxell (UK) Ltd., 1Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex FIAI 3AF. Tel: 01-423 0688.
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AR firmly recommend placing their loudspeakers with their backs
to the wall. Referring to the introduction, we should expect this to
increase the frequency to which bass boost extends, and also that of
the following dip. In these models the spacing differs over the
various sides, with the longest path over the top, and the shortest
over the bottom. This spreads the dip over awide frequency range
and makes it less significant. In many homes, including mine, this
position is not practicable unless one listens across the narrower
room width, which reduces the lowest bass frequency available, and
can have other problems not yet discussed, such as stereo
degradation when your ears are only inches from the wall behind.
The alternative is to place the speakers against the side walls,
angled somewhat inward, and this was the position adopted for
audition. The restyled grilles may be good for sales but, like most
others ( except the foam type), they're not good for sound quality,
which improves with their removal. Not many users seem willing to
do this, so they were auditioned and measured with grilles.
Although these speakers showed some family resemblance, they
differed significantly in detail. General listening indicated only mild
colorations, mostly hollow and nasal, with some middiness and
enclosure in all three. The AR8 was slightly hollower than the 18,
with less bass extension, though the bass was fractionally warmer
in character, and the AR8 was also more hollow but less nasal than
the AR28. The latter was harder in the treble than either of its
companions, giving some ' fizz' and emphasising hiss. The stereo
lateral precision was fairly good, and improved somewhat with
reducing size, though depth was lacking. Placement further from
walls also helped stereo accuracy. Bass extension was slight on all
three, as must be expected, improving with increasing size and
proximity of wall and/or floor — no surprises here.

To list in detail the comparisons made between each speaker and
our ESL- 63 transfer standards would be rather tedious, so a
summary of the differences common to all three in terms of source
groups will be given instead. Orchestral strings were more boomy on
low notes, more enclosed in midrange and harder in the treble.
Brass was enclosed and hollow in midrange, but harsher in the top,
while percussion had less weight and was duller, though with more
'rattle' on snares. Speaking voices were harder on the AR28 but more
woolly on the others, while among singers higher parts were more
emphasised, with some brashness. Organs lost most of their pedal
flue tones below 8', and 4' manual stops were more prominent ( 2' in
the AR28). High frequency differences were more pronounced in the
52

AR28 than either of the others. The inevitable lack of bass could be
partly compensated by bass boost. It would be preferable to control
both turnover frequency and slope, but boost switching of the Quad
44 type is agood enough practical compromise. The differences
were significant, but reasonable in terms of relative sizes and prices.

Putting the three in pecking order, the AR18 was clearly preferred to
either of the others, with the AR8 next and the AR28 firmly at the
bottom.
Looking at the results of our usual-style 7m high outdoor
measurement reveals several distinctive features. At the bass end all
three speakers show the normal asymptotic roll- off from frequencies
that become lower with size ( bear in mind that an extra 10Hz is
significant here). Above this frequency all three continue to rise at a
reduced rate up to, or slightly above, the 2kHz crossover frequency.
In the treble, the AR8 continues its rise virtually to 5kHz, while the
AR18 falls overall by 2-3dB from 2to 17kHz. On the other hand the
AR28 holds up through the same region, with some rather peaky
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Buy from a
good sound
company
It is hard to remember that the LSI is a £150
design- Ihave judged it by standards almost
irrespective of price., overall performance is
well above the standard of its class.
DAVID PRAEKEL - JANUARY 1983, PRACTICAL HI - FI
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Both the LS5 and LS7 have asmooth, clean,
kind of sound...Cwliathrity
well- integrated, ' seamless'
i
s good and notes start cleanlysharply
and
little apparent hangover or smearing.
--'--JAMES HUGHES- JANUARY 1983, HI-FI ANSWERS

When Rogers set out to design anew series of loudspeakers
especially for use in the home they were determined to keep to their own
self-imposed high standards. The result was that the superb
crystal crisp clarity of the LS3/5A BBC monitor, the Studio 1and the rest
of the professional range is now captured in the LS1, LS5 and LS 7.

Rogers
BRITISH

HIGH • FIDELITY

Svvisstone Electronics Ltd. 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey. Tel: 01-640 2172.
For ademonstration that confirms these reviews visit one of our franchised dealers on the following two pages.
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HAMPSHIRE

Hampshire Audio ltd
3single loudspeaker
demonstration rooms available
by appointment.
8/12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
Hants
Tel: 04215 2827

WEST MIDLANDS

111 N.firl D

ISTUDIO

Royal London ' 1/Vulfruna St
Buildings
Wolverhampton
771774

ROCK

The oest
sound for

ORGAN
ALL MUSIC
gRAND OPERA is the —
LS 1-5 and 7
range.

eTHNIC
rEGGAE

Lisien to the
LS5 in your home.

SWING

NORFOLK

:Martins,
Martins
for
Rogers in Norfolk
85/87 Bere Street
Norwich
0603 27010
5High Street
Kings Lynn
0603 83833

2Broad Row
Great Yarmouth
0493 55044

ESSEX

Cle

Chew& Osborne

The 1983 Rogers speakers
—LS1 LS5 LS7 —
on demonstration.
148 High Street
Epping
Essex
0378 74242
See our advertisement on P.10

DORSET

HATV
183 Barrack Road
Christchurch
Dorset
Tel: 0202 473901

LIVERPOOL

QUALITY
HI- FI

55 North Road
Parkstone
Pool, Dorset
Tel: 0202 742706

Rogers

Rogers speakers always on
comparative demonstration in both
shops, and can be listened to by
appointment if necessary.
, 401 SMITH DOWN ROAD,
LIVERPOOL, L15 lid
TEL: 051 733 6839

SUFFOLK

91 North Street, Sudbury,
Suffolk.
Tel: (0787) 72348
LS1 LS5, LS7, Studio 1and
LS3/SA in stock.

Access — American Express — Visa
Finance available.

SUSSEX

CUICIIIESTEU
110114Gr
ROGERS loudspeakers always on
demonstration with first class
ancillary equipment.
Chichester High Fidelity
40 Little London
Chichester
West Sussex
Tel: 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

GLASGOW

te.;.
Don't buy Rogers loudspeakers
—until you hear how good they
are!
Ring for an appointment now!
2speaker demonstrations a
pleasure.
221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow G2.
Tel: 041 221 2527
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features, which possibly account for the harsher top. Comparison
with the specification for system frequency response is hampered by
the omission of either apositive limit or areference level ( or
frequency). At first sight these differences are not borne out by the
1
/
3octave pink noise graphs, but when these are overlapped and
aligned the extra HF energy in the AR28 response does appear. While
distortion levels are generally very good in the AR8 and AR18, all
three have high second harmonic peaks at 8-9kHz, rising to 10% in
the case of the AR28, apparently accompanied by arise in third

harmonic also, though this cannot be plotted above 6.7kHz. The
AR28 also shows higher levels of both harmonics over the band
100Hz to 1kHz. The three impedance modulus curves are very similar
(why not, indeed!), with minima of 5ohms around 200Hz, which is
quite reasonable.
High outputs for the size were easily obtained, even apair of AR8s
producing amean level of around 100dBA in- room, using pop music.
Though unprotected these speakers survived short periods of
overload from a200W amplifier, suggesting good reliability under
the specified conditions. All had similar sensitivities, giving 93dBA
spl at 1m, using pink noise, for about 71/
2V at the terminals.
In December 1981 we reviewed the virtually identical AR18S,
which had ameasured response only marginally different from the
present version. It was described as having arespectable
performance for its price, and recommended where the siting was
suitable and ahigh- output, efficient speaker was needed. This
recommendation still stands, and Iprefer the model to either of its
companions. The smaller AR8LS may be worth considering where
space or purse- strings are tight. Sonically it is only slightly inferior to
the 18, and it is £20 cheaper, giving asimilar value-for- money rating.
However, Ishould hesitate to recommend the AR28LS at an extra £30
unless the slightly more extended bass and higher output are
lit.
overriding considerations.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
TWO-WAY ENCLOSED SYSTEMS
AR8LS
1818
28LS
200mm
200mm
150mm
(
All) 32mm liquid cooled 32mm coned.
(
All) 2kHz
(
All) 88dB spl at 1m for 2.83V
50W
50W
40W
80W
60W
60
100
100
75
52- 1
627422000
22000
22000
SIZES (
mm)
H 508
419
356
W 279
254
229
D 221
205
189
WEIGHTS (
kg)
9.3
6.2
4.5
FINISH (
all)
Vinyl walnut veneer
PRICE PER PAIR, )
inc( VAT)
£79.90 £99.90 £129.90
MANUFACTURER Teledyne Acoustic Research,
High Street, Houghton Regis, Bedfordshire, LU5 5QJ
DRIVE UNITS: BASS
TWEETER
CROSSOVER FREQUENCIES
VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY
POWER BANDUNG, NOMINAL (
D(N)
MAX. POWER (
DIN)
MAX. AMPUFIER POWER (
W)
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (-3dB), Hz

M.11111RIEN
comr uTERN

Please include post and packing
(Send large S.A.E. for brochure and enquiries)
All prices include VAT at 15% and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers inc ases
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Barclaycard

Rotel RD400 £74.90
Revox
P.O.R
Sansui
P.O.R
Sony TCFX20 £ 103.00
Tandberg TCD440
P.O.R
Tandberg TD20A
P.O.R.
Teac
P.0.11
Technics
P.O.R
RSM225X
P.O.R
RSM216
P.O.R
RSM226
P.0.8
RSM28R £230.00
Trio
P.O.R
Yamaha K300
P.O.R

HEADPHONES ( P&P £ 195)
AKG
Arrechnica
Beyer DT550
Beyer DT350
Beyer DT220
Koss PRO4AAA
Koss Pro 40
Stan

P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£44.00
£49.00
P.O.R.

Sennheiser
1-10410
HD414
HD400
HD420
HD430
HD424
H0222
HD40
Sony

£ 15.00
£22.00
£ 15.00
f28.00
£38.00
£29.00
£33.00
£ 12.95
P.0.8.

TURNTABLES ( P&P £.495)
Akai
P.O.R
Aiwa APD35 £59.00
Audioref MAT £ 18.95
ADC 1500/034 E59.00
ADC 1606/036 f16.00
DUAL CS505 £79.00
P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R
Le Mat
£ 18.95
Maranta
Michell Focus
P.O.R.
NAD
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL400 £ 108.00
Rotel
P.O.R.
Sansui 222
P.O.R.

Sony
P.O.R.
STD305S
P.O.R.
Technics SL7...£192.00
Technics SL5...E125.00
Technics SL10 £308.00
Technics SLDLI
£141.00
Technics SLOLI
£193.00
Thorens TD104/2
FF15E £79.00
Thorens TDI26BC
P.O.R.
Thorens 160BC£105.00
Thorens 160S £ 152.00
Yamaha
P.O.R.

AMPLIFIERS ( P&P E4.95)
Akai
Crimson
Dual CVI160
Dual CV1450

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

01 946 1528

accepted

CASSETTE/TAPE RECORDERS ( P&P £ 4 95)
Aka(CSMO4
P.O.R.
Aiwa AD3150 £89.00
Aiwa AD3250 £ 109.00
B & 0
P.O.R.
Denon
P.O.R
Dual C816
P.O.R
Dual C806
P.O.R
Dual C828
P.O.R
Dual C844
P.O.R
JVC
P.O.R.
Nakamichi BX2 P.O.R.
Nakamich iLX3 P.O.R
Nakamichi LX5 P.0.8
NAD
P.O.R
Onkyo
P.O.R.
Pioneer
P.O.R

111.11-TV-VIINNI

Access

Rotel RA820
£105.00
Rotel RAMO
P.O.R.
Rogers A75/A100
P.O.R.

JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
P.O.R.
Maranta PM310 £71.00
Maranta PM350 £89.00
NAD
on dom
Nytech CA202 .... P.O.R.
Nytech CA252....P.O.R.
Quad 34/303
P.O.R.
Quantum
P.O.R.
Pioneer
P.O.R.
Revox
P.O.R.

Sugden A4&2 P.O.R.
Sansui A5 £89.00
Sansui A7
£109.00
Sansui AUD22... P.O.R.
Sansui AUD33... P.O.R.
Sansui AUD5 £ 185.00
Technics SUV3E115.00
Technics SUV5 £ 137.00
Technics SUV71213.00
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio
P.O.R.
Yamaha A460 P.O.R.

PICK-UP ARMS (
P&P El 75)
ADC LMFI
ADC ALT1
A/Technica
Hadcock 228
Last
Mayware

£ 0.00
£49.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

SME 3009/S2
SME 3009/ND
SME Series III
SME FD200
SME Series IIIS
Syrinx

TUNERS/RECEIVERS ( P&P
Akai
Aiwa
Harman Kardon
JVC
Lux
Maranta
Mitsubishi
Pioneer
Quantum
Quad FM4
Revox
Rogers 775
Rogers T100
Rotel

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

£85.00
159.00
£ 109.00
£
24.00
£79.00
P.O.R.

95)

Sansui 17
£95.00
Sansui TUS33L £99.00
Sansui TUS9
P.O.R.
Sansui R5L
£98.00
Sony STRV55L P.O.R.
Sugden
P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2080
P.O.R.
Technics STS4 £144.00
Technics SA313
£213.00
Technics SA212 P.O.R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KT313L 95.00
£
Yamaha
P.O.R.

SPEAKERS/KITS/UNITS ( P&P E3 95 each)
AR 18LS
£95.00
AR
P.O.R.
B&WDMIO
P.O.R.
B & W DM23
P.O.R.
B & W DM22
P.O.R.
B&WDM14
P.O.R.
Castle £249.00
Celestion 100 £75.00
Ditton 130 ....£ 119.00
Ditton 150 ....£ 149.00
IMF
POR.
JBL
P.O.R.
KEF 727 £ 14.00
KEF 110A
£18.00
KEF 103/2
0335.00
TANNOY
P.O.R.

KEF 8200
f20.00
KEF 8100
£44.00
KEF DNI 2
£9.95.
KEF Coda III £99.00
KEF Carina £ 135.00
KEF Carlton £ 199.00
Maranta L030
f9900
Monitor Audio ... P.O.R.
St/Short MS20... P.O.R.
Rogers LS3/5A P.O.R.
Rogers Studio 1 P.O.R.
Rogers LSI
P.O.R.
Rogers LS5
P.O.R.
Rogers LS7
P.O.R.
Wharfedale
P.O.R.
Laser 60
£85.00

95 High Street
Wimbledon Village .
London S.W.19
93 Bus route
Open 9.00am 5.30pm
Tuesday, Saturday.

•

Closed all day Monday
Prices co/recl at 1.rne & going
to press and subject to variation

.
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VIDEO
Hitachi VTI1
P.O.R.
Mitsubishi 3030
JVC HR7200
£429.00
£429.00
Panasonic NV333
Sony CO
£389.00
£429.00
Sony C9
£
149.00
CARTRIDGES STYLI ( P&P El SO)
AKG
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
A/Technica
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
ADC Phase IV
E44.00
P.O.R.
ADC Phase III
E32.00
P.O.R.
ADC Phase II
032.00
P.O.R.
ADC Phase I £ 13.00
P.O.R.
Dynavector 20N2
£89.00
P.O.R.
Dynavector 208/2
£99.00
P.O.R.
Dynavector 10X/2
£52.00
P.O.R.
Empire
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Grado GT
£ 18.95
P.O.R.
Grado GC
£21.95
P.O.R.
Grado GF3 £29.95
P.O.R.
Goldring G800. .£
7.15
£3.95
JVC
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Mayware
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Nagaoka MPI 0 P.0.8.
P.O.R.
Nagaoka MPI I P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 10
037.00
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 20
£37.130
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 30
£49.00
P.O.R.
Ortofon M206 Super
£49.50
£23.00
Ortofon VM55 ... f11.50
P.08
Ortofon VMS10E/2
£18.50
P.O.R.
Ortofon VMS20/E
£28.00
P.O.R.
Ortofon VMS30/2
£37.00
P.O.R.
Ortofon F15EX/2£19.90
P.O.R.
Ortofon MC10 ...£48.03
P.O.R.
Shure M55E £ 15.18
£8.95
Shure M75G £ 19.95
£9.95
Shure M75ED
£25.50
£ 15.95
Shure M95E0-.128.50
£20.50
Shure M75EJ/2 £22.50
£ 10.10
Shure V15 Mk3 £89.00
£21.95
Shure VI5N £79.00
£41.00
Shure V15N ....£ 119.00
MAIO
Shure M95HE....£35.00
£27.00
Stanton 681/EE £48.00
P.O.R.

Martin Colloms looks at new machines
from Technics and Akai and retests
Hitachi, Sony and Philips models

I

N MARCH, Itested HFN/RR's first crop of CD players, namely the
Sony CD- 101P, Hitachi DA-1000, Toshiba Z- X790, Philips CD100
and Marantz CD63/CD73. Of necessity these were samples taken
from early production runs, and Ifelt it was important to take a
second look once they had become better established in order to see
how some of the early teething problems had been resolved. This
was particularly relevant in the case of the Hitachi model, whose D/A
conversion was clearly well below spec at that time. Production
versions of the Marantz CD63 and CD73 have also been reauditioned
to confirm the current quality level, and while in the case of the Sony
CD- 101P Ihave continued to obtain fine results, faced with some
apparently conflicting opinions concerning this model's sound
quality relationship in comparison with the Philips based models, I
also obtained another current Sony sample for further checking. In
addition to these reappraisals, Ihave covered some new models —
the Technics SL- P10 and Akai CD- D1, both having price tags of
around £ 550, and arecent Philips CD200.
By all accounts ( notwithstanding anatural, if slightly paranoid,
backlash from committed analogue manufacturers and users), the
CD launch has been very successful here in the UK. Despite the high
price of players and discs— the latter typically at the £ 10 level — sales
have been rapid, which is all the more surprising considering the
initial modest availability of the players themselves. A promising
stream of CD releases has issued from the Polygram empire, which
has thus gone some way towards assuaging my initial frustration at
the lack of good quality program as judged from amusical balance,
as well as atechnical, viewpoint. Imust admit to resorting to record
shop hopping in the early days to obtain some of the better titles, but
obviously without asensible selection of material, subjective
evaluation of the players would not be possible.
Regarding the listening tests, the controversial Nimbus test
sampler disc caPne my way, so for what they are worth, here are my
observations. As my editor reported (
HFN/RR June ' 83), distortion
harmonics on the test tone are clearly audible following the
penultimate piano track if the latter is played at avolume setting
sufficient for aspirited replay level on headphones. Does this imply
an inherent weakness in the CD system, as has been suggested by
some to account for the so-called ' unmusical' quality of its
reproduced sound? Ithink not, but some thought and further tests
-are clearly required.
The first point concerns the quality of this particular Nimbus track.
It was apparently not synthesised to the required number of terms,
or alternatively to asufficient degree of accuracy, to be sure that
some of the spurious audible beat whistles are entirelythe fault of
the player used, and thus indirectly the responsibility of the CD
medium itself. In fact other features contribute to the observed
audibility. We know that it is customary to listen at higher sound
levels when using headphones than when listening to speakers, this
being partly due to the absence of listening room reverberation
effects. Measurements which Ihave taken suggest that while peak
levels of 96dBA would be considered pretty loud in aroom, 112dBA
is happily tolerated at the entrance to the ear canal if generated by
clean, unclipped program using agood quality headset. This clean
program aspect is particularly relevant since much CD has superior
dynamics, possessing natural peak-to- mean ratios. Yet the virtual
absence of clicks and hiss means that without this analogue volume
level reference one tends to play digital program even louder still,
probably up to 6dB higher. Consequently, when compared with
loudspeaker auditioning using vinyl records, this particular
headphone-auditioned Nimbus track is probably reproduced some
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18dB louder. A further factor which must also be taken into account
here is that the preceding piano track is recorded at acomparatively
low level, and in amusical sense the piano does not rise above
mezzo-forte. There is thus atendency to play it at too high alevel,
resulting in afurther increase in system gain of perhaps 3-6dB.
Adding up the figures and taking into account the marginally
higher distortion of the test tone itself, these particular conditions, as
reported, conspire to subtract 30dB from the theoretical 96dB
dynamic range ( or in equivalent terms the —96dB noise and distortion
floor), which leaves the noise at — 66dB. This would still be inaudible
in distortion terms, were the harmonics of low harmonic order— 2nd
3rd or 4th — but in the case of CD distortion such products are high
order ones, noticeable as buzzy sounds which are easily separated
subjectively from the fundamental tone.
The fact that this distortion is audible at all is, in fact, atribute to
the wide dynamic range of the CD medium since no analogue source
is sufficiently quiet to permit such atest. Two other points are
important here. Firstly, the test tone was not subject to record
'dither', atechnique now almost universally employed, which serves
to reduce digital low level distortion by 10dB and more, ( see the
HFN/RR Sony PCM-F1 review, Oct. ' 82.) Secondly, established
subjective test data show that the audibility of distortion products on
pure, steady-state tones is 16-20dB higher than on music and speech
program; thus even under the emphasised conditions of headphone
auditioning for the Nimbus sampler, audible distortion on the normal
music sector can be virtually ruled out.
Iconducted arelated test using the high precision 1kHz tone of the
Sony Lab test disc in conjunction with normal loudspeaker
reproduction. Using atop quality system Iset the listening levels for
arealistically loud reproduction of the DG Michelangeli Brahms Op.
10 Ballades (
400 043-2) which was loud enough for the said music to
be heard clearly all over the house. Ithen played the-90dB recorded
level tone on the Sony disc. With the system gain set such that the
piano peak levels approached amplifier clipping, equivalent to a
mean level of around 96dBA in the room, the test tone played at a
evel of just 6dBA. Measured on agood day, the noise level in my
listening room is typically 30dBA ( slow weighted). Was the test tone

then audible? Indeed it was, but it sounded extremely faint. By lab
testing, the distortion content of this lkHz tone was verified at
around 20-30%, therefore the harmonics were 10-15dB quieter still
than the fundamental. This level was quite below audibility, even for
apure tone! Add into the distortion audibility equation the two
factors of much increased distortion tolerance on music program,
and the use of encoding dither ( not employed on the lab discs) and I
think that even by hyper-critical standards the midband tone
distortion content of well recorded digital program must be
negligible by conventional standards. The Nimbus test track results
cannot thus be held to blame for whatever subtle faults digital may
possess.
Think of it: the — 90dB digital tone was real information perceivable
in a ' pure' silent background. With avinyl replay system, ignoring the
clicks and pops, the surface noise level under comparable conditions
would be present as an obvious hiss and scrape from the speakers
precluding any recognition of the tone, never mind its distortion
harmonics. Conversely, misuse digital, eg under- record by 10dB or
more, fail to ' dither', or worse still, use an encoder which has drifted
abit or two in resolution or developed DC offset, and/or a
second-rate digital edit technique, and it is possible to produce and
market CDs with an equivalent 13 or even 12- bit resolution. Iwould
expect such discs to show audible degradation and distortion, and
unfortunately, there are afew such examples on sale, although their
presence cannot be taken as acondemnation of the entire CD
medium as awhole. Think how many substandard vinyl discs you
have had to return. However, if the worst of analogue and the worst
of digital were to be compared, Ifeel the latter would still come out
on top.
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Yamaha K-300 Cassette Deck.
Dolby Band Cnoise reduction.
£139.00
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Subjective tests
Since my first player reviews several months ago,1 have been
listening intensively to CD and have found it necessary to make a
conscious readjustment when returning to my analogue disc system,
which still represents avery worthwhile, if different, standard to CD.
Inevitably one makes allowances for its comparative imperfections,
as one's favourite records betray noise, distortion and spectral
imbalances, but in spite of this, my analogue disc library continues to
give me much pleasure. However, when it comes to evaluating other
equipment I
find thatl use CD as afirst choice for source material, as
it is capable of delineating fine differences between pre- and power
amps, as well as speakers, far more effectively than the use of vinyl
discs. A hard day's listening to other components in the chain is so
potentially fatigue-inducing that one naturally gravitates towards the
sources that can offer greatest quality and aural sensitivity. In fact,
despite my continuing enjoyment of analogue material ( not the least
because afair proportion of what Ilike is not yet available in CD),
there is the obvious problem that once you have experienced a
particularly high standard in something, it becomes difficult to
accept less.
For the listening tests on these players, we used Spendor SPI
speakers, the latest Mission 777BU power amplifier and aCD player
with an output level control. The player was directly linked to the
power amp but the temporary failure of the latter forced the
substitution of awell received but mildly inferior model. However,
the latter was admittedly cheaper than the 777.1n addition, the player
had been returned to normal system connection via my passive
control unit ( itself proven to be less sonically injurious than some of
the finest preamps Ihave reviewed). With the revised arrangement
the loss in sound quality was only too evident subjectively, yet
without CD as asource Iknow from previous tests that the perceived
difference would have been much less.
CD has given me abetter understanding of the quality relationship
between components and has also provided the impetus for
continued improvement of my analogue replay chain. Fitting the
latest high quality high tensile black springs to my Linn suddenly
became worthwhile, and likewise, asearch for an improved movingcoil equaliser led to the discovery of the Linn Linnk, which superbly
interfaces with the passive control to give abundant power amp level
from aKoetsu Black cartridge with no additional amplification. The
Linnk certainly benefits from the avoidance of asucceeding
conventional preamplifier, and has helped provide the best vinyl disc
sound yet heard in my home.
Evaluating sonic differences between the better CD players was
hard work, requiring tremendous care, attention and concentration. I
feel that some writers have wildly exaggerated the apparent
differences between machines. So far, with exception of the earlier
faulty Hitachis, the differences between competing makes of CD
playerl have found to be considerably less marked than those noted
in the case of certain nominally matched top class moving-coil
cartridges that recently underwent subjective testing at my lab.
All the CD players Ihave had occasion to audition have shown a
dramatically closer relationship to the original master, whether
digital or analogue tape, than the most optimised vinyl replay chains.
Inevitably, some systems will sound unmusical and inaccurate
when fed master material but it is the system, not the material that is
at fault in most cases, and users must surely come to realise this.
One of the players was unofficially subjected to aminor
modification — its output capacitors were considered to be of suspect
quality and accordingly were replaced by 4.7µF plastic film types.
A-Btesting against acontrol showed that this substitution was
worthwhile. In the case of another design, the sound was felt to be
superior via the fixed output wiring using the passive control unit, as
compared with its variable output alternative in direct power amp
connection. Conversely, afurther model always sounded better with
its single variable output directly connected. Again, the apparent
aural sensitivity to such effects illustrates (to me at least) the very
high quality of the sound available from these players.
Perhaps it would be kinder to point out straight away that Hitachi
have largely solved their player problems. Error correction is audibly
improved on my selection of troublesome discs while the sound
quality has also now advanced to the full standard expected of the
medium. The admitted defects were confined to an initial sample
batch of less than 200 brought in for launch demonstration, afact
which Hitachi UK were apparently unaware of at the timre.

Technics SL-P10
I
first saw this machine in production at the Technics factory in Japan
late last year, and somewhat limited supplies have now become
available on the UK market. Targeted to retail at the £550 level, this
CD model incorporates anumber of useful features, the whole
housed in adark bronze enclosure measuring 43 x 31.5 x 14.5cm.
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The disc is loaded into afully-powered front door, which
photoelectrically senses its insertion, and automatically closes to
load the disc. The latter's rotation is visible via an arc-shaped
window in the loading door. A large fluorescent display, 5x14cm,
carries avariety of information including an 0-60 minute time scale, a
track position indicator, pickup location, track elapsed playing time,
program track selection over the disc radius, and total playing time.
The direct entry of track numbers is made via anumeric key pad, and
these tracks are accessed as soon as 'play' is entered. Forward and
reverse search, however, are atrifle coarse in action, making access
within atrack more difficult than in the case of the Sony CD- 101P
machine, for example, and audible indication is not given during
'search'. Depending on the degree of depression of the search keys,
fast or slow access can be obtained.
Track programming is versatile and includes single track entry,
omitted tracks (when you want it to skip tracks on adisc), plus tracks
played in any order you desire including repeats. In addition, using
the real-time counter, specific start and end points may be chosen —
for example, asection from one minute ten seconds to two minutes
ten seconds in track three can be selected, using the appropriate key
sequence. The memory recall button displays the memory contents
after entry and up to atotal of 63 tracks can be programmed.
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Signal is supplied from asingle pair of gold-plated phono sockets,
alevel control fitted at the rear providing a1.5volts output from a
source impedance of 220 ohms. The minimum load is stated as
5k-ohms, compatible with a10k passive control unit.
The specifications are what we have to come to regard as ' usual'
for aCD unit, namely — 90dB for noise and separation; 4Hz to 20kHz
response ± 0.5dB, and total harmonic distortion of less than 0.004%
at 1kHz, or below 88dB if referred to full output.
In common with most Japanese machines, the SL-P10 employs a
double servo tracking system for the optical head giving reasonably
fast track access compared with the present Philips/Marantz types. A
three- beam configuration provides the data to maintain accurate
track following and accurate beam focus. Predictably enough, a
small Technics direct-drive motor is used to spin the disc at the
constant linear velocity required; while the track indicator only works
up to 60 minutes, the machine will accommodate disc playing times
up to the 75 minutes maximum allowed by the standard,Technics
use their own MEL 4745 solid-state laser with anumber of their LSI
chips and microprocessors. A vital component is the 16 bit D/A
convertor, aMatsushita Electric (Technics) component, AN6806.
(The illustration shows the optical head construction with the
prismatic beam splitter, this an essential component in the required
miniaturisation of the optical head.)

Sound quality
Notwithstanding the essential first order similarity between CD
players— by first order Imean flat response, low noise and distortion
—careful audition continues to expose small differences. The
manufacturers ascribe adistinctive performance to the SL-Pi0.In
fact it sounded neutral, low in distortion and possessing good stereo
precision and channel separation. However, it was felt that amildly
'dead' effect was also present, giving an impression of aslight
midrange compression. Ambience, air and space on certain
recordings seemed ashade obscured when compared with
competing machines.
The reproduction was unquestionably to the high CD standard, but
given the existence of alternative models, it is natural enough to
make comparisons; indeed without such trials very little could be
said about CD as its close resemblance to the master record
generally defies serious criticism.

Lab report
The Technics frequency response (fig. 1) was exceedingly flat even
by CD standards. Including measurement error afigure of ± 0.075 dB,
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20Hz to 20kHz was indicated with channel balance to within 0.15dB
throughout.
Some difference in channel separation was observed depending
upon which channel was energised; L-on- Rwas the poorest,
although it still gave an excellent 84dB up to 12kHz. As can be seen
from the R-on- Lgraphs ( fig. 2), the addition of a1k-ohm load
changed the separation very little. Towards the highest frequencies,
some deterioration to 78dB was noted in the separation. Clearly
employing atime shared D/A convertor, the fixed differential channel
time delay results in aprogressive phase difference between
channels with rising frequency reaching 40° by 10kHz and a
maximum of 75° at 20kHz. Put in perspective this corresponds to a
difference in spacing from the listener of his two stereo speakers of
just 3.5mm and must be considered to be inaudible.
At lkHz the harmonic distortion just met specification at the OdB
level, the dominant 2nd-order content reading — 90dB. This is not as
good as previous Philips and Sony samples Ihave tested, which can

Lek (top to bottom): FIG.3 1kHz,-20dB level
(0-10kHz, base - 110db) FIG.4 20kHz, OdB
level (0-50kHz, base - 110dB) FIG.5 5kHz
squarewave FIG.6 1
kHz squarewave.
Above (top to bottom): FIG.7 100Hz
squarewave FIG.8 Impulse response (0.2ms/
div) FIG.9 Spuriae, 0-100kHz (base -130d8).

reach — 105dB for harmonically related products. Whether for the
Technics this is adynamic effect at full level or aloss in bit resolution
may be determined from the lkHz readings taken at lower
modulation levels. For example, at — 20dB (fig. 3) the distortion was
85dB down, typical of a15 1
/2
bit specification digital convertor: no
real worries here.
Fed the fully modulated 20kHz tone the spectrogram of spurious
products (fig. 4) was of particular interest. Performance was not that
spectacular here, in fact. For example, the 4.125kHz second-order
difference tone was at — 67dB and likewise the 15.975kHz product.
Spuriae at 8.25kHz were lower at — 75dB, with 11.75kHz, — 82dB.
Referred to a — 80dB 1kHz tone, total harmonic distortion was
—16dB, which was poorer than average ( often — 20-30dB is
encountered).
Two-tone difference distortion, however, was good; with a70Hz
frequency difference at 15kHz, — 80dB was recorded at full
modulation, improving to — 100dB at 20dB down. The full 19/20kHz
intermodulation distortion read — 90dB at full level and — 96dB at the
10dB lower level.
The 220 ohms output impedance was confirmed and unaffected by
the level setting while the track access time was moderate at 9.5s for
Track 15 of the test record. (The Toshiba is the best so far with 2.5s.)
Noise levels were poorer than average, the 20Hz to 20kHz
unweighted reading measuring — 93dB (- 96dB average) while the
CCIR ARM result was just 87dB down, (- 93dB is the average CD
standard) or — 94dB, A-weighted.
As yet error standards are not too well defined, due to the difficulty
of separating defects due to possible contamination from injected
test error sequences, but the Technics would seem to offer apoorer
than expected error tolerance. With their relevant 4a test disc, Philips
suggest that players should accept aloss 0.4mm wide without
audible errors, and Philips' own machine will cope with 0.8mm total
loss. In contrast, the Technics showed signs of failure with audible
clicks on the first band, the 0.4mm track, while the black dot test was
failed at the 0.6mm level. Out in the field, it is known that while the
Philips based machines have given little trouble so far with available
discs, the Sony has been tripped up more frequently; in fact the
latter's error correction is actually quite good, but the CD record
output has shown ahigher than desired error rate in this initial
production stage. Iwould expect the Technics player to reject discs
more often than usual due to its weaker error correction and it is also
likely to have to work harder on the discs it does play.

The squarewave response was quite typical, with the overshoot
and ring at the high frequency band edge afunction of the steep
filtering above 20kHz (figs. 5, 6, 7). The impulse response (fig. 8)
provided aclearer picture of the transient behaviour, separated here
from the squarewave response — the very flat top on the 100Hz
squarewave (fig. 7) demonstrated the superb low frequency
bandwidth and phase response.
Looking at the noise spectrogram on asilent track (fig. 9), no
serious breakthrough of any kind can be seen to well below 120dB
referred to full modulation. Excellent filtering and earthing are
indicated here.

Conclusion
Despite aheavy investment in original technology to produce aCD
player, Technics' SUMO does not attain the same standard achieved
by other current CD machines. Dynamic range, spuriae and noise
levels are all alittle poorer than average, while the level of error
correction demonstrated by our review sample was also
disappointing. In terms of outright sound quality it was generally
pretty good but, nonetheless, it fell short of the best.
As it stands the SL- P10 represents something of astop-gap—
perhaps Technics will pull up the standard in future production?

Akai CD-D1
There is agreat deal of subcontracting going on in the CD player
business as very few companies can command the sort of resources
required for the production and development of such acomplex
device, considered by most engineers to be more complex than a
video recorder. Kyocera, an associate of Kyoto Ceramics, best known
for their Cybernet brand, are in fact responsible for the Akai player
and, if rumours are correct, other brands as well.
Another of the larger CD machines, the disc plays in avertical
position, and is loaded manually, this including the action of
pressing the disc into the slot in the loading door. Closure of the door
is also affected by hand. A less well-known feature of the Compact
Disc system is the provision for fine access within specific tracks, if
the disc itself has been coded by the manufacturer. With such adisc,
Sony's CDS 38DC1, for example, the Akai can access these coded
index points. For example, in track two, the second movement of
Beethoven's 5th Symphony, index 4is located at 4minutes 47
seconds into the movement. With the Akai, track 2is selected by
pressing button '2' on the keypad and then, within 5seconds, the

'index' key followed by button 4. Then if ' start/stop' is depressed
within afurther five seconds the indexed section will be located by
the machine.
Full random memory track programming is also possible, as well
as direct entry of the desired start times within tracks however
arbitrarily selected. Short sections or phrases may be played and
repeated as often as the user wishes, and depending on the track
programming on agiven disc, some of these functions may be
rejected, particularly towards the final 15 seconds or so of agiven
track.
An interesting feature of the machine is the mixed content of
Japanese and British engineering. The control mechanisms, laser
optics and management microprocessors are all Japanese, but the
audio and digital code electronics are made by the Mullard,
Southampton, division of Philips in the UK. The latter's 14- bit
sampling technique is employed, including the digital transversal
filter. Interestingly, where Philips have chosen to use aBessel filter of
good transient response, in the Akai machine, it would appear that a
conventional high- slope filter has been fitted at the end of the audio
chain. Philips error correction, however, is also largely used in the
Akai.
A double-tracking servo is fitted to the optical head, this second
fine access control covering only asmall section of the disc radius.
This endows the transport with afaster physical response as aresult.

Sound quality
Areas of the Akai's performance were most promising. It
demonstrated an above average clarity, plus an open transparent
effect with good depth and spatial reproduction. However, with
extended listening two less desirable features became apparent.
There was amild ' edginess' in the treble which made some of the
brighter CD pressings rather less acceptable, and at times the sound
was noticeably poorer than that produced by other machines, with
odd whistles apparent. This was quite mysterious and its cause was
not discovered until the tests were under way.
Right at the end of the project asecond Kyocera- built machine of
later manufacture was loaned to us and allowed crosschecking of the
original Akai sample. From internal examination, at least, the latter
was judged to be drawn from an early batch, with the second sample
showing better screening as well as improved sound quality. The
treble ' edge' had been virtually eliminated, with asweeter and better
balanced character now in evidence, and assuming that this standard
is maintained the Akai qualifies for arating very near the top in terms
of its sound quality.

Lab results
One of those intermittent faults— which fortunately plague the
reviewer rarely— was present with the first sample. In fact, the Akai's
problem was tracked down to its output section, where occasionally
it would produce 3volts peak— peak signal at 0.7MHz from the left
channel, probably due to afaulty op- amp. Other Akais checked by
the UK engineers were found to be free of this problem, and this was
the mystery signal which blew up the Mission 777BU power amp
during auditioning, causing it to overheat.
While the frequency response ( fig. 10) was very flat it did exhibit
more variation than some other models, with abroad 0.18dB lift in
the bass, an 0.22dB depression at 3kHz and some mild ripple
thereafter. On careful NB switching these response deviations would
be audible, if unimportant.
Channel separation exceeded 90dB over most of the band, the
worst reading being astill impressive 88dB at 16kHz. Loading the
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output did not affect separation while channel balance was
exemplary, at better than 0.05dB.
Phase differences between channels was to the Philips pattern,
with less than 2° over most of the audio range due to the use of
separate DIA convertors for each channel. At full modulation, the
lkHz distortion was measured at — 94dB, mainly second harmonic,
and at a20dB lower level, 3rd and 7th harmonics were dominant at
around — 80dB, which was alittle poorer than average ( fig. 11).
With a20kHz full level input ( fig. 12) the only significant inband
response was 16.37kHz at — 98dB which is pretty harmless. Above
AKAI
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FIG. 14 100Hz squarewave

FIG.12 20kHz, OdB level (0-50kHz, base 110dB)

FIG. 15 100Hz squarewave

FIG. 13 Spuriae, 0-100kHz (base - 130dB)

FIG. 16 Impulse response

20kHz the spuriae were better than 85dB down, this agood result for
20kHz distortion. The two-toned 19/20kHz intermodulation was pretty
good, at full modulation, reading — 85dB for the difference tone and
interestingly alittle worse at — 80dB at 10dB below zero level or
maximum modulation.
The output impedance was rather high at 1.5k- ohm, only just
sufficient for apassive control unit. Defined by an internal passive
resistor, variations of loading will not change the performance over a
5- 10k- ohm range of termination.
The pre- emphasis operated correctly, but signal/noise ratios were
poorer than expected, at 91dB CCIR ARM and 98dB unweighted. The
second sample of this machine ( not Akai branded) measured 96.5dB
CCIR ARM indicating that the review model was not up to scratch. If
the volume control on one's system was turned up to maximum, a
faint tone could be heard, and spectrum analysis of the background
noise ( fig. 13) revealed afixed level breakthrough — probably due to
grounding at about 104dB below peak level. This shows that CD
designers must take scrupulous care to deglitch their products, this
essentially due to the very low intrinsic noise levels of the system.
Error correction was quite good. The obligatory 0.4mm ' Black dot'
and information gaps were also negotiated successfully, the 0.5mm
dot causing clicks, and the 0.7mm data break also giving rise to
audible defects.
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Track access time was satisfactory and the
Akai took 7seconds to reach and play the
15th track on our test disc.
Examining the squarewave responses the
100Hz output ( fig. 14) was quite typical, the
very slight droop or tilt indicating slightly
more subsonic roll- off than with some
machines, such as the Technics also
reviewed here. The lkHz response ( fig. 15)
was also typical with anear perfect flat top
disguised by ultrasonic ringing at just
beyond 20kHz. The impulse response ( fig.
16) clearly showed two features, namely the
double ring of the Philips transversal filter,
this dominated by the main overshoot and
ringing of the conventional output filter: one
wonders why the designers did not adopt
the whole of the Philips filter package?

Conclusion
The Akai sample we tested was clearly of
pre- production quality and judging by the
alternative model, this design is in fact
capable of agood overall performance. The
sound quality was fine, against which must
be set the modest error correction and
perhaps the higher than usual output
impedance. To some degree the choice must
be left to the intending purchaser, as to
whether the particular style and features
appeal and if the price and availability are
also right.

Hitachi DA -1000 Retest
(Retest ser. no 3,000 5132C, original 2000715K)
In the light of the suspect first samples from
Hitachi of their DA-1000 CD player acurrent
production model was retested. ( A voluntary
recall holds for all of the original batch
despatched to dealers.)
Reference frequency response was
checked and met ± 0.1dB limits from 20Hz to
19kHz, and was just - 0.3dB down at 20kHz all highly satisfactory. The original had
shown some undesirable treble lift. Channel
separation now bettered 95dB up to 15kHz,
falling slightly to 85dB at 20kHz, and was
unaffected by loading. Separation is also
much better than before.
CCIR ARM noise was now measured at
-91dB with the wideband ( 20Hz-20kHz)
reading fine at - 97dB, unweighted. Source
impedance was 600 ohms via the variable
output, and 250 ohms approximately for the
fixed output. Harmonic distortion of a1kHz
OdB tone was fine at 100dB down ( 0.001%),
while spurious outputs above and below
20kHz were better than 100dB down. With a
full level 20kHz tone, the two downband
spuriae were fine at 15.8kHz- 82dB, and
4.125kHz -87dB. Error protection was much
improved, as was shock protection, making
this one of the most error proof machines on
the market. Data gaps up to 0.8mm were
handled effectively. Sound quality was also
much improved, the original harshness
absent and the player now offering a
pleasing ' open' clarity with good definition
and transparency.
At alittle under £ 500 the Hitachi can now
happily join the band of recommended CD
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players, with its front panel powered volume
control, useful headphone socket and
versatile track access facilities all helping to
make it aworthwhile design.

Philips CD100/111arantz CD63
Update
Rumours of improved production
*techniques as well as closer tolerances led
us to retest both the CD63 and the CD100
using recent samples ( April) from later
production runs. Both were better as regards
sound and technical parameters by
comparison with the machines we first
examined in the March issue.
For example, the CCIR ARM measured S/N
ratio has improved to an astonishing 102dB,
while total harmonic distortion at 1kHz
improved to - 102dB at full modulation. A
particularly relevant test was the spectrum
analysis of the down- band spuriae resulting
from afull level 18kHz tone; the only
significant signal was 7.2kHz, 103dB down.
This is arather cleaner result than that
obtained from conventional CD decoder
systems. For example, the Sony CD- 101P
under the same conditions produces low
level spuriae as follows: - 89dB at 8.1kHz,
and - 88dB at 99kHz.
It would seem that Philips' original claim
of lower noise, better transient response,
and lower levels of spuriae, are being
realised in current production. On sound
quality grounds this basic Philips/Marantz
player has also moved up. On comparative
auditioning it now proved to be marginally
more ambient, spacious and more
transparent than the competition, and it also
proved relatively less fatiguing on the more
'aggressive' recordings.
On basic sound value grounds this model
therefore scores high but against this must
be weighed its comparatively primitive
transport facilities.
Note: A CD200 was also procured and was
found not to be to the standard of the recent
CD100/CD63s. For example, CCIR S/N ratio
was just 89dB and the error correction was
not so strong. On sound quality grounds, it
compared with some of the earliest Philips
machines we auditioned late last year.

Sony Update
A current production Sony ( ser. no 605586)
gave very similar results to my original
sample with no modulation spuriae at
-105dB, while distortion measured 105dB
and CCIR noise - 91dB,(-98dB wideband
unWeighted). Channel balance had improved
to 0.12dB. By current standards error
correction was also quite good, if alittle
behind that of the Philips. ( This was the
machine in which Isubstituted the
electrolytic output capacitors with 4.7µF
plastic film types, this providing asmall but
worthwhile improvement- no letters, please
-Ed.)
Contrary to rumour Idid not find a
considerable difference in stereo depth
between the current Philips and Sony
machines- the latter is atrifle flatter in
image presentation, but the difference is
little more than that.
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To: Natural Sound Systems Ltd., Unit 7,
Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB.
Tel: (0923) 36740
Please send literature on Nakamichi Cassette
Decks.
Name
Address

"Nakamichi has areputation
for making
Rolls Royce cassette decks"
- --

POPULAR HI-F1

kol>mao

Nakamichi is one of the exclusive band of products
that can claim to be the best of their kind in the
world. A unique product line that is unmatched even
by the giants of the hi-fi industry. Now, there are the
exciting BX-1 and BX-2 bringing unmatched
Nakamichi cassette reproduction technology within
reach of abroader spectrum of audio enthusiasts.
The BX-1 at £209 and BX-2 at £259 offer only the
essentials of cassette reproduction — but essentials
designed and engineered to stringent Nakamichi
standards. There are no luxury features, no
automated functions; just pure
Nakamichi sound and precision.
Fresh, elegant styling
further adds to the
attractiveness of these fine

"basic" models. Both decks employ identical heads,
transport, and electronics. The BX-1 has Dolby B
type noise reduction with an MPX filter that
automatically switches off when not needed.
It offers memory stop and unattended recording
and playback. The BX-2 adds Dolby C NR and tias a
separate MPX-filter switch. It also features
record mute, an output level control, and memory
playback via its 4-digit electronic tape counter.
Comparing specifications and features with
competitive models is not enough. The real proof
is in the listening, for the BX-1 and BX-2
not only surpass competitively priced
models in sound clarity but
outperform many more expensive
decks as well.

Nakamichi
Natural Sound Systems Ltd., Unit 7, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB. Tel: (0923) 36740

Model illustrated: Marantz CD 73 Compact Disc Digital Audio player.

'A few additional functions are
provided on the CD 63. Pause offers just
that, and when released the music comes
back right on the nose.
"I have been surprised by the quite
audible difference between different
CD players and have already stated apreference for the sound of the Marantz
machine in terms of its handling of
'ambience' and its sheer unfatiguing listenability':
HI-FI ANSWERS March 1983

"Thus the Marantz players should
offer improved pulse overshoot, but transients will be symmetrically reproduced
in the time axis, apparently ringing in a
fixed time delay between channels, this
earlier.
noted ear

optional remote control unit, soon to be
released.
"Utilising the programmed error test
disc which carries an increasing dropout
up to 2mm wide, the error corrections of
Marantz machines was judged the best.
By the 13th track, the full 2mm gap present, their output was only occasionally
and momentarily muted':
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW March 1983

"The Marantz player was put on the
passenger seat of my Audi 100 SE and
powered from the filtered output of an
inverter, drawing current from the car
battery. The player output was then fed
into my normal cassette/amplifier system.
In fact the Marantz worked well with no

COMPACT
DISCOGRAPHY.

"In size the CD 63/CD 100 design is the
most compact of the group and hints at
even smaller models to come. Being atop
loader, in this case access to the turntable
hub is obtained via asmall transparent
lid. This model is relatively easy to make,
and being simpler than the others
mechanically it could well prove more
reliable. Many admired its non-technical,
'friendly' looking controls and appearance.
The slimmest looking of the machines is
the Marantz CD 73, which will slot into
many existing rack systems. Visually
impressive, with many LED indicators, the
solid action of its front-loading, motorpowered drawer mechanism will appeal
to the more technically minded buyer,
and it also possesses some embellishments,
these including rear connection for an

shock or vibration problems,in part due to
the fact that the player mechanism floats
on asuspension inside the case.
"By contrast the Marantz player produced asound which was smoother, not
quite so forward or bright, and infinitely
more musically convincing. The sound
stage had depth and the images were precise, stable and easy to place. Many recordings played on the Marantz exhibited that
very important characteristic of agood
reproducing system — the sound didn't
obviously emanate from two loudspeakers.
"Comparison made between the
analogue and CD copies (played on the
Marantz CD 63) showed that, given
adequate software, the CD system was
superior':
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE March 1983

To Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OLW. Tel: 01-897 6633.
Please send me details of Marantz Compact Disc Players CD 73 and CD 63 and other hi-fi equipment and my nearest Marantz Dealer's address.
NAME

ADDRESS
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backwards, or with the most horrific wow. Iremember the precursor
to the Rock, which took the form of aswing trough arrangement
fitted to aRega 3that Max used to take everywhere and use for all
sorts of development projects and demonstrations of cartridges.
These were the days when EEI ( as they were called) were mainly in
the business of selling replacement styli, and then arange of
cartridges — plus one or two innovative but apparently short-lived
electronics lines. This was about three years ago; Iam now, of
course, just coming up to 21.

NUGGETS
IN
ALVOLD
ON TURNTABLES

T

HINGS ARE REALLY BUZZING in what passes these days for
aBritish- based audio manufacturing industry. If we didn't
know that the game is already over, with victory passing by
default to those oh so professional gamesters from the Far
East after aprotracted, but ultimately one-sided struggle, we might
be fooled into thinking that there's some life left here still. In reality,
of course, what we are witnessing is the twitching of acorpse as it is
stimulated when already dead: those who can remember back to
their school biology lessons with dismembered frog's organs will
recognise what Iam talking about. And yet . . .
And yet there are those who stubbornly refuse to lie down, even
though pronounced dead by awide and knowing world who
recognise high fidelity by the name on the rack in the high street
department store. Even as Iwrite, Iam recovering from along,
bouncy taxi- ride home after missing the last train following the
nearest thing our little industry has ever mounted to a ' glittering
occasion', the first Federation of British Audio Annual Dinner and
Awards ceremony. Gathered under one roof, alarge part of this
industry managed to put on agood imitation of vigour and spirit.
Wilting from the effects of the heat, conversation and brandy, it was
almost impossible to believe that anything can — and just might —
happen.

Max's musical tastes always encompassed the odd outrageous
headbanging title or two, and his later ideas for products — turntable
included — have always aimed to give the kind of bass weight and
control necessary to reproduce such monstrosities properly. So the
final design of the turntable in question — which was called ' The
Rock', to nobody's surprise— goes five or six steps further in the
direction of complete mechanical control than anything else
available. Where decks like the Linn work by introducing controlled
amounts of lossiness in asufficiently artful manner that the
performance of the whole becomes desirably even and vice free, The
Rock works on aquite different premise — and not surprisingly gives
quite different results. In asense, it could be looked at as alogical
extension of the philosophy used in the Oracle where vinyl
resonances are controlled by clamping the record under tension to a
concave mat. The Rock goes for asimilar end- result by using a
vestigial rubber centre clamp called 'The Pig' ( which is also sold
separately by the See Corporation) to its hard platter top surface. Its
unique feature, though, is the curved trough which contains ahighly
viscous silicone fluid, in which apaddle attached to the front of the
arm is placed. The aim is to control the main LF resonance by
damping rapid high amplitude movements, and to couple the
cartridge more effectively to the plane of the record at higher
frequencies. Elite talk about this as producing a ' closed loop' of all
the moving bits, which if I'm right is anew meaning of the term from

There is indeed, just under the surface, reason to be optimistic.
Whilst the Far East and Europe is mounting astrong and concerted
attack under the banner of an impressive technology that Britain
cannot aspire to by the name of Compact Disc, this country too is
mounting an attack of its own, and the good news is that it's
product led.
Nowhere is this more evident than with turntables. Several factors
have kept the home based industry relatively buoyant. The
tremendous technological and electronics ability of the Japanese in
particular has never been equalled by awillingness to become
involved in high levels of engineering and materials input with what
are essentially mechanical devices, dependent on such things for the
way they perform. It sounds almost too simple to say that the
advantages of large scale, highly organised mass production are
more obviously beneficial when making amplifiers and cassette
decks than with mechanical things like record decks, but it does help
explain afew things. Like, for example, the striking U-turn taken a
few years ago when the Japanese industry switched to defining the
performance of their decks not entirely successfully, using
electronics in the form of direct- drive motors and servo speed
controls.
The trouble with ageneralisation like this, though, is that it can
normally be entirely correct. No supposed dislike of high quality
engineering helps explain the unquestioned lead the Japanese have
in the manufacture of very high quality cartridges, for example. And
although the bulk of the better turntables around are certainly of
British or North American parentage, Ihave seen prototypes of at
least one Japanese turntable on the way that promises to offer some
of our mid- price decks arun for their money — from every point of
view.
Most of the interesting new/revised turntables Ihave been
evaluating in the last few months have been of moderate price, by
which Imean about £200 or so without arm. There is one exception,
though, and it comes from that blunt instrument from Australia, Max
Townshend of Elite Townshend Ltd, purveyor of fine Antipodean and
other products. Iremember first hearing avery early prototype of
this deck, complete with outboard electronics in afull 19in.
rack- mounting case driving adirect- drive platter— usually

Rock and. . .

the one used up to now.
Be that as it may, that word ' control' is very much the essence of
the beast. The Rock has amaster tape- like stability and is
impressively free of the low frequency bloom that afflicts many
otherwise fine upmarket turntables. But having said this, the
differences in the way The Rock presents music to those of its peers
makes adefinitive assessment difficult ( to put it mildly). For one
thing, it treats the dynamic structure of music in aunique way, in my
experience. Resolution of small scale events in the presence of
louder sounds being produced simultaneously is exemplary: there
are none of the low level masking effects that many ' also ran'
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turntables display. But the cruder dynamic strokes defined by the
way music swells on the loud bits are less convincing. The effect is
almost like aform of mild compression but without the loss of
information this implies. Certainly it's very difficult trying to match
replay levels between this deck and, say, the Linn Sondek, and aclue
tc what's happening can be gleaned from the way heavy bass
transients are apparently squeezed, with their impact being reduced.
It is interesting, too, how The Rock seems totally to dominate the
sound signature of the arms and cartridges with which it's teamed,
though whether this is because it detracts from their individuality or
because other decks have problems that the arm and cartridge are
showing up is inevitably adifficult matter to decide. In my fairly short
period of exposure to The Rock, Ifound it somewhat intractable in
many way's: there is asort of brilliant monochromatic quality Ihave
learned to associate with Compact Disc. At the same time, the
stability, precision and almost total absence of the background mush
so often apart of vinyl disc replay makes The Rock very transparent
to the music being played.
Of course, there are practical matters to take into account. The
Rock is very expensive, though at £550 ex arm etc, it is no more
expensive than it should be, considering what has gone into it. There
are also obvious factors like having to swing the trough out of the
way when changing records, and keeping the kid's sticky fingers
away from the silicone fluid. The Rock is very much an if you like this
kind of sound' kind of product, and is undoubtedly one of the best
disc players around, as well as being one of akind. It deserves every
success. Ihope to be spending amore extensive period with alater
sample soon, so Imay be able to add to these impressions later.
Back on the reality side of affordability, I've recently been getting
to grips with an early version of what promises to be awelcome new
medium- price turntable by the name of the Royce Spectrum. It's
being marketed by BAM — British Audio Marketing — which to refresh
your memory is asubsidiary of QED ( of 79- strand fame) set up to

. . . Royce

market an integrated range of products from asmall group of
companies making complementary items. These they intend selling
through that vast range of middle ranking specialist dealers that are
currently starved of anything other than the usual mass- market
names ( as BAM tell it) and would like to sell more specialist products
if they were supported by areliable and enthusiastic marketing and
promotional organisation. This BAM intends to be, and the Royce
Spectrum appears to fit into this scheme of things perfectly.
It's not really the kind of turntable that gets you excited at first
acquaintance. Indeed, with the large number of good, mid- market
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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turntables now available, and in many cases supported very
adequately by dealers up and down the land with good
demonstrations and back-up, your hard-bitten reporter could be
forgiven for being dismissive. But this would be amistake, for the
very simple reason that the Royce works. It's no beauty in the
aesthetic sense, and its finish is not as professional as some of its
peers. It draws on the kind of technology already widely familiar,
with its three-point coil-spring suspension, its belt- driven platter
driven from asynchronous motor— even things like astainless- steel
top plate and fluted wooden surround that evoke memories of
another, better known turntable with these features. Iwish Icould
remember its name ...
But the Royce has been put together in aconvincing way, and, as I
said, it works. The design is functional, the money having been spent
where it counts — that stainless steel top plate is functional rather
than decorative on the Royce for the same reasons as on the Linn
LP12. The construction is relatively lightweight, which makes it more
comparable to the Ariston RD80 than, for example, to the Heybrook
TT2. This is probably one of its strengths: the Heybrook, like the
Dunlop Systemdek II, suffers adegree of transient smearing that is
probably afunction of energy storage and delayed energy release,
which alighter design is often less likely to display. Mass is always
something that should be used with care — remember that mass is
equivalent to capacitance, not resistance, in the electrical mechanical
analogue. Istrongly suspect many designers use it in an attempt to
swamp problems that rather should be tackled by getting at the root
of what's wrong. Throwing mass at aturntable design is abit like
trying to make an amplifier sound better by making it more powerful.
It looks good, either on paper or in the flesh, but it is essentially
window dressing.
This should have given an idea of what to expect from the Royce. It
doesn't transcend its limitations, but it does live within them happily
by making the kind of musical noises that are pleasant to listen to.
There is little of the smearing of bass notes discussed above, the
sound is fast, clean and tidy. A sign Ialways look for in turntables is
that they can be played at very low volumes without sounding too
quiet to hear what's going on, and that at more normal volumes you
can hold aconversation over the music without discomfort. The
Royce passes these tests admirably ( try it with any deck you like,
notice how the better the deck, the better the result — then try aCD
player and get asurprise!). The bass end of the Spectrum is notably
well defined and tuneful, and the deck as awhole gives anatural flow
of dynamics and awell integrated feel to music that makes it sound
comfortable for most of the time.
The authority and well-oiled musical competence of the next rung
of turntables on the price ladder is not within the compass of the
Royce, but that's missing the point. It does what it sets out to do very
well, and that is to form the basis of aworthwhile, medium price
record playing system, using arms like the Linn Basik LV-V or LV-X
(or equivalent), one of the amplifiers in the £80-£200 range, and —
again typically, not exclusively — speakers in the £70-£100 price
range. My sample of the Spectrum had an obvious wow problem,
but I'm assured this has been tackled and cured on current
production. On that basis, it gets my recommendation alongside
current front runners in the same category — and again I'm thinking
primarily of the excellent Ariston RD80.
Finally, aquick look at acompany who seem to hover tantalisingly
around the fringes of the specialist area. I'm talking about B&O, and
specifically their second-from-top model, the 6002 which sells with
arm and B&O MMC3 cartridge for alittle under £300. B&O's main
design criterion has always been an elegant and distinctive
appearance; their turntables also make extensive use of automation,
in this case aparallel-tracking arm. The deck is based closely on the
top 8002 model, differing by offering aslightly lower level of
automation ( but it still sets down and picks up automatically) and —
more significantly — adifferent drive system. The latter appears to be
significant indeed, because it is the main functional difference
between these two models. The 8002 uses aderivative of the
direct-drive principle, using the widely publicised electricity meterlike linear motor. The same platter, suspension and chassis are used
on the 6002, but in place of the linear motor there is anormal
belt- drive which is powered by aDC servo controlled engine.
The interesting thing is that the switch of power plant appears to
make an already very reasonable turntable considerably better. As it
does this at aconsiderably lower price than the 8002, the conclusion
is obvious enough. When compared to the nearest competition
(Ariston, Royce, etc), the B&O doesn't aspire to the same bass
control or authority, but it works atreat elsewhere. Remember, too,
what else you're getting for the price: automation; avery fair
cartridge; and the kind of looks that may help sell the concept of hi-fi
to asceptical and house-proud spouse. Isometimes despair that
what remains of our home brewed industry will ever think about little
details of that kind.
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MANOR PARK

698 Romford Road, London E12.
Tel 478 5137

AMPLIFIERS
JVCAX1
£69.95
JVC AX2
£99.95
JVC
£99.95
Maranta PM310 £69.95
Maranta PM350 £89.95
Ma rantz PM420 £99.95
Maranta PM520 £129.95
Maranta PM4
f259.95
NAD 3020
£89.06
NAD 3020A £109.00
NAD 3150
£189.00
NAD 2150
£149.00
NAD 1020
£77.00
Sansui AUD22 £119.95
Sansui AUD33 £139.95
Sansui AUD5 £169.95
Sansui AUD9 £329.95
Technics SUZ45 £89.95
Technics SUZ15 £59.95
Technics SUV303 £99.95
Technics SUV3 £116.95
Technics SUV5 £139.95
Technics SUV7K £199.95
Technics SUV9K £319.95
Yamaha A05
£89.95
Yamaha A300 £89.95
Yamaha A460 £89.00
Yamaha A560 £99.95
Yamaha A760 £179.95

TECHNICS SUV5
Superb 55 watt per channel
amplifier. 4speaker outlets,
MC input, etc. etc. Available
in Blk or SIvr.

OUR PRICE £139.95

TUNERS
JVC 10Xl. £39.95
JVC TXIL
£49.95
JVC TX3
£59.95
JVC TX2L
£69.95
Ma rantz ST310L £59.95
Maranta $13201. £69.95
Maranta ST450 £79.95
Marantz ST521L £119.95
NAD 4020A £109.00
NAD 4150
£169.00
Sansui TUS5/7
P.O.A.
Technics STZ11L £59.95
Technics STS4T £134.95
Technics STS505
Technics STS643K
P.O.A.
Yamaha 1460 £59.95
Yamaha 105
£89.95
Yamaha 1300 £89.95

RECEIVERS
NAD 7120
£ 179.00
NAD 7150
£308.00
Pioneer SX600L £89.95
Technics SA104L
P.O.A.
Technics SA212L
P.O.A.
Technics SA323L
P.O.A.
Technics SA515L £249.95
Yamaha R300 £129.00
Yamaha KR1000 £219.95

TAPE DECKS
Dual C80&816
P.OA
Dual C826/828
P.O.A.
JVC KDDIO £64.95
JVC KDA66+R/C £149.95
JVC KDD50 £149.95
JVC KDW7
£222.95
Maranta SD220 £69.95
Mara ntz SD320 £89.95
Marantz SD420 £129.95
Maranta SD720 £186.95
NAD 6040
£99.00
NAD 6050C £159.00
NAD 6150C £199.00
Nakamichi BXVBX2
P.O.A.
Nakamichi U(3/U(5
P.O.A.
Nakamichi Dragon
P.O.A.
Revox 877
P.O.A.
Revox PR99
P.O.A.
Sansui 0570 £199.95
Sansui DW97
£99.99
TEAC X3R
£279.95
Technics RSM205 £59.95
Technics RSM225 £79.95
Technics RSM216 £84.95
Technics RSM226 £109.95
Technics RSM235
POP,.
Technics RSM222
P.O.A.
Technics RSM275XK
P.O.A.
Technics RSM258R £199.95
Yamaha K200 £39.00
Yamaha K300 £139.00
Yamaha K500 £159.00

PADDINGTON

282 Harrow Road, LondonW2.
Tel 289 3102

LOUDSPEAKERS

*FREE SPEAKER STANDS OR 15
METRES 79 STRAND CABLE WITH
MODELS MARKED*
AR28S' £119.95
AR38S' £149.95
AR48S* £199.95
AR925* £249.95
AR8LS*
£79.95
AR18LS' £99.95
Akai SRH40 £49.95
Akai SWT55 £79.95
Akai SWT77 £99.95
Boston A40*
£99.95
Edwardus ME4
£119.95
JBL 77VX
£199.95
KEF Celeste IV
£99.95
KEF CODA III*
£99.95
KEF Carina* £139.95
KEF Caprice" £14.9.95
KEF Carlton* £219.95
KEF 103.2
P.O.A.
KEF 105.2
P.O.A.
NVShort MS20* £99.95
Marantz LD30
P.O.A.
Maranta LD50
P.O.A.
Maranta H0250 £39.95
NAD Model 1
£59.95
NAD Model 2
£79.95
NAD Model 3
£119.95
Sony SSE30 £49.95
Technics SB3110 £49.95
Techn ics SB3050 £99.95
Techn ics SBT10 £99.95
Technics SBF3 £119.95
WhartDovedale £149.95
Wharf.L30* £54.95
Wharf .L50"
£69.95
Wharf.L90*
f89.95
Wharf.L110* £139.95
Wharf.E50 £199.95
Yamaha N5044 £49.95
Yamaha NS1000M £620.00

TECHNICS

Special Offers.
(while stocks last)

RSM205
Nice little cassette deck, all
usual features including
Dolby N/R, Metal tape facility
and Auto-Rewind.

OUR PRICE £59.95

Extremely well made quartz
locked, direct drive, fully
automatic turntable. Fitted
magnetic cartridge.

OUR PRICE £99.95

RSM225

TECHNICS RSM226
Super new cassette deck
from Technics sporting
Dolby B&C, Output control,
soft touch, etc, etc.

Panasonic

Videos

P. 0.A.

Pioneer

In car
P.O.A.

KEF CODA III

or spkr. stands.

ONLY f99.95 Pair

evereeverla

IMDERLEYS

I
E5TABLISHED 27 YEARS

TURNTABLES
Ariston RD 80SL/LB
P.O.A.
Dual CS505-1 £79.95
JVC CILA51* £79.95
Maranta Tf320 £86.95
NAD 5120
£99.00
Plioneer PL120
59.95
Pioneer PL320 £79.95
Pioneer PL620 £99.95
Pioneer PLL800 £179.95
Sansui SR222IV £99.95
Sansui XRQ7* £219.95
Technics SLB210 £59.95
Technics SLB21 £64.95
Technics SLD30 £84.95
Technics SLQ20 £89.95
Technics SLQ30 £99.95
Technics SL1200" £189.95
Technics S16/7
P.O.A.
Technics $1011
P.O.A.
Technics SIQL1
P.O.A.
Yamaha P200 £79.00
Yamaha P300 £99.00
Price Includes Manufacturers
cartridge except those marked'

CD PLAYERS

Dual CD120
Hitachi DA1000
Maranta CD63
Marantz CD73
Philips CD100
Philips CD200
Philips CD300
Pioneer CD1
Sony CD101
Technics SQCD10

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

EQRS & TIMERS
Akai DT100 £ 9.95
Akai DT200 £79.95
Maranta EQ20 £99.95
Pioneer 01510 £49.95
Pioneer 01530 £49.95
Sansui AT202 £44.95
Sansui RG7
£99.95
Sansui SE8
£159.95
Sansui RG707 £119.95
Technics SH8015 £69.95
Technics SH4020 £64.95
Technics SH4060 £89.95

TRIPLETS

Good quality deck boasting
such features as: soft touch
control, output control,
Dolby and Metal Tape facility

Another winner from KEF!
High quality speaker at a
budget price. Offered with
FREE 15m 79 strand cable

193 The Broadway, Kent
Tel 304 3272

SLQ30

OUR PRICE £79.95

OUR PRICE f109.95

BEXLEY HEATH

TECHNICS SB3050
Fabulous Technics speakers
at abargain price. 3-way
system with 10" bass driver.
60w r.m.s. handling.

ONLY £99.95 PAIR

Technics SUZ15
Technics SLB21
Technics SB3110

£ 149.95

Maranta PM310
Maranta 171200
Maranta H0250

£159.95

Pioneer SA420
Pioneer PL120
E179.96.
VVharf.L30
SANSUI 222IV
Maranta PM310
Brilliant performance from
Dual CS505-1 £ 19.95
this new Sansui Turntable.
AR8LS
Offered with aFREE Nagoaka
Maranta PM310
MP11 or NAD 9200 cartridge.
Dual CS505-1 £
239.06
Coda Ill or AR18LS
OUR PRICE £99.95
Maranta PM350
Dual CS505-1
CUM
Aka i
PROSI 1A
£299.95 Code Ill or ARMS
Akai PROS14 £349.95 Yamaha A300
259.95
P.O.A. Dual CS505-1 £
Dual System 1/2
Dual System 3(4/5
P.O.A. Coda Ill or AR18LS
Sony H1
P.O.A. Nad 3020A
279.96
Sony Si
P.O.A. Dual CS505-1 £
Sony S2
P.O.A. Coda Ill or AR18LS
Sony S30
P.O.A. NAD 3020A
Sansui 15220
P.O.A. NAD 5120
Sansui 15330
P.O.A. Nagoaka MP11 £
219.96
Sansui 15555
P.O.A. Coda II or AR18LS
Sansui Iseo
P.O.A. Nad 3020A
Technics La Mini
f299.95 Sansui SR222IV
Technics 86's
f649.95 Nagoaka MPI 1
£
29:05
Technics Z15/7_25
P.O.A. Coda Ill or AR18LS
Technics Z45
P.O.A.
Technics SUV5
Technics Z65
P.O.A.
Sansui SR222IV
Technics 315 1/2
P.O.A
Nagoaka MP11 £ 19.95
Technics 3153/4
P.O.A.
Coda Ill or AR18LS
Technics 315/20
P.O.A.
ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
Technics SAC05
P.O.A. 1) High Quality Cartridge.
Yamaha A10
£349.95 2) 15 metres 79 strand cable.
31 All necessary leads & plugs.
41 Free Del ive .

SYSTEMS

HOW TO ORDER BY POST - Simply send your cheque together
with your name and address and goods required to the Manor
Park branch (
Dept.HN).
Alternatively phone through your Access or Barc. number.
Delivery then takes about 7-14 days. All items sent free of
charge, but are fully insured by us against loss or damage in
transit.
All equipment is fully guaranteed by us for 12 months. 5-year
guarantee available at extra cost.
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HE AGE OF 50 traditionally is when a
man takes stock, where he is able to
look back over what he has achieved
and decide on anew tack if necessary. The
Dutch, for example, present aman on his
50th birthday with an 'Abraham', acake in
the shape of abearded man, to celebrate his
entering the 'years of wisdom'. July sees
Julian Bream entering his years of wisdom
and, coincidentally, celebrating 25 years of
music- making with RCA, aperiod which has
seen the appearance of almost 40 albums
featuring either lute or guitar. The repertoire
covered on these LPs is astonishingly varied:
from the traditional Spanish guitar
compositions ( from all ages), back to the
great age of English lute music, through to
modern works by Henze, Britten, Walton,
Berkeley, Rawsthorne, and many others, as
well as to the more ' popular' classics such as
the Rodrigo Concierto de Aranjuez.
To celebrate the twin anniversary, this
month sees the release, not only of Volume 7
of Bream's ' Music of Spain' series,
consisting of works written for Segovia (who
celebrated his 90th birthday in February), but
also his third Aranjuez recording, on Volume
8, which is devoted to the blind Spanish
composer. Imet with Julian earlier this year
and asked why, particularly following the
success of the 1975 recording with John Eliot
Gardiner and the Monteverdi Orchestra
(ARL1 1181), he felt it necessary to recommit
the Rodrigo to record?
'Aranjuez is the Rachmaninov 2of the
guitar repertoire but as there hasn't yet been
adigital recording of it, I've done it on digital.
My conception of the work has changed
since the first recording [ RCA SB6635, with
the Melos Ensemble in 1964] but Iwould say
that of the three, it is the one that Iprefer. It
certainly is different from the other two, but
it is very hard for me to judge, of course.
When you are putting together a
performance, you form part of the
conception and can't therefore have an
objective viewpoint.
'My performances over the years have
changed to some extent, naturally, but the
actual nub, the germ, the centre of the
performance has always been there. The
overall conception as apiece of music hasn't
changed but the performance has changed,
has developed on the periphery. A lot of
ideas that I've put into the most recent
performances are there lurking in the early
versions but then Ididn't know quite how to
develop those ideas. Now, not only do I
know how, but Ican see musically why they
work. Irealise now that my early ideas were
intuitive, and as Igot older Istarted to
understand why Ido things in such away.
'There are also two solo Rodrigo works
that I've always wanted to do on the other
side of the disc, because Rodrigo was 80 last
November and there's always the chance
that he'll be thought of as aone-piece
composer. One is the Three Spanish Pieces,
from 1954, which I
think very impressive; the
other is the beautiful piece he wrote in 1961
in memory of Manuel de Falla, the
Invocation et Danse. It is one of the great
20th century solo guitar works and Ithink it
shows Rodrigo in acompletely different
light. If you compare it to the concerto, which
is apre-war piece, you can see both how his
compositional style developed, and how,
perhaps due to the intimate nature of the
solo instrument, the other sides of his
musical thought and style become very
much in evidence.
'The other record released in July is a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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JULIAN BREAM at 50
IN CONVERSATION WITH JOHN ATKINSON
collection of works written for the guitar for
Segovia mainly in the ' 20s, works by Turina,
Torroba, de Falla, Roberto Gerhard, and the
living Catalan composer Federico Mompou.
'Morripou is afascinating composer. He
hasn't written agreat deal, mostly piano
music, and it is very hard to put your finger
on his style of writing. It's very intimate, and
certainly old-fashioned, but it is so natural
that you can't call it reactionary or of the
press-on- regardless style of composition. He
could have written it in the 18th century and
it would sound just as natural, yet the music
isn't necessarily 18th century. It just has an
ease about it; it's almost Grecian in that it
goes back to very simple fundamentals,
without being contrapuntaL
'He is avery shy man. Imet him nearly 30
yearsago in Spain; he is abeautiful pianist
but never plays in public, only for afew
friends, and his music is also very private.
His piece on the album, the Suite
Compostelana, was written while he was
visiting the town of Santiaga de
Compostelana in Northern Spain in 1962, a
town with avery special character where
Segovia and other musicians held asummer
school.'
Mention of Segovia, of course, brought up
the fact that the Maestro, astonishingly, is
still as active today as when he
singlehandedly re-introduced the guitar to
the concert platform in the early part of this
century. Segovia virtually discovered or
inspired the entire repertoire performed by
the present generation of players. Did Julian
feel that, with guitar players virtually
mushrooming underfoot, the repertoire was
in danger of over-exposure?

'In terms of high quality music, the
repertoire is not large, but there is alot of
music for the guitar which, while certainly
not great music, and which on any other
instrument might even sound rather
ordinary, does entice the ear of the listener. If
it is well-written for the guitar, and if it is
well- played, there turns out to be quite alot
of literature. Dash it, I'm now making my
40th LP, I
think, and although some pieces
I've remade— and mind you, Ido play the
lute, which has extended my personal
literature— it is surprising just how many
works there are.
'But there are too many performances of
weli-known things, too many performances
of the Villa-Lobos Preludes, and that does
dilute the public's focus on the instrument.
Jublan agreed that if the non-enthusiast
listener can only hear just asmall number of
works, he or she will be persuaded that that
is all there is, and having 'categorised' guitar
music, as it were, will move on to something
else without going further and deeper. The
young player must search out repertoire off
the beaten track and in Julian's case, it was
the discovery of the lute in 1951 or
thereabouts which was the catalyst: 'Ifound
that adding the lute, mixing the early and the
modern, gave me enough musical
stimulation and Ididn't have to base my
concert programmes on the run-of-the-mill
popular pieces. A lot of my concerts, not so
much in England, strange to say, but on the
Continent and in America, always featured
the two instruments: the first half was
always on the lute so in the second half I
could afford to play amajor guitar work
without either having to titillate the audience
69
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or to show how good Iwas at playing the
guitar.'
Technique is certainly an essential
component of music-making, but technique
alone does not make aperformance. I
ventured the opinion that possibly areason
for Julian's success has been the ability to
marry technique to an understanding of the
composer's intentions. 'Well, this is a
scientific age and everything has to be
rationally worked out; if you want to play a
piece of music, it would appear that all you
have to do is to play the notes brilliantly. But
music, if you like, is to do with the soul, and
what I
find to be more important is finding in
the music the very essence of what the
composer wanted to say. You have to have a
pretty good technique before you start to be
able to realise that.
'It's very important to be able to
understand different styles. Take the record I
made last year, with the pieces by Henze,
Maxwell Davies, Richard Rodney Bennett
and Walton [
Dedication, RL 25419]. OK,
they're all modern works but there's ahell of
adifference between the Walton and the
Maxwell Davies. But making that record, I
had to put on my post- Romantic hat, and
then my neo-classic hat, and then my serial
hat, in fact for those four works Ihad to have
four hats.'
Did Julian prefer to record amodern work
having programmed it in concert before the
sessions, or did he prefer to rest it for a
while? ' Ilike to do about adozen
performances, then rest it for at least ayear,
with acouple of performances just before
the sessions. That's the ideal situation, but it
doesn't always work like that.
'When I
did the Dedication record, I
recorded Maxwell Davies' Hill Runestwo
months after the first performance. But
somehow that worked quite well because
after I'd initially got to grips with the piece,
matters of interpretation were not difficult.
That was very strange because Idon't know
Max's music agreat deal but Ihad no
difficulty in understanding his language. It
was written for me, and Isuppose that
because he was writing for the guitar, he had
to distill his music into more simple textures.
It was strange because Richard Rodney
Bennett's Five Impromptus are not so
profound, yet I
find them much more difficult
to interpret, to capture their quixotic
moments, whereas Max's pieces seem to
grow, and as the music grows, you grow
with it.'
« Did he find that the Bennett pieces were
throwing more weight on him, the
performer, to find the meaning within the
notes, but Maxwell Davies is laying down
more secure tracks? 'You've put your figure
on it because it is the security of his musical
language that makes it easier. Similarly I
never found Britten's works difficult to
interpret, although, of course, Idid know him
very well and had heard alot of his music.
However, the actual playing is very hard!
'I got to know his musical language very
well through arranging the Courtly Dances
from Gloriana, which was written as asuite,
of course, for orchestra. Iarranged them for
aweird group: violin, flute doubling piccolo
and alto flute, two violas da gamba, atabor
drum and alute. If you compare the disparity
of those forces with an orchestra, it's just
dotty, isn't it?
'Mind you, reorchestrating something like
that in Britten's own lifetime was chancing
my arm!' Did Britten mind? ' Ishowed him a
score of my arrangement and all he said was
how does it sound? Ithought that that was
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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pretty good and Irecorded it on the other
side of that first Melos Ensemble Rodrigo LP.
He forgot all about it but years later was
walking down Aldeburgh High Street and
saw the record in ashop window. He wrote a
note saying that he was delighted with it! I
learned alot about Britten's language, and
how he wanted it to sound, from that, and
when he wrote the Nocturnal or the Songs
from the Chinese, the interpretative
problems were not difficult.' Would he agree
that when you analyse Britten's music, you
find that there is no other way it could be
done? 'That's right, there's only one way, the
way he did it. His music does demand more
from the performer than that of agreat many
other composers. All composers demand the
utmost, naturally, but Britten demands
tremendous care and sensitivity and an
awareness of.. . of him, really.'
In 1982, Macdonald published abook by
film maker Tony Palmer, A life on the road,
based totally on interviews with Julian. This
book is amust for anyone interested in the
guitar, the life of amusician, or in the
mechanics of how the printed construction
guide, the music, is transformed into a
tangible musical performance. The book
examines in some depth the way in which
Julian prefers to record, with producer
Jimmy Burnett and engineer John Bower in

adrenalin that flows when you're recording
for real, almost atension in asense. You
may miss the attention of the audience at a
recording session, but in fact you use
yourself in anegative as well as apositive
sense to get that tension. If you've avery
good producer— and I've always been
fortunate in that respect— he can put his
finger on aproblem which you haven't been
able to solve. This is agreat help, and you
build up arelationship with your producer
because he listens very attentively to what
you're trying to do. I
find that he provides
that extra stimulation that you would
normally get from an audience.
'I like to work in this delightful old chapel
because there is something quite remarkable
about being in there on your own. It's the
most beautiful space, but it's actually a
vacuum and you've got to make something
out of it. You're up against aproblem and if
you've got the ability or the intuitive capacity
to solve that problem, you will. The whole
thing is so contrived, but out of it you have to
create something really beautiful, and I
find
that quite stimulating. You have to address
yourself to these problems, and you haven't
got much time, and that in itself builds up an
urgency, atension, but it's not atension that
will necessarily harm aperformance. It may
well enhance it by giving it asort of impetus

Bream with one of the many composers who have written for him, William Walton. One of the many
fine pictures by Daniel Meadows in A life on the road.

Wardour Chapel near Warminster, but this is
an area worthy of further examination. Does
he feel that arecording is arecord of an ideal
performance, or is it astudy aid to the score?
'Personally, Ifeel recording to be avery
artificial way of creating music, and ! think
that you have to be aware — certainly on the
guitar— that you cannot project the sound
into amicrophone like you can at aconcert, it
just doesn't work. When Irecord, that is a
performance for the record, but Istill enjoy it
because I
find that Iset myself adifferent
kind of musical problem which still has to be
solved. You haven't got all day to put one
piece down on tape, because you have a
programme of recording to stick to, so Ioften
change the interpretation of apiece quite
drastically as it needs to be played in aless
flamboyant way than Iwould play it in
concert. It needs adifferent approach, a
different colouring, adifferent tempo, for
example, and these things come to me when
I'm actually recording.
'Now I've often tried recording at home.
I've got agood tape machine but it never
quite works out because somehow the
adrenalin just doesn't flow when you've got
your carpet slippers on. There is acertain

that you would get at aconcert with an
audience.'
But isn't there aproblem with recording
that it becomes very hard to resist the
temptation to ' improve' the performance by
removing the little blemishes by editing or
retaking passages?
'This is aproblem. In aconcert, the
performance may not be perfect but,
providing the overall musical concept is
engaging to the listener, the small blemishes
are of little or no account. Imust confess that
in recording Ilet afew things go but Ido that
simply because Icould never get that take, or
that phrase, again for along time.
'Unfortunately the producer says that we
can't use it; it's lovely but I
tapped afoot, or
my left hand squeaked, or there are
blackbirds singing outside, or there's gunfire
from the artillery range at Warminster ... I'm
very loathe to give up acertain take and I've
kept things in which I'm sure other players
would not accept. But you see it's the
gesture which we managed to capture which
is important and the little something, the
creak of the footstool, or the breathing, or
the grunting, well it may be annoying but it is
human, isn't it?' +
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SK THE TYPICAL classical- music
oriented hi-fi enthusiast about microphone techniques and, if he has an
opinion at all, it'll probably be that most
modern recordings are seriously marred by
excessive or indiscriminate multi-miking.
Implicit in this is the image it conjures up of
an all-powerful, insensitive and unmusical
technician bullying the musicians into
accepting an unnatural sound created
entirely at the mixing desk. All well and
good, but is that really the case? Put another
way, are musicians actually the meek, undemanding, technical innocents we somehow
suppose them to be? Or are they just as
clear-headed and opinionated regarding
sound balance as our hypothetical engineer.
Most of my own recording experience has
been gained taping live orchestral concerts
with essentially amateur musicians, and
because of the restrictions inherent when
recording public concerts I've always opted
for discretion and simplicity in my approach.
Large numbers of microphones are
unsightly and therefore inappropriate at a
live event. Also, the finished tape is usually
for private use anyway, as akind of 'snapshot' in sound of aparticular performance. It
isn't for public issue, nor is it looked upon as
the definitive statement by the artists in
question on the music they're performing.
Hence the odd slip in ensemble or intonation, the occasional balance problem or a
wrong note, are seen as unimportant. The
feel and spontaneity of the performance are
the things that count. And for the recording
crew there is just as little pressure. They can
arrive an hour or two before the afternoon
rehearsal perhaps, and take their time setting up the equipment. The rehearsal will
probably go on for several hours, so they've
plenty of time to check for balance and
adjust levels etc. The recording will take
place that evening, and the musicians will
probal-ly hear the tape afew days later with
the rebultant benefit of coming to the music
afresh. Contrast this with the pressures of a
commercial session where every second
costs money, and the engineers may have to
work out their balance in less than ten
minutes. With the high cost of recording a
symphony orchestra and top conductor ( let
alone astar-studded opera) there is no time
for mistakes, and very little opportunity for
extended playbacks during session time. In
any case, how can aconductor, who must
hear an excessively loud, string-dominated
balance from the rostrum, be expected to
walk into the control room and make valid
comments about the recorded sound when
in all probability amore distant perspective
will have been chosen? And won't musicians
judge the sound in quite different ways to
you or I? Sit with aconductor as he listens,
score- in-hand, to his recorded performance
and very probably you'll be marvelling at the
impact and truthfulness of the sound and its
sheer weight and presence while he'll be
muttering ' Ican't hear the oboes clearly
articulate at fig.29' or 'the first-desk fiddles
keep drowning out the seconds'. It might be
amagnificently faithful recording in purely
hi-fi terms, but compared to what the conductor was trying to achieve it hasn't really
worked.
Microphones seem to ' hear' differently
from our ears, and sometimes the live
balance in the hall is not transmitted accurately to tape. If that tape is two-track stereo
you're sunk, and the musicians either compromise their artistic standards, or the tape
is scrapped. But if you've recorded in eight
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or sixteen-track you can re- mix to give the
balance desired — albeit at the expense of a
completely natural sound picture. A good
sound might be achieved from the multitrack, but the results will not equal the sheer
naturalness of asimpler, less involved technique. Compare Unicorn's eight-track
recording of Mahler's Third Symphony ( LPO
and Horenstein, RHS 302-3) with the simpler
version made at the same sessions by Jerry
Bruck, apart of which was available on the
HFAUFIR Quadraphile set, QS side preferred.
The Unicorn recording is slightly dull and
opaque, lacking presence and tonal bloom,
while the Bruck recording is much cleaner
and firmer, with agreater transparency,
impact, and more natural perspective.
But would you believe that those
engineers who do prefer simple techniques
are in danger of not being taken seriously by
musicians who expect to find the hall festooned with microphones before cornmencing asession? Some years ago Iwas asked
to record an opera sound-track, the idea
being to make arough tape of an amateur
orchestra playing through the piece minus
voices, to act as asinger's rehearsal tape for
this as yet unperformed work. Iwas warned
that I'd need to work quickly and that
absolute hi-fi quality wasn't the main concern anyway.
Iarrive with asingle mic stand and a
couple of mics, set up quickly and start to get

arough level and balance as the conductor
indulges in alittle rehearsal. All of asudden
the conductor is by my side looking abit
agitated, and asking if I'd care to start setting
up as he is ready to record. Itell him Iam set
up and ready when he is! A puzzled look
croases his benign features: 'Where are your
microphones?' Isay ' Look — over there...'
and point to astand with acrossed pair
behind his rostrum. 'That's all you have?
How can you record abig orchestra with just
two microphones?' Iam in trouble. He isn't
happy, and Ihave no extra mics with me. I
explain that this will be OK, but he isn't
convinced and asks if I've recorded any of
the rehearsal. Ihave, but at 19cm/s and at too
low alevel. The sound is abit washy and out
of focus. ' It'll be better when Irecord at
38cm/s and at the right level' Isay, but he
only frowns. 'Well, we'll just have to go on as
best we can, but bring more mics tomorrow. . OK, OK— no point in arguing, and
after all he's paying. The next day's session
goes fine— nice red and yellow KMAL stands
in the orchestra, and we proceed to record
lots of music despite our tight schedules.
The evening session is at adifferent venue to
that of the morning ( don't laugh, it happens
all the time) and I'm on my own. A traffic jam
delays my arrival at the hall, and Ihave to set
up very quickly. Main pair up, and he's
virtually ready to record. The spot mics are
on stands but not connected — oh well —
ready when you are Maestro! Another good,
productive session, and we've got most of
the work in the can. At the end the conductor
asks for aplayback.
This is the third of five sessions and he
hasn't heard anything off-tape since that
initial bit of under- recorded rehearsal at
session one. His first reaction: ' Mmmm — the
sound is good. Those extra mics have made
all the difference!' Oh dear...
He was right of course. The sound was
better. But better because of the higher tape
speed and increased recording level. And
anyway, those spot mics were pretty discreetly balanced when in circuit, and even
more discreet when out of circuit! I
told him
afterwards and we had agood laugh over it,
but Ilearned afew valuable lessons from the
experience. One is always to keep your
artists happy, and appear to give them
exactly what they think they want. The other
is always to carry lots of spare mics and
stands, and invest in a ' Producer's' mixer
(that is amixer covered in lights and knobs
that don't work!) so it looks as though you're
giving them the Herbert von Karajan treatment even when you're not. That way they'll
be happy and so will you .

meaning of terms known to all rock ' n' roll
DICTIONARY OF
AMERICAN POP/ROCK types.
The scope of this book is just marvellous,
by Arnold Shaw. Paperback,
price $ 12.95. Published by
Shaw has provided definitions for technical
Schirmer Books.
terms, marketing terms, genres, and slang
usages, as well as the more ' encyclopedic'
Don't let the
'American' in the title
subjects like major artists, venues, festivals,
and other specific subjects that a ' dictionary'
put you off; this book
wouldn't normally include. His definitions
also contains entries
appear to be accurate, though his writing
on .British artists and
style is of the ' Hey- kids- I'm- an-adult- buttopics as well. Unlike
don't- hold-that- against- me' school of pop
the vast tomes referred to as ' Rock
journalism. His credentials are almost
encyclopedias', which deal strictly with
impeccable, the cover proclaiming that he's
artists, Shaw's book concentrates more on
the author of the outstanding work, Honkers
topics. You want agood definition of
and Shouters. You've got to read the smaller
'underground Rock'? Turn to page 396. 'Scat
print on the back, though, to learn that he's
singing' or ' cue sheet'? They're in here. What
also the author of that arch turkey, The Rock
Shaw has done is to produce abook for all of
Revolution; recommended.
Ken Kessler
us that are too embarrassed to ask the

BOOKs

will appear on all the releases. The covers
will also be based entirely on oil paintings,
making anotable change for budget priced
records. Among the first batch are the LSO/
Jochum Beethoven symphonies, the Sargent
Planets, Klemperer's Fantastique, the Richter
Brahms 2nd Piano concerto and from more
recently, Berglund's Nielsen and
Shostakovich 5th symphonies. Included are
some new releases and some which are
having their first UK exposure. Price for the
series is £2.99 inclusive.

Anyone for audiophile
records?
In the beginning was Edison; ' Mary had a
little lamb ' intoned the Great Man; and
'Scratch ... fizz... Mary scratch had a
screech little sizzle . . . scratch lamb. ..' duly
intoned the Great Man's cylinder recorder/
player: asound of such aquality that one
could be forgiven for assuming Edison
would have returned to the task of trying to
photograph the image of amurderer captured on his victim's retina rather than
launch the hi-fi and music industry. Fortunately — for music and hi-fi journalists, at
least— the Great Man decided on the latter,
which is why you're reading HFN/RR rather
than doing something useful, but listening to
the present quality of pressings from some
companies, we could be forgiven for thinking that the technology may have changed
since 1877 but the scratch remains the same.
The perennial topic for record enthusiasts
is, of course, the noise and grunge affecting
their precious vinyl grooves— it is asad sign
that one of the largest sectors of the hi-fi
industry is devoted to marketing unguents,
lotions and potions to remedy that state of
affairs— and hardly arecord company in the
UK has taken heed of their customers'
friendly advice that prevention is better than
attempted curé. (The record companies, of
course, have always pointed out that
whereas the customer is apparently willing
to pay for the cure, unfortunately they never
have had quite enough resources to effect
any preventive action themselves, especially
with LP prices being so low.) The blissfully
silent background of Compact Disc, you and I
know is going to render all that heartache a
thing of the past, but at £ 10-£12 adisc and
£500-600 for aplayer, most record lovers are
going to have to stick with the LP and its
obsolescent rather than obsolete surface
noise for awhile yet.
Those with long memories will remember
the advent of the audiophile disc around
1977— high-priced and beautifully packaged
collections of musical nonentities, manufactured we were assured with aliberal dose of
Tender Loving Care, not to mention CD4
vinyl. Luckily, most record buyers buy
records for the music rather than the purity
of the plastic and the new market split: some
companies— MFSL, Nautilus, and even Practical HiFi, sorry Peter, HiFi Today magazine
—made sure that the music was OK by
reissuing existing material; while others —
Telarc, ECM, Proprius, Opus 3, Audiofon etc
—made sure that their new recordings were
of music, not Musak. Still other people
discovered that the average Japanese pressing (the Japanese not yet having discovered
how to produce shoddy goods) was the
equal of anything sold at apremium price in
the West.
Led by Nimbus, classical companies in the
UK such as Hyperion, Chandos and Meridian
have found that quality needn't be anegative
factor in record company accounting. Sadly,
the story is different when it comes to
non-classical UK records, or has been until
recently. Session drummer/percussionist
Peter van Hooke, who has worked with Van
Morrison, Elkie Brooks, Colin Blunstone and
Sheena Easton amongst others, was working on an album at London's Riverside
studios, or so the story goes, when he
decided with the studio's owner, Ruth Low,
to form alabel with an emphasis on quality.
Record industry management consultant
Fraser Kennedy was brought in, and
although Ruth later decided that Riverside
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needed all her attention, the result was MMC
Recordings.
With cutting and pressing done at Nimbus,
and care taken over the production process —
even the sleeves are acut above the average
—Peter van Hooke's hope is that MMC
records will encourage agenerally higher
standard. However, it is still the music that's
important, so what have MMC got to offer?
First release was adouble album from ace
parodist Neil lnnes and comprises the
musical material from his three BBC-TV
series, The limes Book of Records. This was
followed by three albums all roughly falling
into the 'jazz-fusion' mould: 20th century
blues from the band of the same name,
Forgotten summer from pianist Ian Lynn,
and Centennial Park by RMS, aband formed
by guitarist/arranger Ray Russell and ex-Jeff
Beck sidesmen Simon Phillips and Mo Foster, are immaculately recorded and musically diverse examples of, it must be admitted, at least to my ears, rather ' safe' 80s jazz.
Out this month is the debut album by the
1982 Capital Radio Jazz Festival winners
Sunwind, The sun below, while soon to be
released are first albums from Herbie Armstrong, Back against the wall, and John Alair,
Larkspur. Personal musical doubts aside, the
surfaces of the first four releases were
uniformly excellent, and to audiophile jazz
fanatics, or even just to hi-fi enthusiasts who
want some clean source material, the MMC
catalogue should prove interesting listening.
Certainly Hitachi must have found it
interesting because, in what must be a
unique deal, they have decided to sponsor
MMC 'to avery high figure'. Iwait to see if
increased resources will enable MMC to
move into the rock field and start to produce
some high quality albums with real mass
appeal. In the meantime, MMC records cost
£5.49 (or £7.99 Neil Innes double) inc. p&p
and are available from MMC Recordings Ltd,
3Park Cottages, Green Lane, Stanmore,
Middlesex. They are also available from your
local record dealer via IDS distribution.
John Atkinson

Eminence
Music for Pleasure's new ' EMI Eminence'
label was launched last month with 34 titles.
This is the first new classical label to be
released by MFP since Classics for Pleasure
in 1970. MFP is, of course, asister company
of EMI Records, hence the EMI logo which

The sale of no less than 80,000 LPs and
cassettes from the Complete Bach series was
marked by the presentation of aSilver Disc
to Peter Hurford on April 22nd by Ray
Minshull, Decca International's vicepresident, who joked(?) that with its
recording sessions around the globe this
was the first project to cost more in air fares
than in artist fees. The Silver Disc is practical
as well as handsome — made from a
stamper, and bearing one side of the last
disc in the set, it should be perfectly
playable!
TA

St. Alban - Saintly
Entrepreneur?
Rumours that St. Alban, canvassed in some
quarters to take over England from the
de-canonised St. George, personally caused
Peter Hurford to found the St. Albans
International Organ Festival in order to bring
the saint world-wide publicity, are thought to
be the work of worried rivals. Either way, St.
A. should be chuffed with Stephen
Darlington, currently Artistic Director, over
the 12th Festival (2nd to 9th July inclusive),
which includes an amazing variety of events,
from organ recital to opera, from one-man
entertainment to multiple choirs, from
soloists to premier orchestras— the list
seems endless. Some events are already
nearing sell-out, and advance booking is
recommended. Information and tickets from
thel.O.F. Society ( Box Office), PO Box 80, St.
Albans, Herts. AL3 4HR (SAE please), or
telephone St. Albans 64738.
TA

EAU news
As we reported in News last month, EMI
have announced their decision to support
Compact Disc internationally, intending to
build up acatalogue of over 200 classical and
pop selections from the EMI, Angel, Capitol
and EMI America labels within the first year.
Recordings to look out for later in the year
(hopefully) are: anew Elgar 1from Haitink
and the Philharmonia, made afew days after
aquite overwhelming RFH performance on
13th April (this recorded in association with
KEF Electronics); and Debussy Nocturnes
and La Mer, and Prokofiev Cinderella from
Previn/LSO, also following RFH
performances in April.
Lucia Popp has signed two 'extensive'
recording agreements with the International
Classical Division of EMI Music and with EMI
Electrola, West Germany. A variety of
material is planned, including stage works
by Lehar, Offenbach, Johann and Richard
Strauss, works for voice and orchestra
including aWunderhom with Tennstedt, a
record of operatic arias by Mozart and
Schubert, and arecital of Richard Strauss
lieder.
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ONCOMITANT WITH an increasingly
hectic schedule of concert appearances worldwide, Julian Lloyd Webber has assembled a discography whose
adventurous content impresses no less than
the degree of commitment with which he
has tackled it. His first record, for the Discourses label, included the by no means
straightforward Delius sonata, and this was
followed by works as wide-ranging as Frank
Bridge's very fine, yet scarcely known Oration (
on Lyrita) and contemporary works by
Lennox Berkeley, John McCabe and Martin
Dalby. Also laid down fairly early on were
the Debussy, Rachmaninov and the quite
unjustly neglected John Ireland sonatas. The
Ireland, together with Bridge's affecting
Elegy formed the coupling to his marvellously thought-out and sustained world première recording of Britten's Third Suite for
solo cello ( for ASV; see Andrew Keener's
interview with JLW in March ' 81). More
recently he goaded a new cello concerto out
of Joaquin Rodrigo, the background to
which was documented in a TV special and
supported with a recording for RCA in which
it was coupled with the Lalo concerto.
Although he has made some concessions to
the more immediately accessible, popular,
cello repertoire on 'The Romantic Cello' and
'Cello Man', this catalogue clearly shows a
concern more to promote the cello repertoire
itself than the performer. As yet we have had
neither the Dvorak or Elgar concertos.
Released this month are two new records.
He appears in one work, a new look at the
Delius sonata with Eric Fenby, on a Unicorn
disc which is devoted to Delius and Lili
Boulanger, and for RCA he has given the
much neglected Delius concerto together
with first recordings of Hoist's Invocation
and Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on Sussex
Folk Tunes. The conductor here is Vernon
Handley, one of our two Audio Awardees
last year and with whom Julian enjoys a
particularly like-minded working rapport.
'Oh yes; and he's especially good, in fact,
with concertos. It's difficult to find aconductor who will take the same amount of trouble
that he will. Each time you work with Tod,
and it doesn't matter where it is, he'll always
want to go through it with you first — even
take the trouble to come to you. It saves a
terrific amount of time in rehearsal, because
you don't have to go through it all with the
orchestra sitting there.
'The Delius concerto is very difficult to
bring off with orchestra. It doesn't matter
how carefully you mark the parts, or how
well the conductor and soloist know it. The
players aren't familiar with it, you see.
Before the recording we had the benefit of
two rehearsals and a concert at the Fairfield
Hall. That was aSaturday and we recorded it
the following Monday; by then everyone had
got to know it.
'I think it is very beautiful cello writing,
because Delius really lets the instrument
sing all the time. Idon't think there's another
concerto where that happens so continuously. He's using the cello in its best
register all the time. But the passagework is
very, very difficult and you really have to
work hard to make it work. I feel very
strongly about that piece. Works like that
bring one to understand what Glen Gould
was talking about regarding live performances and recordings. Iwouldn't go along
with him all the way, and Idon't think you
can ever replace the excitement of a live
performance. But perhaps excitement, in a
sense, is not what's required for awork like
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this. Because it's so difficult to bring off, the
chances are that it won't work well in a live
performance, and Ithink that's probably why
it's been neglected.
'My attitude to recording is that Iwant to
get it right. Ideclined two opportunities to
record the Eiger in the past because Ifelt that
the particular combinations of orchestra,
conductor and soloist weren't right. Idon't
regret at all not having done it yet, but I
would like to do it soon. My interpretation of
the piece has changed over the years and
there is, anyway, a sense in which it's valid
to have an interpretation on record at a
particular point in one's career' ... ' Yes
recording is artificial in away. It's calculated
in the sense that you're really trying to get it
right, but on the other hand because of that
it's almost got to be extra full of life to
compensate. A live performance is something which lives and is of that moment, and
very often Iwill, Isuppose, be more spontaneous in a concert. One of the immense
problems in cello concertos is that people
get used to the balance on record, and that is
often exaggerated. They then go to aconcert
and can't understand why it's so different.
People who don't realise how classical
records are often made, who don't know all
the fiddles that can be used in recording
techniques, can be disappointed. I think
that's very worrying.
On the other hand it can work to the
music's advantage. Take the Jacqueline du
Pre Delius for example. On that record the
woodwind are brought up tremendously
clearly and the harp is very apparent. Now I

like that! — because the harp part is in fact
very important. In a lot of live performances
the harp just doesn't seem to come through,
no matter where you put it on the stage. It's
particularly important because it provides so
many chordal changes, almost like a sort- of
piano part going through the work. So in a
way, the record, which is in that sense faked,
can be an advantage to the actual work. In
writing the work Delius would have heard
the harp part no doubt, but so often in a
concert it is just lost. On the whole, though,
all this multi-tracking of classical music is not
an accurate way of portraying what happens
when a piece is played normally. Ibelieve
music should be written to be performed
live' ... 'Yes, Ilike the idea of recording alive
concert and I'm surprised it's not done more
often. In general Iwould have thought that
practically, financially, in every way now,
with the difficulty of making big orchestral
records, that that is a good way to do it.'
Recorded in January and due for release in
the autumn is a record of the Haydn cello
concertos in C and, recently unearthed, in D.
These have been made with the English
Chamber Orchestra directed from the cello
by Julian himself — a new facet of a noble
ECO tradition. ' Ireally think that it works well
in these early concertos; in fact Ithink it's
much better. Iwas facing into the orchestra
and they were grouped close around me in a
semi-circle. Ithink they're probably at their
best working like that' ... 'Yes, we actually
did the C major like that at the Festival Hall
about aweek before the recording — asmall
group sitting right in the middle of the
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platform. For once Ireally enjoyed playing in
that Hall! It's such adry acoustic and it's not
particularly helpful to the cello; it's something you have to get used to. The Queen
Elizabeth Hall is much better from that point
of view. But Ienjoy the Albert Hall too! The
sound does get swallowed up of course, but
it's nice to play in. You feel almost as though
you're playing in your drawing room,
because you can't relate at all to the size of
the audience.'
... 'After Haydn? Well we're in the middle
of planning so it's difficult to say, but it looks
very likely that I'm going to be making a
record with Peter Skellern, which will be
interesting. He wrote a piece for me which
we did at the Salisbury Festival last September — for cello, his voice and brass. Ilike his
music very much.' ... ' Grappelli? Oh yes,
he's such a nice man; doesn't like rehearsing! But, of course, he doesn't need to — he
just goes out and plays; just improvising.'
... 'Yes it's totally different playing like that,
but funnily enough, although Ifound the
concerts very tense in away because of that,
I was also aware that it was a kind of
relaxation from the discipline, Isuppose, of a
classical concert. Ithink it's very good for
your playing because it encourages a freedom; across-the-barline playing, as it were,
except of course that there aren't any barlines written down. It's actually very good for
helping you play something like Delius, this
freedom of phrasing. What Iadmire about
Grappelli is that despite the fact that he's

playing totally off-the-cuff, it's so beautifully
phrased. In many ways you just can't write
that down. Delius couldn't write down
exactly what he meant in terms of phrasing.
Mind you, Ithink he could have indicated a
lot more than he did, and it would have
sorted out a lot of performance problems.
Nevertheless, he couldn't have shown it all,
it's too instinctive ... Ithink he assumed that
players would understand music instinctively; and that's avery dangerous assumption' ... 'Yes, he's very much free of the
barline in his music. The opening of the cello
sonata is an absolutely obvious case of how,
if it's played straight, reading the barlines, it
just doesn't work. It is so much easier to
bring off if you're working with the right
pianist; and Eric Fenby, of course, is the right
pianist.'
The Cello concerto completes Julian Lloyd
Webber's cycle of Delius recordings — he's
now recorded all the cello works, including
Fenby's own arrangement of the Serenade
from Hassan. But as Iimplied at the start,
there are a good number of ' standard repertoire' works still to find their way into his
discography. Included among the still-to-dos
are those pinnacles of cello writing, the Bach
unaccompanied suites. With authenticity so
much in vogue these days Iwondered if, say,
the ' modern' bow had had much effect on
performances of these particular works.
'This is a problem actually, because with the
Bach suites there are a lot of four- note
chords. On the old bows Ibelieve you could

play all four notes together. With the modern
bow you split the chords, anticipating the
beat with the lowest note and hitting the
highest on the beat, so you probably don't
get quite the rhythm that Bach intended. It's
an interesting point. Ithink with the cello the
authenticity thing perhaps applies less than
with some other instruments, and in any
case the basic form of the cello hasn't
changed. Before the cello I've got now Iused
a 1690 Grancino; nothing had been done to
that at all except for the introduction of an
end- pin, which in every way, Iwould have
thought, had to be seen as an improvement.
Ihappen to use metal strings, but everything
else about the instrument was the same.'
In the interview two years ago Julian said
that he felt less than happy with the idea of
committing these suites to record at that
stage of his career, that one shouldn't tackle
them too early; an attitude he retains with
some vigour. ' I'm fascinated by recording,
but Ithink it's such aresponsibility. The Bach
suites, even though they were virtually the
first works written for the cello as such, are
the peak, the absolute peak of the repertoire.
It's just such a responsibility to put them on
record and so the time has to be right. If you
don't have that respect for them Idon't think
you should even begin to think of putting
them on to tape. Having said that, of course,
there's a Bourree from the third suite on my
very first recordr+
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Elisabeth Lutyens
(1906 - 1983)

Company Ltd. Ties were broken in 1980, but
unfortunately various early Abbey Records
releases carry the Eynsham address of the
founder company. Confused? You won't
be...

revealed some ' behind the scenes' problems
of selecting winners and notable losers of
the ' Grand Prix du Disque' at Montreux. The
final talk was given by Harold Rogers,
President Gillingham Gramophone Society,
on his work as aproducer for the old BBC
'Light' Programme.
Donald Aldous

Elisabeth Lutyens was aremarkable woman.
Not only did she overcome the potential
handicap of being born the daughter of a
great man ( the brilliant architect, Sir Edwin
Lutyens) to forge for herself avery personal
identity in another art form, but she did so in
an area in which women were traditionally
discouraged, that of music composition. In
this she was amajor pioneer— anot ignoble
rôle— but she was much more: acomposer
of stature who chose to adopt 12-tone
techniques in advance of the main vanguard
in this country and persisted throughout her
life, despite tepid public response, to follow
her own course, wherever it might lead.
Like her second husband, Edward Clark,
she was always apersistent advocate for
new music, and helped found the
Macnaghten concerts in 1931 and the
Composers' Concourse in 1954. She
managed to combine the rôles of mother
and composer, itself aremarkable feat, and
later in life fought valiantly against the pain
and demoralisation of arthritis.
The intellectual drive and sincerity of her
music forms afitting testament to her life.
Even setting aside for the moment over 200
scores for film, radio, and theatre, her output
was extensive and although she herself
discounted anumber of her earlier scores,
the music of the 1960's and ' 70's alone
shows aprodigious talent. With only asmall
amount of her music available on disc at
present, it is to be hoped that her sad loss
will at least encourage some good in the
form of new recordings from her unique
oeuvre.
Doug Hammond

Abbey
Abbey Records have asked us to point out
there is no longer any connection between
their label and The Abbey Recording
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NFGS Musical Weekend
Now christened a ' Musical Convention', the
long-established National Federation of
Gramophone Societies' annual get-together
was held early in April at ' High Leigh',
Hoddesdon. 149 visitors from all over the UK
took part in this record ritual, so to speak.
Not that all the sounds originated from disc
or tape sources — on the closing Saturday
evening we were given arecital of partsongs and madrigals by The Baccholian
Singers of London.
On the Friday opening, Adrian Farmer of
Nimbus Records discussed some dilemmas
facing the record industry, following this
with arecital of recordings from Nimbus'
growing catalogue. This bold, forwardlooking British company is investing millions
in aplant, now under construction, to
process and press Compact Discs. Topically,
aconcert of digital audio discs, from Philips,
was presented on the Sunday morning.
Other record company personnel included
the ever- popular Joan Coulson, who
introduced some of the latest EMI releases,
Mike Skeet of Whitetower Records, who
demonstrated his company's new ' real time'
Compact Cassettes and Hyperion's Ted
Perry, who played extracts from his
impressive catalogue. Hyperion records are
pressed in Germany by Teldec, employing
the Direct Metal Mastering technique.
Veteran recording engineer Tony Griffith
(Audio Awardee, 1980) talked about his
many years of studio work, and other
presentations were given by Cormac Rigby
(Presentation Editor, BBC Radio 3), John Bird
who outlined the life and work of Percy
Grainger, and Peter Gammond, who

Chandos CD
Chandos Records are launching into
Compact Disc with asilver version of the
sampler 'The Special Sound of Chandos',
which has been available on black vinyl and
cassette for some months ( on CBRD/CBTD
1008). The sampler includes items by Hoist,
Malcolm Arnold, Hamilton Harty,
Tchaikovsky, Purcell, Stravinsky and Weber,
all culled from existing digital Chandos
releases.

Grammy Awards
CBS and Phonogram releases were among
the prizewinners at the American Grammy
Awards in the Spring. ' Best Jazz Vocal
Performance' category was won by Sarah
Vaughan for her ' Gershwin Live' record with
Michael Tilson Thomas ( CBS 73650). ' Top
Classical LP' andthe ' Hall of Fame' awards
were made to the 1955 Glenn Gould
recording of Bach's Goldberg Variations
(CBS 37779). The Philips 16- LP boxed set of
the Boulez Ring (
6769 074) won the ' Opera of
the year' category.

TER and Operetta
That's Entertainment Records ( TER)
recorded the New Sadler's Wells Opera
Productions of Kalman's Countess Maritza
and Lehar's The Count of Luxembourg in
March. The recordings were made at Abbey
Road and when finally available will be
distributed through PRT Ltd. These are the
first fruits of what is hoped will be a
substantial series of Operettas in English in
conjunction with the NSWO.+
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INDEX
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J.S.BACH
Chromatic Fantasy & Fugue, etc
(Verlet)
BARTOK
Violin sonatas 1 & 2 (Zukerman/
Neikrug)
Violin concerto 1 ( Oistrakh/Rozdestvensky)
BIZET
Symphony in C, etc ( Ozawa)
BOULANGER
Piano & instrumental works
(Parkin etc.)
BRUCH
Septet in E-flat ( Berlin Ch Ens)

92
81

DELIUS
Cello Concerto ( Lloyd Webber)
Cello Sonata/Piano works

81

81
81

81
81

(Lloyd Webber etc)
DVORAK
81 Symphony 9, etc ( Mehta)
GEMINIANI
81 Concerti Grossi Op.7 ( ASM)
HANDEL
81 Organ concertos, etc ( Malcolm/
Marriner)
HINDEMITH
81 Violin Concerto ( Oistrakh etc)
HINDEMITH
85 Chamber music ( Debost/
Meunier/Ivaldi/Lee)
HOIST
92 Invocation ( Lloyd Webber etc)
HOWELLS
85 Hymnus Paradisi ( Harper/Tear/
Willcocks)
JENKINS
85 Consort music ( Jones)
KUULA
85 Fairy Tale Pictures, etc
(Heinonen)
MARTINU
85 Cantatas (Veselka)
MENDELSSOHN
81 Octet ( Brandis & Westpal Os) C)
MERIKANTO
85 World of Children ( Heinonen)
MOERAN
85 Symphony in G- minor ( Oakes)

INFORMATION
RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise
our critics findings, but should be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken
as aguide only.
Recording
A

D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre-LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of
special mention, taking it beyond the 'very

80

85
86
86
86
86
86
86

87
87

MOZART
Symphony 41 ( Harnoncourt)
Violin concertos 3 & 5 ( Perlman/
Levine)
Serenade 5, K204 ( Maier)
String quintets K515/516
(Esterhazy 0/Have)
Cosi fan tutte ( Karajan) 0
Concert arias ( various/Hager)
PAGANINI
Violin concertos 1, 3, 4
(Szeryng/Gibson) 0
PROKOFIEV
Classical symphony, etc ( Bátiz)
Violin concertos 1 & 2 ( Stern/
Mehta)

90
90
90
91
91
91

91
91
91

SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphony 5 ( Rostropovich)
Sumphony 12, etc ( Haitink)
SIBELIUS
Symphony 2 (Andrew Davis)
Symphonies 4 & 5 ( Gibson)
Kalevala legends ( Ormandy)
STANFORD
Songs of Sea & Fleet ( Luxon/del
Mar)
STENHAMMAR
Symphony 1 (Járvi)
STRAUSS
Metamorphosen/D&T ( Karajan)
Violin sonata ( Skeinhardt/
Mayorga)

BEST

OF THE MONTH

93

COLLECTIONS
93
93
94
94
94
94
94
94

95
95
95

Bátiz' earthy Prokofiev in a ' high voltage' recording
87
Ashkenazy's super Rachmaninov 3in splendid sound _ 87
Rossini's Barber'very recommendable' from Marriner_ 87
Strauss violin sonata in winning direct-cut sound
91
Turina's brilliant Spanish pieces from Bátiz
92
Ysajœ's violin sonatas — not to be missed
93
Sizzling orchestral pops from Marriner
95
Tour de France by the Light Blues
97
87
87
87
87

Sinfonia Concertante, etc ( Rostropovitch)
Piano sonata 6 ( Pogorelich)
RACHMANINOV
Symphony 2 ( Temirkanov) C)
Symphony 3, etc (Ashkenazy)
RAVEL

87

Gaspard de la Nuit ( Pogorelich)
ROSSINI

87

Barber of Seville ( Marriner)
SAINT-SAËNS

90

Piano concertos 2 & 4 ) Rogó/
Dutoit) ®
SCARLATTI
Sonatas ( Zacharias)
SCHUMANN
Symphony 3, etc ( Mehta)

90
90

good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar
is added to the letter or figure as appropriate:
cg, 13:1*,A*:2 or ( exceptionally) Air:1*.
OHi-Fi News & Record Review.

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its
number is accompanied by: ®( monophonic)
ore)(stereotranscription). @ against an item
in the index above indicates aUK reissue.
dmm = direct metal mastering

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to referto
recorded quality, but do not take account of
individual pressing faults encountered with
ourtest samples. Readers may assume that a
certain proportion of such variable faults will
occur among commercial pressings.

91
92
92
92

92
92
93
93

STRAVINSKY
Rite of Spring ( Davis) ®
TURINA
Danzas Fantasticas, etc ( Bátiz)
VAUGHAN VVILUAMS
Fantasia on Sussex Folk Tunes
(Lloyd Webber etc)
Symphony 5/Wasps Ov.
(Gibson)
VERDI
Seven overtures ( Chailly)
WAGNER
Wagner on record 1926-42 8
Music from the Ring ( Dorati) C)
YSAYE
Violin sonatas ( Shumsky)

CD— THE
RECOMMENDED DISCS
CBS/Sony: Bruckner Symphony 4, BRSOKubelik — 38DC6 — A/B
Decca: DvorakSymphony 9, VPO/Kondrash in
—400 047-2 — A/B; Ravel Daphnis et Chioe,
Montreal SO/Dutoit — 400 055-2 — A; R.
Strauss Don Juan etc, Detroit SO/Dorati —
400 085-2 — A
Denon: Beethoven Symphony 5, Berlin StKSuitner — C37-7001 —A; Dvorak Symphony 9,
Czech PO/Neumann — C37-7002 — A
Nimbus: Nimbus Natural Sound, Various —
NIM 5001-1 — A/C
Oiseau Lyre: Handel Messiah highlights —
AAM/Hogwood — 400 086-2 — A
Philips: Rodrigo guitar concertos, ASM/
Marriner — 400 024-2 — A

ZELENKA
Sonatas for 2 oboes ( Dobrecht/
Ebbinge)

95

ARRAU EDITION (
Brahms/Chopin/Liszt) C)
CBS 'GREAT PERFORMANCES'
(6 composers) ®
CLASSICAL PIANO DUETS
(Beethoven/Dvorak/Liszt)
FAVOURITE OVERTURES (
9
composers)
JEAN-PIERRE RAMPAI (
Corrette/Devienne/Leclair)
KEYBOARD MUSIC (
8 composers, Hogwood)
KIOSQUE 1900 (
Arban/Petit/
Verdi)
LOS ANGELES ORCHESTRAL
POPS
(Strauss/Ravel/
Tchaikovsky)
MARISA ROBLES (
4 composers)
MARRINER'S ORCHESTRAL
POPS (
4 composers)
MIRI IT IS (
more medieval
English music)
MUSIC OF SPAIN VOL 8
(Bream)

95

MUSIC FOR TRUMPET &
ORGAN (
4 composers)
95 NORDIC ROMANCE (
male-voice
choir)
96 OLD SWEDISH ORGANS (
8
composers)
96 ORGAN & BRASS BAND (
Elgar/
Walton/Wills)
96 PAGEANT OF ENGLISH SONG
(Janet Baker) C)
96 POPULAR CHAMBER MUSIC
(Boccherini/Haydn/Mendelssohn) (D
96 PREVIN ORCHESTRAL POPS
(13 composers) 0
97 ROMANCES (
Shepardic songs)
97 ROMANTIC ORGAN MUSIC (
8
composers)
97 ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL
ORGAN (
7 composers)
97 STABAT MATER (
Browne/Cornyshe/Davy)
97
97
97

SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
ORGAN (
8 composers)
TOUR DE FRANCE (
Debussy/
Pouienc./Saint-Saëns)
WALSINGHAM ORGANS (
10
composers)

RCA: Gershwin American in Paris etc, Dallas
SO/Mata — ACID 14551 — A; Julian Bream:
Granados & Albeniz — RCD 14378 — A
Toshiba-EMI: Edita Gruberova: Operatic
arias— CC38-3014 — A
Rock
CBS-Sony: Friday Night in San Francisco —
35DP9
Mercury: Dire Straits Making Movies- 800
050-2; Dire Straits Love over gold- 800
088-2; Steve Miller Band Abracadabra- 800
090-2
Polydor: Abba The Visitor— 800 011-2
DJM: The Superior Sound of Elton John
(1970-75)— 810 062-2
Virgin: Phil Collins Face Values— CDV 2185
Charisma rPeter Gabriel — 800 091-2

J.S. BACH: Chromatic Fantasy & Fugue ( BWV 903)
D Italian Concerto (971) 17 Partita 1 in B b ( 825)
Blandine Verlet (hpd)
Philips 9502 087
Reissues from c.1979

BIZET: Symphony in C O Patrie — Dramatic Overture, Op. 19 El Jeux d'Enfants, Op. 22
Orch Nat de France/Ozawa
HMV ASD 143339 1 digital

These recordings are from sets issued
around 1979. Blandine Verlet gives a superb
account of the Italian Concerto, and her
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue is grand and
rhetorical, as aresult of which it finds favour
with pianists, who are accustomed to such
an interpretation. Her performances of the
Partitas are rather serious and dour, and I
somewhat miss the delicate grace and
humour of the B-flat Partita; nevertheless,
still a sound reading.
The recording is good throughout ( the
Chromatic Fantasy preceded the rest by
about 18 months originally), though not
digital, and — more important, this — the
largish harpsichord used here sounds very
enveloping in effect when the registrations
are rich. However, these are good selections
from extremely professional performances
by a skilled soloist; it's high time she made
some more new records. [ B:1]
Stephen Daw

Twenty-four years after Beecham's FNRO
account of Bizet's youthful symphonic masterpiece comes this new performance also
from Sir Thomas's ' holiday' orchestra —
albeit changed in name. Strings are warmtoned and deft ( apart from a couple of
flurries in the last movement) and I've not
heard such true woodwind intonation from a
French orchestra for some time. Ozawa's
interpretation is strong and lively, and it
reaches aconsiderable intensity in the string
melody of the slow movement. Perhaps it is
the recording, warm and full but rather
opaque, which leads me to find greater
character in the inner part-writing on
Beecham's disc ( SXLP 30260) also recorded
in the Salle Wagram though probably with a
tenth as many microphones. But Ioverstate
the case. The tonal weight in the Pasdeloup commissioned overture ( Berliozian tubthumping in the outer sections encloses a
central episode of gravity and tenderness) is
exciting, and Ozawa's light touch in Jeux
d'Enfants is more than enough to offset any
want of transparency in the recording;
although having praised the woodwind
intonation in the Symphony, Ihave to report
a final chord in the Berceuse which is
enough to make your eyes water. But no
matter. This is a generously filled disc: with
every repeat observed in the Symphony, the
playing time is just twenty seconds short of
the hourell
Andrew Keener

BARTOK: Violin Sonatas 1 and 2
Pinchas Zukerman (vIn)/Marc Neikrug (pno)
CBS D36697 digital
Considering their date of composition — 1921
and 1922 — these two sonatas are very
restrained, almost romantic in mood at
times, especially the first which goes in for
quite afew Lisztian flourishes. The second is
slightly more rebarbative, though still comparatively ' genteel' in its dissonances. Zukerman and Neikrug both approach the music
from the standpoint of its lyrical content,
which is fairly full, and their performances
sing most sweetly. The Menuhins took a
similar line, and though there is perhaps
more obvious passion in Menuhin he is not
as disciplined as Zukerman, nor as well
recorded. This digital recording places the
players in a very naturalistic relationship
with one another and to the listener, and the
balance between the two instruments is
satisfactory. Less rapturous performances,
for those who prefer a more austere
response to Bartok, are to be found in the
Luca-Schoenfield recording on Nonesuch
and by Pauk and Frank' on Hungaroton.
[A/A*11
Kenneth Dommett

BARTOK: Violin Concerto No.1, Op Posth CI HINDEMITH: Violin Concerto ( 1939)
David Oistrakh (vIn)/USSR RSO/Rozdestvensky
Le Chant du Monde LDX 78730 (
Harmonia Mundi)
In 1964 when these two recordings were
made, the distribution of Melodiya-MK
records in this country was a hit-and-miss
affair, and it was not always easy to tell what
was and was not available. If this record was
released here at that time, I have been
unable to verify it. On the face of it one might
have expected Oistrakh to have chosen the
second and more prestigious of Bartok's
violin concertos to offset the lyrical intensity
of Hindemith's great 1939 concerto, of which
he has given so magnetic an account with
the composer on a Decca recording still
available on Ace of Diamonds. As it is, the
lesser of the two Bartok concertos acquires
stature in this performance, though the
general effect is somewhat vitiated by the
edgy recording and the shrillness imparted
to the soloist's upper register. On balance
the Menuhin reissue on HMV is to be
preferred, while for the same reason the
Oistrakh-Hindemith version of the Hindemith
concerto mentioned above is preferable, in
addition to its being a performance of greater intensity. [
C:1]
Kenneth Dommett
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BRUCH: Septet in Eb, Op. post. O Mendelssohn:
Octet in E 4, Op. 20
Berlin Phil Ch Ens/Brandis Quartet/Westphal
Quartet
DG 2532 077 digital
Reissue from 1982
These two complete works, originally issued
in the Berlin Phil chamber ensembles set,
contrast the youthful styles of Mendelssohn
and Bruch. Both performances are good but
not exceptional: the Mendelssohn is a little
ragged in places, especially in the finale
which is taken at a frantic, uncontrolled
pace; the Bruch receives an elegant reading
but would have benefited from more shapely
phrasing. Recordings are on the close side,
with no serious blemishes apart from a
clumsy tape-cut towards the end of the
Octet's second movement. This is the only
recording of the Bruch in the present catalogue, but if you are after the Octet you
might be better advised to look in the
direction of the ASMF Chamber
Ensemble.E13:21
Doug Hammond

DELIUS: Cello SonataxxxD Three Piano Preludes*
D Polka-Zum Carnival'/BOULANGER: D'un Matin
de Printemps•" *** o D'un Soir Taste* " *** D
D'un Vieux Jardine D D'un Jardin Claire D Nocturne* ** LI Cortege* ** o Harmonies du Soil.*"
Eric Parkin (pno)*/Barry Griffiths (vn)**/Keith Harvey (vc)***/Julian Lloyd Webber (vc),,/Eric Fenby
(pno)›,x
Unicorn DKP 9021 digital
Lili Boulanger, sister of Nadia, died in 1918 at
the age of 24, but her music was already
showing signs of an established technique
and a bourgeoning originality. Although
D'un Soir Triste, for example, is redolent of
the composers who influenced her, it is also
a fascinating precursor of Messiaen, both in
the way its textures are set up and in some of
its harmonic progressions. Whether she
would have flamed and faded like afirework
or developed into a major composer is

unknowable, but her few extant works do
suggest that asignificant talent was lost. Eric
Parkin, Barry Griffiths, and Keith Harvey, in
various combinations, give creditable
accounts of seven of her works, and are
agreeably recorded using the Ambisonic/
UHJ stereo compatible system. There is a
spacious disposition of the instruments but
just alittle fouling of the strings by the treble
of the piano in louder sections. ( A pity that
the extreme treble of the instrument was not
tuned more carefully for Harmonies du Soir).
Iwould have preferred music to open side
1 rather than six minutes of Eric Fenby
reading from his book ' Delius as Iknew him':
its text could have been provided as asleeve
insert. However, JLW's performance of the
Delius Cello Sonata, when it arrives, is well
thought out, paced with finesse, and played
with great attention to light and shade. Eric
Fenby's accompaniment, by contrast, is a
little matter-of-fact. The Sonata is badly cut
into the following piano pieces which are,
however, adequately performed by Eric Parkin. [
A/B:2]
Doug Hammond
DVORAK: Symphony No. 9 in e, 'From the New
World' 11 Carnival Overture
L4PO/Mehta
Decca VIV 41
Reissue from 1976
Iwas very enthusiastic about this record
when it first appeared in November 1976.
Since then, however, there have been a
considerable number of other impressive
versions to choose from, as well as reissues
of other celebrated performances, and this
one now seems less of a milestone than it
looked at the time of its initial release. It is a
well controlled reading, glossily played by
the American orchestra, but what then
seemed like the compulsive sweep of real
passion now sounds more contrived and
superficial. The rhythms are limper than I
recalled them, though the interpretation is
consistent, which cannot be said about some
of the rival versions. The Overture still
succeeds splendidly; it is a performance of
energy, colour and point. The recording,
shorn of most of the pre- echo that hampered
enjoyment of the original, is bright and clear
but not epoch-making. [
A/B:2]
Kenneth Dommett
GEMINIANI: Concerti Grossi, Op. 7
ASM/Brown
ASV ALH 927
At the risk of being anecdotal Iwill comment
that, rather like objects which look very nice
until their legs fall off, this issue is very
appealing until you listen to it. My pangs of
disappointment would probably have been
less acute had the record not been so
attractively packaged, the performers not
had such an impeccable pedigree, and if the
issue had not so obviously filled agap in the
catalogue. ( Only the Op.3 Concerti Grossi are
available, but in a number of performances,
including one by ASM and also athoroughly
recommended version by Hogwood and the
AAM on Oiseau Lyre DSLO 526). The present
concertos are of course performed stylishly
enough by both the ripieno group and by the
concertino, with the solo violins of lona
Brown and Malcolm Latchem matching each
other most gracefully; but the impact ( let
alone the beauty!) of the performance just
does not survive the recording. It is
extremely shallow and recessed, with avery
poor tonal range and a most unnatural
balance between the larger group and the
soloists. And where is the warmth of that
silky violin tone for which the ASM are so
renowned? [
C/D: 1/2]
Roger Bowen
HANDEL: Organ Concertos Nos. 13-16 O Trionfo
sonata
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\ With so many
dirs to the e
we can't afford
to keep too
quiet about
the Laskys
Summer Sale.
Value for money has always been aLaskys trade mark.
And starting June 17, more so than ever. It's the start
of the great SummerSale at Laskys
For around six weeks, we'll be
filring our shelves with top flight hi-fi and
all kinds of home entertainment equipment.
And when you're ploughing in well over £ 15 million
worth of stock, you can be sure of anew range of
bargain offers every single day of the week.
And all at dramatically reduced prices.
If you're wise you'll move like lightning. And the
chances are you'll find exactly what you want for less
than you ever dreamed possible.
Now that has to be music to anyone's ears,
doesn't it?
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Or can we?

09v
Millions of customers wait specially for Laskys to have their Summer Sale. For those of you who are not amongst them just cast
your eyes at the bargains below. And remember that's just ataster.
But whether you buy at 100/oor 40%discount,whether it's cash or you take advantage of our instant credit up to £ 1,000*,
one thing never changes.
The unique Laskys commitment.
That means the free two year parts and labour guarantee plus the option to extend to five years still stand.
There's the usuel 14 day exchange period.
And last but not least, maintenance, service and repair. Whoever you are.Whatever you've bought. And wherever you live.
It's all wrapped up by our national network of service engineers.
So does it pay to shout or not? We think it does.
After all with so much stock to sell what is there to lose? Especially when it doesn't make adecibel of difference to the price.
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WHARFEDALE
laser 120
SALE PRICE

£109.90

AR94
B&WDM10
CELESTION DITT 110/2
GOODMANS MEZZO
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SALE PRICE £ 419
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PRICE
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SALE
PRICE SAVING
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guarantee.
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George Malcolm (org)/ASM/Marriner
Argo ZRG 4479
Reissue from 1976
This disc was first issued as part of a set
(D304), was recorded at St. John the
Evangelist, Islington, and, just for information, is played on modern instruments. The
performances are crisp and scholarly as well
as full of joie de vivre — a real pleasure to
hear. The recording quality is excellent, as in
the previous reissue of the series, and afirm
recommendation is in order. IA:1)
Trevor Attewell

HINDEMITH: Mute Sonata LI Piano Duet Sonata* o
Cello Sonata op. 11 No. 3
Michel Debost (fit)/Alain Meunier (v/c) Christian
Iva/di (pno)/Noel Lee (pno)*
Arion ARN 38691 (
Conifer)
How sad it is that we have to rely on
continental producers to acquaint us with
the music of some of the greatest if
unfashionable composers of our time.
Hindemith is a particular case: no major UK
company has essayed any of his vast output
of chamber music, songs or choral music for
years. It is fortunate then, that his cause is
upheld elsewhere, and this excellently
engineered Swiss recording offers us three
diverse examples of his work taken over the
period 1919-39.
The earliest, and certainly most powerful
is the Cello Sonata, a clear product of the
RegerBach strain which dictates the shape
of so much of Hindemith's earlier chamber
music, while its underlying violence also
owes something to the Expressionist phase
through which the composer was passing. It
is excitingly played by Alain Meunier and
Christian Ivaldi, the pianist who accompanies — partners is a better word — Michel
Debost in the lighter, more transparent Flute
Sonata of 1936. The Piano Duet Sonata of
1938, in which lvaldi is joined by Noël Lee, is
a less immediately appealing work, its textures denser and its lines more tortuous. It
remains something of afavourite with piano
duettists, however. Only one thing mars the
total enjoyment of this record, and that is the
lamentable quality of the English translation
of the notes. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

HOWELLS: Hymnus Paradisi
Heather Harper (sop)/Robert Tear (ten)/Bach Ch/
King's College Ch, Cambridge/New Phil/VVillcocks
HMV ESD 1020661
Reissue from 1970

Robert Tear— 'ideal casting'
It is apity both that this disc has been absent
from the catalogue for so long and that EMI
have not cleaned up the sound for this
reissue. Hymnus Paradisi is one of the most
important works in the English choral tradition, almost intolerably moving in parts, and
despite a few miscalculations and inaccuracies this performance captures its spirit
beautifully, with the ideal casting of Heather
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Harper and Robert Tear as soloists. The
essential English quality envisaged by
Howells is finely realised in the choral sound
here, and David Willcocks keeps firm control
of the large forces. The recording, however,
fails to cope with the expanse and range of
the performance and has a manufactured
aura to it. This reissue has an edgy sound,
with emphasis of sibilants, some distortion,
and a lack of clarity. Still an essential record
for the collection, though. [
C/D: 1*/1]
Doug Hammond

JENKINS: Consort Music
The Consort of Musicke/Trevor Jones
Oiseau- Lyre DSLO 600

old) Eero Heinonen whose talents are more
obviously stretched by Kuula's pieces. The
recording, as usual with this company, is
natural sounding and well balanced, and the
pressings excellent. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MARTINU: The Opening of the Wells LI Legend of
the Smoke from Potato-tops CI Dandelion
Romance CI Mikes from the Mountains
Soloists/Kuhn Children's Ch/Czech Phil Ch/Instrumnental Ens/Vese/ka
Supraphon 1112 2631-2 (
2 recs) ( Bond Street
Music)

The son of a carpenter, John Jenkins ( 15921678) showed an early aptitude for music,
played the lute before Charles I, and spent
his life in the service of noble families. He
was also, inevitably, a composer: remarkable not for his innovations and formal
inventiveness, but for developing existing
forms to their highest peak. This collection
consists of dances, fantasies, a late In
Nomine and one piece of battle- music:
Newark Siege. The instrumentation includes
viols, violins and acontinuo organ which is a
copy of a contemporary instrument — and
hand- blown; it is a delicious little creature.
Thus the Florilegium series continues its
majestic progress with a programme which
delights both mind and ear. I was not
supplied with a list of the performers, but it
goes without saying that they are all experts
and all devoted to the music of the period. If
the stately homes of the 17th century were
filled with music like this, they were indeed
pleasant places in which to live.
The recording is to the usual good standard of the series. Made in the church of St.
George the Martyr, the acoustic is pleasing
and appropriate, with the structure of the
music intelligible. The organ, Ifelt, could
have been more audible: it lacks the penetrating power of a harpsichord, and its contribution, to my ear, could be better appreciated. This is a small point, which in no way
diminishes the attraction and value of this
beautiful issue. [
A/B:1]
Peter Turner

When one has heard any of this music
performed by Czech artists one becomes
aware of how profoundly it seems to express
a deep emotional attachment to the country
and its culture. The poems are based on local
folk traditions, and Martinu has caught their
basic simplicity with extraordinary skill. He
produced these settings, in exile, between
1955 and 1959, and the instrumentation
varies from the simple Dandelion Romance
to the more colourful Legend which includes
flute ( recorder here), clarinet, horn, accordion and piano. Although The Opening of
the Wells is the one most favoured by the
Czechs, it contains some spoken dialogue
which, though it can be followed from the
text provided, may be a little off-putting to
non- Czechs. My personal favourite is the
Legend, which Ifind deeply affecting quite
independent of national associations. There
are people to whom this aspect of Martinu is
anathema, who find this simplistic music
totally uncongenial; but to those who do
respond it strikes a profounder note than
much of his more ambitious output.
The records were made as long ago as
1967, but this is their first release here. The
sound and balance are not all that one would
expect from modern recording, and there is
the occasional bump which appears to be
endemic. The soloists are reasonably good,
though they could perhaps have put a bit
more feeling into their music — Sona Kaucka
in Dandelion Romance is an exception — as
do the choir. But it is unlikely that we shall
have new versions for some time. [
8:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

KUULA: Three Fairy Tale Pictures El Three Pieces/
MERIKANTO: From the World of Children
Eero Heinonen (pno)
BIS LP- 198 dmm (£5.65) ( TOL)

MOERAN: Symphony in g
English Sinfonia Orch/Dilkes
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-524 (
Tek Marketing)
Reissue from 1973

Toivo Kuula ( 1883-1918) was a Finnish
Romantic whose music has not travelled far
from Scandinavia. A piano trio is available
on the same label, but apart from these two
sets of atmospheric and fantastic pieces,
there is little on which to form astrong view
or to test the assertion of certain commentators that Kuula was, in his non- orchestral
music at least, breaking away from the
powerful influence Sibelius wielded over
Finnish music of the time. Some trace of
French impressionist influence can be felt,
but is not strong, and certainly not dominant.
Of the two sets, the Three Fairy Tale Pictures
of 1912 are the most varied in style and most
inventive, the second of them being
unusually virtuosic. The Three Pieces contain aWedding March which has apparently
acquired general popularity in Finland and is
said to rival those of Mendelssohn and
Wagner.
Osker Merikanto ( 1868-1924) is, on this
evidence, a more direct character than
Kuula. The ten pieces which make up his
'Children's Corner' are very varied, with
relatively simple tunes designed to be
played by as well as enjoyed by children.
They sound rather ambitious for young
performers, but they can be listened to easily
enough. Like the Kuula pieces they are
admirably canvassed by the young ( 33 year

Mobile Fidelity have gone to considerable
trouble to refurbish this early ' 70s EMI issue
of Moeran's G- minor Symphony, with halfspeed mastering from original tapes,
Japanese pressing in top quality vinyl, and
above- average packaging. A vivid, actionpacked sound is the result, with an excellent
stereo field and lifelike depth, an extended
frequency range, and a very effective dynamic spread. There is an attendant HF emphasis, aslight feel of compartmentalisation at
times, and also some unexpected hints of
pre- echo, but in general the quality of the
recording is very impressive.
The performance is not of the same high
standard, with some scrappy playing from
the English Sinfonia and inaccurate ensemble and intonation; the woodwind swirls of
the second movement, for example, are
flattened out at the top, and the firsts are not
always in complete agreement in faster
passages. But great affection for the work
and spirited vigour go a long way to compensate for this. [
A:2]
Doug Hammond

MOZART: Symphony No. 41 in C, K551 'Jupiter'
Concertgebouw/Harnoncourt
Telefunken 6.42848AZ dmm
85

This is a heavy and surprisingly mannered
performance. As to be expected in a recording which occupies two full sides, all the
repeats are played, but there is no attempt to
secure anything approaching period lightness of texture or performing style, and the
result compares unfavourably with the
Academy of Ancient Music's version on the
most recent of their L'Oiseau Lyre releases.
There, the symphony's classical proportions
are clearly defined but are delineated in
clear-cut and unfussy lines. Harnoncourt
seems over-anxious to secure a degree of
weightiness to justify the work's title, and
attempts to achieve it by a self-conscious
moulding of phrases, immediately observable in the way the first subject theme is
allowed to die limply away. Throughout,
these mannerisms intrude to undermine the
impact of the performance.
The recording, another of Telefunken's
'direct metal' efforts, is not particularly ingratiating: it has exchanged the previous
blaring effect of some earlier examples with
plummy, bass orientated sound which,
memory tells me, does not properly reflect
the acoustics of the Concertgebouw either.
[B:2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin Concerto No. 3in G, K216 O Violin
Concerto No. 5 in A, K219
Itzak Perlman (vIn)NPO/Levine
DG 2532 080 digital

Perlman gives a sparkling account of the
A- major concerto and awarm hearted one of
the lovely G- major, and he is supported by
some fine playing from Levine and the
orchestra. James Levine has come in for
criticism in certain quarters for what is
regarded as a too ebullient approach to
Mozart, but few, Ifancy, will find it necessary
to level this charge at these sympathetic
performances. Of course, there is little here
that makes concessions to any ' period' style:
these are thoroughly modern performances
in concept by both soloist and orchestra.
Perlman has provided his own cadenzas, and
his use of double- stopping is such that
Mozart may have turned a quizzical eye ( or
ear) toward the performer. In common with
most that emanate from Vienna, the recording has a luminosity and depth that is very
attractive, and is especially kind to the wind
balance. The soloist is slightly forward, but
that again is a modern phenomenon, and is
not particularly distracting. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade No. 5in D, K204 Ill March K215
Collegium Aureum/dir Maier
Harmonia Mundi 1C067-99 958 digital
The only other version of this Serenade
currently listed is the belatedly released
Vienna Mozart Ensemble recording which
came out in 1980 ( Decca JB 88). That is a
very stylish performance as one would
expect from such a source, much more so
than this new one which suffers atear- away
first movement — the March on this recording comes at the end whereas Boskovsky
leaves it out altogether. There are also some
curious turns and appoggiature which sound
awkward, but Maier's solo violin playing is
itself quite sweet and matches that of Küchl's
86

in the Boskovsky recording. The second
Andante, which incidentally forms the slow
movement of the symphony Mozart culled
from the serenade, is rather slack compared
with Boskovsky or with the symphony version by the Academy of Ancient Music. In
spite of using period instruments Collegium
Aureum make no great pretence of an historical approach to the music. The digital
recording offers clean, well balanced sound
and is much better than Decca's. The performance, however, is not. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: String Quintet in C. K515 O String
Quintet in g, K516
Esterhazy String OuartetNVim Ten Have (via)
L'Oiseau Lyre DSLO 610
This record arrived too late for inclusion in
my survey of Mozart's chamber music for
'Music on Record' [
to appear soon — Ed] but
my reactions here are similar to those to this
ensemble's approach to the quartets. Its
appeal will depend to a large extent on how
well one responds to the decidely dry and
rasping string sound produced by the players' renunciation of vibrato, and by the
peculiarly gutteral sound of the lower strings
in particular. This quality is especially noticeable in the first movement of the C- major
quintet.
However, if this presumably ' period'
sound appeals you will find a great deal to
enjoy in the performances themselves.
These are scholarly without being unduly
arid, and in the G- minor the players resist
any attempt to infuse the music with the
romantic trappings of tragedy with which it
has become associated. This is a genuinely
'period' performance in which the more
appropriate characteristic Empfindsamkeit is
engendered. Some will no doubt find the
performance of this particular quintet lacking
in the explicit passions they have come to
expect from Mozart in G- minor, though if
they listen carefully, notably to the Adagio,
the feeling of disturbance is obvious enough.
The recording is clear and detailed and very
carefully balanced, so that it is possible to
savour the imaginative scoring of the two
violas rather better than in most versions.
[A:1/1*I
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Cosi fan tutte
Schwarzkopf/Merriman/Simoneau/Otto/Bruscantini/Philharmonia Ch & Orch/Karajan
EMI RLS 7709
(
3 recs)
Reissue from 1955
This, the classic first LP recording of Cosi,
was released on the Columbia label in
September 1955. It was a pre-stereo production, and thankfully no attempt has been
made to simulate astereo image. Apart from
Karajan's stylish direction, with aPhilharmonia at the very height of its powers, he was
blessed with a cast whose corporate gifts
wrested most of the magic from the opera,
despite some cuts.
Schwarzkopf, aquite superlative Fiordiligi,
is vocally well offset by Merriman's
Dorabella, though as an interpreter Schwarzkopf has most of the running. Lisa Otto's
Despina is the conventional portrayal, and
she is not among the greatest to fill the role,
but Simoneau's superb Ferrando and Panerai's well contrasted Guglielmo are among
the best on record, while it is arguable that
there has never been a better Alfonso than
Bruscantini. The sheer liquidity of his singing
and persuasiveness of his characterisation is
surely one of the classic gramophone operatic performances, and the set is worth it just
to hear him.
The mono sound is naturally congested by
modern standards, but has come up
extremely well. Overall, though, it is questionable whether this Cosi, fine as it is in
detail, surpasses Blihm's 1963 version —

again with Schwarzkopf and on the same
label. [
H:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: The Concert Arias — complete recording
Edita Gruberova (sop)/Edith Mathis (sop)/Lucia
Popp (sop)/Lilian Sukis (sop)/Hanna Schwarz (aft)/
Claes Ahnsjel,(ten)/Francisco Araiza (ten)/Thomas
Moser (ten)/Walter Berry (bass)/Robert Lloyd
(bass)/Mozarteum Orch/Leopold Hager
DG 2740 281 (
5 recs)
This is a virtually complete recording of all
Mozart's concert arias. A few additional ones
are listed in Eric Blom's Mozart in the ' Master
Musicians' series, but these were originally
intended for operas, like ' Rivolgete a lui lo
sguardo' ( K584) which was meant for Guglielmo in Cosi fan tutte and is not included in
this set. Blom attributed the comparative
neglect of many of these arias to the fact that
they are 'too much of atechnical problem for
the degenerated modern art of singing'(!).
Certainly they were written for some of the
greatest singers of the day. As Mozart wrote,
'I want an aria to fit asinger as perfectly as a
finely made suit of clothes', and this very fact
makes them all the more difficult for artists
of succeeding generations. Many were also
written before Mozart reached his musical
maturity, and are formal and elaborate display pieces. Nevertheless there are some
wonderful examples, the finest of all,
perhaps, being ' Resta o cara' ( K528) which
was written for Josephine Du§ek.
Some of the more hair-raising difficulties
occur in the arias sung by Edita Gruberova,
who is certainly much 'Defter than she was in
her recital record which Ireviewed in May
1982. The most challenging of all is ' lo non
chiedo, eterni Dei' ( K316), where the singer
has to ascend to the ' G' in alt. The best of the
singers are Gruberova, Lilian Sukis and
above all Lucia Popp among the sopranos,
while the tenor Francisco Araiza and the bass
Walter Berry are also excellent. In fact the
overall standard of performance in this difficult undertaking is high, and the set should
prove an invaluable addition to the recorded
library of Mozart's music.
The recordings, which were made
between March 1979 and October 1982 are
good technically, with excellent support
from the Mozarteum Orchestra under
Leopold Hager. The balance is very satisfactory and there is a wide stereo spread with
clean orchestral definition. [
A/B:1/2]
John Freestone

PAGANINI: Violin Concertos Nos. 1, 3 & 4
Szeryng (vin)/LSO/Gibson
Philips 6725 029 (
2 recs)
Reissues from 1971, 1976
This 2- record set of three of the four fullyscored Paganini concertos has been reissed
by Philips to commemorate Henryk Szeryng's 65th birthday and the golden jubilee of
his distinguished career. It is afitting tribute,
for not only are these fine, sympathetic
performances, but this 1971 recording of the
3rd concerto was also the first full-scale
performance of the work since Paganini's
death. Szeryng's technique and tuning are
exemplary, and the humour that he brings to
the ltalianate prima donna yearnings of the
violin in the long first movement to the 3rd
concerto and the slow movement of the 4th
are clear illustrations of his understanding of
Paganini's intentions. The lack of variety in
his full-bodied tone, could, however, be
tiring if all the works were to be heard at one
sitting.
The LSO makes avery fine prop here ( that
is all Paganini would allow of his orchestras
— he wanted no competition) and although
the recorded sound is dated, particularly in
the 3rd concerto, it is still most acceptable.
[13/C:1*/1/2]
Barbara Jahn
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PROKOFIEV: Classical Symphony 11 Lieutenant
Kijé — suite CI Love for Three Oranges — suite
LPO/Bátiz
EMI ASD 4414 digital
Nobody could accuse Bátiz of selling these
scores short - least of all the two suites.
'Substantial' is the word that first springs to
mind: he positively revels, for instance, in
the weightier aspects of Love for Three
Oranges, grinding home the grotesque dissonances, sharpening the contrasts, generally heightening colours. Les Ridicules hurls
us straight into this quirky and bizarre world,
Bátiz's full-blown delivery of the opening
flourishes giving way to an uncommonly
nonchalant account of that pert little woodwind theme. Especially telling here is his
response to dynamic contrasts: featherweight woodwinds and the merest wisps
of surrounding string texture really catch the
breath after the roar of what has gone
before. Mind you, it must be said that he is
notably well served from first to last by the
generous dynamic and frequency range of
EMI's high-voltage recording. Both Scéne
infernale and La Fuite benefit enormously
from sonorously responsive bass frequencies. Indeed, you'd go a long way Ifancy to
match the welter of rasping lower brass
which underscores the climactic demise of
the evil-doers in La Fuite.
Turning over the disc, Ialso much enjoyed
Bátiz's earthy way with the Kijé suite. He
catches well the sardonic smile that too
many miss, pointing up, for instance, the
sour rusticity of Prokofiev's clever scoring in
Romance - uncouth bassoons, basses et al.
A genial account of the Classical Symphony
completes the programme: a little on the
beefy side, Ithought, but sensibly paced,
clean of line and blessed, as is the entire
disc, with stylish playing from the LPO. [
A*: 1]
Edward Seckerson

PROKOFIEV: Violin Concertos Nos. 1 & 2
Stern/NYPO/Mehta
CBS 37802 digital

Nor is the technique what it was: there are
far too many lapses in co-ordination, too
many precipitate, unfinished phrases.
Sound-wise, Ihave to say that CBS have
perpetrated here some absurdly unnatural
and unflattering balances between soloist
and orchestra. Stern himself is much too
close for comfort, given the edgy, classy cast
of the recording, but did the producer really
intend to locate his woodwinds and harp in
the laps of the first- desk fiddles throughout
the first movement? [
C/B:1/3]
Edward Seckerson

PROKOFIEV: Sinfonia Concertante Op. 125 II Two
waltzes for orchestra
Rostropovitch/Leningrad PO/USSR RSO/Sanderling/Samossoud
Chant du Monde LDX 78732 (
Harmonia Mundi)
Reissue from 1965
It really is time that somebody lured Rostropovitch back into the studio for a modern
recording of this extraordinary piece. It was
he, after all, who inspired its creation, he
whose very special talents dictated its content. It is vintage Prokofiev - a kaleidoscopic
melting-pot of weird, wonderful and beautiful ideas. For the soloist it runs the gamut of
the instrument's technical capabilities, but
the real wonder of the piece to my mind lies
in its cunning weave of solo part and large
orchestra. That is clearly why there can be no
substitute for decent recorded sound and
why Ifind it difficult to decide which of
Rostropovitch's two elderly recordings can
be considered the lesser liability: this reissue
- erratically balanced, nasal and grating of
tone - or his reading with Sargent on HMV
Concert Classics, better recorded but paler
as an interpretation. Either will serve only to
familiarise you with a fascinating work, so
proceed with caution until ( hopefully) something better comes along [
D:1]
Edward Seckerson

PROKOFIEV: Piano Sonata No. 6 in A. Op. 82/
RAVEL: Gaspard de la Nuit
¡vo Pogorelich (pno)
DG 2532 093 digital

It goes without saying that certain aspects of
these marvellous scores profit enormously
from the devil-may-care panache of Stern's
delivery. The fire in his bow, the touch of
gypsy in his soul, prove absolutely irresistable when it comes to the gritty scherzo of
No. 1, for instance, or the flamboyant finale
of No. 2 ( the coda here is uncommonly
exciting). Similarly, you'd go far to match his
ripely uninhibited way with the soaring lines
of the second concerto's Andante assai (
2nd
mov). Yet for all the high- profile excitement
that Stern brings to those passages revealing the more extravert side of Prokofiev's
nature ( vigorously abetted by Mehta and the
NYPO with colours garish and boldly
defined), his is no match for a Perlman or a
Kyung-Wha Chung in conveying the fairytale magic, the illusion of musical innocence
that the outer movements of the first concerto engender. One misses the rapture of
Perlman, the purity of Chung. Stern's predilection for vibrant tone and freely expressive rubatos is, in this context, self-defeating.
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There seemed little tenderness in
Pogorelich's Ondine from Ravel's Gaspard ( it
is, after all, a love song) when Iheard it on
LVVT's portrait of him a few months back.
Perhaps the sight of so proudly self-assured
a personality explaining, practising and performing the piece served to diminish the
humanity and vulnerability which informs
part of all the greatest recorded Gaspards
(Gieseking, Casadesus and Argerich among
them). Nevertheless, alone in one's room
with this recording there seems no such
deficiency. With crystalline tone and rhythmic lucidity at the opening, the manner is by
turns caressing and capricious, with melting
pianissimos. Therre is deftness, lucidity and
humour as well as scarifying ferocity in
Scarbo, a chilling mystery in the quiet passage of whole-tones towards the end, and
above all pathos, both in this movement
(where appropriate) and in Ondine. Le Gibet,
very slow, is hypnotic.
Stage presence and musical personality
seem perfectly matched in Prokofiev's Sixth
Sonata. No-one has more potently captured
the nonchalant irreverence of the two- in- abar Allegretto (
Peter Donohoe on ASD 4321
is to my mind too slow here) or the strutting
gait of the opening, while the sultry half-tone
and svelte manner at the opening of the third
movement, dangerously narcissistic to
some, strike a note of parody at a rather
deeper level. There is menace in that halftone, too. Whereas Donohoe is alert and
clarion- like at the Finale return of the Sonata's opening theme, Pogorelich insinuates it;
you thought it had gone, but here it is again,
like a hissed, demonic whisper at your right

ear. The coda is eruptive, with a staggering
range of colour, and DG's recording is clean,
vibrant and immediate. [
A:1]
Andrew Keener
RACHMANINOV: Symphony No. 2
RPO/Ternirkanov
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-523 (
Tek Marketing)
Reissue from 1978
Ispoke in quite glowing terms of this redblooded, archetypically slavonic reading
in my April Rachmaninov survey. Soundwise it represented for me ( and, Iseem to
recall, for Chris Breunig too) a vintage EMI
analogue production - rich, warm and
immediate. So, if the performance still
tempts you in the face of hot competition
from Previn and Ashkenazy, then this halfspeed Original Master transfer is well worth
the extra outlay. Indeed, in terms of smoothness ( blissfully silent surfaces of course),
additional bloom in the lower frequencies
and brilliance on top ( a little cut may be
necessary to counteract 'fizz'), a side by side
comparison with the original ASD reveals
quite revelatory quality gains [
A:1/2]
Edward Seckerson

RACHMANINOV: Symphony No. 311 Youth Symphony
Concertgebouw/Ashkenazy
Decca SXDL 7531 digital
Congratulations to Decca on a recording
which succeeds triumphantly in reconciling
the ambience of Concertgebouw hall with a
clarity and sharpness of focus that leaves not
asemi- quaver unturned. The percussion, for
instance, from the highest, brightest frequencies of tambourine and triangle to the
deepest resonances of the bass- drum, is
astonishingly vivid. I've not heard anything
better from Decca since their Dutoit Daphnis
& Chloe.
As for the performance, in my recent
Rachmaninov survey Ispoke of Ashkenazy
not having put anything finer on disc ( as
conductor) than his account of the Second
Symphony. Allow me to up- date that remark.
Once more we've all passion and dynamism
of an echt Russian performance with none of
the attendant brashness. Passages of high
dramatic colour combine an acute sense of
impulsiveness and spontaneity with absolute control. Inner tensions are tautly sustained and rubatos judged to a nicety. Take
the first movement second subject. What a
contrast here to the self-conscious cajolings
of Maazel's recent DG disc. Likewise the
impassioned second subject of the finale: I
don't think I've ever heard this lovely idea
flower so gloriously. Just listen to the trumpets and then horns as they swell here from
the wash of string texture. On this form the
Concertgebouw Orchestra has few peers.
Don't get too excited about the Youth
Symphony. This single- movement curiosity
- a cross between early Tchaikovsky and
Rimsky-Korsakov - was almost certainly
intended as part of a would-be larger work.
The real Rachmaninov had still to emerge.
[A*:11
Edward Seckerson

ROSSINI: Barber of Seville
Baltsa/Burgess (m-sops)/Araiza (ten)/Allen/Noble/
Trimarchi (bars)/Best/Lloyd (bass)/Ambrosian Op
Ch/ASM/Marriner
Philips 6769 100 (
3 recs) digital
This highly successful new Barber features a
very strong cast. Thomas Allen sings with
the fine tone, tuning and diction that we have
come to expect of him, and although his
Figaro comes across as a less knock-about
character than usual, this view lends solidity
and an element of serious social comment to >90
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the production. Francisco Araiza has a glorious voice and displays the full range of his
expressive ability as Almaviva. Ifind Agnes
Baltsa's two-voice approach to Rosina less
convincing, though accept that this may be
nearer the original mode of performance.
She is brilliantly light and believable in the
recitative and ensembles, but for the arias

she adopts an almost matronly fullness
which, despite her fine singing, gives an
impression of age at odds with the character.
Robert Lloyd as Basiiio marvellously lays on
the humour, and although Domenico Trimarchi finds Bartolo's patter song just alittle too
fast, he is excellent elsewhere.
To complement all this, the ASM contributes an accompaniment that is a joy to
hear. Bowing and articulation are precisely
coordinated throughout and in the splendid
ensembles Marriner has the balance
between orchestra and vocalists just right.
The version of the opera used has some of
its recitative pruned, which is no great
imposition, and the recording is smooth and
accurate. It has no harshness or distortion
and carries the dynamic extremes with ease,
presenting the singers with great immediacy
as though in a room rather than on astage.
Although the exact relationship between
orchestra and vocalists in terms of front-toback positioning is not always clear, the
left-to- right placing is exemplary. Very
recommendable. 1A/A*:1*/11
Doug Hammond

SAINT-SAËNS: Piano Concerto No. 2in g D Piano
Concerto No. 4 in c
Pascal Rogó (pno)/RPO/Philharmonia/Dutoit
Decca SXL 7008
Reissue from 1981

Competition, now as in October 1981 when I
reviewed Rogé's set of all five concertos, lies
with Aldo Ciccolini whose single disc of Nos.
2 and 4 is still available ( CDS 3750). Either
would grace any collection, but it is Rogé
who discovers the greater range of colour,
who offers deft characterisation as well as
nimble ringers in the G- minor Finale. He also
produces ravishing halflights — as do the
strings of the Philharmonia ( called the ' Royal
Philharmonia' on the label) — in the arpeggios of the Fourth Concerto's opening
Allegro moderato, and he captures a quiet
nostalgia in the same movement's closing
pages. When reviewing the box Ithought
that the piano swam a little in the RPO
recordings. Idon't think so now, and Ican
detect no difference between this recut and
the original. So you can blame my ears. [
A:1]
Andrew Keener

D. SCARLATTI: Sonatas in c ( K. 247), D ( 118), D
(436), B ( 544), D (516), D (517), G ( 124), A (208), A
(209), E 1
, (474) & E 1
, (475)
Christian Zacharias (pno)
EMI ESD 7183

This recital was recorded in Switzerland in
June 1981 and is new to the U.K. The sound
is well captured, although Iprefer a rather
narrower image for the piano, particularly

for eighteenth-century music; but nothing
very special in comparison with other recent
piano recordings, or even some older ones.
The playing does not arouse my sympathies too much either, I'm afraid. The
music is treated as virtuoso demonstration
material, which Ithink does it less than
justice. AlthoLgh Iam coming increasingly
to admire Scarlatti, and the actual music
selected here is of a high standard, Iturned
with relief to Gilbert Rowland's harpsichord
series, where the bittersweet subtleties of
Scarlatti's chamber- music style sound more
pointed, more contrasted and more lyrical.
EMI do deserve credit, however, for an
apparent reawakening of interest in Baroque
music recently. Long may this continue!

reading — all the more moving for its quiet
understatement. Nevertheless, one cannot
but respond to the hyper- intensity of this
new reading. Rostropovich achieves an
uncommonly chilling effect with those long
string tremolandos and positively tears the
heart out with his cellos at the climax. This
may not be the greatest orchestra in the
world, but the level of commitment sweeps
all before it.
As for the recording, it is true that acertain
amount of focus- pulling does go on, that
'extras' like piano and side-drum are apt to
leap forward at key moments. On this occasion, though, Ifound none of these balance
quirks too obtrusive and simply enjoyed the
sound: its immediacy, its tonal burnish.

[C:2/3]

[A/B:1/11
Stephen Daw

Edward Seckerson

SCHUMANN: Symphony No. 3, 'Rhenish' D Manfred Overture, Op. 115
VPO/Mehta
Decca SXDL 7555 digital

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 12 'The Year
1917' El Overture on Russian & Kirghiz Folk
Themes
Concertgebouw/Haitink
Decca SXDL 7577 digital

Here is an impressive new reading of Schumann's Rhenish Symphony to stand beside
any already in the catalogue. Mehta has
chosen not to dig too deeply into the implications of this work, not to create a heavily
profound, Germanic interpretation; yet the
result is neither too slack not too lightweight.
Much of the credit for the success of this
approach must go to the Vienna Phil,
perhaps the best orchestra to bring off this
tricky exercise. Mehta has made each of the
movements of equal weight and his attention to detail in movements 2 and 3 gives
them a new emphasis. The finesse of the
Viennese playing leads to some lack of bite,
highlighted by a recording that is lacking in
body at ff, but the smooth excellence of the
phrasing and balance does lend the work a
geniality often missing in other performances.
Manfred cannot be approached with the
same lack of vigour or urgency and the
reading here is somewhat drab for such a
powerful work. The hints of poor intonation
in wind chords — also present in the symphony — are more apparent in this performance, and the lack of weight in the recording
is even more inappropriate.
Except for these criticisms and an occasionally unnatural tint to the horn sound, the
recording is fine for both pieces. The stereo
placing is especially realistic, with no hint of
compartmentalisation. The orchestra is set
at a respectable distance, but the resonant
acoustic is not accompanied by any loss of
detail. [
A/B:1*/2]
Doug Hammond

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 5
Nati SO, Washington/Rostropovich
DG 2532 076 digital

Your reaction to this performance might well
depend on your view of Haitink's recent
Decca account, for whilst both conductors
plainly see eye-to-eye on what it is that the
symphony is eventually saying, the means
by which they arrive at the finale's hollow
peroration places them at opposite ends of
the interpretative spectrum. Haitink — noble,
spacious, cool, serious — for me underplayed
the anxiety, the inner-tensions; Rostropovich, on the other hand, goes all out for the
theatricality. Temperament is written all over
his performance, the pent-up nervous energies manifest in little nudges of tempo and
bold dynamic contrasts. Pianissimos hang
by a thread, the fortissimos are raucous,
full-throated, not least at points of release
like the head-flinging Largamente which
tops the first movement development, or the
big central climax of the finale. The emotional temperature of the slow movement is
extremely high, and here Imust say Imiss
the purity, the cool, still poetry of Haitink's

Ihave never shared the fashionable scholarly contempt for this symphony, and for
many this could be just the performance to
dispel doubts and encourage re-evaluation.
In my view, Haitink's near-completed cycle
has thus far yielded nothing better. It's a
performance that makes no apologies whatsoever for the work's unashamedly brash
filmic gestures, its cacophonous heavy scoring and thumping celebratory paean 'to
October, the Commune and Lenin!' More
importantly, it's aperformance which builds
upon the strength of the work's ingenious
cyclic structure — its cunning transposition of
themes and its logical evolution. From the
outset, Haitink and his magnificent orchestra
have clearly determined to take off the
gloves. Lacerating horn sforzandos, shrill
woodwinds, martial trumpets and heavy
percussion are driven home with an abandon that I've often missed in earlier recordings of the series.
Here, though, lies the rub, for whilst
Decca's recording is as imposing in depth
and spread as one could wish, Ido feel that
the rear of the orchestra has on this occasion
been overly recessed — given the nature of
Shostakovich's scoring and the generous
reverberation of the Concertgebouw.
Against this, though, must be weighed a
most eloquent realisation of the rarified
second movement Razliv — its plangent
bassoon solos and desolate clarinets drifting
evocatively across one of the composer's
bleakest landscapes— and astartling account
of the transition from third movement to
Finale, from growling lower brass and
strings to that riotous eruption of syncopated percussion. The fill- up is something of
a rarity: inconsequential but entertaining.
Doubtless you will spot the cheeky backreference to the Sixth Symphony in its
closing bars. [
A/B:11
Edward Seckerson

SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 2
Toronto SO/Davis
CBS D 37801 digital

Once again Ifind myself wondering where
all the Andrew Davis flair has gone. Recent
recordings — Strauss' Alpine Symphony,
Elgar's Enigma and now this Sibelius 2nd —
have each displayed the same worrying
traits: aroutine play- safe formality, alack of
spiritual energy behind the notes. Concentration drifts very quickly here: one waits in
vain for some surprise of colour or inflection
to make one think again about a familiar
phrase.
In his review of Davis's recent Enigma,
Andrew Keener used words like ' prosaic' and
'sluggish', and I'm afraid I find myself
reaching for them again now. The first

movement, for instance, quite simply
doesn't seem to go anywhere. The opening
pages bring only a dutiful response to the
notes and progress to that pulsing central
climax is coloured by a disconcerting air of
lethargy. This absence of follow-through
tension has an even more serious effect on
the extraordinary second movement. Davis
doesn't 'fill' the potent silences which punctuate each successive climax: the movement
sags for lack of motivation.
Turn to Beecham or SzeII and, quite
frankly, you are hearing a different work.
Even the finale fails to stir the spirit here. The
big tune, sounding weary and effortful,
brings with it little sense of renewal, of
regeneration, while the concluding affirmation offers us decibel power, certainly, but
not, Ifear, the power of utterance to back it
up. Andrew Davis's excellent Toronto players serve him staunchly throughout, but here
too it's the personality that is wanting. Not
that CBS have exactly helped matters with a
recording in which anything above forte is
apt to sound fierce and unyielding. [
C/B:3/4]
Edward Seckerson

S1BEUUS: Symphony No. 4 El Symphony No. 5
SNO/Gibson
Chandos ABAD 1074 digital
Gibson takes care not to impose any superfluous expressive gloss on these scores, but I
do wish that they had more fibre. Take No. 5:
here is awell-crafted, clean- limbed account
with asure grasp of pace and transition, not
to mention an exhilarating vitality at key
moments of release (the coda of the first
movement, for instance). What it lacks,
though, is musical imagination. Gibson's
tendency here is to be over- literal, and time
and again Ifound myself longing for that
elusive touch of individuality, of distinctive
colour. The big telling horn theme of the
Finale, for instance, sounds wooden and
monochromatic, where with a little more
infusion from the rostrum it could and
should sound stirring, uplifting.
Altogether more satisfying is No. 4, whose
austere and forbidding world elicits a performance of far stronger personality. The
pungency of the orchestration is strikingly
well projected (terrifically assertive clarinets
in the Finale) and Iwas much impressed by
Gibson's account of the incomparable Largo,
even if it does lack the awesome breadth and
vision of Karajan's EMI reading.
Chandos have once again done the SNO
proud with their vibrant, big- boned recording. The subterranean resonances at the
start of the Fourth can, Ithink, bear comparison even with Decca's Ashkenazy disc, while
fine full-throated sounds from brass and
timpani have been faithfully captured
throughout. I'm afraid, though, that not even
the flattering halo of reverberance provided
by Glasgow's SNO Centre can disguise the
fact that the strings of this orchestra remain
very much its Achilles' heel. [
A:2/3]
Edward Seckerson

SIBEUUS: Four Legends from the 'Kalevala'
Philadelphia/Ormandy
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-521 (
Tek Marketing)
Reissue from 1979
This splendid disc was one of EMI's first
three Philadelphia recordings, and what a
pleasure it was to hear something which at
least approximated to the true opulence of
that orchestra's sound after so many disappointing releases from CBS and RCA. With
a little top-cut this Original Master transfer
gives anew lease of life to four marvellously
showy performances. The Philadelphians
certainly make a meal here of young Sibelius's most sumptuous texturing — and why
not? Depth of field and tonal bloom are most
impressive, while the bass-drum has come
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STRAUSS: Metamorphosen D Death and Transfiguration
BPO/Karajan
DG 2532 074 digital

up with window-shaking realism in this new
transfer. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson
STANFORD: Songs of the Sea D Songs of the Fleet
Benjamin Luxon (bar)/Bournemouth SO & Ch/
Norman del Mar
EMI ASD 4401
Stanford's music is rather neglected nowadays, but these two song-cycles are still
well-known and show what afine composer
he was, particularly in his vocal works.
Songs of the Sea were first performed in
1904 and Songs of the Fleet in 1910, and they
are admirable settings of Sir Henry Newbolt's poems. Peter Dawson's recordings of
some of these songs were best sellers for
many years; Benjamin Luxon brings the
right approach to them, although he does
not sing with the warm rounded tone which
Dawson achieved. In the quieter songs his
voice has a most sympathetic quality, but it
sounds rather dry when he sings forte,
particularly in the patter of 'The Old Superb".
He is given excellent support throughout by
the Bournemouth players and singers under
the direction of Norman del Mar.
The recording of the chorus and orchestra
is good, with a well diffused stereo image
and agenerally lively acoustic, but Iam not
so happy about the solo voice which could
with advantage have been slightly more
prominent. [
B:1/2]
John Freestone
STENHAMMAR: Symphony No. 1in F
Gothenburg SO/Jârvi
BIS LP•219 dmm (£5.65) (TOL)
A growing revival of interest in the music of
Stenhammar, the contemporary of Sibelius
and Nielsen, is bringing to light works of
unsuspected individuality, though so far not
many have found their way on to the British
lists. His masterpiece is probably the second
of his two symphonies, available on Caprice.
The First, composed during 1902-3, is not in
the same class, though it has been espoused
by several distinguished conductors. It is
over- long and was heavily enough indebted
to both Brahms and Wagner to persuade its
author not to release it. It has some good
ideas, and the first two movements are quite
strong, but the third, Allegro amabile.
though it has atmosphere, lacks the necessary rhythmic vitality, while the finale, lasting over fifteen minutes, does not hold the
attention.
The recording is a live one made last
September about the time Neeme Járvi took
up his post as the Gothenburg Orchestra's
chief conductor. It is awell balanced recording, a little heavy in climaxes, but without
intrusive 'crowd noises'. It is an interesting
issue throwing light on Stenhammar's
development, though some of his maturer
musc — the string quartets for instance —
may wall service his cause better in the long
run. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

Metamorphosen, the most moving of
Strauss's last orchestral works, receives a
wonderful performance here — a seamless
weave of sound into which every voice,
every tiny melodic fragment seems to
breathe new life, new clarity. For once, the
teeming complexities of the scoring pose no
problems and the ear is led logically
onwards from one strand of texture, one
terrace of sound to the next. Emotionally,
too, the almost unbearable intensity of this
most personal utterance, the reality of the
pain and despair which darkened Strauss's
final years, is overwhelmingly conveyed. But
I'm less happy about the sound. The opening
bodes well — its three murmuring doublebasses rich and luminous — but under duress
the all-too-familiar digital edginess takes
hold, denying those fabulous Berlin violins
the warmth that is their hallmark.
On the reverse side, the dryish immediacy
of the full orchestral complement in Death
and Transfiguration is none too flattering
either. But again what aperformance. Karajan appears to have toughened and intensified his reading since last time round: life is
yet sweeter, the struggle yet more harrowing. Those convulsive cross- rhythms slice
home quite ruthlessly now, while the close
proximity of death shadows every bar, right
through to that chromatic ascent in the
strings and woodwind ( beautifully done)
where life simply evaporates away and a
solo tam-tam signals the moment of death.
I'll not attempt to describe the incandescence of the transfiguration itself — the scorching intensity of the playing throughout
defies description. Ijust wish the recording
were a little more grateful. 113:1.1
Edward Seckerson
STRAUSS: Violin Sonata in EI, Op. 18 D DVORAK:
Romantic Pieces, Op. 75
Arnold Steinhardt (vin)/Lincoln Mayorga (pno)
Sheffield Lab 18 (
Tek Marketing)
There has to be a first time for everything,
and this is my first encounter with Direct Cut
recording and also with the Strauss Violin
Sonata. The first is most impressively free
from distracting over- and undertones, and
this example of the technique has certainly
won me over; admirer as Iam of Richard
Strauss, his Violin Sonata ( an admittedly
early work) has not. It was the composer's
last attempt at 'Absolute Music' and his final
brush with chamber music, and Isee that it is
only otherwise represented by an old Ginette
Neveu recording. Its fulsome paragraphs, a
mixture of Brahmsian doggedness and Lisztian effusiveness, sound indigestible. This
has nothing to do with the performance
which is full blooded enough to suit the most
passionate advocate, and the two players are
admirably balanced.
The sonata spreads over on to Side 2
where Strauss's ambitious finale threatens
to swamp Dvorak's more modest little
pieces. These are more at home in the
Luca-Schoenfield recording on Nonesuch,
and Supraphon's collection of Dvorak's
other violin and piano music played by Suk
md Palenicek. [
A*:1]
Kenneth Dommett
STRAVINSKY: Rite of Spring
LSO/Davis
Philips 6527 158
Reissue from 1964
Iam amazed that no-one has picked it up
before, but there is acurious editing mishap
in the final Danse Sacrale in this recording,
where the last note has been lopped off the
2/8 bar after fig. 186. Iwouldn't normally
make an issue over so tiny aflaw, but it could
91

prove jarring for those who, like me, have
the rhythm of this piece in their bones.
Otherwise, Davis' reading is a mixture of
good and not-so-good. It is balletic, certainly,
it is rhythmically keen and buoyant, but
missing for me is the primeval, elemental
fibre of the piece. The impression that one
takes away is of a fresh but insubstantial
Rite, its force further cushioned by arecording whose dryish ' covered' cast blunts too

many edges. There are one or two strange
balance aberrations, too: the complete inaudibility of the piccolo trumpet's searing high
Cs in the Procession of the Sage, for instance. That's aprimary line and its disappearance makes nonsense of the echoed
response from the trombones. So, fine
though many moments are ( and the playing
is generally excellent, with the LSO horns
turning in some fabulous work), afew extra
pennies will buy you Muti or Abbado or even
Davis' later Concertgebouw disc. [
B/C: 2/3]
Edward Seckerson
TURINA: Danzas Fantásticas D Rapsodia Sinfónica
D Sinfonia Sevillana
Frank Wibaut (pno)/David Nolan (vIn)/Geoffrey
Brown (coran g) LPO/Bàtiz
HMV ASD 1650071
These are pieces to which few would take
exception and which many will enjoy for
their sheer vitality and colour. Though not
masterpieces, they readily conjure up the
sights and sounds of Spain with marvellously imaginative scoring. Despite the
immediacy of Turina's eclectic style these
works could nevertheless easily fall flat
given indifferent interpretations; but happily
Bátiz and the LPO sound totally committed
and produce fine, idiomatic performances.
Furthermore, the soloists in Rapsodia Sinfónica (
Wibaut) and Sinfonia Sevillana (
Nolan/
Brown) are allowed to speak unhindered,
and to blend effectively when necessary.
The acoustic is luscious but not as overreverberant as might be expected from a
church recording venue. Woodwind, brass,
and percussion are reproduced with exciting
accuracy, but with the addition of strings the
sound becomes just a little muddy in the
middle. However, dynamic range is well and
fully reproduced, and given that Sinfonia
Sevillana is not otherwise represented in the
catalogue this disc must be highly recommended. [
A:11
Barbara Jahn

VAUGHAN WILIJAMS: Fantasia on Sussex Folk
Tunes for cello and orchestra/DELIUS: Cello Concerto/HOIST: Invocation for cello and orchestra,
Op. 19, No. 2
Julian Lloyd Webber (vc)/Philharmonia Orchestra/
Handley
RCA RS 9010 digital
JLW's search for worthwhile works for cello
and orchestra bears fruit on this disc, with
first recordings of HoIst's Invocation and
Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on Sussex Folk

Songs. The view that Hoist's talent was
much greater than had been formerly supposed is becoming increasingly accepted as
more of his music is known. The beautiful
Invocation, dating from 1911, substantiates
this view and is such an affecting piece that,
hopefully, it will now enter the standard
repertoire. The VW, of 1930, written for
Casals, has a similar immediacy but is a
more conventional work in terms of the
composer's own style. Both are given sensitive, thoughtful performances by Webber
and the Philharmonia, conducted with
insight by Vernon Handley. However, the
better-known Delius Cello Concerto is rendered less effectively. The unremitting
nature of the solo writing demands agreater
variety of dynamic shading and tonal contrast than JLW produces, although the
orchestral contribution is as finely shaped as
in the other two works.
In all three works the cello is too closely
recorded ( it sounds separately miked),
though at the beginning and towards the end
of the Hoist it is set farther back. The
orchestra, likewise, is disturbingly forward
and the resultant sound is saturated, with
little room for details or subtleties of scoring
to emerge. At piano the recording is good,
but at anything louder the bass of the cello
booms and dominates all else. The overall
effect, then, is tiring, but I'm prepared to put
up with it for the Hoist.
[B/C:1/21
Doug Hammond

This selection of Verdi overtures has the
usual appeal of records which give us a
selection of popular tunes from the operas.
But this group has the extra merit of being
wide-ranging, going from Verdi's earliest
effort: Oberto, Conte di San Bonifacio of
1839 to that evergreen favourite La forza del
destino which was written thirty years later.
Equally meritorious is the performance
which Riccardo Chailly directs. This is vigorous and exciting, yet avoids the mannerism
or slipshod detail which often bedevils such
projects. Particularly fine are the performances of Nabucco and Luisa Miller, which are
rendered with great refinement of detail
without any detriment to excitement. The
clarity and power of the orchestral sound will
greatly please — and so should the music.
[A:1]
Benedict Sarnaker

WAGNER ON RECORD, 1926-1942
Various singers, conductors and orchestras
EMI RIS 7711
(
7 recs)
Reissues, various

The centenary year is hardly likely to produce anything more exciting than this splendid set of recordings from the great years
between 1926 and 1942. Fourteen generously filled sides contain highlights from all
the operas and music dramas, starting with
Rienzi (
the prayer from Act V), and also
include one of the Wesendonk Lieder. Only
Parsifal is thinly represented — but commitVAUGHAN WILUAMS: Symphony No. 5 in D El
ted Wagnerians will probably already be
Overture 'The Wasps'
aware that Electrola have issued a twoAPO/Gibson
recorti album of excerpts from that work.
HMV ASD 143441 1digital
Here is Wagnerian singing ( and playing,
and conducting) to win new converts, to
After discharging my reviewer's duty Iput on
augment and replace precious, worn 78s.
Sir Adrain Boult's HMV remake of this
'Bleeding chunks'? Well, perhaps some of
wonderful symphony ( ASD 2538), trying
the passages do end abruptly, do contain
hard to clear my mind of extra- musical
cuts. But it is rich, pure blood, of the true
association: it was as a fifth-former, and
Wagnerian kind, coursing through these
through that recording, that Ifell in love with
performances to thrilling effect. The transthe work. And yet that 14-year- old recording
fers have been lovingly made by Keith
does have a quality of magic which Sir
Hardwick. The technical quality of course
Alex's, for all the signs that he feels deeply
varies — from the cheerfully-accepted-forabout this music, does not conjure. Boult's
the- sake- of-the- performance to the fullinitial understatement, his refusal to play his
toned splendour of a very large number of
hand at too early a stage, make for an
the tracks. Mr. Hardwick cheerfully admits in
overwhelming peroration, wave upon wave
his Producer's Note that he has joined the
of radiant confirmation. Ialso continue to
LSO/Coates closing orchestral peroration to
prefer Boult's steadier way with the Scherzo,
the Leider/Blech/BSO Immolation Scene
beautifully- pointed and a touch menacing
from Gotterammerung; but it comes off
beside Sir Alex's more jocund, convensuperbly. John Steane contributes acharactionally folk- like view.
teristically perceptive little piece on WagneGibson's is, it must be said, a faithful
rian singing in those glorious years; and the
account of the letter of the score: swift and
present writer provides notes on the singers
straightforward, the first movement does
and conductors, and sets the scene for each
indeed sound like aPrelude ( such is its title)
of the excerpts complete sung texts in
and VW marked Presto, nothing less, at the
German and English are also included).
head of the Scherzo. At the same time, the
Alas, selective comments will have to
Bunyan connection with this Symphony has
suffice. The range of material covered, and
put thoughts and feelings into our heads
the choice of singers and the pieces by which
which affect expectations of its message. I they are represented, will satisfy everyone,
detect little of Bunyan's ' hobgoblin and foul
and thrill most people. No Flagstad — but she
fiend' in Gibson's Scherzo and little of the
was an RCA artist in the period covered by
ecstasy behind the words ' He hath given me
this box. Virtually everyone else is there; and
rest by his sorrow and life by his death' in
there are marvellous surprises too: the very
such a measured account of the Romanza.
first track presents Herbert Ernst Groh in the
The opening chords of this movement are
Steersman's Song from Hollander, pure and
beautifully sounded, but the central animato
ardent. Bettendorf's singing of Senta's Balsounds sleepy, and the fervour to be found
lad is radiant, fresh, ' innig'; and
on Boult's recording or Previn's mid- price
Seinemeyer's ' Liebestod' is a poignant
reissue ( GL 43578, also with The Wasps
reminder of what the world of opera lost by
overture) is in short supply. Sir Alex has,
her early death. Other sopranos who give
then, given us finer records than this, and
special delight are Rethberg in arias from
VW concert performances imbued with all
Lohengrin and Tannhäuser, Austral and Easthe magic and intensity so conspicuously
ton as Brünnhilde, Lehmann, Lemnitz, Leider
lacking in this clearly- recorded but routinelyand Müller in all they touch. The tenors are
played account. [A:3]
wonderfully strong — Ralf, Rosvaenge and
Andrew Keener
Widdop, with Melchior towering over them
all, virile and tender, almost effortless and
deeply moving. And what baritones and
VERDI: Overtures — La forza del destino, Aroldo,
basses — Hüsch the warmest, most symNabucco, I vespri sicilianio, Giovanna d'Arco,
pathetic of Wolframs, Janssen dryer
Oberto, Luisa Miller
perhaps, but even more vivid; Andrésen
Nat PO/Chailly
imperious, awe-inspiring as Hagen; and of
Decca SXDL 7595 digital
course those giants of stage and record,

Bockelmann and Schorr. The former is wonderfully warm and credible as Sachs, and we
have an impressive memento of his
Wanderer; the latter is perhaps, with Melchior, the dominating figure in this whole
grand enterprise, equally impressive in
excerpts from Hollander, The Ring (
Wotan
and Gunther) and The Mastersingers. There
is singing here the like of which we have
seldom been fortunate enough to hear since
the war; these treasures deserve the widest
distribution. [ H:1*/1/21
Peter Branscombe
WAGNER: Orchestral Music — Der Ring des Nibslungen
Nat SO, Washington/Dorati
Dacca V1V 48
Reissue from 1976
Here are scintillating accounts of seven
passages from The Ring, shorn of their vocal
parts but otherwise impressively performed
by afine orchestra. The order of the excerpts
is: Entrance of the Gods from Rheingold,
Wotan's Farewell and Magic Fire Music from
Walküre, Forest Murmurs from Siegfried;
then on Side Two back for the Ride of the
Valkyries, and on to Gütterdámmerung for
Siegfried's Rhine Journey, Funeral March,
and the closing Immolation. Did timings
really make this order inevitable? Perhaps it
hardly matters for the lovers of orchestral
highlights. What is offered is some excellent
(but not quite flawless) playing, with wide
dynamic range and great clarity of detail.
The fact that one misses the vocal parts and
the feel of the stage, the ebb and flow of
Wagner's mighty epic, is perhaps to state the
obvious. Of its type, very fine. [4:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
YSAVE: Six Sonatas for solo violin, Op. 27
Oscar Shumsky (
On)
Nimbus 2137 digital Ambisonic UHJ
Eugene Ysa9e's Op 27 sonatas are unjustly
neglected pieces from the canon of major
works for solo violin. They do demand ahigh
degree of virtuosity to bring them off, and
only a magician of the calibre of Oscar
Shumsky could conjure life into their bones;
his transcendental skill makes the listener
forget the difficulties and become totally
involved in the impressions Ysa9e sought to
make. The composer, an outstanding violinist himself, dedicated each sonata to an
individual great virtuoso ( Szigeti, Thibaud,
Enesco, Kreisler, Crickboom, and Quiroga)
and portrayed in each the essentials of that
artist's technical and aesthetic prowess. In
no way does this result in an antiseptic
analysis, but portrays as much of Ysa9e as of
his colleagues and friends. Shumsky also
puts a fair amount of himself into these
performances, subconsciously showing his
kinship with these great artists of the past,
and produces an absorption with his task
that is only rarely achieved in the recording
studio.
The studio that Nimbus have used, at
Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, has a resonant
acoustic ideally suited to these works. The
performer is set at a reasonable distance,
near enough to hear occasional bumps and
grunts but not so close as to make the
listener feel intimidated. I am not sure
whether it is this setting or the sheer power
of Shumsky's personality that lends great
immediacy to the performances, but whatever the cause they should not be missed.
IA:11
Doug Hammond

ZELENKA: Sonatas Nos. 4and 5for two oboes and
bassoon with two obbligato basses
Paul Dombrecht (ob)/Ku Ebbinge (ob)/Danny Bond
(bsn)/Richte van der Meer (vcI)/Robert Kohnen
(hpd)
Accent ACC 8226
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With asurname which has proved invaluable
for compilers of musical crosswords, Jan
Dismas Zelenka has only just survived from
the ranks of minor baroque composers working in various lesser German courts. The Six
Sonatas for Two Oboes are worth hearing
though, for they are substantial works which
very strikingly blend baroque and galant
features with a considerable element of
display, and Danny Bond on bassoon
obviously relishes the concertante aspect of
the sonatas — rare exposure indeed for
chamber bassoonists! He uses an 18th century instrument, as do the rest of the group
(if in copy), giving an open and very pleasing
sound. Ihave heard Holliger perform the
F- major, and as Iremember it was more
punchy; but whether this is as true of his
recording of the complete sonatas ( 2708 027)
Ido not know. Dombrecht makes a lot of
sense of Zelenka's often strange phrase
lengths, and there is a nice interplay
between him and Ku Ebbinge.
The specific sound quality of the baroque
bassoon in its various registers poses some
problems of recording balance. Its tenor
register comes through the warmly recorded
ensemble without difficulty, but the same
cannot be claimed for its rapid bass passagework. Even when the more strident
oboes are less in evidence, the low bassoon
could have done with some help. The continuo group too is less forward than might
have been managed, and this does give the
recording a slightly top-heavy stance. [ 13:1]
Roger Bowen

CLASSICAL

COLLECTIONS

THE ARRAU EDMON
Music by Brahms/*Chopin/"Liszt
Claudio Arrau (pno)/Concertgeboutv/Haitink/Npa
Inbae*LSO/Davis
Philips 6768 356 (
5recs), * 6768 354 (
9recs), "6768
355 (
7 recs)
Reissues from 1969-81, ** some new digital material

The Brahms box restores Arrau's superb
series of solo works — Sonatas in f, f- sharp,
Scherzo Op. 4, Ballades Op. 10 and, now
sensibly back-to-back, the Handel and both
books of Paganini Variations — together with
the 1970 Piano Concerto recordings. Less
richly satisfying than the earlier EMI versions
with Giulini, these are decidedly not ' new
generation' Concertgebouw productions,
and with rather thin sound and boxy stereo
imaging they are adisappointing inclusion —
albeit remastered, with considerable
improvement at the end of the D- minor
finale. In effect, though, the -oncertos cost
nothing when the complete set is discounting at around £ 12. And in the B-flat aflowing
Andante is very beautifully presented. The
other three di lcs have also been recut and
enhanced. Th'. Intermezzo from Op. 5 and
the B- miner Allegro Op.10 persuasively

reflect Arrau's concentration in Brahms. [A/
C:1*/3]
The set of Chopin piano works — Nocturnes, Preludes, Waltzes, with Op. posth.
additions, Ballades, Impromptus, and Fantasie in f — was reassessed in Dec '82 by A.K.
With some candour he gave an A:3/4 rating.
The three discs of works with orchestra are
added to make up the present album, which
comes with an essay ( Max Harrison) setting
out adifferent reaction to Arrau's interpretations. Perhaps the nineteen Waltzes exemplify Arrau's style at its most manneeed,
although even here some minor- key pieces,
explored as veiled landscapes, are memorably done. In the E- minor Concerto he is
more like Gilels, more weighty and austere
than Pollini or Zimerman; in the F- minor the
manner is poised, reserved, after the youthful Ashkenazy or Zimerman readings which
sparkle and have fluidity of line. Inbars
accompaniments are sensitive, and if at
times Arrau seems to chasten the listener,
elsewhere he poeticises the music very
touchingly. For some, Arrau brings an
excess of deliberation and tragedy to Chopin, but Ihave cautiously rated these valuable reissues: [A/B:1/11
Knowledgeable collectors will have been
wondering how the extant Liszt recordings
could be spread over seven discs. To those
reissued and reviewed as recently as Feb '83
(Concertos 1 & 2, Etudes, Verdi Paraphrases,
B- minor Sonata, etc) Philips have added the
1969 Arrau recital — Petrarch Sonnets 104,
123, Ballade No. 2, Vallée d'Obermann, Jeux
d'eaux a la Villa D'Este, and the F-sharp
Valse Oubliée. Finally there is adigital record
of the Dante Sonata, Funerailles, and the
transcription of Chopin's Polish Songs Op.
74. This will be released separately in the
autumn.
Arrau's empathy with Liszt is the subject of
a revealing interview, part of the accompanying booklet, going into attitudes to
specific works and ending with the little
reported story of Arrau's 'film career' in
Mexico. Regrettably, both sides of the new
disc were faultily pressed in my set, but it
was possible to assess Funerailles as beautifully done, and the strong sense of identification Arrau brings to the Dante FantasySonata. This is, however, an old man's
reading, lacking the electrifying brilliance of
Brendel's Annees de Pelerinage (
6500 420).
Similarly, the two Concertos lack the muscular incisiveness of Richter's (
still out of the
Philips catalogue!). But Igreatly enjoyed
going back to such reissues as
Gnomenreigen, Jeux d'eaux, and that
incomparable account of the Sonata. Philips
pressings store so well that my original
copies matched well with the new transfers —
in fact, they sounded rather better, as the
vinyl was thicker a decade ago. Iendorse
E.S.'s [
A/B:11
Christopher Breunig

CBS GREAT PERFORMANCES
Music by Bizet/Bartok/Debussy/Tchaikovsky/
Brahms/Rachmaninov
Various performers (
see below)
CBS 60141-45
Reissues from 1960-77
'Him's ancient and modern' sums up five
CBS additions to their ' Great Performances'
series. These range from a 1960 Stern/
Philadelphia version of Brahms' Violin Concerto ( see later) to one of Stokowski's last
recordings, marking his 95th birthday in
1977. The latter's coupling of Bizet Suites
from Carmen/L'Arlésienne (
60142) has been
completely remixed, so that castanets in the
brief Side 2Andantino have changed channels and the balance is now more forward
than on the ( Istill think preferable) ' Masterworks' label — although the reverberation
there may have been judged excessive.
Some eccentrically slow speeds, but Sto 93
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kowski's unfaltering mastery is reflected in
the degree of concentration shown by members of the Nat.P0. [A/B:11
Producer Thomas Shepard's sleeve
description of Manhattan Centre ' surround
sound' Bartok Concerto for Orchestra, with
Boulez encircled by the NYPO and, like a
gendarme, directing from two copies of the
score, made the 1973 Sa import acollectors'
item. A reading to admire more than to
enjoy, this is now on impeccably surfaced
copies ( 60141) maintaining the full body of
the original sound, variously derived from 26
mikes onto eight tracks: [
A/B:1] The recent
Bernstein/NY release — 1960ish CBS vintage? — idiosyncratic in interpretation, makes
the starkest of contrasts.
Boulez's NPO Debussy coupling, La Mer/
L'Après-midi/Jeux remastered on 60143 has
not quite the presence of the 1966 transfer,
but it is good to have at mid- price these
probingly analytical, if impassive readings
very typical of Boulez's work at that time.
The small town- hall at Barking was used;
spotlighting techniques were deployed, but
these do not seem too out of place. A pity the
conductor's lengthy sleeve- note has submerged! [
B:1/11
Published here in 1970 to some acclaim,
the Graffman/Cleveland/Szell Tchaikovsky
Piano Concerto 1 ( now 60145) has never
struck me as rewarding, and with pinched
sound quality it rapidly tires the senses:
[C:2/3]. The addition of three Rachmaninov
Preludes hardly affects a recommendation,
although the Horowitzian brilliance of
Op.32:8 in A- minor is worth hearing. In no
way competitive with the DG ' Signature'
Argerich Tchaikovsky recoupling.
Although the transfer offers the best possible quality yet, the Stern/Ormandy reissue of
Brahms' violin concerto ( 60144) is not as
satisfying as his New York ' masterworks'
remake, and the Oistrakh/Klemperer CFP
now offers the best value in Brahms' Op. 77.
Stern: [
B/C: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig

CLASSICAL PIANO DUETS
BEETHOVEN: Variations on ' Ich denke dein'
Wo074/DVORAK: From the Bohemian Forest Op.
68/LISZT: Grand Concert Fantasia on Favourite
Themes from Bellini's 'La Sonnambula'
Margaret Bruce/Peter Gel/horn (pno duet)
Bedivere BVR 310
This interesting collection of piano duet
music, none of which appears to be available
elsewhere, is almost completely ruined by
some of the most villainous surface noise I
have encountered for years. Despite numerous attempts at cleaning, the flaws persist,
and must therefore be considered permanent. It is difficult to see how any kind of
quality control could permit releases in such
condition nowadays, especially a private
company presumably anxious to present a
good image of itSelf.
The Dvorak pieces date from 1883-4 and
constitute the major work on the record.
They do not appear to have been recorded
previously and receive light buoyant performances befitting their generally folky
character. The Beethoven work, a set of
variations on atheme written in 1799 in the
album of the Brunsvik sisters, is acharming
and ingratiating gift to the two recipients, but
lacks the brilliance or vigour of the early
variations for solo piano such as Venni amor.
The Liszt Fantasia on the other hand is
pure pyrotechnic. It is an 1852 transcription
for piano duet of the 1839 original for solo
piano. As with most of Liszt's operatic fantasias, this one selects salient features of the
opera, combining and developing them in a
continous evolution designed to delight the
audience while never actually pandering to
it. It is akind of composition unlikely to find
much favour today, but as evidence of Liszt's
remarkable powers of musical precis writing
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such works retain an interest. [
C/D:1]
Kenneth Dommett

FAVOURITE OVERTURES
Works by Beethoven/Berlioz/Brahms/Heuberger/
Mozart/Schubert/Smetana/Strauss/Suppé
Hallé/Loughran
MFP 1026 (
2 recs)
Reissues from 1974, 1976-78
This MFP package offers good value with a
collection of recordings made in the 1970s.
The Overtures are cleverly organised to
provide a programme that is well balanced
both emotionally and tonally — listening to
both discs at one sitting does not pall — and
on the whole the recordings are adequate,
and in some instances good. Prometheus,
Rosamunde and Fledermaus are rather
intimately miked and lack breadth, but the
Brahms' Tragic and Academic Overtures
have aspacious acoustic and are especially
well performed. Loughran's Corsaire is
excellently vigorous and the Poet and
Peasant that follows it shows the dynamic
spread of the Hallé to its best advantage. The
Hallé strings have never regained the
warmth that they had under Barbirolli at his
height, and some of these recordings do
emphasise their edginess, but this set illustrates well the transformation that Loughran
has been able to effect with the Hallé since
their nadir in the late ' 60s. 113/C:1*/1/2]
Doug Hammond

JEAN-PIERRE RAMPAL — Disque d'Or No.2
CORRETTE: Concerto No. 6in e/DEVIENNE: Concerto in e/LECLAIR: Concerto in C
Rampal (fI)/Orch de Chambre J-FPaillard/Paillard
Erato ERA 9254 (
Conifer)
A disc from Jean-Pierre Rampal is always
welcome, and as this latest Erato issue
provides recordings of two works that are
not in the present catalogue (the Couette
and Devienne concertos) it is doubly welcome. Rampal's tone here is its usual, full,
warm self, and his technique sure-footed
and masterly. The strings of the Orchestre de
Chambre J- FPaillard also play well, though
they sound more at ease with the Baroque
style of the Leclair and Couette, where they
are supported by harpsichord continuo, than
with the Devienne concerto which belongs to
the Classical period and shows early signs of
Romanticism. The lyrical slow movements of
all three works give Rampal full scope to
expand and develop a beautiful, sustained
tone and line. In the faster movements of the
Leclair and Couette his fluency occasionally
produces afeeling of haste that is incompatible with the relaxed Allegro style, but this is
a minor criticism.
The recorded acoustic is warm and
resonant, producing a slightly over-full
string sound, especially in the Devienne. The
rounded tone of the flute is more clearly
captured by the closer miking, and the
dynamic range of the performance is well
reproduced. If stereo positioning seems
somewhat centralised, this could be due to
the small size of the string body and the
particular acoustics of the recording venue,
l'Église Notre-Dame du Liban, Paris. [
B/C:1*/
/1]
Barbara Jahn

KEYBOARD MUSIC ON AUTHENTIC INSTRUMENTS
Works by Bull/Philips/Farnaby/Johnson/Byrd/
Gibbons/C.P.E. Bach/Arne
Christopher Hogwood (keybds)
OiseauLyre DSLO 609
Reissues from 1973 etc
Compiled from various Decca recordings of
the last ten years, this anthology takes us on
Side 1 to the Golden Age of Elizabethan

keyboard music and on Side 2 — leaping a
century — to two sonatas by Thomas Arne
and the C- major Fantasy and Second Sonata
of C.P.E. Bach. Apart from the quality of the
music and the polished performances of
Christopher Hogwood, an obvious selling
point is the number of instruments you have
for your money: no less than two organs,

four harpsichords, two virginals, a spinet, a
fortepiano and a clavichord; and Decca
deserve much credit for giving them acoustic
coherence. The changes of image and
reverberance are never too ear-twisting,
although the stupendous change in volume
and attack between the Colt Collection fortepiano and the very delicate Hass clavichord
used for the two C.P.E. Bach works comes as
quite a shock. [
A/B:1]
Roger Bowen

KIOSQUE 1900
ARBAN: Thème et Variations sur Le 'Carnaval de
Venise' D Fantaisie Brillante/PETIT: Goutte d'eau
D Fête Militaire D Myrto Polka D Madeleine/
VERDI: Variations sur La Traviata
Maurice André (bugle/cornet àpistons)/Orch d'Harmonie des Gardiens de la Paix de Paris/Pichaureau
Erato NUM 75041 digital ( Conifer)
For the aficionados of the bandstand concert, this disc has been made by awind- band
of long-standing and experience in this
genre. The Paris Police Band is joined by that
equally experienced performer on brass
instruments, Maurice André, who brings to
this programme great virtuosity and
humour. But even he cannot relieve the
tedium of the standard compositional format
presented here, the slow introduction followed by virtuosic variations of a quicker
tempo. The conductor, Claude Pichaureau,
must be applauded for his colourful arrangements and orchestrations of Arban's pieces
and Alexandre Sylvain Petit's Madeleine; but
again, he, like André, is powerless to alleviate the inherent weaknesses of the works.
The band's performance is good on the
whole ( if you do not mind the typically
French sound of slightly flat clarinets), while
André is consistently excellent. He has been
set to the fore of the band but is never
overbearing, so controlled is his dynamic
ran9e and so well have the recording
engineers done their job. Similarly, his range
of tonal colours is most commendable.
Strangely, awarm and resonant acoustic has
been adopted, a choice totally at odds with
the concept of an open-air concert. So, fine
performances of a badly selected programme. [
13:1*:2]
Barbara Jahn

LOS ANGELES ORCHESTRAL POPS
STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra/RAVEL:
Bolero/TCHAIKOVSKY: Marche Slav
LAPO/Mehta
Decca JB 133
Reissues from 1968, 1972
Decca have done an excellent job accommoHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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dating all 33 minutes of their 1968 Zarathustra on one side of this disc, but could the
back-catalogue not have yielded more apposite couplings? Yet Isuppose no-one could
accuse the compiler of not offering value for
money, and Mehta's athletic, neon- lit
Strauss is not going to disappoint anybody
in search of quick thrills and excitement. I
can remember Decca being mightily proud
of this production when it first came onto the
market, and rightly so. In terms of sheer
brilliance and tonal depth it has lost little of
its impact in 15 years. Turn, though, to
Mehta's recent CBS account with the New
York Philharmonic ( only marginally better
sound, but one of Mehta's best records in
years) and Ithink you'll sense as Ido an
appreciable maturing of his interpretation.
As you will have gathered, Igleaned little
pleasure from the other side of the disc
Mehta's Bolero is brash and unseductive, his
Marche Slav routine. [A/C:2/3]
Edward Seckerson

MARISA ROBLES AND FRIENDS
RAVEL: Introduction and Allegro for flute, clarinet,
harp and string quartet/ROUSSEL: Serenade. Op.
30, for flute, violin, viola, cello and harp 0 Prelude,
Op. 16/3 (arr. Robles for four harps)/ROBLES: An
Irish Folk Suite for four harps 17 A Basque Folk
Song Suite for flute and harp/GRANADOS ( arr.
Robles): Jota for four harps
Marisa Robles (hrp)/Marisa Robles Harp Ens/Christopher Hyde-Smith (flt)/Thea King (clt)/Allegri String
Quartet
Argo ZRDL 1008 digital
Habitués of the Wigmore Hall and Radio 3
will already know how distinguished Marisa
Robles' friends are. In the Ravel they linger
more lovingly over the Introduction than do
the Melos players on either of their recordings, and there is great zest to the plunges
and swirls of the Allegro. There are beautiful
sounds too: Thea King's chalumeau is particularly seductive and Ihave never heard the
harp sound more beautiful in any recording
of this work. If pushed to choose, Ithink I
would nevertheless still opt for the older
Oiseau Lyre disc ( SOL 60048), both on
account of its couplings and the still greater
sense of players sharing and listening, each
merging his sound and personality faultlessly into those of the others. Try the
opening of the Allegro and see whether you
agree with me that the Melos blend the
rippling woodwind and string colours more
seamlessly than the rich- toned, richly
imaginative players on Argo.
But there is little in it. Both performances
are distinguished and Argo's gleaming
recording, naturally balanced, is expectedly
finer than Oiseau Lyre's warm but faintly
dated 1962 production. Greater justice is
certainly done to the unique instrumental
character of Roussel's late Serenade, tinged
with neo-classicism, and here Iconsiderably
prefer the more lively characterisation of the
Robles team. The arrangements for harp(s)
with or without flute are enchantingly contrived and executed, though Ifound myself
wishing for atouch more distance when all
four harps were playing at full stretch.
Nevertheless, definitely [A:1]
Andrew Keener

MARRINER'S ORCHESTRAL POPS
CHABRIER: Espana/GLINKA: Jota aragonesa/
RAVEL: Bolero/TCHAIKOVSKY: Capriccio Italien
Dresden Staatskapelle/Marriner
Philips 6514 235 digital
Marriner's is aswift Bolero— in my book, that
alone is apoint in its favour — but it is also as
tonally alluring an account as you would
expect from this cultured ensemble. Too
cultured, perhaps, for so orgiastic a piece,
in which jazz is in the air for much of the
time? Not abit of it. Saxophones, horns and
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trumpets make a thoroughly unashamed
sound (the latter's vibrato, albeit restrained,
sounds as idiomatic as many a French
account) and there is nothing well-mannered
about the final tumult.
Tempi are also swift in the Tchaikovsky,
which Ifound a shade brusque. The tonal
luxuriance offsets the impression, however:
strings are as smooth as silk in the central
Allegro moderato and breathtakingly ample
at the return of the opening theme just
before the Tarantella finale. The recording is
breathtaking too — full, deep and reverberant
throughout — and balance is credible apart
from an eyeball-to-eyeball encounter with
the solo harp and violin in Jota aragonesa. I
can't wait to hear the CD. [A*:11
Andrew Keener

MIRI IT IS: English Medieval Music of the 13th and
14th centuries
Noyse of Musitians/Philip Astle/Paul Williamson/
Paul Hillier (bar)
Plant Life PLR 043 (£5.25) (TOL)
This admirable recital is designed to demonstrate popular music of the period; given
that it succeeds, our own popular music
sounds shoddy indeed. The items are mainly
vocal, with the use of avariety of carefullycopied instruments, from positive organ to
bone pipe, including asymphony. The text is
sung in Middle English pronunciation, with a
translation into modern English provided.
Some of the Middle English differs from
what I was taught; but I defer to later
scholarship. This is relevant, for Paul Hillier
is acareful scholar, perhaps best known for
his direction of the Hilliard Ensemble, and an
authority on medieval singing.
The result is wholly delightful, and accomplished with a zest and naturalness which
gives a lively impression of what medieval
popular music probably sounded like. Isay
probably, as here we are in the realm of
conjecture — albeit conjecture based upon all
the currently available evidence — and
'authenticity' can be no moré than atemporary description. For the moment, this will
provide great enjoyment.
Here, too, is avery nice recording: plenty
of atmosphere and presence, with the instruments, even when closely related, clearly
differentiated. On my ( review) copy there
is more surface- noise than Icare for; but in
all other respects there is little to fault. This is
an issue which extends musical knowledge
with total absence of effort. Don't hesitate.
(AM
Peter Turner

MUSIC OF SPAIN Vol. 8
RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez O Tres piezas
Espanolas El Invocation et Danse/DE FALLA:
Homenaje, pour le tombeau de Debussy CI Miller's
Dance/GERHARD: Fantasia/MOMPOU: Suite
Compostellana/OHANA: Tiento/TORROBA: Sonatine/TURINA: Fandanguillo El Sevillana
Julian Bream (gtr)/COE/Gardiner
RCA RL45548 (
2 recs)
This double album from Julian Bream, in the
year of his fiftieth birthday, has a first disc
devoted to The Music of Joaquin Rodrigo
and the second forming a solo recital of
works with aSpanish flavour, in The Spirit of
Segovia. Both are reviewed here from cassettes taken directly off the master tapes.
The second disc is the more satisfactory,
with Bream producing warm, idiomatic performances in a well-balanced programme.
He plays his own brilliant transcription of the
Miller's Dance from de Falla's Tricorne with a
panache that characterises all these performances and those on Side 2of the first disc. It
is only in the Concierto de Aranjuezthat he is
less at ease, producing some scrappy articulation, a less than hypnotic mood in the
second movement, and studied playing in
the finale — atouch more speed here would

have been of help. The support by the
Chamber Orchestra of Europe is good, but
unsympathetically recorded.
The sound for the solo items is close,
detailed, and atmospheric. For my taste
there is just a little too much breathing
recorded, which becomes distracting in the
quieter sections, but the mellowness coupled with clarity is pleasing. The balance of
guitar and orchestra in the Concierto is
acceptable (though the volume level needs
careful setting) but strings, trumpets, and
flutes all overfill the acoustic in loud passages. RCA are confident that some lumpy
tape joins, worst in the first movement of the
Concierto, will not be noticeable in the
finished album. The Concierto apart, then, a
fitting record of Bream's art. [A/B:1*/2]
Doug Hammond

MUSIC FOR TRUMPET & ORGAN
Music by Albinoni/Duruflé/Jackson/Langlais
Nicholas Jackson (org)/Maurice Murphy (tpt)
Vista VPS 1107
To issue an organ record without mentioning even the organ- builder's name is equivalent to offering a symphony played by an
anonymous orchestra. Omitting aspecification ( for which there is no orchestral equivalent) is little better, particularly when the
instrument is an historically important
'Father' Willis in such an important place as
St. David's Cathedral.
Two works here involve the trumpet: an
arrangement of Albinoes Concerto Op.9
No.2, and Langlais' Sonatine pour Trompette
for which, the composer points out, the
wrong tempo has commonly been used in
other recitals. Jackson's own Magnificat
suite is in ten sections, interspersed with
choral plainsong by sopranos of the Cathedral Choir. Murphy's performance is predictably brilliant, and Jackson's is also very
good apart from alittle looseness of articulation once in a while.
The recording has good balance and is
crisp ( a little hard on top, perhaps), with
quite fair pedal extension, and the background is clean. [A/B:1/2]
Trevor Attewell

NORDIC ROMANCE: Songs for Male-Voice Choir
Lund University Male- Voice Ch/Lars Sjogren (ten)/
Folke Bohlin
BIS LP-206 dmm (£5.65) (TOI-)
There is an ancient tradition of choral singing in Scandinavia, and this choir was
formed as long ago as 1831. During that time
it has obviously established afine standard:
the singing is confident, seemingly easy and
with a bass line which, for once, is really
adequate. These young people sound as
though they are enjoying themselves and
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I've no doubt that they were. The songs are
short, and include ones by such composers
as Grieg and Sibelius. While Iwas playing
this record my wife enquired whether the
choir were not Welsh. I, too, had been
conscious of the similarities: I'd bet that
many of these pieces can be heard in the
Rhondda and Swansea! This may give a
useful clue as to the character; and if that be
your kind of music, you will love this one— it
is so well done.
For this session, von Bahr has reverted to
his earlier set-up of aRevox B77 and single
microphone pair. It works extremely well,
despite ( or because of?) his avoidance of
Dolby. The detail of the singing can be
followed without difficulty, and the general
effect is rousing and truly representative of
the sound of a male-voice choir.
One maddening feature is that the texts
and translations are printed in the minutest
type Ihave ever seen, necessitating the use
of a magnifier to read it ( by me anyway). I
have to admit that half-way through Igave
up the misery and just listened to the music.
Economy on this scale is really unpardonable. For the rest, this is afine example of its
kind, and will give great pleasure. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
OLD SWEDISH ORGANS
Music by Albrechtsberger/C.P.E. Bach/J.S. Bach/
Beethoven/Hummel/Johnsen/Mendelssohn/Pach elbel
Hans Faqius (org)
BIS LP- 179 (£5.65) (TOL)
KODALY; The Complete Organ Music
Hans Faquis (org)
BIS LP- 199 (£5.65) ( TOL)
The first disc above features three organs by
the early 19th century builder Gullbergson,
Side 1 featuring his first organ at KungsHusby, a 10-stop single manual with pedal
pull-downs. Side 2 has Nysâtra, with nine
manual stops and pedal pull- downs plus a
so-called Melodiverk of two stops, played
from the same single manual, to reinforce
melodic parts. Also on Side 2is the organ at
Lillkyrka, with eight manual stops and an
independent 3-stop pedal. All are romantic,
though Nysâtra is more 18th century tonally.
It appears that the disc was recorded in
one day, and stop-changing between bands
suggests an almost continuous performance. Indeed there is a little lack of polish,
with some over- relaxed phrasing and slight
lapses in articulation that would justify a
re-take. Presentation is excellent, with six
pages of information and photos.
Kodaly wrote only two organ works — a
prelude, playable independently and also
forming an introduction to a choral and
organ work based on the hymn Pange
Lingua, and a mass. The third piece here,
Epiqrammak, is an arrangement by Trajtler
of a composition for solo voice or unspecified instrument with piano. These are given
much tighter, expressive performances by
this very versatile artist, though registered
somewhat thickly. The large, 5- manual
organ is by Grifenlunds ( 1964), in Engelbrekt
Church, Stockholm, of which details are
given.
On both discs the recording quality is
excellent, having better- than- average
balance with the building, silent backgrounds and plenty of frequency extension
where needed. BIS have rightly gained a
high reputation for their productions, particularly their exemplary documentation,
which makes all the difference to those
concerned with organ history and design,
and their programmes are almost always
both interesting and apt. LP- 179: [
A/A*:2],
LP- 199: [A:1]
Trevor Attewell

ORGAN & BRASS BAND
ELGAR: Pomp and Circumstance Marches Nos. 1 &
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4 D Nimrod, from ' Enigma' Variations/WALTON:
Crown Imperial D Touch her soft lips, from 'Henry
WWILLS: Symphonic Suite — The Fenlands
Arthur Wills (org)/Cambridge Co-operative Band/
Read
Hyperion A66068 digital
This is not the easiest of combinations to
record, nor the easiest of venues to
accommodate ( Ely Cathedral) but, as usual,
the Hyperion team have done remarkably
well. The idea for acomposition for cathedral organ and brass came from David Read,
who approached the Eastern Arts Association to fund the work. As aconsequence, Dr
Arthur Wills was commissioned to compose
the piece recorded on Side 1 of this disc.
Each movement of The Fenlands portrays
some aspect of the countryside, the first
using the Fate motif from The Ring in its
depiction of the Vikings. To create much of
the atmosphere of this imaginative work, Dr
Wills obviously put the reverberation of this
fine cathedral to good use. Thankfully, we
are spared the slight out-of-tune effect so
often associated with the recording of works
in which an organ is combined with other
instruments, for in every respect organ,
brass and percussion are well integrated
here.
Side 2offers five English pieces that have
all been arranged by Dr Wills. In these, the
placing of the percussion puts undue emphasis on this section, and the effect is heightened by clear reproduction of the transients.
The brass, in contrast, is smooth, recessed,
and sometimes indistinct. Pomp and Circumstance 1and Crown Imperial suffer most
in these respects and the performance of the
latter is also disappointing. Fortunately,
nothing hampers one's enjoyment of the
splendid cornet solo by David Read in Touch
her Soft Lips, or the finely controlled dynamic ebb and flow of Nimrod. Some reservations then, but general enthusiasm for this
interesting disc. [
A/B:1*/1/3]
Barbara Jahn

PAGEANT OF ENGLISH SONG: 20 songs by Arne/
Boyce/Britten/Busch/Campian/Gurney/lreland/
Munro/Parry/Purcell/Quilter/Stanford/Vaughan
Williams/Warlock
Janet Baker (m-sop)/Ambrose Guantlett (via
d'gba)/Martin lsepp (hpd)/Gerald Moore (pno)l
Robert Spencer (Ite)/Douglas Whittaker (fit)
EMI ESD 100 6421
Reissue from 1967
This is a really splendid selection of English
songs, with a significant gap in dates
between Thomas Arne ( born 1710) and Sir
Hubert Parry ( 1848). The first side of the disc
is devoted to songs of the 17th and 18th
centuries. Those by Dowland and Campian

have lute accompaniments, while the
others are with harpsichord and viola da
gamba plus aflute for 'Where the bee sucks'.
The second side includes songs by composers of the late 19th and early 20th centuries
and has piano accompaniments by Gerald
Moore.
Dame Janet Baker was in splendid form
when she made these recordings, and the
whole reissue is a most welcome one,
including as it does a judicious mixture of
well-known songs and some neglected
gems. The recording is good for its date and
the voice is always well balanced with the
accompaniments. If you did not buy the
original release be sure not to miss it now!
[A/B:1]
John Freestone

POPULAR CHAMBER MUSIC
BOCCHERINI: Minuet from String Quintet in E, Op.
13/5/HAYDN: String Quartet in D. Op. 20/4 D
Divertimento in C, ' Der Geburtstag'/MENDELSSOHN: Canzonetta from String Quartet in El', Op.
12
Westphal Quartet & E. Finke (2vIc)/Brandis Quartet/
Berlin Phil Soloists/Herzfeld Quartet
DG 2532 081 digital
Reissue from 1982
Here is another single disc reissue from DG's
five- record set featuring chamber ensembles
drawn from the Berlin Phil. All the performances on this disc are given warm recordings
and are closely miked: this works best for the
Brandis Quartet's reading of Haydn's Op. 20
No. 4, which is full-bodied yet very stylish. It
works less well for the same composer's
'Birthday' Divertimento, where the winds are
too prominent and the whole sounds just a
little chocolate-boxish. The Canzonetta from
Mendelssohn's Op. 12 Quartet, played by the
Herzfeld Quartet, is at times wayward in both
articulation and style, and sits uneasily out of
context, though the Minuet from Boccherini's Quintet is so familiar in its independent
role that its. performance here is a diverting
adjunct to the other works. Overall, the
record makes pleasant listening and probably has more popular appeal than some of
the other discs from the set that are being
issued separately. [
A/B:1*/1/2]
Doug Hammond

PREVIN ORCHESTRAL POPS
Works by Albinoni/Barber/Bernstein/Debussy/
Dukas/Dvorak/Enescu/Glinka/Humperdinck/Strauss/Vaughan Williams/Walton
LSO/Previn
EMI ESDW 720 (
2 recs)
Reissues from 1972, 1975, 1977
The virtuosity of the LSO's playing in the
1970s is well illustrated by this two-disc
compilation of lighter orchestral works. The
Sorcerer's Apprentice comes over best, as
not only is the playing brilliant and beautifully balanced but the recording is clear and
detailed, with great impact and avery bright
immediate sound. Unfortunately, in the Rustan and Ludmilla Overture, this brightness
becomes edgy and harsh, the naturally pungent sound of the LSO strings losing all
warmth and the bass becoming ill-defined
and a little boomy: the dashing, urgent
performance merits better than this. The
overall degree of harshness varies with the
closeness of the miking and the date of the
original recordings, those from 1977 being
the worst. Enescu's first Rumanian Rhapsody, De Falla's Three Dances from The
Three- Cornered Hat and Vaughan Williams
Fantasia on Greensteeves approach the
Dukas in quality of performance and have
only slightly more astringent sound. [A,VEs/
Cil*/1/2]
Doug Hammond
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ROMANCES: Sephardic Songs and Laments
Esther Lamandier froice/hrplviélelorg
Allinor AL 10 (
Harmonia Mundi)
In medieval Spain three religions existed
side by side: Christianity, Judaism and
Mohammedanism, mutually interacting. The
expulsion of the Jews in 1492 produced a
Mediterranean diaspora, with the Jews taking with them their particular Spanish
regional dialects, and of course their music.
Mlle. Lamandier has assembled here a collection of Judao-Spanish vocal works
which she sings, accompanyin9 herself on
three different instruments which are contemporary with the music. I am frankly
uncertain what a vièle is, but it sounds like a
viol. The harp is a simple one, as is the
enchanting little organ. What debt we owe to
the gramophone! Here is music one would
be lucky even to come across without it, let
alone to keep. Lamandier has a pleasing,
well-tuned voice, but she does not employ
those hard, dark lower tones which we
associate with Spanish song. Perhaps to do
so would be, in her opinion, an anachronism; but be that as it may, this issue is one
more for which to be grateful.
The recording is commendable, with a
very natural rendering of both voice and
instrument in an airy acoustic. On my copy
surface- noise is excessive, and there is a
curious warning in the sleeve- note to the
effect that the level is so high that ' an arm
with a tracking-force of a minimum of two
grams' is needed. My Ittok/Asak combination
stayed put without any extra pressure. Notes
and texts are in French only — a regrettable
feature. [A/B:1]
Peter Turner

the label may account for some roll-off in the
extreme bass. The last band on Side 1starts
with alittle hiss, but this vanishes before the
next quiet passage, and may reflect changes
in recording level. For the most part the
quality is very good. (A/B:11
Trevor Attewell
ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL ORGAN
Music by Alain/Bach/De Grigny/Franck/Gigout/
Karg-Elert/Liszt/Pachelbel
Peter Hurford/Nicholas Danby (org)
Argo ZRDL 1012 digital
This record demonstrates the Harrison
organ, designed in 1948 by Ralph Downes,
that was crucially important in introducing
organ reform to Britain. The fact that it lives
in an unfriendly acoustic, and the inevitable
progress of design during its three decades
of use, does not detract from its historic
importance or our debt to its designer.
On Side 1 Hurford plays French pieces,
including part of De Grigny's Veni Creator,
glorious music that demands the acoustics
of a Gothic Cathedral. Hurford makes it
believable in the RFH by drawing the threads
tighter, keeping abriskish tempo and phrasing with more emphasis on contiguous
sound. On the reverse side Danby plays
Germanic music with somewhat more tentative phrasing, and a hint of insecurity here
and there. The total programme is interesting and varied, and shows the capabilities of
the instrument very well. A specification is
given, plus an insert in which Ralph Downes
outlines its history.
The recording is clean and crisp, and
copes with the dry building as well as any
(without artificial reverberation, naturally).
There is some pedal roll-off, which we shall
hopefully recover if aCD version comes out
— after some of those Gothic Cathedrals,
please! [A:1/2]
Trevor Attewell

STABAT MATER: Works by Browne/Cornyshe/
Davy
The Sixteen/Harry Christophers
Meridian E77062

ROMANTIC ORGAN MUSIC
Works by Alain/Brahms/Franck/Karg-Elert/Mendelssohn/Reger/Vierne/Widor
Peter Hurford (org)
Argo ZRDL 1011 digital
The initial surprise ( shock?) of catching Peter
Hurford in the act of letting his hair down
and playin9 organ ' pops' soon gives way to
the realisation that restorin9 the organ to the
mainstream of music justifies this repetition
of well-worn pieces if their musical worth is
brought out. This is precisely what he does,
by using technical expertise, a beautiful
organ (the Rieger in Ratzeburg Cathedral),
and imaginative, lively registration. Admittedly one or two of these items are irretrievably light-weight, but at least we hear them
at their best, a rarity among the plethora of
alternative issues. Perhaps it is academic
that the organ is not very convincing in
Franck's Chorale.
The sound is atrifle close, and the fact that
the groove on both sides threatens to engulf
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When Eton College was founded its scholars
were required to sing, each evening, an
antiphon in honour of the Blessed Virgin.
The Eton Choirbook contains many of these
pieces, including the only known works of
one John Browne, who entered the College
in 1467 but is otherwise unrecorded in
history. He was a master of his craft, rising
sometimes to the point of genius. On this
issue we are given versions of the Mahan
hymn Stabat mater, by him and by Richard
Davy, with Gaude Maria by William Cornyshe and another piece from Browne: the
astonishing Stabat juxta Christi crucem, for
which alone the issue is worth acquiring. The
Sixteen form a mixed choir, and the selection of voices is very apt for the music's
character. The choir sings extremely well,
with scarcely a hint of unease anywhere;
their intonation is excellent, as is ensemble
in these very difficult pieces.
The recording was made in Ss. Anne and
Agnes, Gresham Street, and John Shuttleworth gives us amemorable example of the
way that simple techniques can produce
accurate stereo with afine sense of space. In
this, the recording is a model; my only
criticism is that the modulation level is very
high — perhaps a shade too high, as on
climaxes there is ade9ree of roughening of
the sound, though it is difficult to tell
whether this be due to the recording or the
efforts of the singers. This is avaluable and
welcome addition to the repertory. [A:1]
Peter Turner

SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE ORGAN
Music by Albinoni/Bach/Franck/Murrill/Purcell/

Watford Davies/Widor
Peter Hurford (org)
Argo ZRDL 1016 digital
The above list of composers is enough to
signal another 'organ pops' record. This one
differs from the norm in two ways: it is the
first commercial recording of this truly
remarkable instrument, and Peter Hurford's
performance does give it some musical
character, even in the most dog-eared items.
Thus it contains the only transcription of
'Jesu, joy' that Ihave ever found technically
intriguing, including as it does every voice
that Bach wrote.
The Ronald Sharp organ is large per se,
and has the largest tracker action in the
world, with voicing that is simply beautiful —
here its ability to cope with any school is
amply demonstrated. Ihope we shall hear
more of it soon, preferably in works of more
significance.
The recording is consistently good — anyone who owns one Argo organ record has a
reference for all the others. Ishould like a
little more bass extension, though, in line
with digital possibilities, even on analogue
pressings. [A:1]
Trevor Attewell
TOUR DE FRANCE — the Light Blues: Debussy — 3
part-songs/Poulenc — 8folk-song arrangements/
Saint-Saéns — 5 part-songs
Michael Chance (alto)/Simon Gay (alto)/Robert
Chilcott (ten)/Andrew Murgatroyd (ten)/Stephen
Charlesworth (bass)/Simon Birchall (bass)
Hyperion A 66059 digital
This is a delightful record of little known
French music. Debussy's three settings of
poems by the 15th century French poet
Charles d'Orléans breathe the very spirit of
the renaissance, Poulenc's folk settings are a
series of little gems, and Saint-Saëns shows
another side of his genius in the five partsongs given here, combining alively wit with
akeen feeling for the words of the poems. All
these songs are beautifully sung by the Light
Blues with precision, a wonderfully taut
rhythmic sense, fine intonation, and an
excellent command of French.
Happily the recording does the group full
justice. It has an immediacy, apresence and
adegree of separation which makes it quite
outstanding. There are wide dynamic contrasts, but my Shure V15/5 sailed smoothly
through it all, showing no signs of discomfort. Hyperion deserve our thanks for this
interesting record of unusual music. It
deserves to be a winner. [A*:1*]
John Freestone
WALSINGHAM ORGANS
Music by Anon/Bach/Banchieri/Frescobaidi/
Galuppi/Newman/Pasquini/Pescetti/Redford/
Scarlatti
Gerald Gifford (org)
Meridian E4577057 145 rpm)
The National Shrine of Our Lady at Walsingham has two small organs, the larger with
seven stops on the first manual, plus one
each on the second manual and pedals, the
smaller being a 5-stop chamber instrument.
Both are used in this recording, and both are
distinctly ' breathy'. The emphasis is on Italian music of the Renaissance and Baroque,
both religious and secular, much of which
was written for organs of this general type. It
is splendidly played, with the fine attention
to detail that is essential in a rather dry
acoustic.
Dynamic and frequency ranges make no
great demands on the recording, which
sounds very faithful, though there is aslight
wideband background noise which is not
obtrusive, especially behind a recording
level which seems to be acouple of decibels
or so above average. On the whole this issue
will appeal mainly to the specialist. [A/B:1]
Trevor Attewell
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GUESS THAT DAVID PAICH, resident
keyboardist with Toto, is feeling somewhat pleased about Toto IV (
CBS
86529), an album which has spawned two
massive hits in ' Rosanna', aGrammy award
winner, and 'Africa', arecent UK No. 1 —
Paich compositions both. His ' Make Believe',
another one-album offering, is equally earbending, being akind of barbecue ballad for
hard- rock Beach Boys— and even if certain
other tracks, such as Steve Lukather's droopto-conquer ' IWon't Hold You Back', would
find it hard to claim aspot in an episode of
Fame, Toto IV remains arespectable example of contemporary all-American rock and
the first from its makers to gain aresidency
on my alphabetically- arranged record
shelves. Ihope Toots and Townshend won't
object to the company they'll be keeping!
[A:1/2]
Iremember objecting to the company of a
certain uncle who favoured our family parties with his own ribald brand of knees- up
and songs of doubtful heritage. Though
some doubtlessly admired his verve, if not
his ability to keep his pints to himself, he
usually made my head reel, sent me pink
with embarrassment and generally did
enough to ensure that his farewell at the end
of the evening brought me considerable
pleasure. Modern Romance, whose Trick Of
The Light (
WEA X 0127) is now with us, are a
little like my uncle. They samba, conga and
highlife in true life- of-the- party mode and
generally wiggle their posteriors musically,
all in the cause of style and show- biz. To be
fair, Modern Romance are pleasant enough
and unlikely to harm anyone. But there are
moments when Trick Of The Light might
easily be construed as alick of the trite. I
suspect that my uncle is involved somewhere. (
A:3]
Ialso suspect that David Bowie's ' Let's
Dance' single will eventually be adjudged
the single of the year, when folk get around
to analysing such things. That the song's
lyric content is woefully weak matters not a
jot. The whole shape, sound and sense of
this vinyl monster ensures that ten years
from now, buffs given to remembering
when, will hark back to '83 and commence
their reminiscences with the phrase: '
It was
in the year that Bowie sang about putting on
your red shoes and dancing to the blues'.
The Bowie album, also titled Let's Dance
(EMI-America AML 3029) has, in the wake of
that all- conquering single, also, not surprisingly, proved amassive seller. On the first
day of release alone, the HMV Shop in
London's Oxford Street sold aneat one
thousand copies. The critic is therefore faced
with afait accompli. Reviews are redundant
in the face of such acceptance. Nevertheless,
I'll add that Ilike the record even if it doesn't
contain another item that comes within a
laughing gnome's throw of the single. After
all, miracles en masse are promised only by
politicians at election time. What there is
makes purchase worthwhile, though, the
Nile Rodgers slab- of- sound production technique endowing the oddly ' Chapel of Love'—
like ' Modern Work' with abrassy patina
that's dead right for the sound system at the
local boutique— thus, perhaps, maintaining
Bowie's reputation as ajean(s) genie. ' Shake
It' works much on the same level, though
'China Girl' proves strange. In some ways it's
abit cornball — achopsticks-at-the- ready
theme for aHollywood musical set in Kowloon, with Bowie acting as cool coolie. Yet
the lyrics refer to Marlon Brando, swastikas
and the man who wanted to rule the world —
as opposed to the one who sold it. A trifle
00

Fred Dellar
weird, really— just Bowie aiming to fool,
smiling as he visualises the word- merchants
feeding each syllable into the computer in
the hope of finding the key to the universe. If
they do, the message won't be afresh one.
For the song was originally slotted together
by Bowie and lggy Pop in 1977. Also from
Bowie's list of old-time dances is ' Cat People', constructed in the company of Giorgio
Moroder over ayear ago, while there's even
one borrowed item in ' Criminal World', a
song Iremember crowing about in these
very pages when Metro cut the original
version during 1976. Bowie doesn't do much
for it or with it. The Metro version remains
the definitive one. But Metro don't exist
anymore and David Bowie does, the reason
being that Beckenham's answer to Anthony
Newley is avery shrewd fellow indeed.
Whether he is, in fact, quite as important a
musical innovator as many would have us
believe is something that would keep a
debating society in session all year. In the
meantime, Let's Dance is out on the floor
and bopping happily, thus ensuring that our
hero will at least be able to enjoy apackage
holiday or two this summer. (
B:1)
Briefly I'll touch on the subject of White
Feathers (
EMI EMC 3433), the debut album
from Kajagoogoo, aband whose introductory ' Too Shy' was awonderfully instant pop
single, catchy, danceable and fun-fizzing. For
one brief moment they became bigger with
the kids than even Duran Duran. Then they
released ' Ohh To Be Ah', asecond single,
which was totally anaemic and would hardly
have charted had it not been for the impetus
provided by its predecessor. Now, the songs
on White Feathers indicate that ' Too Shy'
really was afluke, the treble that went in off
the wire. Nothing else suggests that the
band will score readily each time they step
up to the okkey — at which point I'll skip the
darts analogy ( well, what else did you expect
from someone named Dellar these days?)
and award an A:3 rating before moving on to
opine that Al Jarreau is the possessor of an

incredibly soulful voice. Unfortunately, that's
not enough. Op Jarreau (
WEA U 0070), he
sings as wonderfully as ever, sharpening up
winsome little disco- ditties with added
patches of scat and, in ballad mood, proffering thoughts of romance in such amanner
that you know any love experienced by the
Milwaukee jazz-fringe merchant couldn't
possibly be of the unrequited variety. I
enjoyed this album but didn't experience any
great depth of feeling. Perhaps Iexpect too
muct. It's always been my opinion that
Jarreau could bring sex appeal and subtle
swing to aGeorge Formby selection should
he put his mind to it. But until he emerges
with aset of songs really worthy of his
undoubted talents, he remains on my takehim- or- leave- him listing, great pipes notwithstanding. (
A:2)
Who would Ileave him for? Well, Syl
Johnson, possibly. For Johnson, once of
Willie Mitchell's Hi-school for soulmen, has,
at the age of 46, fashioned Ms Fine Brown
Frame (
Epic EPC 25300), afine album that
sees him reshaping his traditional bluesware
for acceptance by the contemporary market.
Made in Johnson's hometown of Chicago
and boasting astockyard- full of good
sounds, including contributions by two of
my favourite harmonica toters, James Cotton and Sugar Blue, Ms Fine Brown Frame is
the sort of album you actually boast about
owning. Just buy acopy and run into the
streets yelling 'my fad can beat your fad'.
And if anyone disagrees, play them Johnson's Sugar Blue- heated version of ' Groove
Me'. They'll be instantly convinced. Betcha!
(A:1)
Robert Palmer's Pride (
Island ILPS 9720) is
another worthy issue. It commences in unenterprising typically tropical manner— all
thumbs and steel drums— but, happily, by
track two, aPalmer original titled ' Deadline',
settles down to amore positive approach,
with percussion and fiery synth sounds
assisting the now Nassau- based singer on
his foray through things funk- affiliated. And
the foray on this occasion is one of Palmer's
more successful, encompassing classy versions of Kool's ' You Can Have It ( If You Want
It)' and The System's ' You Are In My System', and an imaginatively arranged workout
on the ' Peter Gunn' styled ' Say You Will'. All
this comes along with aminor key piece of
moodiness called 'Want You More', an
exquisitely created song that has you figuring which Billie Holiday album it originally
stemmed from, though, in truth, it's another
Palmer composition. The title track apart,
Pride, bless its bronze label, is aperfect
portion of Palmer and adarn sight better
than my over- use of alliteration. Once more,
you can safely buy. (
A:1*)
Understandably, Mark Knopfler's score for
Local Hero (
Vertigo VERL 4) is hardly so .
invigorating, but then he's only supplying a
frameand not atrue musical picture. As a
frame, his music works well enough. Even
without Bill Forsythe's brilliant visuals, it
manages to make some sense, most of the
themes being of the laid-back, free as a
seagull, waves over the winkles variety—
though Mike Brecker ( sax) and Mike Mainieri
(vibes) lend something of ajazz touch to the
proceedings. It's apity that Gerry Rafferty's
lone song, utilised in aHouston city scene in
the film, has to be atouch of the McDuff—
after all, why should it be aScot that has to
fail on home ground? Nevertheless, Local
Hero is asoundtrack that stands proud in its
own sporran and provides awelcome
memento of an admirable example of British
film- making. (
A:21 +
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bebop tunes and changes. Indeed, Mal Waldron played piano with Billie Holiday. Here
they find themselves in the European milieu
where it's cool to take things further out, and
in many circles, it's imperative. Lacy sounds
decidedly happier and more at home with
the liberty-taking areas of the music on this
live album. Waldron seems to feel safer and
more familiar in stated rhythms, which in
turn present Lacy's playing in adifferent,
more conventional light. But unfortunately
that uneasy feeling mars the proceedings
and the music doesn't flow as much as it
could do. [ B:2/3]

Ken Hyder

The combination on The Flame, Soul Note
SN 1035 is more productive. Here Lacy is in
partnership with pianist, Bobby Few and
drummer, Dennis Charles. Most of the material is Lacy's and afew pieces are dedicated
to other players although they are ' ethnic'
rather than jazz musicians. Bobby Few plays
with considerable energy, spraying out the
notes in awide fan which seems to explore a
myriad of ideas simultaneously. His
imagination helps sustain interest in the
music, and adds to the very special moments
when it all comes together. Charles acts as a
bridge between the familiar territories of
post bop jazz and the less charted waters of
free music. He plays with aconventional
technique and creates aresult that manages
to sound out and in at the same time. He
keeps things on the boil by prodding and
pushing and pulling. When it's at its best—
and the album kicks off with ablistering
piece— this is intense, serious, heads-down
music which dives in straight to the heart of
the matter. As Lacy albums go, this is a
choice one. [
A/B:2]
Duet, with the two pianos of Muhal
Richard Abrams and Amina Claudine Myers,
is astomping stimulating album on Black
Saint BSR 0051. They churn out the music
with great confidence and vitality. Their
spectrum of style is wide. Sometimes it's
down home and gospel- like, as on ' Miss
Amina' where they sound like two Dollar
Brands together playing church music.
'Down The Street From The Gene Ammons
Public School' is afour- handed romp

is so cheery you'd have no problem listening
to it over breakfast. It's on Concord Jazz
Picante CJP 201 ftt*:2]
London was once buzzing with an influx of
South Africans who revitalised the British
jazz scene with their energy, their outrageousness, and their own culture's version
of what jazz should be about. But now
they're scattered all over Europe. Mbizo by
the Johnny Dyani quartet is areminder of
what it was all about. Dyani now spends
most of his time in Scandinavia ( and this is
on aDanish label — SteepleChase SCS 1163)
but it was recorded live in Scotland. The
other members of the quartet are Dudu
Pukwana, alto and soprano, Ed Epstein, alto
and baritone, and Churchill Jolobe, drums.
through boogie-woogie with perhaps a
The music is characteristically rough and
slightly less energetic swing than the more
ready, and in that respect there is aparallel
familiar 1930s two- piano boogie woogie
to Mingus' music. The album kicks off with a
classic recordings. At other times this duo
piece puntuated by the horns wailing with a
takes to music which would not be out of
South African affiliation to another kind of
place in the contemporary classical circuit,
intonation. There's alooseness about this
except that even in this area the compulsion
performance that's lacking in alot of British
to swing is still there. Piano fans, in particujazz of the same genre. Whereas other
lar, will find that there is alot of pleasure to
players would be careful to play within their
be had from listening closely to this set. [
A:2]
capab lities and therefore guarantee acerIn the same way, guitar freaks will find
tain level of performance, the South African
themselves attracted to The Swinging Guitar
jazz musicians take chances to the extent
of Tal Farlow, an unlikely title, but it is a
that performance may come out as low as
reissue from 1956 when albums were called
possible— or as high as possible. This
things like that. For amid- 1950s mono
approach can also mean dead spots where
recording the sound itself actually holds up
not very much is happening, and there are
well, with plenty of oomph from the bass
dead spots on this album, but on the other
and sparkle from the piano. The guitarist is in
hand tnere are magic moments which make
astrongly bouncy trio with Eddie Costa,
you forget all that. There's bags of atmospiano and Vinnie Burke, bass, but it's Farlow
phere on this recording generated both by
who is the centrepiece with alovely line in
the players and the Glasgow audience. [
A/B:2] flowing, yet crisp guitar playing. He's the
Although his music has yet to make it
sort of player who had played his dues in
through to the more commercially viable
such away that he could be effective in a
area of the jazz buying public, Steve Lacy still
range of settings. The album is full of
manages to get his music out onto disc. No
standards played cleanly and well within the
matter what musical environment he finds
particular kind of post- bop jazz which veered
himself in, Lacy has ago and plays with 100
towards the chamber-jazz school. Ifound it
per cent commitment. His duo Snake Out on
an immensely enjoyable album, which cooks
hat Hut MUSICS 3501 with Mal Waldron, is
and cuts through with awarm good humour
interesting in that here are two players
at the same time. You could even play it to
whose experience goes back to the days of
your mum. It's on Verve POL 340 [
B:ii
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EWEY REDMAN is one of those players with areputation that's taken him
to the stage where everybody is
inclined to agree on how underrated he is.
Maybe it's because he's been the sideman
overshadowed by leaders like Omette Coleman and Keith Jarrett. At any rate the jazz
scene tends not to let people rest on their
laurels, and even at the top — unless you've
made it into showbiz nostalgic jazz — you've
got to keep on producing the goods. The
Struggle Continues is the apt title for anew
album by aquartet led by Redman on ECM
1225. What Redman has carved out is aniche
in the gritty corner of the modern mainstream. He'll set up themes that sound
innocent enough, until it's time to blow.
Listen to ' Combinations' for example. Here
Redman's tenor wails in like he means
business. He concentrates the emotions and
spiritual energy behind the music into a
burning, searing outburst of bubbling saxophone sound with edgy, sharp- edged
excursions into the upper register. This time
it's Redman's opportunity to shine. Charles
Eubanks, piano, and Mark Helias, bass, discharge their functions with enthusiasm, but
the sparkle is provided by the leader, and the
drummer with whom he has formed a
lengthy partnership, Ed Blackwell. Blackwell
has ahighly individual style, some of which
is derived from his New Orleans background, but the most distinctive aspect of his
playing is his tight swing and perpetual
bounciness. He has the capacity to play
heavy and light simultaneously. His motion
never flags and his urgency brings out the
best from other players and consequently
the group, as awhole. His solo towards the
end of the opening number illustrates how
he strings together alot of different phrases,
fitting them into each other like arhythmic
jigsaw. ' Love Is' has Redman showing how
to approach atender ballad without becoming lush, and the bitter-sweet tone he
employs here enhances the attractiveness of
the piece. It moves through different time
feels, including sections which swing along
in a3, 3, 2sequence in an effortless smooth
lilt. It's become fashionable these days to
include aslice of roots in the repertoire, and
in this case it's 'Turn Over Baby', an R&B .
excursion for Redman to give an object
lesson in booting soul saxophone. All- in- all it
adds up to an immensely enjoyable album of
well-crafted jazz. [
A*:1/2]
In the 1960s Mongo Santamaria cornered
the market in Afro-Cuban latin jazz.
Sonando, is an exciting album of that kind of
jazz from aten- piece led by another conga
player, Poncho Sanchez. The album kicks off,
appropriately enough with 'A Night In Tunisia', abop number by Dizzy Gillespie who
had alot to do with the Afro-Cuban Jazz
movement in the 1940s. The band is as tight
as it has to be in this kind of music, where the
rhythms are all crisp and precise. Although
there are some splendidly biting solos from
the horn players, this music is really all about
the group sound and the group feel. And
throughout there's awonderfully happy
atmosphere bursting out of the tracks. The
sound is strong and clear, and warm thanks,
too, for aparticularly clean recording and mix.
It's the sort of record you can listen to over
and over and always find something to
fascinate your ears. There are elements of
the interlocking rhythms you can isolate and
amuse yourself with. For example listen to
the bass line on 'Almendra' which is so far
behind the beat that you feel it's sure to drag
the whole band back. The music throughout
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UNREPEATABLE OFFER ON LATEST AMERICAN ACUTEX CARTRIDGE SYSTEM
Manufacturer's entire U.K. Stock must be liquidated at BELOW COST
The entire Acutex series is based on the newly developed
tri induced magnet cartridge design and will fit almost any
arm.
TriInduction: How it works
The tri armature attached to the base of the cantilever is
composed of three poles facing in three directions. One of
them acts as aneutral ground to avoid spurious crosstalk.
And the set of armatures pick up stereo signals and transmit
them to electric conversion system, while avoiding
crosstalk.
This unique Tri Induced Magnetic System is the basis for
ACUTEX International cartridge series manufactured in
Japan.
It provides outstandingly clear channel separation and high resolving power in addition to adynamic, solid and
rich tonal quality.
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Acutex M315 Ill STR

Frequency Response 20 Hz - 25 KHz
Stylus
Bi-Radiaj
Compliance
15 x 10' cm/dyne
Tracking Force
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Frequency Response 20 Hz - 40 KHz
Stylus
Perfect V6
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V
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CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
Audio Tech AT11E
Audio Tech AT13E
Audio Tech AT105
Audio Tech AT110E
ADC Phasel
ADC
ADC
ADC
AKG
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£9.95
£5.95
£6.95
£19.00

Phase IV
£29.00
VLM 111 Imp
£17.50
QLM30 111
£7.95
P8E
£27.50

ELITE EEI 500
ELITE EEI 700
EMPIRE 999 QEX
GOLDRING G820E

£ 5.00
£35.00
£4.95
£9.95

ACCESSORIES

REPLACEMENT STYLI
ATS
ADC
ADC
ADC
ADC

11E (for AT11E)
RS III ( Phase III)
RS IV ( Phase IV)
RSV (VLM 111)
RXL ( XLM-2)

£4.95
£13.00
£15.00
£10.00
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ADC RZL ( Super XLM) £15.00
ADC RVL (VLM 111)
£10.00
ELITE 850 ( 8001
£12.00
ELITE 750 (700)
£24.00
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GLANZ N- 11T
GLANZ N31E
GOLDRING D140SE

£19.00
£5.00
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GOLDRING G820SE £12.95
GOLDRING G900SE MkI £15.00
JVC X-2
£59.95
JVC 4MD-20X ( 4CH) £29.95
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£4.95
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£49.95
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JVC DTX-1
£29.95
STANTON D81
£29.95
STANTON 0680
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STANTON D5100E
£6.95
STANTON D5107A/AL
£6.95

STANTON 681EEE £31.00
SHURE M44-7
£6.95
SHURE M44-G
£5.95
SHURE M44E
£8.95
SHURE M55E
£10.95
SHURE M756
£9.95
SHURE M75HE
£16.00
SHURE M95G
£9.00
SHURE M97HE-AH £39.95
SHURE V1511I
£39.95
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SHURE N44-7
£6.95
SHURE N55E
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SHURE N75H-EJ £11.95
SHURE N95EJ
£ 11.95
SHURE N75C
£6.50
SHURE N97EJ
£ 15.00
SHURE VN45HE
£29.95
SHURE VN35HE
MAX/
SHURE NV3OHE
£25.00
SHURE VN5HE
£52.00
OLD MODELS & 78s

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

ADC R78

£ 10.00

AUDIO TECH AT 3100XE £21.00
DYNAVECTOR 10X-3 £46.00

GOLDRING D130 (820)
GOLDRING 0110E ( 600E)

£4.95
£6.95

DYNAVECTOR DV23R

SHURE VN15E ( V1511)

£20.00

£90.00

F- D RESEARCH FR1I3F £49.95
ZENN MC-Z2
£99.95
LENTEK Pre-Amp
£15.00
ELITE Pre-Amp Mains £59.95
-. -.... -.- -....

SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE

VN7 ( V1511) £ 12.50
VN47811V-78) £31.00
VN578 (V-78) £45.00
VN78E ( 111-78)
£26.001

To: Fotronix International Ltd, Unit 7, Greycaine Road, Watford
Pleasesend me

!enclose cheque/PO f
or
orchargemyAccess/Barclaycard No
Name

Signature

TDK DEMAGNETISER HD- 11
(UNIVERSAL)
£11.95
GA Soundisc Glass Mat
£9.95*
SENNHEISER MICROPHONES
MD200
£7.75
SENNHEISER MICROPHONES
MD400
£9.25
SHURE STYLUS SCALES £5.50
MONITOR AUDIO " POD" CLAMP
£4.96
MONITOR AUDIO " STYLIFT"
£2.95
GOLD-ENS LEADS
DIN-4PHONO 1M
£6.99
2phono - 2phono 1/
2M . £4.50
2phono - 2phono 1M
£5.50
"Z-Track" arm damper
£5.50
"Disc- Foot" turntable feet
£8.95
GB Record Clamp £ 14.95
Permostat Kit
£4.95
JUMBO refill
E6.95
PIXALL II roger
£5.00
MONITOR AUDIO SOUND
CABLES
FLAT 3.8M Pairs £8.00*
ROUND 10M Pairs £8.95.
*P&P £ 1.00 OTHER ITEMS 50p

CLEARANCE BARGAINS
THORENS TD160 II BC t'table
£110.00
THORENS TD160 SUPER t'table
£150.00
THORENS TD126 IV BC t'table
£245.00
THORENS TD105 It Ct'table
£85.00
HAFLER DH200 ASSEMBLED
AMP
£199.95
HAFLER DH500 KIT AMP £399.95
SME 3009 " R" arm £114.95
SME 3010 " R" arm £114.95
SME CA- 1carry arm III/111S £ 16.95
HADCOCK GH220 S.S. arm
£72.50
HADCOCK GH230 arm
£59.95
AUDIO TECH AT 1120 arm
£7&00
ADC 16000 turntable & cartridge
£49.95
CONNOISSEUR BD2A CHASSIS
UNIT
£35.00
*CARRIAGE £5.00. OTHER ITEMS
£1.00

AUDIO EQUIPMENT (CARRIAGE

£ 129.95

DUAL CS505-1 turntable... £53.00
DUAL CS607 turntable

AUREX PXC 60 cassette deck

£88.00

DUAL C814 cassette deck £69.00

£85.00

DUAL CV1150 amp 25w.... £59.00

AUREX SR-0550 turntable £59.95

DUAL CV1450 amp 60w.... £114.00

TOSHIBA AR-A760 rack

DUAL CT1150 tuner FM/M/L

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR 18S

£59.00

spkrs

DUAL 6000 rack

£57.00

DUAL 5050 rack

£41.00

FISHER CA2030 amp 30w

£49.00

£65.00
£59.95

CELESTION DITTON 100 spkrs

FISHER FM2121 Ltuner .... £45.00
FISHER CR4140 cassette deck

£57.00

CELESTION DITTON 110 spkrs

£49.95

CELESTION D1TTON 250 spkrs

£69.00

£120.00

FISHER CAM100 amp 25w £29.95

KEF CAPRICE II spkrs

£115.00

MARANTZ PM310 amp

REVOX 6780 Receiver

£110.00

£59.95

AR1STON RD8OSLt'table £135.00

REVOX 6750 Amp 75w

£359.00

TRIO KA70 amp 65w

REVOX B77 Recorder

£517.50

£79.00

TRIO KT5OL tuner FM/M/L Digital
£59.00

CYBERNET PS- 103 Personal
Stereo with F.M. Tuner Pack &

TRIO KX70 cassette deck £79.00

Headphones

TRIO KD4OR turntable

£49.00

SONY ICF-M2OL portable radio

TRIO KD1600C turntable

£49.00

FM/M/L 7MEMORY PRESETS

SONY PS P7X turntable

£ 152.00

£40.00.

£41.00.

SONY TA P7F amp 50w £ 152.00

SANYO TRC 5500 microcassette

SONY ST P7J tuner

recorder

£152.00

AUREX C12/M12 pre/power micro
amp

£145.00

AUREX Ti 5L tuner FM/M/L

recorder

£45.00*

SANYO RPM 6900 Slimeline

£79.95
AUREX PXC 25AD cassette deck
£69.95

pocket radio & digital LCD clock/
alarm

£38.00*

SANYO RM7500 clock radio
(mains)

VIDEO EQUIPMENT (CARRIAGE
£5.00)

£25.00.

JVC zoom microphone MZ500
£49.00*

£289.00
SONY SL-C6UB video recorder

£19.00*

JVC NB-P1 battery pack for
HR2200

SONY KV2020 UB television

(Beta)

£39.00.

SANYO TAC 5600 microcassette

JVC electronic viewfinder CVF503

£266.00

£109.00*

SONY SL-C7UB video recorder

JVC HR.333 OTR video recorder

(Beta)

VHS ( Export)

£399.00

SONY SL-05E video recorder
(Export)

£250.00

SONY SL-C7E video recorder
(Export)

£325.00

SONY RM-75T remote control
(C.5)
(Beta)

(Export)

£250.00

£344.00

JVC TU-22EG tuner adaptor
(Export)

£129.00

JVC BKT124 battery/charger kit

£11.00'

SANYO VTC 5300P video recorder

£479.00

JVC 7808 ME COLOUR T.V.

£49.00.
HITACHI OUTFIT comprising:
VT700E portable VHS recorder

SANYO VTC 5600P video recorder

VKC 750 camera

(Beta)

VTTU 70E tuner/timer/charger

£379.00

TOSHIBA V54708 video recorder
(Beta)

£420.00

£875.00
HITACHI OUTFIT comprising:

TOSHIBA V8600B video recorder

VT6500 portable VHS recorder

(Beta)

VKC750 camera

£480.00

TOSHIBA C222-5-61 COLOUR T.V.
22"

VTTU 65E tuner/timer/charger

£285.00

£875.00

AKAIVC30E video camera £249.00

HITACHI AV-70E mains adaptor-

AKAI VC90E video camera £339.00

charger

AKAI 9700 video recorder (VHS)

MITSIBUSH1 HS-310E recorder-

£349.00
AKAI VS5 video recorder (VHS)
£429.00
JVC GX88E camera

£389.00

VHS ( Export)

£30.00*
£480.00

MITSIBUSHI HS-300E recorderVHS ( Export)

£470.00

NATIONAL NV3000E portable

JVC HR2200 EK portable recorder

recorder ( Export)

(VHS)

NATIONAL NV300E tuner/timer

£438.00

£489.00

JVC CBP-50U case for GX88E

(Expon)

camera

NATIONAL NVB 30E1 mains adap-

£9.50`

JVC SCP2U shoulder cart for

tor

£48.00.
•P&P £ 1.00 ON THESE ITEMS

HFN 3/83

£94.00

AUREX PC- E50 cassette deck

DUAL C804 cassette deck £64.00

HR2200

Address

AUREX S20 tuner 4band digital

£5.00)

£145.00
£52.00

F

OLK MUSIC flourishes in unhappy soil
—discuss and illustrate. It could be an
exam question, even athesis subject.
But it occurs to one when reviewing arecord
such as Magical Ring (
RCA LP 6072) by the
Irish folk group Clannad. We English have no
comparable folk music heritage many centuries old— Morris men and Cecil Sharp's
revivals come to mind. But where are our
songs rooted in Ogam and magic? Of course,
we tend in our insularity to resent the
existence of an Irish language beyond a
narrow sea and want to know why they
should be so perversely patriotic as to insist
on spelling Patrick as Pádraig. Indeed it is
Pádraig 0 Dégain who leads this deservedly
successful family group of four men and a
beautiful girl, Máire Ni Bhraonáin ( Moya
Brennan). But accepting the honesty and
validity of their recreations of afolk idiom in
today's terms, this is asuperb record, excellently recorded. The tunes tend to acertain
melancholy sameness, and those in the Irish
language ( half of the ten) are incomprehensible to us. But for any listener, normally
preferring ' serious' music, who finds much
of what passes as folk music now just rowdy
pub stuff, Magical Ring is smooth and
acceptable listening. Nor will those who
have enjoyed groups like Steeleye Span or
Pentangle find Clannad ( and their four supporting musicians) lacking in rhythmic
interest. Swallow your national pride, forget
1790 and all that, accept that in the 5th and
6th centuries Ireland was the home of ahigh
civilisation, sending out missionaries to Britain — it's welcome to these musical missionaries. The music may express asad
history, but it is pleasantly relaxing and sung
with skill and taste. [
A:1]
Ballades (
Philips 6399 397) is aFrench
recording by an established singer whose
great success has been built largely on folk
music of many nations, Nana Mouskouri.
The face is so identifiable that this must be
one of the few double sleeves that does not
even need to mention the performer's name.
It features four big pictures of that coy,
bespectacled face and the track titles —
nothing else. But Nana is quite simply ( and
simplicity is the key quality) one of the
world's best popular singers, and her versatility is growing without appearing to have
been forced on her by ambitious producers.
The record's eleven tracks, all but one in
French, range from bitter-sweet love songs
(less bitter than Aznavour or Brel) to a
'Mississippi Blues' —' not ablues as such, but
athoughtful European's reflections on what
the music of the South really expressed. The
album's inner sleeve carries all the words, in
French of course; but even if you don't read
her, you can enjoy her clear and controlled
singing. The accompaniments are varied and
interesting, and this is another record that
should give pleasure to anyone who is not
totally pop- besotted. And even those for•
whom ' agreat sound' matters more than
mere words, Nana's final track is ' Carry Me
On', acommotion for 39 musicians and four
back-up vocalists, with the star's voice rising
occasionally above the din to yell the three
words of the title. A good time was obviously
being had by all, and from apurely hi-fi
listener's viewpoint there is alot of interest
in working out what was where in the studio.
Altogether arecord of great variety and
charm. [
A:1]
France for the French! After Miss Mouskouri's Paris session, it's south to Nice, with
that other great international star Stephane
Grappelli back in aFrench studio at last—
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Denis Argent
and, as we have to say with each successive
recording, playing better than ever. The titles
of this pair are Tribute to Django and
Stephane Grappelli '80 (
not yet his age!)
from Import Music Service ( Happy Bird B
90103 and 90104). The first features 12
compositions by Grappelli and pianist
Gerard Gustin, each title bearing the name of
afamous jazz man — 'Tribute to the Bird',
'Ode to Ray Brown', or simply ' Oscar' and
'Dizzy'. They are not pastiches— how could a
quartet suggest the richness of those saxes
and the bite of that brass in the Basie item?
The Bird track does not even suggest bop; it
is one of Grappelli's slow pretty tunes. The
Jobim item is very much in the LatinAmerican style, but generally the record
could be listened to just as good tunes
beautifully developed and decorated by
violin and piano. [
B:1]
Stephane Grappelli '80 has twelve of his
own tunes, each named after asign of the
zodiac. One would have thought that the
Latin names familiar to us were common to
the rest of Europe, but this disc has them in
French. 'Taureau' and ' Poissons' are easy
enough, but would you know ' Bélier'? Most
of the tunes are in the same fastish tempo,
with no attempt at keying them to the
supposed mood of the sign — fierce for ' Lion',
and so on. There are odd phrases here and
there which remind one of middle- period
Ellington or Rodgers, and ' Sagittaire' has
faint touches of that old Grappelli favourite,
'Just One of Those Things'. Jazzmen may
spot more coincidences in the chord sequences too; but the whole thing makes a
showcase of fluent improvisation, and there
are incidental delights, not heard in his usual
performances with guitar accompaniments,
such as the vivid cymbal work in 'Capricorns'. For those who thought they had
heard enough of Grappelli, and could not
stand his standby concert pieces like 'Them
There Eyes' or ' Sweet Georgia Brown' one
more time, these two records are arevelation of the old maestro's fount of originality
in composition keeping pace with his technique. The bass in both is recorded too heavily
for my taste, so the rating is [ B:1].
Glenn Miller was admitted to be amain
influence in diverting the academic talents of

Bert Kampfaert towards becoming staff
arranger and producer at Polydor ( as talent
scout, incidentally, he spotted the Beatles in
their Hamburg days). Wonderland By Night
(Polydor 2486 232) is an Italian pressing of a
'best of' selection of hits from 1962 to 1978,
but most are from 1977-8. The sound is more
conventionally ' big band' than James Last's,
and there is scope for good solos— the flute
chorus in 'Jumpin' at the Woodside', for
example. ' In the Mood' will sound wrong to
the faithful because the famous tenor sax
solos are replaced by two trumpets. Reviewing aGerman ' best of' record in March, I
suggested that it was afitting memorial to a
man who set high standards and had style.
The same applies to these 14 tracks, and as
none is duplicated on the earlier Karrusell
release, Kampfaert fans must have this
import too. [
A/B:1/2]
It may seem like deserting my paragon of
Popular to put Gershwin in second place, but
Vernon Duke's three songs are the peaks of
the next record, Robert White Sings the
American Songbook (
RCA RCALP 6073).
Best known of the Duke songs is ' April in
Paris', from a1932 Broadway musical — no
great success with 119 performances, but
consider the opposition that season: Kern's
Music in the Airwent ahead to 342 performances and shows by Gershwin and Porter
were still running. Alec Wilder's book on
American popular song says of 'April in
Paris' that it is ' aperfect theatre song'. Too
intimate, we would now say, to be ashowstopper, and Robert White sings it with
intimate charm. More theatrical in its idea is
the lesser- known ' Paris in New York', but
again Mr White's treatment is more for soft
lights and atable for two. The third song
from the man who was born Vladimir
Dukelski is the subtle ' Autumn in New York',
rejected by Harms ( Duke's publishers) as too
intricate to succeed and sell, but ' rescued' by
Gershwin, who threatened to take his works
elsewhere if Harms did not accept his
friend's composition. Robert White's Gershwin songs are ' Love Walked In', ' He Loves
and She Loves' and 'A Foggy Day'. The
last-named seemed rather more allegretto
than we are used to, but acheck with Ira
Gershwin's account in his published collection of lyrics reveals that his brother's notation (following the verse marked ' Rather
freely') was ' Brighter but warmly'. This is
certainly asuperior version of asong whose
words are not its strongest point — no
Londoner would rate the British Museum as
having charm! I'm afraid, however, that after
these geniuses, the songs Mr White adds to
represent the 1940s, from Burton Lane and
Sammy Fain, are mere makeweights in his
songbook. But his own tune, ' Once is Not
Enough', which opens and closes the collection, is as good as most of the oldies.
Belatedly, Imention that he has alight and
effortless tenor voice and that the interesting
arrangements are by Laurie Holloway. If only
a//the tunes were as good I[
A:11
This month's oddity is Screamers: Circus
Marches (
Mercury Golden Imports SRI
75087). Such marches were an American
speciality: faster than military marches and
full of excitement. The sleeve note explores
this musical byway and reveals that Fucik's
'Entry of the Gladiators', the one circus
march everybody knows, was known to
American circus musicians as 'Thunder and
Blazes', the title under which it blasts forth
here. The players are the Eastman Wind
Ensemble conducted by Frederick Fennell,
who also wrote the sleeve note. [
13:2]
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LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at a lower price
elsewhere - let us know and

... WE WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...
on all brand new current merchandise in stock

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Comet Price
inc. VAT

AKAI
AMU 110 2x22
AMU 41 2x55 ' Zero Drive'
AMU 61 2x75 ' Zero Drive'
MARANTZ
PM3I0 2x25
PM420 2x40, with compact disc input
PM750 2x80
EQ 20D graphic equaliser
PIONEER
SA420 2x20
SA 620 2x45
SA 720 2x65
A7 2x70
A8 2x90
A9 2x110
SG 530 Graphic Equaliser
DT 510 Digital Timer
DT 530 Digital Timer
ROTEL
RA 820 2x 25
RA 840 2x40
SANSUI
A505S 2x30
AU-D22 2x35 Super feed forward amp
AU-D 33 2x50 Super feed forward amp
SONY
TAAX22 2x30
TAAX44 2x40
TAAX3 2x 40
TENSAI
TP2500/TM2550. Separate pre-amp./
power amp. 2x60 power amp., relayoperated overload protect ion, pre-amp.
with moving coil and mag. cartridge
inputs. 2-way tape dubbing

59.90
229.90
269.90
74.90
99.90
189.90
119.90
64.90
109.90
119.90
124.90
I34.90
174.90
99.90
29.90
49.90
79.90
109.90
62.90
119.90
139.90
89.90
139.90
79.90

69.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 1 95.

AKAI
ATK 110L LW/MW/FM
ATS 6IL AM/FM Quartz Synthesised
MARANTZ
ST320L LW/MW/FM
ST450L LW/MW/FM digital display
ST521L LW/MW/FM Quartz
Synthesised. 7pre-sets FM/
7pre-sets AM
PIONEER
TX520L MW/LW/FM
TX 720L MW/LW/FM
F9 LW/MW/FM Quartz Synthesised.
12 pre-sets 6AM/6FM
ROTEL
RT 820L LW/MW/FM
SANSUI
T505LS LW/MW/FM
TUS33 AM/FM. To match AU-D22/
AU-D33
SONY
STJX2L LW/MW/FM
STJX22L LW/MW/FM
STJX44L LW/MW/FM Quartz
Synthesised digital tuner
TENSAI
TT 3445 LW/MW/FM switchable I.F
bandwidth
Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 95.

7/83
102

59.90
159.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
PIONEER
SX400L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc 5
pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc 7
pre-sets
SANSUI
R303L 2x20 AM/FM
SONY
STRVX2L 2x25 LW/MW/FM

Comet Price
inc. VAT
69.90
94.90
114.90
74.90
79.89

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 95.

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette Combinations
FERGUSON
3926 2x20 watts RMS, 4waveband
with Dolby NR cassette
I24.90
PIONEER
RX3OL 2x25 watts LW/MW/FM,
cassette with auto record level and
Dolby NR
129.90
RX702 x25 watts MW/FM
Digital Quartz Synthesised.
5pre-sets MW/FM cassette
with music search
169.90
Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 16.95.

DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYERS
MARANTZ
CD73
SONY
CDP-101 inc. remote
control

499.90
549.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £29.95.
74.90
79.90

129.90
64.90
109.90
149.90
64.90
59.90
99.90
49.90
79.90
119.90

39.90

DIGITAL AUDIO DISCS
AVALON - Roxy Music
JAMES LAST CLASSICS
LOVE OVER GOLD
Dire Straits
VIVALDI'S SEASONS
1812 OVERTURE - Tchaikovsky

9.90
9.90
9.90
9.90
9.90

TURNTABLES
AKAI
APB 110C belt drive inc. mag. cartridge
APD 210C direct drive inc. mag. cartridge
APQ41C quartz locked direct drive
inc. Ortofon VMS cartridge
FISHER
MT125 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge.
MARANTZ
TT12OCT belt-drive, semi-auto inc. mag.
cartridge
TT221 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge
TT520CTbelt-drive, linear tracking, fully
auto, inc. mag. cartridge

54.90
69.89
149.90
69.89

54.90
74.90
119.90

Comet Price
inc. VAT

Turntables - continued

PIONEER
PL 120 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge ...
PL320 direct drive, auto arm return,
inc. mag. cartridge
PL720 Quartz locked, direct drive, fully
automatic high output PC 3MC
moving coil cartridge
PL6 direct drive, auto return,
Pioneer PC 3MC moving coil
cartridge
PL7 direct drive, fully automatic,
Pioneer PC3MC moving coil
cartridge

64.90
79.90
109.90
79.90
119.90

SANSUI
PD1OS direct drive, auto return, inc.
mag. cartridge
SR222 Mk. IV belt-drive manual.
Cartridge extra
Recommended camidge for above:
Ortofon VMS 10E

54.90
89.90
15.90

SHARP
RP114 dual play botbsides of record, inc.
mag. cartridges

119.90

SONY
PSLX4 direct drive, inc. mag. cartridge.
PSLX22 direct-drive, semi-auto inc.
mag. cartridge
PSFL Ifront loading, drawer system,
direct drive, fully auto, inc. mag
cartridge

79.90
89.90
129.90

TENSAI
TD535D direct drive, semi-automatic inc.
mag. cartridge
Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 95.
(Excluding cartridge and stylus).

54.90

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS

GOODMANS
Quartet Q30 2way
Quartet Q40 2way
Quartet Q70 3way
Mezzo 3way
Magnum 3way
MARANTZ
LD30
LD50
LD300 3way

Suitable
amplifier
wattage
(7 - 30)
(7 - 40)
( 10 - 120)
( 10 - 75)
( 10 - 90)

32.90
39.90
69.90
134.90
159.90

( 10 - 100)
( 10 - 120)
(25 - 150)

99.90
149.90
239.90

ROTEL
RL 915 2way bass reflex (20 - 100)
SOLA VOX
50 2way
(7 - 50)
60 3way
(7 - 60)
70 3way
(7 - 70)
TANGENT
Excelsior III 2way
XLR2 2way
WHARFEDALE
Denton GX 2way
Linton GX 2way
Laser 50 2way
Laser 90 2way
Laser 110 2way

169.90
29.90
44.90
52.90

( 10 - 50)
( 15 - 85)

69.90
119.90

( 10 - 30)
( 15 - 80)
( 10 - 60)
( 15 - 75)
( 15 - 100)

42.90
59.90
69.90
89.90
139.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 10.95.
(Per Pair).

"I promise you 12 months guarantee including parts and labour on all goods. All work is carried
out by Comet's own engineers or manufacturers. After the initial guarantee period you
can still rely on us to see that your purchases are kept in working order"

(.
Ce"-e-jk

HiFi Cassette
Tape Recorders - continued

AKG
K130

Comet Price
inc. VAT
19.90

PIONEER
SEL4

14.90

SOLA VOX
SH100
SONY
MDR IT
MDR CD7

9.90
69.90

SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP15
SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP25

9.90
23.90

6.90

CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
AD3500 3heads and switchable
Dolby B & C
149.90
ADF660 featuring the "Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
229.90
ADF770 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
plus digital automatic tape
adaptation (DATA)
279.90
ADF990 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
plus digital automatic tape
adaptation (DATA). Amorphous
Combination head and auto
recording level control
349.90
AKAI
HXR5 auto reverse, Dolby B & C NR,
auto tape selector
139.90
GXR6 3head twin capstan,
Dolby B & C NR, auto reverse
169.90
GX7 3head twin capstan, Dolby
B 8c C NR, auto tape selector
229.90
GXF 51 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, auto tape tuning, auto fader 159.90
GXF 71 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, 3head, auto tape selection 269.90
GXF 91 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, 3head, motorised tape loading,
auto tape bias, electronic tape counter,
auto fader, memory play
449.90
BINATONE
7000 Dolby NR
39.90
FISHER
CR77 Dolby B & C, soft touch controls .
MARANTZ
CD 320 mains/batt., Dolby NR
SD 320 Dolby B & C
SD 420 Dolby B & C, two motor logic
control, microprocessor compuskip &
auto repeat
SD3510 front drawer cassette loading,
Dolby NR, line/mic. mixing
PIONEER '
CT320 Dolby NR
CT520 Dolby NR
CT720 Dolby NR with Ribbon Sendust
head
CT3 Dolby NR, one-touch record,
music search
CT4 Dolby B & C, one-touch record,
' music search
CT5 Dolby B & C, one-touch record,
music search
ROTEL
RD840 Dolby B and C NR
SHARP
RT100 with Dolby NR
SONY
TCFX20 Dolby B & C, 2motors,
full logic control
TCFX33 full logic control, auto
tape selector, a.m.s. Dolby NR
TCPX44 full logic control, auto
tape selector, a.m.s., Dolby B & C

Comet Price
inc. VAT

SANSUI
D55MS soft touch, Dolby NR
D77. DRS auto reverse, Dolby NR
D99 DS double cassette deck for dubbing,
Dolby NR and a.m.p.s.
TENSAI
TFL8I5 Dolby NR, soft-touch, output
level control

62.90
134.90
149.90
54.89

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AKA1
GX77 6head, auto reverse, EE tape
capability, micro computer logic
controls, auto tape loading
399.90
MM77 Mic. mixer
79.90
Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 10.95.

BLANK TAPES
BASF LH EXTRA I
C60 3pack
C90 3pack
BASF CHROMDIOXID II
C60 2pack
C90 2pack
C120
MAXELL CASSETTE TAPE
UL C9D 2pack
UD C90 2pack
UDXL1 C60
UDXL1 C90 2pack
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
MAXELL SPOOL TAPE
UD 3590 ( 7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10 ,
/," 3600')
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60 3pack
D C90 3pack
TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60 2pack
AD C90 2pack
AD C9D 3pack
TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA CO
SA C90 2pack
TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90
TDK OPEN REEL
LX 35-90
LX 35-180

1.85
2.50
2.00
3.00
2.50
1.50
2.20
1.20
2.90
1.35
1.70
3.75
9.90
2.25
2.85
1.95
2.50
3.50

1.50
3.40
1.95
2.80
3.75
9.90

84.89
104.90
99.90
129.90
69.90
72.90
99.90
129.89
69.90
89.90
99.90
94.90
54.90

89.89
109.90
119.90

COMPACT SYSTEMS
AIWA
V-300 2x 25 watts, RX-30LW/MW/FM
receiver, 12 pre-sets (6AM/6 FM),
FX-30 cassette deck, Dolby B & C, soft
touch, synchro-record system auto
replay facility, PX-30 fully automatic
belt-drive turntable with auto-repeat
facility, SX-6 2way loudspeakers and
RK-X30 rack
V-700 2x30 watts, MX-70 amplifier,
TX-70 LW/MW/FM tuner, 12 presets (6AM/6 FM), LX-70 linear
tracking programmable direct-drive
turntable with intro and auto play,
FX-70 cassette deck, Dolby B & C,
SX-7 2way loudspeakers and RK-X7
rack with automatic component
connection
AKAI
SYSTEM 32x 25 watts, AA-M3/L tuner
amplifier, quartz synthesised tuner
with 10 pre-set stations (5AM/5 FM),
memory back-up, HXM5 cassette deck,
Dolby B & C, pre-set repeat/memory
repeat/auto repeat, auto tape selector,
APM3 fully automatic belt-drive
turntable with repeat playback facility,
SW-TM3 loudspeakers and RVM1 rack

399.90

Chairman

HiFi Systems - continued

Comet Price
inc. VAT

SYSTEM 5L 2x35 watts. AM-M5
amplifier with auto fader,
AT-M5/L LW/MW/FM quartz
synthesised tuner, 10 station memory,
auto tuning, HX-M5 Dolby B & C
cassette deck, pre-set repeat/auto
repeat/memory repeat, digital tape
counter, APM7 linear tracking, fully
automatic turntable, repeat function,
DTM7 24 hour timer, SWTM3 2way
loudspeakers plus RVM1 rack

529.90

HI-FI RACK SYSTEMS
PRO S14 2x22 watts AM- U I10 amp.,
AT- K IIOL tuner, AP-D210C directdrive turntable, CS-F14 Dolby B & C
cassette, SR-H110 speakers and
RV-540W rack
PRO S31 2x40 watts AM-U310 amp ,
AT-S2 10L tuner, digital display, 5presets FM/5AM, APQ 310C direct-drive
Quartz lock turntable, GXF3I cassette
deck, Dolby NR, auto play, rack and
loudspeakers
PIONEER
XG1 2x20 watts SA- 130 amp., TX- 130L
tuner ( LW/MW/FM stereo), PL- I
30
belt-drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 363
speakers and CBG5 rack
XG5 2x38 watts SA-530 amp., TX530L
tuner ( LW/MW/FM stereo), PL-430
direct-drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 565
speakers and CBG5 rack
XG7TL 2x70 watts SA-930 amp.,
TX930L tuner (LW/MW/FM),
PL930 direct-drive turntable inc.
moving coil cart., CT-730 Dolby
cassette deck, CS 767 speakers and
CBG7 tall rack

349.90

499.90

319.90

439.90

629.90

OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR ABOVE
PIONEER SYSTEMS
DT530 Digital Timer
SG530 Graphic Equaliser

49.90
99.90

ROTEL
RCX820 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM belt
drive turntable inc. mag. cartridge.
Dolby NR cassette with metal tape
facility, RK830 rack and 2way
speakers

239.90

RCX 840 2x30 watts LW/MW/FM,
digital tuner with 10 presets, belt drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge, Dolby
NR cassette with metal tape facility,
RK830 rack and 2way speakers
SANSUI
IS 220 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM,
R303LS tuner/amplifier, D55MS Soft
touch Dolby cassette deck, PD1OS
direct drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge plus GXS2 rack and S310
loudspeakers
IS 550 2x30 watts A 505 amplifier, T505
LW/MW/FM tuner, D55MS softtouch Dolby cassette deck, PD IOS
direct-drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge. Plus GXS3 rack and S310
loudspeakers
SONY
ZR I
WL 2x25 watts STR-VX2L
LW/MW/FM tuner amp., PS-LX2
direct-drive, semi auto turntable inc.
mag. cartridge, TC-FX2 cassette deck
with metal tape facility, Dolby NR plus
full logic control, rack plus SS-E34
loudspeakers

289.90

299.90

349.90

299.89

499.90

Z22WL 2x40 watts TA-AX3 amp.,
ST-JX2L LW/MW/FM tuner,
PS-LX2 direct-drive semi auto
turntable inc. mag. cartridge, TC-FX2
cassette deck with metal tape facility,
Dolby NR plus full logic control,
SUL27 rack plus SS-E44
loudspeakers
389.89
Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £25.95.

389.90

All offers subject to availability.
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THE AUDIO
REVOLUTION
Introducing Digital Audio Disc Players
with Optical Readout. The Greatest Advance in Hi-Fi Sound Reproduction Yet!
The groovless discs play for up to one hour and are less than 5" in diameter. They contain digitallyencoded ' pits' sealed within aprotective outer layer making the recording virtually invulnerable to
surface scratches and dirt. These 'pits' are read and converted to asound signal by the player's
computerised laser scanner — and because disc and laser never come into physical contact, there can
never be any playing wear on either disc or player — records will sound equally brilliant no matter
how often they are played!
The result is: up to one hour of perfect sound per disc — without any of the drawbacks of conventional
systems ... No Wow, No Flutter, No Hiss andNo Rumble — Unaffected by Slight Bumps and Vibrations!
Which means ... No Scratches, No Clicks, NoJumps andNo Background Noise —just perfect, crystal
clear music of master recording quality.
(Channel separation, signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic range all exceed 90dB. Harmonic distortion
is less than 0.005%).
The players integrate perfectly with existing or new hi-fi systems and are extremely simple to operate
— yet they offer the superb extra facility of programme-track-editing— so you can omiit or repeat
tracks at the touch of abutton.
There are already 200 different disc titles available in this country — ranging from Rock and Jazz to
Classics and ' Middle-of-the-Road' — by the end of 1983 this number will have increased to 800.

met neeinirait
MARANTZ CD 73
".. . Not only was the CD clearer
with inaudible tape modulation
noise, and also quieter, but the
bass register was obviously
cleaner, clearer, deeper and more
articulate.
Digital bass is something special
compared with tape and from my
experience also when compared
with vinyl disc. The treble register is finely
detailed with abelievable string tone, and great
delicacy where appropriate; altogether superior to analogue disc. Stereo imaging was extraordinarily sharply focused
with no blurring or wandering. Depth effects appeared to be limited only by the recording technique, and on two tracks
considerable low level ambience was convincingly portrayed."
'HiFi for Pleasure' October, 1982 (
Reviewing the forerunner of the Marantz CD- 73 Compact Disc Player).

COMET PRICE £499.90 inc. VAT
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SONY CDP-101

SONY®
inc. remote control

Here's what atop reviewer
had to say about the Sony
CDP-101 in the
Choice'
buying guide, 'Turntables
and Tonearms':
".. . aluxury design with
advanced features.
In addition to its advanced 'sound-on' rapid access cueing, multiple programming functions and timer-actuated start,
it offers numeric keypad entry for fast selection of any desired track. Access time is around one second."
"Extended listening tests indicated that the signal output was of excellent quality, justifying its higher price.
We think Sony have awinner with this advanced CD player. We could not think of anything we would like to change
or add, acompliment indeed".

COMET PRICE £549.90 inc. VAT
SONY MDR-CD7 STEREO
HEADPHONES
with 24K Gold Plated Diaphragms
Sony developed these superb state-of-the-art stereo headphones in
line with their Compact Disc player, in order that the greater
frequency response and wider dynamic range these players offer
over conventional systems could be fully appreciated from the
outset. They have been specifically designed to extract the
optimum performance . . . and they succeed wonderfully!
Built to the very highest specifications the MDR-CD7's utilise
materials of the very finest quality — the driver units each contain a
response diaphragm plated with 24K gold, capable of reproducing
the purest sound without distortion.
The frequency response of these headphones is an amazing
2 - 24,000 Hz — reproducing rich bass sounds and brilliant trebles and awide Dynamic Range to match the Compact Disc
specification. Ergonomically designed for maximum listening comfort the MDR-CD7's have acompact, lightweight
design and incorporate Urethene earpads to allow atight fit giving ambient sound insulation of more than 30dB.
Complete with Sony's unique ` Unimatch' plug which can accommodate mini or standard size jacks.

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

Compact Digital Disc Players at Comet
Remember...
THE ONLY SOUND YOU HEAR IS THE MUSIC
I-HFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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TC-FX20

STJX2L

TC-FX20 Cassette Deck
(With Dolby '13/C' Noise Reduction)
This 2- motor, full logic deck incorporates the superb Dolby ' C'
system, which provides 20dB of noise reduction above lkHz, as
opposed to the 10dB above 4kHz offered by Dolby `13'. The Sony
TC-FX20 features both systems, and these are compatible . . .
provided you remember that a 'B' recording playedlack on 'C' will
only give ' B' performance, and that a 'C' recording played back on
'B' will also be reproduced with 'B' characteristics. Other features
of this outstanding front-loader include: metal tape compatibility,
SD head, twin VU meters and atimer stand-by mechanism for use
with optionally-available timer.

TA-AX3 Integrated Amplifier
A punchy 40 watts RMS per channel output is assured by aLegato
Linear DC power amplifier with distortion at less than 0.01% —
which is low even by Sony standards. And yet another factor in the
TA-AX3's incredibly high performance is the output IC which is
directly mounted on the heat pipe which aids heat dispersal. The
specification is impressive throughout, with: soft-touch selectors,
sliding volume controls, pulse power supply, loudness control,
low filter, tape copy 1to 2, and loudspeaker switching A, B, A + B.
Check out the TA-AX3 at Comet.

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £89.89 inc. VAT

STJX2L Stereo Tuner LW/MW/FM

STR-VX2CFM/MW/LW Receiver

The slim front panel design of the STJX2L makes for outstandingly
handsome appearance, and the performance is matchingly
impressive. Stable and accurate reception on FM, MW and LW is
made easy by the soft- light dial pointer. A superb example of Sony's
mastery in combining style and simplicity.

The simple, elegant styling of this 3-waveband receiver is representative of Sony
engineering at its best. And its classic good
looks are complemented by an equally outstanding performance.
The amplifier section delivers an ample 25 watts RMS per channel,
and the tuner section incorporates a 3-step signal meter and a
tuning indicator. Other features include a mode switch with FM
muting, and loudspeaker switch A, B, A + B.

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc . VAT

COMET PRICE £79.89 inc. VAT
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RA820

RA 820 AMPLIFIER
"It sounds very fine indeed, with much of the
easy low frequency ability of the . . . ( other
amp. reviewed), but without the latter's slightly thick, heavy feel in this region ..."
HI-FI NEWS - November 1982
the amplifier warrants a higher-thanaverage score for value. It certainly has no
price premium . . . my judgement of value
therefore, taking all things into account,
resolves to 4.2 marks out of 5".
GORDON J. KING, HI-FI NEWS December 1982

L..

•

•

"The Rotel RA 820 . . . looks like being areal
winner ... The amp has anice sort of crisp feel
to it, and certainly avoids the excessively
'plastic' feel of the * * * ."
PRACTICAL HI-FI - January 1983
"The Rotel RA820 is a real winner. It has
unbelievable punch and sharpness for such
a cheap amplifier and can really drive a pair
of speakers with asense of control".
PRACTICAL HI-FI — April 1983
The RA 820 is adramatic new concept in amplifier
design, incorporating clean and detailed circuitry
capable of delivering volume levels far in excess of
what would be normally expected froni its 25 watts
RMS per channel output. The subject of enthusiastic
reviews in leading HiFi magazines, its impulse
current drive ensures stable power supply at all
speaker impedance loads - and 'Straight Path'
speaker drive in the system `
N mode bypasses
switch circuitry to give the cleanest sound signal
possible. Because of its high output current capability
it needs no conventional protection circuit, afeature
that can induce distortion. Another advantage is its
limited bandwidth which tailors the response so that
only signals that can be handled in alinear fashion
are fed to the power amp. The RA 820 . . . abudgetpriced amplifier in aclass of its own.

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

"the RA 820 was the first one Iheard .. . The
RA 840 arrived later and was ( as they say) a
revelation. ( It) has more facilities . . . and,
most importantly, a better power supply. As
a result this model goes down further in the
bass and sounds much clearer and more
dynamic in this region too.
Ilike both these Rotel amplifiers agreat deal."
ALVIN GOLD HI-FI ANSWERS - January 1983
Like the smaller RA 820 this superb amplifier
achieves performance levels of a standard only
previously reached by expensive esoteric HiFi
equipment. It will deliver very high current bursts well
above its 40 watts RMS per channel rating, which
means that sudden transient peaks are reproduced as
clearly and as distortion-free as the quieter passages.
There is minimal 'clipping', even with bursts of
extreme current demand, and the RA 840 reproduces
the full dynamic range of the recording. With :an
ability to cope with the most demanding loudspeakers
under a wide range of impedance variations. plus
'Straight Path' speaker drive, tailored response, and
the elimination of conventional protection circuitry
and consequent distortion. the RA 840 is packed with
other features too. These include: input terminals for
phono. tuner, aux. tape 1 and tape 2, loudness,
built-in subsonic filter, high filter, 'B' speaker switching
and 10-LED peak power level indicators...

COMET PRICE £109.90 inc. VAT
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SA 420 Sturen AmpPier

SA 720 Stereo Amplifier

•SA 620 Stereo Amplifier

SA 420 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Delivering 21 watts RMS per channel, with arich full sound
even at low volume, the SA 420 is the ideal amplifier for the
average listening room. This slimline unit is packed with
features, including: LED function indication, click stop
controls, loudness switch, inputs for tape, turntable, tuner and
auxiliary ( headphones) — plus switching ftir two pairs of
speakers and AC outlets.

COMET PRICE £64.90 inc. VAT

SA 720 STEREO AMPLIFIER

If you need an even bigger output and an even better
performance — then the Pioneer SA 720 is the amplifier for
you. Delivering ahefty 65 watts RMS per channel that belies
its compact proportions, it incorporates a superior phono
section/equaliser to give you improved HiFi reproduction
from the turntable, electric blue fluroscan power meters,
tape monitor, subsonic filter, and connection for 2 sets of
speakers and tone defeat for overriding the tone control
settings.

COMET PRICE £ 119.90 inc. VAT

SA 620 STEREO AMPLIFIER

TX 720L FM/MW/LW TUNER

There's all the power you need — and agreat deal more to spare
when the 45 watts RMS per channel SA 620 is at the heart of
your HiFi system. Distortion is low, and the visual display
fluroscan power meters give fast reaction time and improved
reliability. Together with all the facilities of the SA 520, this adds
up to outstanding value for money.

With the TX 720L you get all the HiFi qualities of the TX 520L,
along with 14 electronic pre-sets (FM/MW/LW) to give you atatouch station recall. And that's not all . . . An impressive
specification includes voltage synthesized digital tuning, 5-LED
signal strength meter and an FM local switch with autoscan for
holding transmissions of weak signal strength.

COMET PRICE £ 09.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 09.90 inc. VAT
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AU- D101

AUD 22

AUD-33
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SANSUI TUS-33L FM/MW/LW TUNER

SANSUI AU-D101 AMPLIFIER

"After sifting through many tuners Ifound that the Sansui
TUS33 is certainly one of the best at the cheap end".
HI-Fl ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982

A compact, easy to use and economical amplifier that gives topflight audio performance — that's the AU-D101. An array of
outstanding features is headed by Sansui's Super Feedforward
System, which limits total harmonic distortion to only 0.009 at the
AU-D101's rated output of 30 watts RMS per channel. All major
signal routes from input to output are etched patterns on asingle
circuit board, and connecting wires are kept to aminimum to
reduce hum and noise and to ensure pure, uncoloured sound. This
high level of accuracy is matched by superb ease of operation.
Inputs are selected directly by pushbuttons, and the centre position
of the tone controls is tone defeat for flat response. A loudness
control and high filter are also included.

Here's the perfec.t complement to either the AU- D22 or AU- D33
amplifiers — a unit incorporating a highly accurate sérvo-lock
tuning system which automatically detects and compensates for
drift and tuning error. There's also a "just tuned" pointer/indicator
featuring two arrow- shaped indicator LED's which light in unison
when the station becomes optimally tuned. The FET-equipped FM
front end includes adouble-tuned quadrature detector and aPLL
(phase- locked-loop) multiplex decoder that combine to give high
signal-to-noise ratio and wide stereo separation. AM reception is
superb — thanks to afloating circuit system that improves performance, and aloop antenna that shuts out unwanted noise. Other
features include: FM noise canceller, muting/mode switch, 5- LED
signal strength meter and LED stereo beacon.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

SANSUI AUD-22 AMPLIFIER

SANSUI AUD-33 AMPLIFIER

"The new Sansui AUD-22 is now going to take alot of beating
as it offers 35 w.p.c. and comprehensive facilities".
HI-FI ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982

"The 'Super-feedforward' AUD-22 and 33 bring Sansui back
to the forefront of £ 100+ Japanese amplifiers".
WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, 1982

With their unique Super Feedforward System, Sansui have
reduced distortion levels to the point where they're barely measurable. As aresult, the total harmonic distortion of the 35 watts RMS
per channel AUD-22 is down to an incredible 0.006%. Combining
common negative feedback circuitry with the feedforward technique in the power amplifier section, this new system reduces or
entirely eliminates every conceivable type of distortion that apower
output stage generates. The accent is on high technology throughout . . . Darlington- equipped final output stage, dual-bridge rectifier
circuit for producing more than the rated power, ultra-wide range
phono equaliser and newly-developed speaker protection circuits.
Other features include: direct access inputs with LED's MM/MC
phono switches, speaker switches, record selector with bidirectional tape dubbing, muting and high filter and separate bass
and treble tone controls.

Sharing the same basic specification as the AUD-22, the more
powerful AUD-33 delivers 50 watts RMS per channel — yet the total
harmonic distortion is reduced to an unbelievable 0.004%! Again,
this is achieved by the Sansui Super Feedforward system combined
with the other state-of-the-art developments incorporated in this
amplifier. In common with the AUD-22, it also sounds much more
powerful than its power rating suggest, thanks to anewly-designed
dual-bridge rectifier circuit that reduces power consumption loss
by 30% with aconsequent improvement in efficiency. Direct access
inputs include: PHONO, TUNER, AUX, TAPE 1and TAPE 2, and
additional facilities include MM/MC phono switches, bass and
treble tone controls, 20dB muting, high filter and speaker selector
switches. A record selector enables one programme source to be
fed to aconnected recorder whilst listening to another, and also
offers bi-directional tape dubbing.

COMET PRICE £ 119.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 139.90 inc. VAT
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PIONEER®

COMMUNICATION RANGE

A-7 Non-Switching Stereo Amplifier
A-8 Non-Switching Stereo Amplifier

A-9 Non-Switching Stereo Amplifier

F-9 QuartzPLI Digital Synthesizer Tuner (LW/MW/FM)

These components are part of the Pioneer Communication range — aseries of products that is enhancing this worldfamous manufacturer's reputation for top quality HiFi engineering.
It is called the Communication Range because each component communicates its own particular mode or operational state
at aglance . . . via athree-part front panel with indicators and displays on the centre section, frequently used switches and
controls on the right, and the less frequently used controls on the left.
Each unit represents Pioneer state-of-the-art design and workmanship at its best . . . and sets anew standard in value for
money.

A-7NON -SWITCHING STEREO AMPLIFIER
With a power output of 70 watts RMS per channel, this 'NonSwitching' DC-servo power amplifier eliminates switching distortion
and drastically reduces alt other types of distortion while retaining
high efficiency. The result is aTHD figure of 0.007%. Other features
include: Ring Emitter Transistors (RETs), high-gain phono equaliser
for moving-magnet and moving-coil cartridges, and a 'Line Straight'
switch which provides the purest possible sound quality by
bypassing tone controls, the balance control and the mode switch.
Also incorporated are: subsonic filter, tape dubbing, independent
record-out selection, muting, mode selection, NB speaker drive
and loudness.

A-8 NON-SWITCHING STEREO AMPLIFIER
Delivering 90 watts RMS of power per channel, the toral harmonic
distortion of the A-8 is only 0.005% — an achievement made possible
by Pioneer's exclusive `Non-Switching' DC-servo power amp
configuration. In addition to a 'Line Straight' switch and ahigh-gain
phono equaliser for moving-magnet and moving-coil cartridges, the
A-8 also includes cartridge load selectors. These provide high/low
capacitance values for moving-magnets and high/low resistance
values for moving-coils. A superb specification is completed by:
subsonic filter, tape dubbing, independent record-out selection,
muting, mode selection, A/B speaker drive and loudness.

COMET PRICE £ 124.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £134.90 inc. VAT

A-9 NON-SWITCHING STEREO AMPLIFIER

F-9 QUARTZ-PLL DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER
TUNER (LW/MW/FM)

The effectiveness of Pioneer's Non-Switching' power amplifier
design brings total harmonic distortion down to 0.003%, even at a
maximum output of 110 watts RMS per channel. As the most
powerful amplifier in the Communication Range, the A-9 possesses
all the features of the other models, plus aseparate pre-preamp
(head amp) for playback of low-output moving-coil (MC) cartridges.
This results in avery high signal-to-noise ratio of 75dB/70dB. The
functionally divided front panel incorporates pictographs for
source indication, LED peak power meters, and signal flow,
protection circuit, subsonic and record selector indicators.

COMET PRICE £ 174.90 inc- VAT

Drift and tuning errors are eliminated by aQuartz-PLL (phaselocked-loop) digital synthesizer, which offers pinpoint accuracy and
ease of station selection. In addition there are presets for up to 6FM
and 6 AM stations, and an auto/manual search selector. Other
features of this superb tuner include: amultipath indicator, digital
frequency readout, ID MOS FET equipped FM front end for
interference-free reception and wide dynamic range, and DirectThrough multiplex with auto pilot tone canceller for higher fidelity.

COMET PRICE £149.9(1 inc. VAT
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PL- 7Turntable

PL-6Turntable

CT-5Cassette Deck

CT-3Cassette Deck

CT-4Cassette Deck

PL-6TURNTABLE

PL-7TURNTABLE

Direct-driven by acoreless DC motor with stable hanging rotor
for smooth rotation and perfect stability, this impressivelyengineered turntable has the added advantage of Quartz-PLL
(phase-locked-loop) servo plus periphery integration. The result
is instantaneous error compensation, rock-steady platter-speed
accuracy, and awow and flutter figure of only 0.025%. Other
features include arigid, low-mass straight PG (Polymer Graphite)
tonearm complete with high-output moving-coil ( PC-3MC)
cartridge, auto-return convenience with front-mounted controls,
and acoaxial suspension system which isolates the platter and
tonearm to protect the turntable from acoustic feedback.
COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

Pioneer's turntable technology achieves even higher standards of
reproduction with the PL-7fully automatic turntable, which also
incorporates the additional advantage of full auto-return, with
front-mounted controls for ease of operation and repeat play. A
comprehénsive specification includes: coreless DC direct-drive
motor with stable hanging rotor, Quartz-PLL ( phase-lockedloop) servo plus periphery integration, and acoaxial suspension
system. The rigid, low-mass straight PG tonearm tames
resonance for better tracking, and is fitted with ahigh output
moving-coil cartridge (PC-3MC) to ensure high musical clarity
and excellent transient response.
COMET PRICE £ 119.90 inc. VAT

CT-3CASSETTE DECK
Dolby '13' noise reduction

CT-5CASSETTE DECK with
Dolby `B/C' noise reduction

This comprehensively-equipped front-loader
combines high performance with ease of use.
The soft-touch tape controls include onebutton recording, and the 'Music Search'
system makes track location simple. With
features including Dolby 'B' noise reduction,
3-position tape switching with metal tape
facility, 6-LED bargraph display, recording
mute and MPX filter, the CT-3also incoporates atimer record or play facility for use with
optionally-available unit.
COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

Offering even finer performance and sound
quality-, the Pioneer CT-5is equipped with IC
full-logic tape transport for comfortable touch
operation and direct changes of modes. Dolby
'C' reduces noise at critical high frequencies,
and metal tape capability combines to give outstanding high fidelity recording and playback.
Other user-advantages include: 3-position
auto tape selector, `Music Search', one-touch
recording, 6-LED bargraph display, recording
mute, MPX filter and ALC automatic level
control (defeatable). A timer-assisted record/
play facility is also incorporated for use with
optionally-available unit.

CT-4CASSETTE DECK with
Dolby 'WC' noise reduction

An inexpensive deck with features found
normally only on luxury models, the CT-4
incorporates Dolby ' C' noise reduction which
gives afull 10dB of additional noise reduction
over Dolby
Three tape positions are
provided including metal facility, and onetouch recording is an added convenience.
'Music Search' ensures speedy location and
playing of favourite tracks, and a 6-LED
bargraph display, recording mute, MPX
filter, and timer-assisted record/play for use
with optionally-available unit complete an
impressive specification.
COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT
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AIWA

CASSETTE DECKS
INTRODUCING THE DOLBY HX PROFESSIONAL
A revolutionary new approach to the problems of recording bias

Here are three new cassette decks from Aiwa, each one designed to meet the demands of all types of
programme material, whether digital or analogue. This is achieved through the use of 'Dolby HX
Professional', anewly-developed system which ensures that signals at all volume and frequency levels
receive the ideal amount of bias during recording.
Dolby HX ( the HX stands for 'Headroom Extension') is not anoise reduction system, but acompletely
new type of circuit that prevents high frequency loss and greatly improves the dynamic range at the top
end of the frequency response curve. It needs no decoder processing, which means that all recordings
sound better — even when played back on non-Dolby decks or portables. And high performance is
combined with economy. .. because Dolby HX improves the sound of ordinary low noise tapes close to
the standards of more expensive metal and Cr02 tapes.
For those who plan to make tapes from digital programme sources, each of theseAiwa decks is designed
to take optimum advantage of the increased recording headroom offered by Dolby 'C' noise reduction.
The results are truly superb. With metal tape the signal-to-noise ratio is an outstanding 80dB (above 51diz).

AD- F770

AD F990

AD-F660 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
With its Dolby HX Professional circuitry, this superbly-designed deck has the capability
to handle even the most demanding digital programme material with flawless fidelity.
Three heads offer off- tape monitoring, and the automatic de- magnetising system
(ADMS) keeps the heads in acontinually degaussed condition for optimum performance.
Other features include: Dolby 13/C' noise reduction, metal tape capability, all-mode tape
remaining time display, intro- play search facility, memory rewind and repeat, bias fine
adjuster, auto rec-mute, auto tape selector, LED peak meter display and switchableMPX
filter. The AD- F660 is also equipped with atimer stand-by recording/playback facility and
acordless remote control connection for use with optionally-available units.

COMET PRICE £229.90 inc. VAT
AD-F770 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Incorporating all the features of the AD-F660, including Dolby HX
and Dolby 'B/C' noise reduction, this sophisticated 3-head deck also
possesses Aiwa's unique digital automatic tape adaptation facility
(DATA), to ensure ideal matching with every tape brand and
formulation. A built-in microcomputerised circuit " tests" each tape
prior to recording and adjusts the deck's bias, equalisation and
sensitivity to optimum levels. Performed automatically within 16
seconds, DATA ensures that virtually any brand of tape selected can
deliver its best performance.

COMET PRICE £279.90 inc. VAT

AD-F990 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Thoughtfully engineered to give superlative performance and
unprecedented ease of operation, the top-of- the- line AD-F990 is the
most advanced Aiwa deck ever produced. Amongst its state-of-theart features are: anewly- developed amorphous combination head,
auto noise reduction detector which selects the correct NR setting,
and auto recording level control to eliminate time-consuming
manual adjustment of recording input levels. With the specification
including Dolby HX and Dolby`B/C' — plus all the other facilities of
the other two Aiwa decks — the magnificent AD-F990 stands very
firmly in ahigh fidelity class of its own.

COMET PRICE £349.90 inc. VAT
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CASSETTE DECKS AND TIMER

CT 320 Dolby Cassette Deck

CT 720 Dolby Cassette Deck

CT 520 Dolby Cassette Deck

DT 510 Electronic Digital Timer

CT 320 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
Sleek, superbly styled and easy to use — this is the Pioneer CT
320. With its metal tape capability it brings anew dimension to
your recordings, and it incorporates settings for standard and
Cr02 tapes too. Other features include: soft touch controls,
music search facility, LED peak meters, Dolby B noise reduction
and timer stand-by.

COMET PRICE £72.90 inc. VAT
CT 520 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
The feather-touch full- logic controls of this elegantly- designed
Dolby deck make operating adelight, and Pioneer high fidelity
engineering ensures faithful reproduction whether using standard, Cr02 or metal tapes, plus FLT peak meters, make this
Dolby front-loader a superb value-for- money buy from Comet.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

CT 720 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
A 3- motor direct drive for outstanding reliability, plus Pioneer's
unique Ribbon Sendust record/playback head which offers
superb response, wear characteristics and matching quality for
metal tape. Add to these all the facilities and features of the
previous three models — not forgetting continuous playback of
both sides of a cassette without removal from the machine —
and you have aHiFi buy you'll be proud to own.

COMET PRICE £129.89 inc. VAT
DT510 ELECTRONIC DIGITAL TIMER
Here's a 24- hour electronic digital audio timer that's ideal for
use with the Pioneer CT 320, CT 520 and CT 720 cassette
decks which incorporate a timer stand-by facility. No longer
need you miss that favourite radio programme. Simply set the
feather-touch controls, and recordings will be made in your
absence. Other features include override switch, sleep timer
and power failure indicator.

COMET PRICE £29.90 inc. VAT
287B
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AIWA

AIWA V-300
MIDI HI-FI
SYSTEM
Comet Price
£399.90 inc. VAT
This compact, feature-packed system offers outstanding HiFi
performance and ease of operation at avery attractive price.
The receiver's amplifier section delivers 25 watts RMS per
channel, and a 7-band graphic equaliser is incorporated for
shaping the sound to suit individual listening requirements.
A quartz synthesiser FM/MW/LW tuner searches out stations
automatically, and also offers six FM and six AM station
presets. The digital display also doubles as a built-in timer.
Incorporating both Dolby 'B' and `C' noise reduction, the

cassette deck has an auto tape selector (including metal
facility), bias fine adjustor for normal and Cr02 tapes, softtouch mode controls and an auto replay facility. The fullyautomatic belt-driven turntable comes complete with a high
performance MM cartridge . . . and a further feature is a
synchronised operation system which allows automatic cassette
dubbing as soon as the turntable playback is started. A pair of
high quality 2-way loudspeakers completes this superblyequipped system.

AIWA V-700
MIDI HI-FI
SYSTEM
Comet Price
£199.90 inc. VAT
Featuring Aiwa's microcomputerised S.P.A.N. system
(Synchro Performance Audio Network) for ease of operation,
the superb V-700 is equally easy to install. . . each component
connecting to the other without any jumble of tangled wires .. .
The SEPP-OCL equipped amplifier provides 30 watts RMS per
channel of low-distortion power, and the manufacturer's
exclusive Dynamic Super Loudness (DSL) circuitry enhances
the natural tonal quality of the bass without detracting from the
quality of mid-range and high signals. The quartz synthesiser
FM/MW/LW tuner offers both auto and manual scanning, and
includes six FM and six AM station presets. Among the many

features of the Dolby '13/C' cassette deck is a 'SynchroRecording' facility which allows dubbing from tuner or
turntable at the touch of abutton. Metal/Cr02/Normal tape
selection and recording level adjustment are fully automatic,
and amusic sensor facility and an intro-play feature for sampling
the first 8seconds of arecording track are also incorporated.
This intro-play feature is also included in the linear tracking,
fully-automatic direct-drive turntable, and offers programming
of up to seven separate selections, plus askip facility, fitted with
magnetic cartridge. The V-700 . . . a magnificent system,
perfectly complemented by apair of matching 2-way speakers.
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CASS EIVE RS
PIONEER
RX-30L
CASSE! VER
PIONEER
RX-70
CASSEIVER

Combining an amplifier, atuner
and acassette deck into one compact unit, this
comprehensively-equipped Pioneer casseiver offers
superb HiFi quality whilst taking up the minimum of
space. It can be easily transported from room to room,
incorporates Dolby noise reduction and metal tape
capability — and provides instant one-touch switching
of functions including tape play, FM, MW, LW and any
connected sources.
Delivering 25 watts RMS per channel with no more than
0.5% total harmonic distortion, the amplifier section
includes a7-LED power output meter for each channel,
unique push-button type tone controls, and
microphone and headphone jacks.
The 3-waveband tuner, with its precise digital station
readout, combines ease of operation with high tuning
accuracy, and features avery sensitive front end for
pulling in distant stations. An advanced IF section of
high usable selectivity reduces interference on these
stations to aminimum.
A cassette deck equipped with power-assisted lighttouch controls, normal, chrome and metal tape
switching, one-touch recording facility and automatic
recording level control completes this high quality unit.

COMET PRICE
£129.90 inc. VAT

The Pioneer accent on inspired design
and state-of-the-art high fidelity engineering
is demonstrated to even greater advantage with
the elegant, yet superbly-equipped RX-70 casseiver.
Whether used as aconventional HiFi system with the
addition of aturntable, or as aroom-to-room portable
for personal listening, the quality of the sound is
exceptional.
Everything is to hand — amplifier, tuner and cassette
deck — in one feature-packed unit, with only amains
lead and speaker connections instead of amass of
external wiring. And advanced circuit designs in the
amplifier section ensure that the output of 25 watts
RMS per channel is delivered with atotal harmonic
distortion of no more than 0.5%.
Among the many easy-to-operate features is instant
one-touch switching of functions among tape play, FM,
AM and any connected sources . . . enabling, for
example, direct switching from tape to FM without
pushing the cassette deck's stop button. Yet another
advanced facility is aQuartz-PLL (phase-locked- loop)
digital synthesiser tuner that pulls in and locks on to
stations, and also offers up to five FM and five AM
station presets for instant recall.
Featuring full- logic tape transport with light-touch
switches, the Dolby cassette deck incorporates metal,
normal and chrome tape settings and one-touch
recording. Other features which place this superb
casseiver at the head of its class include: Pioneer music
search, rec mute, and 12-LED recording level meters
which also serve as power output meters.

COMET PRICE
£169.90 inc. VAT
387
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WHARFEDALE

SPEAKERS
"I wasn't aware of the
market price of
the Laser 90
when Ilistened to it
for this review and the
£89.90 price tag came
as a pleasant surprise
indeed. . 7
`PRACTICAL
HI-FI' March 1983.

This excellent review on
the new Wharfedale Laser
90 loudspeaker enhances
this old-established
company's reputation for
producing high quality
units at acompetitive
price. See this outstanding
HiFi speaker at Comet...
together with the more
compact 50 and the
larger 110.

LASER 110

LASER 90 2- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
The 20-litre enclosure houses a200mm version of the Laser 50
bass unit to give increased power handling to 75 watts, with a
sophisticated crossover network dividing the spectrum
between this driver and the 19mm soft dome tweeter. This is the
speaker reviewed by PRACTICAL HI-FI' .. an ideal unit for
use with amplifiers from 15-75 watts RMS per channel.

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc.. VAT
LASER 50 2- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
Using an 11.5-litre enclosure and finished in attractive wood.
grain vinyl, this compact loudspeaker is suitable for amplifiers
ranging from 15-60 watts RMS per channel. Its 170mm bass unit
has a cone of doped fibrous construction terminated in aPVC
suspension to eliminate unwanted resonance and to minimise
colouration. The treble unit is a high quality 19mm soft dome
which produces asmooth, sweet sound.

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

LASER 1102- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
With apower handling of 100 watts, the top-of- the range laser 110
can be used with amplifiers producing from 15-100 watts RMS
per channel, and its advanced reflex design provides an extended
bass performance while improving all-round efficiency. The
32-litre enclosure houses a 200mm bass unit employing a
diaphragm of Wharfedale's unique mineral- filled homopolymer
of propylene ( MFHP) for enhanced performance — while the
19mm treble unit has a polyamide dome that extends the
performance of the system well beyond the limits of audibility.

COMET PRICE £ 139.90 inc. VAT
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Beautifully finished in real wood veneer on all six faces of the box, the strongly made
cabinet of the Excelsior III houses British loudspeaker engineering at its best. A 25mm
dome tweeter, ferrofluid-filled to help increase power handling, produces pure high
frequency sound . . . and a170mm doped pulp cone woofer handles the lower frequencies.
These are very competitively priced speakers indeed, capable of handling up to 50 watts
of power. Compared with other speakers in asimilar performance
bracket they offer agreat deal for your money. See TANGENT
Excelsior III Loudspeakers at Comet.
And reviewer, Graham Mayor, had agreat deal
more to add in the February issue of Practical IiiFi.
For example:
". . . When the price is taken into consideration, the
standard of construction comes as areal surprise, for
while competitors' models have vinyl finishes, here we
have real wood veneers, with no tatty chipboard edges
around the back . .
"...Tangent have even gone to the trouble of twisting the
wiring, and using soldered connections throughout,
which is remarkable at this price level. . .
". . revealed agood balance with arather full bass
response.. .
". . . displays an authority that lends credence to large
scale orchestral works usually absent from speakers at
this price . . .
". .. It is hard to see how Tangent could have made such
agood sounding speaker at the price, thus bringing the
cost of true hi-fi down to music centre prices. "

COMET PRICE
£69.90 inc. VAT

XLR2
Since its introduction, the Tangent XLR2
has received many enthusiastic reviews from
leading Hi Fi experts on performance, price
and sheer quality of finish. With a power
handling of up to 85 watts programme, its real
walnut- veneered cabinet incorporates a
25mm ferrofluid hard dome tweeter, and a
200mm damped pulp cone mid/bass unit.
Inspired design has created a2- way speaker
system that produces afull and open sound
with no clouding of detail, preserves an
outstanding stereo image, and which is easily
driven by small, high quality amplifiers
because of its high sensitivity. The Tangent
XLR2 has to be heard to be believed. It's the
equal of many loudspeaker systems twice
the size . . . and at this Comet discount price
it certainly costs agood deal less.

I
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COMET PRICE
£119.90 inc. VAT
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
348
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SPEAKERS

LD 30 SPEAKER SYSTEM

The Marantz LD-30 shows just
how successful no- frills, solid
engineering can be. The reflex
design gives good efficiency yet
there is no bass colouration.
The LD-30 must represent the last
word in sound performance for a
£99 pair of boxes.

LD-30 SPEAKER SYSTEM

LD 50 SPEAKER SYSTEM

LD 300 SPEAKER SYSTEM

"From the outset the LD-50s showed acrisp clean top end performance without undue
harshness . . .
"Despite miking anomalies the LD-50 produced atruly beautiful guitar sound with astrong
sense of location and the resolution of small detail into avivid impressicn of the player and the
studio acoustic. The low frequency power of the bass was well conveyed by the 50s as was the
true- to- form rough edge of aclose-miked bowed instrument.
This performance package is unusual in £200 speakers and almost unheard.of at the asking
price of the LD-50s." ' HI-FI ANSWERS' April 1983.
An impressive review . . . and certainly an excellent reason for taking advantage of the
incredible value for money offered by this Marantz range of linear dynamic loudspeakers.

LD-50 SPEAKER SYSTEM

LD-300 SPEAKER SYSTEM

These Marantz mini monitors have been
designed specifically for true Hi Fi sound
reproduction, and the performance of the
LD-30 clearly demonstrates how well this
aim has been achieved. With cotton fibre
dome 25mm tweeter and 200mm bass unit
in
Duo- Polymer Impregnated Cone
(DPIC) material — which combines light
weight, high rigidity and high internal loss
— the compact LD-30 handles 50 watts of
power with ease, while preserving the full
bass response characteristics.

The subject of the enthusiastic review
reproduced above, the LD-50 incorporates a25mm tweeter and 200mm bass
unit, both in Marantz DPIC material to
ensure absolutely neutral sound. Enclosed
in an elegantly- finished cabinet, strongly
constructed to eliminate resonance, the
units are linked by asophisticated crossover design for optimum performance.
Power handling is 60 watts.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

The largest model in the LD range, and
capable of handling up to amassive 300
watts of power, the LD 300 employs twin
200mm active DPIC woofers for dynamic
bass reproduction. In common with the .
other speakers in this range, the voice
coils and other transducer elements are
built to withstand the higher dynamic
peaks of digital sound without overheating and breaking down. The 25mm
dome tweeter and 50mm mid- range dome
unit ensure accurate and faithful sound
reproduction up to 22kHz ± 3dB.

COMET PRICE £ 149.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £239.90 inc. VAT
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OPEN DAILY TO THE PUBLIC
Monday to Friday 9am until 8pm
(Saturday until 5.30 pm)
SCOTTISH BRANCHES ARE ALSO OPEN SUNDAY 10 am until 5pm

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO
SCOTLAND
THO».
WAREHOUSES
ABERDEEN
0224 640434
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031 554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
0698 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYR
0292 262284
DUMFRIES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 735136
EDINBURGH
031-346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GALASHIELS
0896 57722
GLASGOW
041-334 4667
GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
' 0563 20126
KIRKCALDY
0592 268405
PERTH
0738 29117/8
SHAWFIELD Mt Rutharglen)... 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370

BOLTON
0204 387153/5
BRIDLINGTON
0262 72050
BURNLEY
0282 35214
CARLISLE
0228 38441/2
CHESTER
0244 313724
CHESTERFIELD
0246 71390
CREWE
0270 214328
DARLINGTON
0325 57361
DEWSBURY
0924 461203
DONCASTER
0302 69520
GOOLE
0405 3449
HALIFAX
0422 59434
HARROGATE
0423 67312
HORSFORTH
0532 588679
HULL
0482 20681
KEIGHLEY
0535 67021
LANCASTER
0524 62904
LEIGH
0942 670711
LIVERPOOL
051-708 7170
MACCLESFIELD
0625 610030
MANCHESTER
061 8341861
MANCHESTER
061-998 1183 or 1657
PONTEFRACT
0977 704249
PRESTON '
(1772 21900 or 21909
ROTHERHAM
0709 61901
SCARBOROUGH
0723 75537.
SCUNTHORPE
0724 869615/6
SOUTHPORT
0704 31813
WAKEFIELD
0924 371499
WORKINGTON
0900 63476/7
YORK
0904 21654/5

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051-647 5555
BRADFORD
0274 45384
GRIMSBY
0472 59623
HUDDERSFIELD
0484 40261
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
0632 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051-928 6688
MANCHESTER
061.682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 868811
ROCHDALE
0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341121
SPEKE
051 494 9933
STOCKPORT
061-477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
SUNDERLANO
0783 659993
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
061-308 4215
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW-IN-FURNESS 0229 31520 or 31595
BLACKBURN
0254 57813

GREAT YARMOUTH
0493 58828/9
MARLEY
0782 264495
KETTEMN6
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME .... 0782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
'PETERBOROUGH
0733 48633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805
LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01-595 5111
HACKBRIDGE INr Croydon)
01-669 4321
HAYES ( Middlesex)
01-573 1841
NEASDEN
01-459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
01-301 1881
BROMLEY
01-464 0430
CATFORD
01-690 8611/2
FINCHLEY
01-444 5150 or 5159
HOUNSLOW
01-572 5013 or 5023
KINGSTON
01-549 8799
PUTNEY
01.785 9891
WIMBLEDON
01 542 2201/2

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
021-472 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021-706 0684
COVENTRY
0203 440151/440176
LEICESTER
1533 530236/7/8/9
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
NORWICH
0603 411831
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396116
WILLENHALL
0902 60411
WYLOE GREEN
021 382 8866
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON- ON- TRENT ..... ... 0283 45751/2
DUDLEY
0384 214511

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON .
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ALDERSHOT
AYLESBURY

'DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT
NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES EXCEPT WHERE STARRED.

FLAT RATE 14%

A.P.R. 27.3%

0252 331142/3
0296 28771/2

0268 556299 or 556349
0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CARDIFF
CLEVEDON
EXETER
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH
SWANSEA
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL
CHELTENHAM
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
TAUNTON
TORQUAY
WREXHAM

0272 559841
0222 394016
0222 566138
0272 876041
0392 76435
0633 50431
0752 29501
0792 463332
0225 64302/3
0272 293395/6
0242 25786
0452 411233
0432 59259
0823 86116
0803 211581/2
09781357115

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD include

See your local Telephone Directory

by equal monthly instalments.

0273 692421/4
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 248232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944

BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

MAIL ORDER

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch

COMET'S LOVV INTEREST TERMS
-HIRE PURCHASE
£70 to £ 1,000 10% DEPOSIT
with up to 3YEARS TO PAY

(except Ayr, Dumfries, Greenock & Kirkcaldy)

your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET
CARD".
Goods purchased by mail order are origin marked in accordance with the Trade
Descriptions ( Origin Markings) Miscellaneous Goods Order, 1981, and are
returnable within 14 days in accordance with the above Order.
Securicor Delivery. All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add £ 5.25 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 70p, Styli 55p, Headphones £ 1.60,
Microphones £ 1.30.
Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity, Spool tapes 80p, Cassettes
55p, Video tapes 80p.

example: Racked Hi -Fi system. Comet Price £ 279.50 or Depositf2S.50 Repayable by
36 monthly instalments of f9.87. TOTAL COMET CR EDIT PR ICE £ 384.82.

MAIL OR DER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
ni, Armley Horn', Leeds L512 2EF
Comet
Qty.
Manufacturer
Model
Description
Discount Price

£1,000 and Over10% DEPOSIT
with up to 5YEARS TO PAY
by equal monthly instalments.

FLAT RATE 12 1/
2%

A.P.R. 23.2%

example: An assortment of items. Cash pricer1099.00.Depositf 109.00 Repayable by
60 monthly instalments of f26.82. TOTAL COMET CR EDIT PR ICE f1718.20.

INSTANT CREDIT UPTO £360 WITH NO DEPOSIT
You may apply at any Comet branch to open aBudget Account. Ask for written details.
Interest of 1.75% of the balance outstanding will be chargedtoyouraccounteach month.

A.P.R. 23.1% ( Bankers Order repayment)
Cam» a • Credo »roter for Mn »m.
Comet Rediovislon Service. Ltd

George Flouse George Street Hull

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551, usine ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery.
All prices quoted in Comet'sAdvertisements are correct at time of going to press.

Securicor Delivery
P+ P•
Ienclose my cheque/postal order for TOTAL I'
made payable to Comet or debit my
ACCESS• / BARCLAVCARD D / COMET CREDIT CARI)* D
rXick aPProPrierte box) CARD No.
Name
Address

L

Signature
HFN
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CLASSIFIED 686-2599

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 25p per word ( private), minimum £5.50 Box Nos. £2.25 extra.
Trade rates 30p per word, minimum £7.50. Copy and remittance for advertisements in September issue must reach these
offices by 19th July addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be
accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
(2) It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to
apply.

WANTED
QUADRAPHONIC- Units: JVC-Amplifier JPV1000, JVC-JM-S 1000, Denon-UDA-100,
Sansui-Decoder QSD-1 and QSD-2 Wolfgang
Nehles, Munchenstr. 30,4130 Moers 1, WestGermany. ( G)

FOR SALE- Private
LINN SONDEK ( Black) Full Nirvana / Valhalla
fitted Mission 774 Tonearm and disc clamp;
immaculately set-up. Offers over £300
Thanet ( 0843) 293486. ( G)
LUXMAN PD131 turntable, SME S.3 arm c/w
plinth and cartridge plus misc. effects.
Immaculate and in maker's original packing.
Vendor would consider p/e for JVC KDA 7
Series cassette recorder or Nakamichi 2head
machine if immaculate. Please telephone Mr.
Clay at Peasenhall ( 072879) 367. ( H)
Compact Disc Player: Sony CDP-101 as new,
superb sound, £490. Leech-Wilkinson, 022361200 ext. 231. ( G)
"Koetsu" Gold little use bargain at £300.000
Telephone 061-794-3141. (
G)
Sony PCM-Fl. Just 3 months old; very light
domestic use only. Can demonstrate in context of very high quality system. This unit is
simply superb, but its owner is unfortunately
in urgent need of cash. Offers around £800.
0734-789150. ( G)
SPEAKERS. Pair Mordaunt Short 400 £40.
Pair Celestion Ditton 100 £40. Telephone 088
65 222. ( G)
Denon DP55K / SYRINX / CORAL MC81 with
head amp, £250. Sennheiser HD420, £25.
Pair large speakers, 10 1/
2 x 12 x 35 1
2 ", using
/
Jordan- watts modules, cork finish, £60.
(0908) 677837. ( G)
Quad 44/405 m/c Module B 6 months old
£385 SME series 3 Shure V15 111 HE £80
0782 415977 ( Stoke- On-Trent). ( G)
QUAD ELECTROSTATICS (
Black), good condition, £275. JR149 MkII, pair, as new in
maker's packing £85. Tel. 061-7486313 evenings. ( G)
QUAD ELECTROSTATICS, valve AM MK.II
tuner, FM tuner, 22 Control unit, Mk.II power
amplifiers, cabinet, £250 O.N.O. 01-6359076.
(G)
NAIM NAC32-NAP 160 amplifiers recently
fully serviced and updated by manufacturers, £500. Telephone Beith ( 05055) 2976. ( G)
Pair Quad II Mono AMP ( valve) and Quad 22
control unit ( or two Q c II) good condition.
Quotations invited. Replies to box no 0704.
(G)
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Latest LINN Saras ( Walnut) with stands, Mint
condition, boxed, QED 79 and plugs included
£465. Phone South Benfleet 53974 after 6.00
pm. ( G)
IMF speakers similar to TLS 50 good condition £200 O.N.O., Koss Tech/2 headphones
£10, JVC Z2E cartridge ( needs stylus) £ 10,
Z-Track arm damper £4, 0732-357757, ( Tonbridge). ( G)
REVOX A77 Dolby 17-10 1
2 INCH Tapes recent
/
now heads etc £365, 443, Tile HillWane,
Coventry, CV4 9DP. ( G)
KLIPSCH HERESY LOUDSPEAKERS. Superb
dynamic sound. Horn loaded mid, and treble
units compact size. List £670, accept £390
ono Genuine enquiries please. 051-526-6551
(Evenings). ( G)
Harbeth Monitor Ill Loudspeakers as new
with stands superb sound new £360. For
quick sale £225 ono domestique reason for
sale 01 979 6311. ( G)
Linn Sondek LP12 black, as new £265. Ittok
£175. Asak £ 125 ( low mileage). Complete
and set-up for £515 ( saves £50). No offers.
Dave Ritchie 01-734 9601 extn 5 days, or
01-462 2320 evenings and weekends.
QUAD 44/405 amplifier, mc input,
QUAD FM4 tuner, 8 months old,
Lowther 115 speakers, very efficient,
Garrard 301 record deck, SME II,
cartridge, £ 140. Phone ( 0226) 716015.

£340.
£ 170
£ 195.
AT32
( G)

Sony TC152SD Stereo cassette deck, Dolbym
mains / rechargeable batteries, leather case,
similar current TCD5M, £75: TA1010 amplifier, matching ST5600 tuner, £ 50: All
immaculate, consider £ 115 the lot: Long
Crendon ( Bucks) 0844-208531. ( G)

COMPACT DISCS. All UK titles stocked
Popular / Classical Polygram £ 10. CBS
£12.50. Post free by return. Leaflets FOC,
Access. Europadisc, King Street, Sudbury,
Suffolk. ( G)
FORMULA for World's best value combination MKIV + MC- 2V. Demonstrated versus
lttok / Koetsu. New ' Platter Mat' £ 12.99
sonically superior, replaces ribbed mats
Dual, Thorens etc. You could be up the
'Creek' without our hard-wired DIN / PHONO
connector £3.95 essential Quad, A.&R. Meridian Quantum etc. Special offer price list
Mayware P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx. Tel.
01-958 9421 ( H)

WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE

'MI ALL See. SPANKING NEW/ II
CARTRIDGES
ADC ZLM
ADC VLM MkIll
ADC QLM32 MkIll
ADC QLM30 MkIll
Empire 2001
Ortofon FF10E
Shure M3D
Shure M44-7
Shure M44-C
Shure M44-G
Shure M55E
Shure M70EJ
Shure M95G
Shure M24H
Shure V15111
Shure M91E
Shure M91ED
Shure M91GD
Shure M93E
Stanton 1
Stanton 500E

nce
cleora
incl.price
VAT

£
38.00
£
16.00
£
5.00
£
6.00
£
2.00
£
5.00
£
5.00
£
5.00
£5.00
E5.00
£
8.00
£
4.00

oleo

£
20.00
£
40.00
£10.00
£11.00
£
9.00
£
7.00
£
50.00
£10.00

FOR SALE - Trade
HFN/RR ACTIVE CROSSOVER and LED PPM
(Feb 81) & quick Crowbar ( June 82). SAE ( 4
IRC for overseas readers) brings details of
PCBs, kits and assembled units. Send also
for our list of Audiophile grade polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors, plus the
latest ultra low- noise op- amp family: The
OP27/37 are direct, plug in replacements in
most Bi-FET/NE5534 based systems. B&J
Sound, Kirkby Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln.
(0526) 42869/52950. ( G)
AMERICAN HiFi at Best USA Prices. Tax
Free. New* / Used All brand High End &
Vacuum Tubed McIntosh / Hafler* PS Audio*
Acoustat* Old Marantz Krell* DBX* Carver /
A. Research / SOTA* MET-7* Grado Export /
Import: Europe / Yugoslavia / Scan / Africa Q
Audio 95 Vassar Cambridge Mass USA
02139 Catalog $5Airmail. Save $ Tel. 617547
2727. ( X)

STYLI
Stanton D680

clearance price
incl. VAT

STYLI
•
ADC ROL
ADC RVL
ADC RSZ
ADC RSV
ADC RSQ 36
ADC OSO 34
ADC ASO 32
ADC ASO 30
Empire S2000E
Empire 52000E1
Empire S2000
Empire S2000T
Ortofon NF10E
Ortofon D3OE Mk11
Shure N44-G
Shure N75G MkIll
Shure N95-3
Shure N95G
Shure N24-H
Shure VN15E
Shure VN78E
Shure SS35C
Shure N91E
Shure N91ED
Shure N91G
Shure N91GD
Shure N93E
Shure N70EJ
Shure N70-3
Shure VN1511I HE

£7.00
£6.00
£21.00
£10.00
£20.00
£13.34
£4.00
f9.00
£3.00
£4.00
f2.00
£9.00
£4.00
£14.00
£3.00
£5.00
£3.00
£5.00
£10.00

atoo
moo
£3.00
f7.00
£9.00
£4.00
£6.00
£5.00
£3.00

no.®

£10.00

MAIL ORDER ONLY - All post to:

ESTUARY AUDIO, ( DeptHFN),
1HIGHBURY STATION,
H1GHBURY CORNER,
LONDON N.5.

UPGRADE KIT FOR QUAD 33 PREAMP.
Replaces existing plug-in boards, no tools
are required. High frequencies are more
open and the bass tighter. The SB101 Boards
© bypass tone, filter and balance controls.
Volume, input and stereo switches are
unaffected. Phase shift with frequency is
effectively zero. A must for BC1 style speaker
users. SB101 pair £27.50 with instructions.
Soundbox, 28 By Sunte, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex. ( G)
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FOR SALE - Trade

Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35
years' experience. Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD, RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and
elsewhere QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT.
Restored close to design wherever possible.
7days personal service. Location: Woodford
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346003. ( X)

clamp 1
clamp 2

spendor

AUDIO EQUIPMENT REPAIR 81 RESTORATION. Our Services have developed over 10
years to meet the exacting demands of PA
hire companies, recording studios and
audiophiles. We can repair, refurbish and
upgrade most European and North American audio electronics embodying Valve
Bipolar or MOSFET technology. B&J Sound,
Kirkby Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln ( 0526)
42869/52950. ( G)

Mains voltage clomp plugs
•
Protection and improved performance for your hi-fi system,
by eliminating the damaging effects of mains voltage surges,
spikes and transients. Protection for your computer against
crashes, data loss and program loading failure caused by the
same faults.
These plugs comprise the VDRs you have read about built
into the best mains plug we could find.

BARNARD ELECTRONICS, LONDON SERVICE AGENT
FOR ALL SPENDOR PRODUCTS.
Specially calibrated and selected drive units stocked to
overhaul Spendor loudspeakers to the original
manufacturer's specification.

BARNARD ELECTRONICS, 82
LONDON E17

Clamp 1is fitted to each component of your hi-fi system or
computer in place of the conventional 13A plug
£7.50 each

PENT1RE ROAD,
TEL: 01-531 8705

PERSONAL

Clamp 2 Lightning strike protector. This is not fitted to any
equipment, but is plugged into the mains at avacant socket
somewhere on the same ring. Pretoria your hi-fi system,
television, home computer etc. from lightning strike.
£10.50 each

ELECTROCATOR SERVICES
We provide full installation, maintenance and

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides ameeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor
Flat. 115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)

repairs to the following:- Cassette Recorders,
Reel to Reel Recorders, Loudspeakers, Amplifiers, Tuners, Record decks, Hi Fi, TV, Video, etc.

From your dealer or direct ( Including VAT and P & P1 from:-

Why not try us for speed and reliability

0

You won't do better
Tel: 01 836 7298
(24 hour answering service)
01 624 0359 ( Business hours only)

RUSS ANDREWS
TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES
EDGE BANK HOUSE. SKELSMERCH.
KENDAL. CUMBRIA LA8 SAS
TELEPHONE SELSIDE (053 983)247
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Beckenham Road,
Beckenham,
Kent BR3 4PR,
Telephone 01-658 3450
Sale
Original
Price
Price
ACKROYD 7TS
£75.00
£89.00
AOCROYD 7L
£43.50
£79.03
AOCROYD 25 L
£ 119.95 £139.00
AK.G. K141/4
£26.50
£29.95
ALPHASON MR1OOS £240.00 £280.00
AMCRON 150A (
inc. Cabinet) £549.00 £750.00
lECH AT1010
£99.00 £129.00
A. TECH ATS50
£99.03
£69.00
AWOL SBA 45
£99.00
£79.00
AUREX ST In.
£99.00
£49.00
MUREX SCM 12/SYC12
£89.00 £219.00
AUREX SBA 70
£99.00 £169.00
AMOS STS 70
£99.00 £169.00
ARISTON RD1IS
£299.00 £329.00
BORMESTER 785
£625.00 £885.00
CRIMSON 520
£75.00 £114.00
DENON PMA 530
£99.00 £149.00
DENON TU 530
£99.03 £139.00
DENON BR 240
£9900 £149.03
ACR 80
£40.00
£69.00
DIESIS DPI
£159.00 £199.00
DIESIS RACK
£20.00
£49.00
curt 650
£349.00 £650.00
Silt 600C '
£21900 £289.00
ELITE 747
£45.00
£600
ant 30/30
£59.00 £189.00
HEYBROOK 1482
£15900 £189.00
HARBETFI H.I.
£289.00 £310.00
£279.00 ease)
LOGIC DM101 ( Old Style)
MAJA 7510M
£125.03 £149.00
£139.00 £169.00
MAIA 55280
MORDAUNT SHOIIT MS20
£89.00
£99.00
NM00.11CHI BX1
£189.00 £209.00

Open 10am to 6pm
Tuesday- Saturday
Lunch 1.30 pm to 2.15 pm.
Closed Monday

PIONEER S9/11.X50 ( Micro)
PIONEER CS565
PIONEER FSL.
PIONEER F7
PIONEER 15.6
QUESTAR QA2
QUAD 405
QUANTUM 102
QUANTUM 202
M 207
QUANTUM 201
QUANTUM 402
SANSU1 TU S58
SANSUI 755
SUGDEN T28
SUGDEN T48
SUGDEN CO-48
SUGDEN 828
TANNOY VENUS
TANNOY JUPITER
TANNOY CHEVIOT II
TEAC V70C
TEAC 150
THORENS TD166
THORENS 1605
TRIO P9
TRIO KA 800
V1DEOTONE 082
WHARFEDALE TSR 102-2
WHARFEDALE LASER 40
WHARFEDALE LASER 90
WHARFEDALE LASER 50
WHARFEDALE LASER 30

Sale
Original
Price
Price
£429.00 £465.00
£49.95
£59.00
£87.50
£94.95
£107.03 £11989
£87.50
£94.95
£465.00 £575.00
£185.00 £209.00
£75.00
£92.00
£13500 elekoo
£179.00 £223.00
£9500 £118.00
£47.50
£59.95
£99.00 £11900
£69.00
£55.00
£119.02 £139.00
£129.90 £149.90
£199.00 £249.00
£149.00 £179.00
£159.00 £189.00
£259.00 £289.00
£39960 £590.00
£136.00 £14969
£49.00
£65.00
£99.00 £119.00
£149.00 £179.00
£159.00 £189.00
£159.00 £229.00
£39.00
545.00
£119.00 £139.00
£49.00
£45.00
£69.90
£79.00
£59.90
£69.90
£47.50
£54
,0,0
90/
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HOEVER IT WAS that decided
nostalgia wasn't what it used to be
must have had this first ' Back Door'
feature in mind. 18 years ago, HFN/RR's
Editor, fresh-faced and lacking any trace of
cynicism, was trying simultaneously to cope
with A- levels and the Beatles without the
benefit of having read the books written by
the likes of Wilfrid Mellers to explain why it
was the four mop-tops sounded so good.
(Mellers unfortunately never did explain why
the Rolling Stones, with so much less
musicological complexity, used to sound
even better.) But then, presumably in much
the same way as present-day school children
acquire pots of Evostik, Iremember being
handed ared- labelled single in the bike
sheds just about the time my parents were
deciding that the Beatles were ' really quite
nice boys'.
'This will really turn you on!', Iwas told,
and atruer tale was never told an
adolescent. For that disc was none other
than Sam and Dave's 'You don't know like I
know', arecord which still sends ashiver
down my spine. From the low-key intro,
through that curiously lurching rhythm and
the beautifully understated brass riffs, to
those soaring question- and-answer vocals, I
was left in no doubt that this was not apallid
copy of an American record, performed by
pimply English youths, but the ' real thing',
made by men who knew their craft. The
grooves were packed with power but no one
musician seemed to be providing it; rather it
was the interplay between the players and
the spaces they left between the notes that
made you feel at the end of the side that the
only thing in life worth doing would be to
buy atenor sax and join asoul band.
One record led to another: Sam and Dave
were followed by ' Wicked' Wilson Pickett,
Booker T & the MGs, Joe Tex, Rufus and
Carla Thomas, Eddie Floyd, Percy Sledge,
Don Covay, Arthur Conley and the greatest,
Otis Redding and/or Solomon Burke and/or
Aretha Franklin, every one of them
producing singles pared to the minimum in
the way of complexity to produce the
maximum communication. Some may point
to Motown as the '
60s label, and Ihave to
admit that Junior Walker's ' Roadrunner' and
the Four Tops' Reach out' are magic in their
way and no, Ican't ignore Sam Cooke,
James Brown or the New Orleans artists. But
for me the UK releases on that red Atlantic
label, culled from the US Stax, Volt, Atco and
Atlantic catalogues, pointed the way
forward.
Atlantic had been founded in 1948 by two
Turkish US immigrants, Ahmet and Nesuhi
Ertegun and, just as described in Charlie
Gillett's seminal Sound of the City, '
had a
flair for assessing performing styles and
audience tastes ... unmatched in the postwar history of popular music'. Readers
interested just in Atlantic or in the whole ' 60s
black music phenomenom should acquire
the Gillett book, but the relevance of this
preamble is the release by Mobile Fidelity of
four half- speed mastered Atlantic albums
from the years immediately following that
magic period.
Deja Vu, MFSL 1-088, had been the most
hyped album in all history by the time it
appeared in 1970: four super- stars, refugees
from oh- so-fashionable groups The Byrds
and Buffalo Springfield, and the ( actuallynot-very-fashionable- at- all but we all forgave
Nash because he was the only Brit and had
such anice high voice) Hollies, had got it
together in the country and were going to
lead the Woodstock generation out of the
wilderness. Listening to it now, especially
with the benefit of the very clean Mobile
Fidelity transfer, just reveals that CSN&Y
couldn't really sing in tune.
All four were much better on their own
(even Nash, who is revealed by ' Our House'
to be the originator of Wimp Rock). It is a
shame that MFSL hadn't chosen Crosby's If
only knew my name or Young's After the
122

goldrush, or anything by Springfield, or even
the first CSN album, which features Deja
Vu's charm but lacks its heavy-handed
'message' content, for the resurrection
treatment. Deja Vu is only saved from a
justly-deserved fate as asuper-cut plant pot
by the nostalgic twists in David Crosby's
contributions and the magnificence of Neil
Young's arrangements ( forget the ' deep'
lyrics, appropriately they're submerged for
much of the time).
Suitably, the fates decreed that following
their massacre on this album of Joni
Mitchell's 'Woodstock', CSN&Y collectively
followed the Woodstock generation into
middle-aged and middle class obscurity,
while Joni Mitchell herself has not only
survived but has musically gone from
strength to strength.
For those who like some technical
comment in their record reviews, the mix is a
little on the fizzy side, the music being
accompanied by tape hiss, and the bass is
flabby, lacking extension ( apart from the
overwhelming organ pedals in Young's
'Country Girl').

and Chris Squire's bass-that-launched-athousand-roundwound-Rickenbackers both
bring back fond memories. As awhole,
though, Iget exactly the same feeling from
Close to the edge as you do when you
discover adiary kept at the age of 15. You're
embarrassed, not only to discover how naïve
your ideas were, but also that you thought
them worth committing to paper.
Did Ireally think that this LP was a
milestone in rock music development? Did I
really think that Jon Anderson's ' Oh don't
these words sound pretty next to each
other?' lyrics, sung in anasal Accrington
whine, meant anything at all? What is this
drivel trying to say, for example?
Sad creature nailed upon the colour door
of time/and the same teacher be there
reminded of the rhyme/there'll be no
mutant enemy we shall certify/political
ends of sad remains will die/reach out as
forward taste begins to enter you
Wow!!**IE! Fa-a-ar ow- owut!*!*! Heaveeee, ri-i-i-ght?!??
Wrong! And Yes couldn't sing in tune,
either!

Close to the edge, MFSL 1-077, from 1972,
reveals that things at Atlantic had got even
farther from their minimalist black roots in

Abandoned luncheonette, MFSL 1-069, the
1973 offering from Philadelphia's purveyors
of ' blue-eyed soul', Hall and Oates, was at
least astep back in the right direction from
the pretentious pomposity of Yes. With its
refreshingly catchy tunes and
unembarrassing lyrics about people, sung in
those high clear voices only Americans seem
to possess, ' blue-eyed soul' may just have
been aglib hook dreamed up by amarketing
executive who'd never heard of Sam and
Dave, but the arrangements— vocals, rhythm
section, one or two 'flavouring' instruments
—do have that essential black economy of
expression.
Side two, with the involved ' Everytime
unfortunately pays lip- service to complexity,
but side one songs such as the delightful
'Las Vegas turnaround' and 'When the
morning comes', and the intense ' She's
gone', are as strong today as they were ten
years ago. Idon't think it acoincidence that
Hall and Oates are still making records in
1983, with Casiotones rather than
saxophones adding the highlights, but still
featuring the honest direct formula revealed
on Luncheonette.
The MFSL transfer has arather boomy
bass compared to the original, and more EHF
energy, but Istrongly recommend it.

BACK
5100CI

JOHN ATKINSON
CROSSES
THE ATLANTIC
First in aregular series of
re-examinations of classic
rock albums

the intervening two years. Around the time
CSN ( without Y) were discovering that
although they sang all right on their own,
together they could produce atwee out- oftune muddle, English group Yes released an
Atlantic album consisting of relatively short,
intelligently crafted arrangements of songs
such as the Beatles' Every little thing' and
the Byrds"I see you'. This hardly sold, and
the follow-up sold even less, so Yes took the
bull by the horns, stripped their music of
anything resembling rock ' n' roll, mistook
quantity for complexity and repetition for
structure, and accordingly became
immensely rich.
Close to the edge was their first album not
to have any songs on it at all, and the second
to feature keyboards wizard Rick Wakeman
(the perfect musician in every way apart
from atotal lack of imagination); it thus sold
very well indeed. Considering that Yes were
much concerned that engineer Eddie Offord
be an integral part of the band, the sound on
this album is not that hot, hiss and hum
being only too audible. However, Bill
Bruford's intelligent drumming is still ajoy
to hear, and the expert guitar picking of
Steve Howe ( now an honest man with Asia)

The real treat out of this batch, however, is
1969's Led Zeppelin II, MFSL 1-065. Like
CSN&Y, asuper-group formed when
individual talent was thought more
important than that of the whole, Zeppelin
had the advantage, not only of being able to
keep their roots in sight, but also of having
years of session experience to enable them
to turn their hands to whatever style gave
the best results. And the basis of that style,
just as it was the basis of that black Atlantic
soul, was the blues, reworked in best
electronic form, and propelled by the late
John Bonham's built- like-a- lead- balloon
drumming. Robert Plant's tortured voice
floats on the rhythm like the oily scum on a
simmering stew, and Jimmy Page's guitar
proves that those sociologists writing about
the electric guitar being amale virility
symbol were absolutely right.
With the present fuss over Holophonics,
'Whole loua love' proved fascinating, the
guitar- being- sick solo rolling around and
outside of the stereo stage. Apparently
engineer George Chkiantz, also responsible
for that ultimate flanging on the Small Faces'
'Itchy-koo park', carried out pioneer
experiments with sum and difference
techniques on this disc. The MF version has
less of the disc distortion that seemed to
plague the original, and as aresult Led Zep Il
is so heavy, the guitar strings could have
been made from uranium. Buy it, play it
loud, and watch the sound roll out of your+
speakers and across the floor.
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:this latter day
classic takes a
mer step
forward"
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Stereo AmplItlet 3020A

NAD 3020A Amplifier with MC input £ 109.00

NAD To .NAD Sales, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737. Flease send me literature or the full NAD range
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Address

NOBODY WAS E
SORRY F
BUYING THE BES
Years ago Mission put forward ideas and products which have
influenced this industry ever since. We suggested good measurements
weren't enough We said to design for low coloration wasn't enough.
We insisted two-way speakers were inherently superior We argued that
loudspeakers had to reproduce the emotions and dynamics of live music.
We claimed that good dynamic range needed higher sensitivity and- power'
handling. We said our speakers had to be " hot wired - The unique-combination of our own ideas with proven classical theories --- accurate stereo
imaging, smooth frequency response, low Jistortions. etc. — gave birth
to ageneration of products that made Mission an industry leader
Our courageous work with new materials influenced designers all Over the
world. 4 yesrs ago the M ssion 770 took the industry by storm anclthe
competition has tried to out- perform it ever since. Our."upside.dówñ" 70C
offered an entirely new standard of performance for inexpensive systems.
In 1983 we advance once again. The new Baby 70 offers the real
music lover an affordable high performance system, utilising carbon fibre cone technology, do -ne tweeter and sophisticated filter network: It is
designed to complement good quality equipment without Deing the limiting
factor — the better your equipment the better the 70 will sound.
The 700S is asubstantially refined and improved development of Miseid
legendary 700 — and that says it all! In the 737 you have the result of ,
5 years of painstaking research in polypropylene technology originally
developed for the 770. This medium priced loudspeaKer now out-perfor
the 770, which in turn made it necessary to develop the brand new 770S
Broadcast Monitor The 770S outclasses its competition regardless of size
or price, both in terms of measurement and music. As for the 780, this is
the ultimate expression of what Mission sté nds for .
andis the embodiment
qf all our experience and knowledge.
Don't take anything for granted. Don't go by hearsay or even by what
the reviewers say. Listen for yourself and you will knew...

Write to: Mission Electronics, Stonehill, Huntingdon, England, Phone: 10480) 57477 Telex 323 •

